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Lab 1: Tissue biomechanics and mechanobiology 
 
Location: NE47-365H 
PI: Alan Grodzinsky 
Lab Instructors: Eliot Frank, Diana Chai 
 
Summary 
 

• Mechanical testing of cartilage under static and dynamic compression and 
shear. We will demonstrate the use of plugs of bovine tissue run through a 
series of tests in the apparatus. 

 
• Demonstrations of incubator-housed bioreactors for application of dynamic 

compression and shear to cartilage specimens, and the various cell- and 
molecular-biological outcome measures that are used to assess 
mechanotransduction mechanisms in cells in their native dense extracellular 
matrix environment.  

 
Recommended Reading 
 
J. Kisiday, A. Kerin and A. Grodzinsky, "Mechanical Testing of Cell-Material Constructs," 
from Methods in Molecular Biology, ed. A. P. Hollander and P. V. Hatton, Humana Press, 
2004. 
 
C. Wheeler, et al., "Cartilage mechanobiology: the response of chondrocytes to mechanical 
force," Cur. Opin. Orthop. 16. 
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Lab 2: Cellular and tissue imaging with multiphoton 
excitation microscopy 
 
Location: NE47-218 
PI: Peter So 
Lab Instructors: Hyuk-Sang Kwon and Daekeun Kim 
 
Summary 
 
 Two-photon microscopy (TPM) is a three dimensional incoherent imaging 
technique based on the nonlinear excitation of fluorophores. Two-photon excitation 
occurs only at the focal point by the simultaneous absorption of two photons each 
having half of the energy needed for the excitation transition, and it has four 
unique features. First, TPM uses high numerical aperture objective and a high peak 
mode-lock femto-second titanium:sapphire laser, and it is considered for various 
biological specimen imaging with sub micrometer resolution down to a depth of a 
few hundred micrometers using illumination of near infrared (NIR) wavelength light. 
Second, TPM causes little photodamage while imaging of living specimens. Third, 
TPM allows high-sensitivity imaging by eliminating the contamination of the 
fluorescence signal by the excitation light. Fourth, TPM can initiate a photochemical 
reaction within a sub-femtoliter volume inside cells and tissues. In contrast, 
confocal microscopy obtains three-dimensional information by eliminating out-of-
focus light through the use of a pinhole, but the energy delivered by the excitation 
light causes extensive photodamage to living tissues. Further, the excitation 
wavelength used in confocal microscopes is typically in the UV and blue/green 
range which is scattered and absorbed strongly in tissues. This effect limits the 
depth of signal detection. 
 
 In this lab, we will briefly introduce the two-photon instruments (lasers, light 
source, etc) and we will image two sets of specimens: a slide containing cells with a 
fluorescent actin label from Molecular Probes, and a cartilage sample containing 
chondrocytes. We will image the specimen using a fluorophore or autofluorescence 
from the specimen: Chondrocytes in the cartilage specimen stained with cell tracker 
green and the SHG from cartilage collagen. We will use ImageJ to quickly look at 
the obtained image data in 3D. 
 
Recommended Reading 
 
P. T. C. So et al., "Two-photon excitation fluorescence microscopy," Annu. Rev. Biomed. 
Eng., 2. 
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■ Abstract Two-photon fluorescence microscopy is one of the most important re-
cent inventions in biological imaging. This technology enables noninvasive study of
biological specimens in three dimensions with submicrometer resolution. Two-photon
excitation of fluorophores results from the simultaneous absorption of two photons.
This excitation process has a number of unique advantages, such as reduced specimen
photodamage and enhanced penetration depth. It also produces higher-contrast im-
ages and is a novel method to trigger localized photochemical reactions. Two-photon
microscopy continues to find an increasing number of applications in biology and
medicine.
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INTRODUCTION

The need for better diagnostic tools has triggered a renaissance in optical-micro-
scopy instrumentation development. Two-photon fluorescence microscopy (TPM),
invented by Denk et al in 1990 (1), is a three-dimensional (3D) imaging technology
based on the nonlinear excitation of fluorophores. TPM is considered a revolution-
ary development in biological imaging because of its four unique capabilities.
First, TPM greatly reduces photodamage and allows imaging of living specimens.
Second, TPM can image turbid specimens with submicrometer resolution down to
a depth of a few hundred micrometers. Third, TPM allows high-sensitivity imaging
by eliminating the contamination of the fluorescence signal by the excitation light.
Fourth, TPM can initiate photochemical reaction within a subfemtoliter volume
inside cells and tissues.

This review covers the historical development of two-photon fluorescence mi-
croscopy techniques and the underlying physical principles. The basic instrumenta-
tion design for TPM is explained. We describe the two-photon absorption properties
of a number of commonly used fluorophores and the recent efforts in synthesizing
two-photon optimized new probes. To effectively apply this new technique for live
specimen imaging, we need to understand two-photon photodamage mechanisms.
We discuss a number of biomedical uses of two-photon excitation at the molecular,
cellular, and tissue levels. Finally, we survey recent instrumentation development
efforts that may lead to more novel applications.

The reader is referred to several previous reviews of topics included in this
chapter (2–4). The patent from the Cornell group of Webb and coworkers, which
describes multiphoton excitation microscopy, is critical reading (5). An intro-
duction to confocal microscopy and its applications is provided elsewhere (6, 7).
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Confocal microscopy is reviewed in a new book of reprinted selected historical
papers and patents (8).

HISTORICAL REVIEW OF TWO-PHOTON
MICROSCOPY TECHNOLOGY

The potential for highly intense light to trigger nonlinear processes has long been
recognized. In particular, multiphoton excitation processes were predicted by
Maria Göppert-Mayer in her doctoral dissertation on the theory of two-photon
quantum transitions in atoms (9). Experimental work in nonlinear optics may have
begun with the work by Franken and his group in 1961, focusing on second har-
monic generation of light (10). They showed that ruby laser light, at wavelength
λ, propagating through a quartz crystal will generate light at the second harmonic
frequency with a wavelength ofλ/2. In 1963, a few weeks after the publication
of the paper by Franken et al, Kaiser & Garret published the first report on two-
photon excitation (TPE) of CaF2:Eu2+ fluorescence (11). They later demonstrated
that TPE also can excite the fluorescence of organic dyes. Since then, many ex-
amples of TPE processes in molecular spectroscopy have been reported (12, 13).
Two-photon spectroscopy has become an important tool to study the electronic
structure of the molecular excited states (14, 15). G¨oppert-Mayer’s theory was
finally verified 32 years after its formulation. By analogy with the two-photon
processes, three-photon excitation spectroscopy has also been described. Three-
photon absorption processes were first reported by Singh & Bradley (16). Since
then others have demonstrated three-photon excitation processes (17, 18). Today,
the term multiphoton excitation commonly describes two and higher numbers of
photon excitation processes.

After the development of nonlinear optical spectroscopy, the potential of non-
linear optical effects in microscopy was soon recognized. In a conventional light
microscope, the source of the contrast is the differences in the absorption co-
efficients and the optical density of the specimens. For nonlinear microscopy, a
specimen with a nonlinear optical cross-section will produce higher harmonic
light emission under sufficiently intense illumination. The nonlinear harmonic
generation is a function of the molecular structure. All materials possess third-
order nonlinear susceptibility and higher-order terms; second-order nonlinear sus-
ceptibility exists in specimens that have non-centrosymmetric geometry, such as
LiNbO3 crystals and some biological specimens. The principle of nonlinear scan-
ning microscopy has been simply explained (6). Practical applications of nonlinear
microscopy started with works of Freund & Kopf (18a); they determined the prop-
erties of ferroelectric domains by an analysis of the intensity and the angular
distribution of the second harmonic generated within the crystals. Hellwarth &
Christensen developed a second harmonic microscope to study microstructures
in polycrystalline ZnS materials (19). The potential for incorporating nonlinear
optical effects in scanning microscopy has been suggested by an Oxford group
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(20, 21). They realized that the nonlinear processes are confined to the focal plane
of the objective, because the image intensity would depend quadratically on the
illumination power. However, the major impact of nonlinear optics in microscopy
was not realized until the seminal work of Denk et al (1), who investigated the
potential of imaging two-photon excited fluorescence in a scanning microscope
with ultrafast pulsed lasers. The use of fluorescence techniques allows specific la-
beling of biological structures and provides a sensitive means to study biochemical
processes such as calcium signaling in cells.

In addition to second- and higher-order harmonic-light generation, microscopes
based on other nonlinear optical effects, such as sum frequency generation, co-
herent anti-Stoke Raman scattering, and parametric oscillations, have also been
considered and implemented [see recent works (22–24)]. The potential of using
these newer techniques for biological and medical research still requires further
evaluation and is not covered in this review.

BASIC PRINCIPLES OF TWO-PHOTON MICROSCOPY

Physical Basis for Two-Photon Excitation

TPE of molecules is a nonlinear process involving the absorption of two photons
whose combined energy is sufficient to induce a molecular transition to an excited
electronic state. A comparison between one- and two-photon absorption is shown
in Figure 1 (see color insert). Conventional one-photon techniques use UV or
visible light to excite fluorescent molecules of interest. Excitation occurs when the
absorbed photon energy matches the energy gap between the ground and excited
states. The same transition can be excited by a two-photon process in which two
less energetic photons are simultaneously absorbed. Quantum mechanically, a
single photon excites the molecule to a virtual intermediate state, and the molecule
is eventually brought to the final excited state by the absorption of the second
photon.

The theory of TPE was predicted by G¨oppert-Mayer in 1931 (9). The basic
physics of this phenomenon has also been described elsewhere (25, 26). Fluores-
cence excitation is an interaction between the fluorophore and an excitation elec-
tromagnetic field. This process is described by a time-dependent Schroedinger
equation, in which the Hamiltonian contains an electric dipole interaction term:
EEγ · Er , where EEγ is the electric field vector of the photons andEr is the position op-

erator. This equation can be solved by perturbation theory. The first-order solution
corresponds to the one-photon excitation (OPE), and the multiphoton transitions
are represented by higher order solutions. In the case of TPE, the transition prob-
ability between the molecular initial state|i 〉 and the final state| f 〉 is given by

P ∼
∣∣∣∣∣∑

m

〈
f
∣∣ EEγ · Er

∣∣m〉〈m∣∣ EEγ · Er
∣∣i 〉

εγ − εm

∣∣∣∣∣
2

(1)
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?Figure 1 Jablonski diagram for one-photon (a) and two-photon (b) excitation. Excitations occur
between the ground state and the vibrational levels of the first electronic excited state. One-photon
excitation occurs through the absorption of a single photon. The initial (S0-V0) and final (S1-VN)
states have opposite parity. Two-photon excitation occurs through the absorption of two lower-
energy photons via short-lived intermediate states. The initial (S0-V0) and final (S1-VN′) states
have the same parity. After either excitation process, the fluorophore relaxes to the lowest energy
level of the first excited electronic states via vibrational processes. The subsequent fluorescence
emission processes for both relaxation modes are the same.
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whereεγ is the photonic energy associated with the electric field vectorEEγ , the
summation is over all intermediate statesm, andεm is the energy difference between
the statem and the ground state. Note that the dipole operator has odd parity (i.e.
absorbing one photon changes the parity of the state), and the one-photon transition
moment〈 f | EEγ · Er |i 〉 dictates that the initial and final states have opposite parity.
The two-photon moment〈 f | EEγ · Er |m〉〈m| EEγ · Er |i 〉 allows transition in which the
two states have the same parity (25, 26).

Optical Properties of Two-Photon Microscopy

In TPE microscopy, a high numerical aperture objective is used to focus the exci-
tation source to a diffraction-limited spot. The characteristic spatial profile at the
focal plane for a circular lens withNA= sin(α), focusing light of wavelengthλ, is

I (u, v) =
∣∣∣∣2∫ 1

0
J0(vρ)e

− i
2 uρ2

ρ dρ

∣∣∣∣2 (2)

whereJ0 is the zeroth-order Bessel function,u = 4k sin2(α/2)z, andv = k sin(α)r
are the respective dimensionless axial and radial coordinates normalized to wave
numberk = 2π/λ (27, 28). Because TPE depends on the square of incident photon
flux, the point spread function (PSF), which represents the geometry of the exci-
tation volume, isI 2(u/2, v/2). Compared with the conventional one-photon PSF,
I (u, v), the two-photon result has several major differences leading to distinct
advantages for bioimaging applications.

Three-Dimensional Localization of the Excitation Volume A key feature of
TPM is the limitation of fluorescence excitation to within a femtoliter size focal
volume. Equation 1 indicates that the excitation probability is proportional to the
square of laser intensity. The nonlinear feature of excitation implies that two-
photon–induced absorption occurs most strongly near the focal plane, where the
photon flux is highest (Figure 2; see color insert). Figure 3 (see color insert)
compares the radial and axial PSF for one-photon microscopy and TPM. Note
that TPE wavelength is twice that of the one-photon case. Owing to the longer
wavelength used, TPM has a wider PSF when compared with the one-photon case.
On the other hand, the true strength of TPM is its ability to discriminate against
fluorescence originating from regions outside the focal plane. The contribution of
fluorescence from each axial plane can be computed from the PSF and is shown
in Figure 4 (see color insert). Assuming negligible attenuation, one can see that
the total fluorescence generated is constant for each axial plane in one-photon
microscopy. In contrast, the total two-photon fluorescence falls off rapidly away
from the focal plane, demonstrating that most of the fluorescence generated is
limited to the focal region.

This localized excitation volume results in greatly improved axial depth dis-
crimination and improvement in image contrast, compared with conventional mi-
croscopy. This localization has other important consequences. First, reducing the
region of photointeraction significantly decreases total specimen photobleaching
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?Figure 2 A comparison of one- and two-photon excitation profiles. Fluorescein solution
is excited by one-photon excitation (blue arrow) via a 0.1-numerical-aperture objective;
fluorescence excitation is observed throughout the path of the laser beam. For two-photon
excitation by using a second objective with the same numerical aperture (red arrow), fluo-
rescence excitation occurs only within a 3-D localized spot.
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?
Figure 3 A comparison of the one- and two-photon point spread functions in the (a)
radial and (b) axial directions. In these figures,v andu are normalized optical coordinates
along radial and axial directions as defined in the main text.
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?Figure 4 Total fluorescence generated at a given z-plane is calculated. This quantity is
plotted as a function of its distance from the focal plane. In the one-photon case, equal
fluorescence intensity is observed in all planes and there is no depth discrimination. In the
two-photon case, the integrated intensity decreases rapidly away from the focal plane.
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and photodamage. Second, photoinitiated chemical reaction can be locally trig-
gered in 3-D–resolved volumes.

Reduced Attenuation in Biological SpecimensAnother major advantage of TPE
is its ability to image thick biological specimens, owing to the reduced scattering
and absorption of near IR light (relative to UV and visible wavelengths) in bi-
ological samples. In Rayleigh scattering, the scatterer is much smaller than the
wavelength of light, and the scattering cross-section is inversely proportional to
the fourth power of wavelength. When the equivalent wavelengths are used in OPE
and TPE, a scattering event in a two-photon transition is over an order of mag-
nitude less likely to occur than its one-photon counterpart. This results in deeper
penetration of the excitation source into scattering samples. Rayleigh scattering is
only an approximation of how light propagates in tissues, but the general inverse
relationship between scattering and excitation wavelength remains valid. Most tis-
sue also has reduced absorption in the near IR, thus TPE can effectively exploit
the tissue “optical window” at 700–1000 nm. Tissue absorbance in this window is
orders of magnitude less than the absorption in the UV or blue-green region. The
deep penetration depth of TPM is a result of both reduced scattering and reduced
absorption.

High Signal-to-Background Ratio Fluorescence DetectionIn standard one-
photon microscopy, the excitation wavelength is spectrally close to the fluores-
cence emission band. To eliminate the leak-through of the excitation light into the
detection channel, the barrier filter often cuts off a part of the emission band. The
result is a reduction in microscope sensitivity. For TPE, the excitation wavelength
is much farther removed from the emission band, and highly efficient filters can
be applied to eliminate the excitation with a minimal attenuation of the signal.

TWO-PHOTON MICROSCOPY INSTRUMENTATION

Two-photon microscopes are commercially available; however, one can also be
constructed from components (29) or by modifying an existing confocal micro-
scope (1, 30). The basic designs of these systems are very similar, and the crit-
ical components are shown in Figure 5 (see color insert). A typical two-photon
microscope features three basic components: an excitation light source, a high-
throughput scanning fluorescence microscope, and a high-sensitivity detection
system.

Two-Photon Laser Sources

Because two-photon absorption is a second-order process with a small cross-
section on the order of 10−50 cm4 s (defined as 1 GM in honor of G¨oppert-
Mayer), high-photon flux needs to be delivered to the sample to generate efficient
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?Figure 5 Schematic of a typical two-photon microscope. The excitation light path is
marked inredand the emission light path is marked inblue.
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absorption. This is typically achieved using ultrashort pulsed laser excitation. It
has been pointed out thatna, the number of photons absorbed per fluorophore per
pulse, is given by

na ≈ p2
0δ

τp f 2
p

(
(NA)2

2h̄cλ

)2

(3)

whereτp is the pulse duration,δ is the fluorophore’s two-photon absorption at
wavelengthλ, p0 is the average laser intensity,f p is the laser’s repetition rate,
NA is the numerical aperture of the focusing objective, and ¯h andc are Planck’s
constant and the speed of light, respectively (1). Equation 3 shows that, for the
same average laser power and repetition frequency, the excitation probability is
increased by increasing the NA of the focusing lens and by reducing the pulse
width of the laser. Increasing NA corresponds to spatially confining the excitation
power to a smaller focal volume.

Femtosecond, picosecond, and continuous-wave (cw) laser sources have been
used for TPM. Currently, the most commonly used laser source for multipho-
ton microscopy is femtosecond titanium-sapphire (Ti-Sapphire) systems. These
pulsed femtosecond systems are capable of generating a 100-fs pulse train at rep-
etition rates of∼80 MHz. The tuning range of Ti-Sapphire systems extends from
700 to 1000 nm. Other commonly used femtosecond sources are Cr-LiSAF and
pulse-compressed Nd-YLF lasers (31). From Equation 3, it is clear that TPE can
also be generated by using picosecond light sources, although at a lower exci-
tation efficiency. Commonly available picosecond systems include mode-locked
Nd-YAG (∼100 ps), picosecond Ti-Sapphire lasers, and pulsed-dye lasers (∼1 ps).
TPE with cw lasers has also been demonstrated. Compared with a standard fem-
tosecond light source, a cw light source requires an∼200-fold increase in average
power to achieve the same excitation rate. This has been accomplished using cw
sources such as ArKr laser and Nd-YAG laser (32). The main advantage in using
cw laser sources is the significant reduction in system cost.

Scanning Fluorescence Microscopy Optics

In a typical two-photon microscope, images are generated by raster scanning the
x-y mirrors of a galvanometer-driven scanner. After appropriate beam power con-
trol and pulse width compensation, the excitation light enters the microscope via
a modified epiluminescence light path. The scan lens is positioned such that the
x-y scanner is at its eye point while the field aperture plane is at its focal point.
For infinity-corrected objectives, a tube lens is positioned to recollimate the exci-
tation light. The scan lens and the tube lens function together as a beam expander
that overfills the back aperture of the objective lens. A dichroic mirror reflects
the excitation light to the objective. The dichroic mirrors are short-pass filters,
which maximize reflection in the IR and transmission in the blue-green region
of the spectrum. Typically, high-numerical-aperture objectives are used to maxi-
mize excitation efficiency. Thex-y galvanometer-driven scanners provide lateral
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focal-point positioning. An objective positioner translates the focal point axially
and allows 3-D raster scanning.

Fluorescence Detection System

The fluorescence emission is collected by the imaging objective and transmit-
ted through the dichroic mirror along the emission path. An additional barrier
filter is needed to further attenuate the scattered excitation light because of the
high excitation intensity used. The fluorescence signal is directed to the detector
system. Photodetectors that have been used in two-photon microscope systems in-
clude photomultiplier tubes (PMTs), avalanche photodiodes, and charge-coupled-
device (CCD) cameras. PMTs are the most common implementation because
they are robust and low cost, have large active areas, and have relatively good
sensitivity.

A major advantage of TPM is that, unlike confocal microscopy, emission pin-
holes and descanning optics are not necessary to achieve axial depth discrimination.
TPE is already localized to the focal volume, and there is no appreciable off-focal
fluorescence to reject. The addition of a pinhole can enhance resolution but at a
cost of signal loss (33, 34). An important consideration in designing the detec-
tion pathway is whether to implement a de-scan lens in the emission path. If the
scanned region in the object plane isd, then the de-scan lens is not necessary if
the detector area is larger than a characteristic area given byd × M , whereM
is the overall magnification of the detection path (35). However, for nonuniform
detectors, as some PMTs are, it may be desirable to implement descanning optics
to prevent detection efficiency variation when the fluorescence emission is incident
on different positions of the photocathode surface.

FLUORESCENT PROBES USED IN TWO-PHOTON
MICROSCOPY

It is important to examine the nonlinear absorption characteristics of fluorescent
molecules. In general, most chromophores can be excited in two-photon mode
at twice their one-photon absorption maximum. However, because one- and two-
photon absorption processes have different quantum mechanical selection rules,
a fluorophore’s TPE spectrum scaled to half the wavelength is not necessarily
equivalent to its OPE spectrum. Spectroscopic properties of fluorophores under
nonlinear excitation need to be better quantified to optimize their use in TPM.
Below, we discuss the two-photon absorption properties of some typical extrinsic
and intrinsic fluorophores.

Extrinsic and Endogenous Two-Photon Fluorophores

The spectroscopic study of rhodamine under TPE was one of the earliest efforts in
this area (36). With the advent of TPM, spectral characterization of fluorophores
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TABLE 1 Two-photon cross-sections of some common fluorophoresa

Excitation η2δ (10−50 cm4 δ (10−50 cm4

Fluorophoresb wavelength (nm) s/photon) s/photon)

Extrinsic fluorophores
Rhodamine B 840 210 (±55)

Fluorescein (pH 11) 782 38 (±9.7)

Fura-2 (free) 700 11

Fura-2 (with Ca2+) 700 12

Indo-1 (free) 700 4.5 (±1.3) 12 (±4)

Indo-1 (high Ca) 700 1.2 (±0.4) 2.1 (±0.6)

Bis-MSB 691 6.0 (±1.8) 6.3 (±1.8)

Dansyl 700 1

Dansyl hydrazine 700 0.72 (±0.2)

DiIC18 700 95 (±28)

Coumarin-307 776 19 (±5.5)

Cascade blue 750 2.1 (±0.6)

Lucifer yellow 860 0.95 (±0.3)

DAPI 700 0.16 (±0.05)

BODIPY 920 17 (±4.9)

Intrinsic fluorophores
GFP wild type ∼800 ∼6

GFP S65T ∼960 ∼7

NADH ∼700 ∼0.02

FMN ∼700 ∼0.8

Phycoerythrin 1064 322 (±110)

aη2, Fluorescence quantum efficiency under two-photon excitation (35, 42, 161).
bAbbreviations: Bis-MSB, p-bis(o-methylstyryl) benzene; DiIC18, octadecyl indocarbo cyanine;
DAPI, 4′,6-diamidino-2-phenylindole; BODIPY, 4,4-difluoro-1,3,5,7,8-pentamethyl-4-bora-3a,4a-
diazaindacene-2,6-disulfonic acid disodium salt; GFP, green fluorescent protein; NADH, reduced
nicotinamide-adenine dinucleotide; FMN, flavin mononucleotide.

under nonlinear excitation took on a new urgency (37, 38). Extrinsic fluorophores
are organic molecules that are designed to label biological structures and to measure
biochemical functions. Recently, absorption spectra of many extrinsic fluorophores
have been determined. A summary of absorption properties of these extrinsic
fluorophores is presented in Table 1.

In addition to extrinsic fluorophores, biological systems often possess endoge-
nous fluorescent molecules that can be imaged, revealing important sample char-
acteristics without the need for labeling. Two-photon–induced fluorescence from
tryptophan and tyrosine in proteins has been investigated (39–41). More recently,
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the absorption cross-section of phycoerythrin has been measured and shown to be
much greater than that of rhodamine 6G at the excitation wavelength of 1064 nm
(42). Multiphoton-induced fluorescence of the neurotransmitter serotonin has also
been demonstrated (43). The exciting development of green fluorescent protein
(GFP) introduces a convenient fluorescent marker for monitoring gene expression
in cells and tissues (44). Two-photon imaging parameters of the GFPs have been
optimized (45, 46). Nicotinamides [NAD(P)Hs] represent another intrinsic fluo-
rophore that can be excited by using a two-photon microscope (41). NAD(P)H
levels in cells are related to their metabolic rates (47), and NAD(P)H fluorescence
has been used to monitor redox state in cornea (48) and skin (49). The two-
photon spectroscopic characteristics of these endogenous probes are also listed in
Table 1.

Recent Efforts in Two-Photon Probe Development

One recent development in two-photon probe utilization has been in identifying
drug molecules that are excitable by two-photon light sources. The ability to moni-
tor the drug distribution in a native environment allows a better assessment of drug
delivery efficiency and can be important for developing therapeutic strategies (50).
However, monitoring fluorescent drugs under physiological conditions with OPE
can be difficult because of short image penetration depth and high background
fluorescence contribution from other naturally occurring fluorescent compounds
(51). Therefore, the identification of two-photon excitable drugs has important
clinical and pharmaceutical consequences. In this area, the anticancer drug topote-
can has been identified as a good two-photon probe with a two-photon absorption
cross-section of>20 GM at 840-nm excitation. Under physiological conditions,
two-photon–induced fluorescence from topotecan has been detected in plasma and
in whole blood down to respective concentrations of 0.05µM and 1µM (51). In
the foreseeable future, it is likely that further efforts in identifying two-photon–
excitable pharmaceutical agents for implementation in clinical settings will be
made.

Another important area is the development of extrinsic fluorophores with op-
timal two-photon absorption properties. The fluorophores listed in Table 1 have
all been conventional one-photon excitable probes. Because OPE and TPE obey
different selection rules, one should not expect these probes necessarily to have op-
timized properties for TPE. Recent searches for molecules with high two-photon
absorption cross-sections have led to discovery of molecules with two-photon
cross-sections of>1000 GM (52). Optimizing two-photon absorption properties
in fluorophores has two important consequences. The development of efficient
fluorophores can reduce the excitation laser intensity required for imaging, and
thus reduce specimen photodamage. Alternatively, with high two-photon cross-
sections, significant excitation can be achieved with the more economical cw
lasers, thus reducing the cost of two-photon systems that typically use femtosecond
Ti-Sapphire lasers.
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PHYSIOLOGICAL EFFECTS OF NEAR-IR MICROBEAM
ILLUMINATION

TPE reduces specimen photodamage by localizing the excitation region to within
an 1-fl volume. Photodamage is also decreased by use of near-IR excitation rather
than UV and visible radiation. Decreasing the photochemical-interaction volume
results in a dramatic increase in biological-specimen viability. The noninvasive
nature of two-photon imaging can be best appreciated in a number of embryology
studies. Previous work on long-term monitoring ofCaenorhabditis elegansand
hamster embryos, using confocal microscopy, has failed because of photodamage-
induced developmental arrest. However, recent TPM studies indicate that the em-
bryos of these organisms can be imaged repeatedly over the course of hours with-
out observable damage (53–55). It is more important that the hamster embryo was
reimplanted after the imaging experiments and eventually developed into a normal,
healthy, adult animal.

At the focal volume at which photochemical interactions occur, TPM can still
cause considerable photodamage. Three major mechanisms of two-photon pho-
todamage have been recognized. (a) Oxidative photodamage can be caused by
two- or higher photon excitation of endogenous and exogenous fluorophores with
a photodamage pathway similar to that of UV irradiation. These fluorophores act
as photosensitizers in photooxidative processes (56, 57). Photoactivation of these
fluorophores results in the formation of reactive oxygen species that trigger the
subsequent biochemical damage cascade in cells. Current studies have found that
the degree of photodamage follows a quadratic dependence on excitation power,
indicating that the two-photon process is the primary damage mechanism (58–62).
Experiments have also been performed to measure the effect of laser pulse width
on cell viability. Results indicate that the degree of photodamage is proportional
to two-photon excited fluorescence generation, and is independent of pulse width.
Hence, using shorter wavelength for more efficient TPE also produces greater
photodamage. An important consequence is that both femtosecond and picosec-
ond light sources are equally effective for two-photon imaging in the absence of an
IR one-photon absorber (59, 61). Flavin-containing oxidases have been identified
as one of the primary endogenous targets for photodamage (62). (b) One- and
two-photon absorption of the high-power IR radiation can also produce thermal
damage. The thermal effect resulting from two-photon water absorption has been
estimated to be on the order of 1 mK for typical excitation power and has been
shown to be insignificant (3, 63). However, in the presence of a strong IR absorber
such as melanin (64, 65), there can be appreciable heating caused by one-photon
absorption. Thermal damages have been observed in the basal layer of human skin
in the presence of high average-excitation power (66). (c) Photodamage may also
be caused by mechanisms resulting from the high peak power of the femtosecond
laser pulses. There are indications that dielectric breakdown occasionally occurs
(58). However, further studies are required to confirm and better understand these
effects.
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MOLECULAR-LEVEL APPLICATIONS OF TWO-PHOTON
MICROSCOPY

In recent years, a number of technological advances in light sources, detectors,
and optics have led to tremendously improved sensitivity in fluorescence methods.
Single-molecule sensitivity is now routinely achieved (67–70). Although most of
the single-molecule work has used OPE, two-photon methods can offer improve-
ment in the signal-to-background ratio (SBR), owing to excitation volume localiza-
tion and the wide spectral separation of the emission, excitation, and Raman bands.

It should be noted that, although ultrasensitive applications of two-photon fluo-
rescence require careful optimization of instrumentation and experimental setups,
they are not fundamentally different from two-photon fluorescence instrumentation
discussed previously in this review. The following discussion of single-molecule
applications of two-photon fluorescence has been divided into three parts: fluo-
rescence burst detection of single molecules, single-molecule imaging, and fluo-
rescence correlation spectroscopy (FCS).

Single-Molecule Detection in Solution

The first demonstration of single-molecule detection by TPE in solution was pre-
sented by Mertz et al (71), using rhodamine B molecules in water. They observed
photon bursts from single molecules diffusing through the two-photon volume,
with an average SBR of∼10. A number of other reports have since demonstrated
efficient fluorescence burst detection of single molecules by TPE in free solution
(72, 73), in flow cells (74–76), and in low-temperature solids (77, 78). As antic-
ipated, a common finding among most of these reports is the high SBR, largely
caused by the very low background levels associated with TPE. A quantitative study
of the two-photon background, including contributions from two-photon hyper-
Rayleigh and hyper-Raman scattering of water, has shown reduced background
levels for TPE vs OPE (79). Care must be taken in determining TPE illumination
conditions, because too much input power can lead to continuum generation in the
solvent, and thus greatly increased background levels (73).

Although the SBR has generally been favorable with TPE, the absolute count
rates per molecule are not always comparable with OPE detection (71, 73, 80–
82). The reduced magnitude of fluorescence yield is hypothesized to arise from
long-lived, more highly excited states reached by TPE, increased photobleaching,
intersystem crossing, or perhaps some other saturation or multiphoton phenomena.
The mechanism is sample dependent, and there are counter examples in which
the TPE fluorescence intensity is comparable with (enhanced green-fluorescence
protein) or exceeds (7-amino-A-methylcoumarin) the OPE fluorescence level, at
least under certain illumination conditions (73, 83). The photophysics of a given
molecule of interest is thus important in determining the relative advantages of one-
and two-photon fluorescence detection. Newly designed chromophores with high
two-photon cross-sections may enhance the advantages of TPE in single-molecule
applications (52, 84).
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Imaging Single Molecules with Two-Photon Excitation

Spatially resolved applications of ultrasensitive two-photon fluorescence have also
shown promising results. Sanchez and coworkers first demonstrated two-photon
imaging (far-field) of single rhodamine B molecules immobilized on glass surfaces
with an SBR of 30 (80). In addition, emission spectra were acquired for individual
molecules by using a cooled CCD and a spectrograph. Discrete photobleaching of
individual fluorescence peaks, as well as polarized emission, served as evidence for
true single-molecule detection. It is interesting that this group found that TPE leads
to faster photobleaching of single rhodamine B molecules than OPE, by a factor of
∼2. This number is expected to be sample dependent. A report by Bopp et al, also
using rhodamine B, demonstrates the ability to determine molecular orientation,
as well as to measure laser pulse parameters at the sample by TPE fluorescence
(85). Their results also showed reduced fluorescence emission from rhodamine B
for TPE vs OPE. An interesting variation of TPE imaging methods uses two-
photon “wide-field” illumination (∼5-µm-diameter spot); the larger spot size is
achieved by underfilling the objective lens. This approach allowed Sonnleitner
et al to not only observe single molecules, but track them within the spot over
time, measuring diffusion of single labeled lipid molecules (86). The authors plan
to test this approach for tracking single molecules on live cell membranes.

Imaging applications of TPE have also been extended to the near-field, using
uncoated fiber tips (81, 87). The study by Kirsch et al makes use of cw TPE.
These applications have the exciting potential of ultraresolved imaging with high
SBRs and improvedz-resolution as compared with one-photon near-field imaging.
To fully realize these advantages requires selection of fluorescent probes that are
reasonably stable with TPE, because increased bleaching (as seen with rhodamine
probes) would otherwise detract from the TPE advantages.

Finally, an apertureless variation of near-field imaging was recently introduced
with the promise of extremely highly resolved imaging not limited by a mini-
mum aperture size (88). An exciting direction in this field is the use of enhanced
radiation (from electromagnetic interaction of the tip and the optical field) local-
ized at the tip end to improve resolution and contrast. The quadratic dependence
of TPE on excitation intensity makes it ideal to exploit these locally enhanced
fields (89, 90). The first experimental realization of this approach demonstrated
extremely high-resolution images (∼20 nm) of photosynthetic membrane frag-
ments andJ-aggregates of pseudoisocyanine dye (91). Fluorescence quenching by
the near-field probe is a problem for this method, which, nonetheless, has very
exciting possibilities.

Fluorescence Correlation Spectroscopy

FCS, first introduced by Magde et al (92) and Thompson (93), is proving to be
a powerful method for studying a large variety of experimental systems. Appli-
cations include measurement of diffusion, chemical reactions, molecular interac-
tions, number concentration, hydrodynamic flow, and photophysical parameters
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such as triplet state lifetimes. FCS experiments are performed by recording spon-
taneous equilibrium fluctuations in fluorescence intensity (i.e. fluorescence bursts)
from a small (<1-fl) open volume. Information about various experimental pa-
rameters is extracted through temporal analysis of these fluctuations by calculating
the autocorrelation (or cross correlation) of the fluorescence signal, defined as

G(τ ) = 〈δF(t)× δF(t + τ)〉
〈F(t)〉2 (4)

HereF(t) is the time-dependent fluorescence signal,δF(t) is the time-dependent
deviation from the average fluorescence intensity, and the angle brackets represent
the time average. Because this review is focused on TPM, we here cover only
two-photon FCS measurements, and the reader is referred to the above references
for a more general discussion and review of the FCS literature.

TPE was first applied in FCS measurements by Berland et al. The optical sec-
tioning of TPE was introduced as an alternative to confocal detection for FCS in
3-D systems (94). This report demonstrated the capability to measure translational
diffusion coefficients of small (7- and 15-nm radius) fluorescent latex beads in
solution and, for the first time using FCS, in the cytoplasm of live cells (Figure 6).
The low background levels associated with TPE and reduced autofluorescence
achieved by using 960-nm excitation were of critical importance for the cellular
measurements. A subsequent report by these authors introduced the capability to
measure molecular concentration and thus detect protein association/dissociation
reactions and kinetics in solution (95). As mentioned above, FCS can also be a
powerful tool in studying the photophysical characteristics of fluorescence probes,

Figure 6 Result of a fluorescence correlation spectroscopic measurement of the diffusion
coefficient of 7-nm-radius latex spheres in the cytoplasm of CRL 1503 mouse embryonic
fibroblast cells. The data are acquired 30 min after microinjection. The diffusion rate(8×
10−8 cm2/s) is found to be∼fivefold slower than in water(3× 10−7 cm2/s). This figure
is adapted from 94.
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and FCS analysis provided an important tool in deciphering the fluorescence prop-
erties of the UV probe Coumarin-120 with both OPE and TPE (73). In addition
to the general interest of these findings, the results from this type of analysis pro-
vide valuable information, which is useful for experimental design, particularly
for two-photon imaging applications in which optimal experimental conditions are
not known a priori.

The main motivation for using two-photon FCS in a given experiment, rather
than one-photon confocal FCS, is to exploit the same features (discussed else-
where in this review) that make TPE advantageous in other experiments. A very
thorough comparison of OPE and TPE FCS applications can be found in a recent
publication by Schwille et al (83). This excellent paper demonstrates that FCS
measurements of diffusion can be performed at the single-molecule level in live
cells, with similar results from both one- and two-photon FCS. Illumination and
detection conditions were carefully chosen, such that the fluorescence yield was
similar for both OPE and TPE. Their results resolve diffusion of rhodamines in the
cytoplasm and membranes, and of Cy-3 (Amersham Pharmacia Biotech, Uppsala,
Sweden)-labeled immunoglobulin E receptors in the membrane of several different
cell types. The diffusion data show interesting complexity, suggesting anomalous
diffusion or at least multicomponent diffusion. Whereas FCS was possible in cells
using OPE, a number of TPE advantages were confirmed. First, TPE FCS measure-
ments were possible in regions in which OPE FCS was not, such as within plant
cells with highly scattering cell walls. A second major advantage was the reduced
photobleaching of molecules outside the observation volume (as compared with
OPE confocal). This can be exceedingly important when there are small numbers
of fluorescent molecules in a cell to begin with. Third, TPE provided superior
axial resolution and the ability to confine the FCS signal to a given cell region.
Finally, the SBR can also be higher for TPE, depending on probes and cell types.
One distinct disadvantage is that, for illumination conditions yielding comparable
fluorescence intensity, TPE power levels are substantially closer to the biological
damage threshold.

Photon-Counting Histogram

The photon-counting histogram (PCH) has recently been proposed as an alter-
native approach to FCS for analyzing photon burst data, to accurately measure
sample concentrations and detect molecular interactions (96, 97). Rather than an-
alyzing the temporal behavior of fluorescence fluctuations, the PCH analyzes the
fluctuation amplitude distributions. Chen et al have demonstrated that PCH anal-
ysis can describe fluorescence fluctuation data as a super-Poissonian distribution
with great precision (97). Fluctuation data were obtained from TPE measurements
of several fluorescent dyes in solution. This type of analysis is expected to be
quite powerful for measuring molecular concentration and detecting and quan-
tifying molecular interactions, as was already demonstrated for two-component
systems (96).
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CELLULAR-LEVEL APPLICATIONS OF TWO-PHOTON
MICROSCOPY

The ability to simultaneously monitor cellular biochemical activity and structure
at the subcellular level is vital to understand many important processes. The need
for functional imaging dictates the use of minimally invasive technology such
as TPM. The ability of TPE to initiate photochemial reaction in a subfemtoliter
volume further opens up new windows of opportunities for 3-D, localized uncaging
and photobleaching experiments.

Two-Photon In Vivo Cellular Imaging—Minimizing
Photodamage and Bleaching

Although higher-resolution methods such as electron microscopy can produce im-
ages with finer details, optical microscopy is unique because it reveals dynamic
processes such as signaling, intracellular transport, and cell migration. Some cel-
lular processes have been successfully studied with white light video microscopy
(98). However, many functional studies require fluorescence. Fluorescence imag-
ing of live cells is difficult, especially when 3-D information is required. Before
the invention of TPM, fluorescence confocal microscopy was the only option. The
use of high-intensity UV or blue-green radiation in the confocal system results in
significant photodamage and compromises the validity of the research.

This difficulty has been alleviated with the introduction of two-photon imaging.
TPM enables a number of difficult studies in which sensitive specimens may be
damaged under UV excitation. The study of cellular calcium signaling is one of
these areas where TPE can contribute (99). The feasibility of using indicators,
such as Indo I (100) and Calcium Green (29) (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR), in
two-photon microscopes for the quantification of cellular calcium level has been
demonstrated. TPM has been used successfully in calcium-signaling studies such
as the effect of calcium signals in keratocyte migration (101) and the mapping of
the calcium channel in hair cells (102). Two-photon imaging has also been applied
in systems in which the available fluorescent indicators are not very photostable.
An example is the measurement of membrane fluidity in cells and vesicles with the
generalized polarization probe Laurdan, which is easily photobleached (103–105).

Multiphoton Imaging of Far-UV Fluorophores

Another interesting application of multiphoton excitation is the imaging of sero-
tonin distribution in cells (106). Serotonin is an important neural transmitter. The
far-UV (∼240-nm) fluorescence excitation of serotonin makes optical microscopic
studies of serotonin biology difficult. Using a conventional microscope, this spec-
tral region is virtually inaccessible. Maiti et al (106) realized that multiphoton
excitation can be used to image this class of chromophores. Serotonin was excited
in the near IR by three-photon absorption, and they have demonstrated that the
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distribution of serotonin in intracellular granules can be mapped. Equally important
is the subsequent discovery by Shear et al (43) that serotonin may be further ex-
cited by a six-photon process in which the molecule is converted by the absorption
of four photons to a two-photon–excitable by-product. Serotonin distribution can
then be imaged based on the blue-green fluorescence of this by-product (43). The
two basic principles described here are important. First, multiphoton excitation
can be used to access new far-UV chromophores. Second, multiphoton chemical
processes may be used to create new fluorophores based on endogenous cellular
molecules.

Two-Photon Multiple Color Imaging

The possibility of using TPM to simultaneously excite different color fluorophores
for multiple label imaging has been explored (29, 107) (Figure 7; see color insert).
Xu et al imaged rat basophilic leukemia cells simultaneously labeled with pyrene
lysophosphatidylcholine, a UV-emitting plasma membrane probe; DAPI, a blue-
emitting nucleic probe; Bodipy sphingomyelin, a green-emitting Golgi label; and
rhodamine 123, a red-emitting mitochondria probe. This study demonstrates the
simultaneous imaging of four cellular structural components and the potential for
studies in which the interaction of various cellular organelles can be monitored
over time in 3-D.

Three-Dimensional Localized Uncaging of Signaling
Molecules

An important property of TPM is its ability to initiate localized chemical reac-
tions such as the uncaging of signaling molecules. Denk led the development of
this novel technique by mapping the distribution of nicotin acetylcholine recep-
tors in a muscle cell line (BC3H1) (108). The membrane potential of a chosen
cell was monitored by the whole-cell patch clamp technique. Caged carbamoyl-
choline was placed in the medium. Upon two-photon uncaging, a 3-D localized
burst of carbamoylcholine was released at the focal point of the laser light. The
whole-cell current measured by the patch clamp is a function of the relative spa-
tial distance between the carbamoylcholine burst and the proximal acetylocholine
receptors. In the presence of many close-by receptors, a larger current will be ob-
served and vice versa. By scanning the uncaging beam throughout the cell volume,
the receptor distribution can be determined. Similar techniques have been subse-
quently applied to map glutamate receptors on hippocampal pyramidal neurons
(109).

In addition to receptor mapping, localized uncaging is also valuable for the
study of intracellular-signaling pathways. The ability to generate active signaling
molecules localized in 3-D with submicrometer resolution allows investigators to
monitor intracellular signal propagation. Localized uncaging of fluorescein has
been demonstrated by Denk and coworkers (1). However, the uncaging of more
important cellular messengers, such as calcium, has been difficult because of the
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?Figure 7 Two-photon multiple color imaging of bovine pulmonary artery endothelial
cells labeled with DAPI (nucleus), BODIPYO-FL phallacidin (actin), and MitoTrackero
Red CMXRos (mitochondria) (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). All three probes were
excited at 780 nm, and images were acquired by three independent detection channels.
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lack of an efficient two-photon photolabile cage. This situation is improving as
new cage groups targeted for two-photon applications are being developed (110).
This new technology has been used in a number of pilot studies (111–116).

Two-photon photobleaching recovery is a similar technique that can be applied
to measure intracellular transport, viscosity, and diffusion (117). Similar to con-
ventional photobleaching-recovery studies, molecules labeled with fluorophores of
interest can be photobleached within a 3-D localized volume. The recovery of loss
fluorescence is correlated with fresh molecules diffusing back into the excitation
volume and provides information on the intracellular environment.

TISSUE LEVEL APPLICATIONS OF TWO-PHOTON
MICROSCOPY

A recent comparison study has convincingly demonstrated that TPM is a superior
method in the imaging of thick, highly scattering specimens (33).

Applying Two-Photon Microscopy to Study
Tissue Physiology

The potential of applying TPM to study tissue physiology has been recognized
since its inception (1). Two-photon tissue imaging has been successfully applied
to study the physiology of many tissue types, including the corneal structure of
rabbit eyes (48, 66), the light-induced calcium signals in salamander retina (118),
the human and mouse dermal and subcutaneous structures (49, 119, 120) (Figure 8;
see color insert), the toxin effect on human intestinal mucosa (121), and the
metabolic processes of pancreatic islets (122, 123). Today, TPM is particularly
widely used in two areas—neurobiology (124) and embryology. In neurobiology
studies, TPM has been applied to study the neuron structure and function in in-
tact brain slices (125), the role of calcium signaling in dendritic spine function
(126–134), neuronal plasticity and the associating cellular morphological changes
(135), and hemodynamics in rat neocortex (136). In embryology studies, two-
photon imaging has been used to examine calcium passage during sperm-egg
fusion (137), the origin of bilateral axis in sea urchin embryos (138), cell fusion
events inC. eleganshypodermis (53, 54), and hamster embryo development (55).
It is expected that two-photon imaging will be applied to an increasing number of
tissue systems as better commercial instruments become available.

It is important to examine the technological limitations of applying two-photon
imaging in tissues. (a) It should be recognized that the imaging depth of different
specimens could be drastically different. For example, in the cornea of the eye,
a unique optically transparent organ, an autofluorescence image can be obtained
from depths beyond a millimeter, whereas, inside a highly scattering specimen
such as human skin, the contrast of autofluorescence images is significantly de-
graded at∼200–300µm. The maximum imaging depth depends on the scatteering
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?Figure 8 Three-dimensional reconstructed two-photon images of dermal and subcutaneous struc-
tures in a mouse ear tissue specimen. The four panes show distinct structural layers: (a) epidermal
keratinocytes, (b) basal cells, (c) collagen/elastin fibers, and (d ) cartilage structure. This figure is
adapted from (120).
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and absorption coefficients of the tissue, the efficiency of the fluorophore, and the
throughput of the microscope optics. (b) The two-photon PSF is well characterized
in thin specimens. In a number of tissue models, two-photon PSF degradation ap-
pears to be minimal up to a depth of 100µm (33). However, the aberration of PSF
in real tissue specimens has not been satisfactorily measured. A number of projects
are now underway to better understand the physics of light propagation in turbid
medium and to quantify resolution in both tissue phantoms and real tissues. (c) Flu-
orescence labeling of deep tissue structure is a major technical challenge. Common
fluorescent probes are designed for labeling cultured cells. Diffusional delivery of
these probes is not ideal in tissues. Probe distributions tend to vary greatly as a
function of depth. Fluorophores could also be delivered by microinjection, but this
method suffers from its invasive nature and its limited ability to label multiple
cells. Tissue structure may also be imaged with endogenous fluorophores such as
NAD(P)H and flavoproteins (47). Unfortunately, these fluorophores suffer from
low quantum yield, and their fluorescence emissions in the blue-green spectral
region are strongly attenuated by the tissue. Molecular biology methods allow the
labeling of specific tissue structures with fluorescent probes such as GFP, but this
method can be applied only to specimens with well-controlled genetic makeup.
The lack of universal and effective methods for fluorescent labeling of living tissues
is a major obstacle in two-photon tissue imaging.

Applying Two-Photon Excitation for Clinical
Diagnosis and Treatment

A promising direction for two-photon tissue imaging is clinical diagnosis and treat-
ment. Optical biopsy is a new paradigm in clinical diagnosis. Traditional biopsy
requires the removal, fixation, and imaging of tissues. The histological procedure
is invasive, and tissue biochemical information is poorly preserved during these
preparation steps. Optical biopsy based on TPE has been proposed in which 3-D
images of tissues will be noninvasively acquired from patients. The image stack
will be subsequently subjected to pathological analysis. TPM has been successfully
used to image the skin structure of human volunteers down to a depth of 150µm
(49, 139). Four distinct structural layers in the epidermis and the dermis are typ-
ically resolved (Figure 9; see color insert). The topmost layer is the stratum
corneum, where the cornified cells form a protective layer. The second layer con-
sists of epidermal keratinocytes. At the epidermal-dermal junction lies a layer of
germinative basal cells. In the dermal layer, collagen/elastin fiber structures can be
clearly observed. Pathological states such as atypical changes in cellular morphol-
ogy or cellular hyperfoliation can often be identified. However, today, it remains
unknown whether the quality of images acquired by two-photon optical biopsy is
sufficient to produce pathological analysis results with accuracy comparable to that
of traditional histology. If the feasibility of this technique can be demonstrated, the
development of a two-photon endoscope may provide a method to biopsy other
organs. Similar efforts are underway in confocal imaging (140, 141).
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?Figure 9 Three-dimensional reconstructed two-photon images of in vivo human skin. The
strata corneum and the basal layers are clearly visible. The figure is adapted from (159).
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In addition to diagnosis, TPE may also find applications in clinical treatment
based on photodynamic therapy. Photodynamic therapy allows the destruction
of specific tissue, such as a tumor, by preferentially loading the tissue with a
photosensitizer. Photosensitizer-loaded tissue is subsequently destroyed by laser
illumination. Unfortunately, while the photosensitizer uptake in tumorous tissue is
higher, there is often non-negligible uptake in normal tissues. Peripheral damage to
healthy tissues is a common occurrence. The potential of using two-photon imaging
to first localize the tumor and then of applying TPE to initiate photodynamic action
at the selected site is a very attractive option. Preliminary work in this area has
been reported (142–144).

NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN TWO-PHOTON
INSTRUMENTATION

Although the standard TPM, as described previously, functions very well as a
general purpose instrument, a number of exciting new applications demand new
instrumentation capabilities. This section describes the frontiers of two-photon
instrumentation research and their biomedical potentials.

Two-Photon Video Rate Microscopy

A major limitation of standard two-photon microscopes is their speed, which is
∼0.5 Hz, and the typical time required to obtain a high-resolution 3-D image stack
is∼10 min. This is clearly unsuitable for applications such as clinical biopsy, in
which efficiency is crucial. Furthermore, this slow imaging speed is also incompat-
ible with intravital imaging of patients or animals, in which the presence of motion
artifacts is a major concern. Finally, the study of many cellular processes, such as
calcium signaling or neuronal communication, requires imaging with millisecond
time resolution. This problem is addressed by the development of a number of
video rate two-photon microscopes.

The first video rate two-photon imaging system is based on the line-scanning
approach. Image acquisition time is reduced by covering the image plane with a
line instead of a point (145, 146). The line focus is typically achieved by using
a cylindrical element in the excitation beam path. The resulting fluorescent line
image is acquired with a spatially resolved detector such as a CCD camera. The
main drawback associated with line scanning is the inevitable degradation of the
image PSF, especially in the axial direction. A second approach, which has been
termed “multiphoton multifocal microscopy” (147, 148), is analogous to Nipkow
disk-based confocal systems (149). This elegant approach is based on a custom
fabricated lenslet array, in place of the scan lens, that focuses the incident laser
into multiple focal spots at the field aperture plane. The lenslet lenses are arranged
in patterns similar to the traditional Nipkow disk designs. Upon the rotation of the
lenslet lens, the projection of the lenslet will uniformly cover the field aperture
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Figure 10 Video rate two-photon image of a Calcein-AM labeled protozoa, blepharisma,
as it swam across the observation area at a rate of∼100µm/s. The figure is adapted from 151.

plane. A CCD camera is used to register the spatial distribution of the resulting
fluorescent spots and integrate them into a coherent image. The ability to excite
multiple sample regions simultaneously reduces total data acquisition time. This
technique has less resolution degradation compared with line scanning and has the
added advantage of being extremely robust. A third method has been developed
based on the raster scanning of a single diffraction-limited spot by using either a
high-speed resonance scanner (150) or rotating polygonal mirror (151; Figure 10).
In this case, a large, single-point detector, such as a photomultiplier tube or an
avalanche photodiode, can be used. The spatial information is encoded by the
timing design of the raster scan pattern. By replacing the CCD imager with a single
pixel detector, the image resolution may be improved by removing the dependence
on the emission PSF. This is particularly important in turbid specimens in which
the scattered fluorescence signal is not confined in a single pixel of the CCD imager
and may degrade the image resolution.

Simultaneous Two-Photon Fluorescence and Reflected-Light
Confocal Microscopy

Imaging light scattering in biological specimens, due to changes in refractive index,
can also yield important structural information not shown in fluorescent images.
As such, confocal reflected light and two-photon fluorescence are complementary
techniques that can allow different specimen structures to be visualized based on
different contrast mechanisms. The capability of optical deep-tissue microscopy
has been demonstrated by the simultaneous imaging of ex vivo human skin in
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both two-photon fluorescence and reflected-light confocal modes (139). Comple-
mentary structures are clearly obtained by using either method in the basal layer
(Figure 11), but TPE provides better visualization of collagen/elastin fibers in the
dermis.

Integrating Fluorescence Spectroscopy into Two-Photon
Microscopes

Fluorescence spectroscopy is a powerful method to assay biological structure and
functions. Spectroscopy techniques based on probe emission wavelength, life-
time, and emission polarization have been developed. Wavelength-resolved probes
have been designed to measure many cell characteristics such as metabolite con-
centrations. Two-photon microscopes are typically designed with multiple de-
tection channels such that emission wavelength changes can be monitored. The
polarization of fluorescence emission measures the changes in the excitation and
emission dipole directions of the fluorophore. One of the most common applica-
tions is the characterization of rotational diffusion rate. A polarization-resolving
TPM has been designed (152) and has been applied to study rotational diffusion
of single molecules in organic glasses. Fluorescence lifetime measures the resi-
dence time of the fluorophore in the excited state. Lifetime-resolved two-photon
microscopes have been developed based on frequency domain (29) and time do-
main (153, 154) methods. Fluorescence lifetime is often highly sensitive to the

Figure 11 A comparison of two-photon fluorescence (top panels) and confocal reflected
light images (bottom panels). Three-dimensional resolved structural layers were acquired
from ex vivo human skin: (a, b) stratum corneum; (c, d ) epidermis; (e, f ) basal layer;
(g, h, i, j) dermis. This figure is adapted from 66.
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fluorophore biochemical microenvironment. Lifetime-sensitive functional probes
have been identified for common applications such as Ca2+ or pH measurements,
providing a complementary approach to wavelength-resolved measurement. It is
more important that there are interesting processes that can be best measured by
lifetime-resolved imaging. Examples include the determination of tissue oxygena-
tion based on lifetime changes on oxygen quenching (155, 156). Another exam-
ple includes the use of lifetime resolved measurement to quantitatively monitor
the proteolytic process of antigenic materials in macrophage vacuoles (157, 158)
(Figure 12; see color insert).

CONCLUSION

Within a decade after the invention of TPM, this technology has found applications
in many diverse areas, ranging from the study of single molecules to tissue imag-
ing. It is important that TPM is also starting to attract attention from the clinical
and industrial communities. The development of a two-photon endoscope will be
a critical step toward realizing noninvasive optical biopsy. As a complement to
traditional pathology, the ability for a two-photon endoscope to rapidly and non-
invasively acquire tissue-structural images may find use in areas such as surgical
margin determination. TPM is also being applied by the pharmaceutical industry
for high-throughput drug screening in which TPE or three-photon excitation of
tryptophan or tryosine allows label-free study of protein-drug interactions. Highly
sensitive two-photon FCS and PCH may be applied for further quantitative anal-
ysis. Given the importance of studying biological systems in vivo, we can project
that the use of TPM in academic research will continue to increase. As two-photon
technology reaches maturity, it is also promising that high-impact clinical and
industrial applications may be identified.
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Lab 3: Fast fluorescence microrheology for quantitative 
studies of cytoskeletal mechanotransduction 
 
Location: NE47-205 
PI: Peter So 
Lab Instructors: Maxine Jonas, Euiheon Chung and Yang-Hyo Kim 
 
Summary 
 
 The fluorescence laser tracking microrheometer (FLTM) is a novel instrument 
that proposes to assess the local, frequency-dependent mechanical properties of 
living cells with nanometer spatial sensitivity over a frequency range extending 
from 1 Hz to 50 kHz. This tutorial will familiarize researchers with the FLTM’s 
theoretical principles and experimental routines, and will illustrate how chemically-
induced cytoskeletal disruption is accompanied by reduced cellular stiffness and 
viscosity (as parameterized by G*(ω), the frequency dependent complex shear 
modulus). 
 
Recommended Reading 
 
S. Yamada et al., "Mechanics of living cells measured by laser tracking microrheology," 
Biophys. J., 78. 
 
T. G. Mason et al., "Optical measurements of frequency-dependent linear viscoelastic moduli 
of complex fluids," Phys. Rev. Lett. 74. 
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Abstract — The fluorescence laser tracking microrheometer 
(FLTM) is a novel instrument that proposes to assess the local, 
frequency-dependent mechanical properties of living cells with 
nanometer spatial sensitivity over a frequency range extending 
from 1 Hz to 50 kHz (1).  This tutorial will familiarize 
researchers with the FLTM’s theoretical principles and 
experimental routines, and will illustrate how chemically-induced 
cytoskeletal disruption is accompanied by reduced cellular 
stiffness and viscosity (as parameterized by G*(ω), the frequency-
dependent complex shear modulus).    
 

I. MICRORHEOLOGY 
 

O gain insight in mechanotransduction and understand 
how the mechanical properties of cells are affected by 

their environmental cues, an assortment of microrheology 
schemes have been developed.  They fall into two classes:  

- active techniques (e.g. micropipette aspiration, AFM: 
atomic force microscopy, and magnetic manipulation), which 
involve mechanical force application to cells, and  

- passive techniques (e.g. dynamic light scattering, and 
LTM: laser tracking microrheology), which examine the 
thermal fluctuations of probe particles (2-11). 

A. Fluorescence laser tracking microrheometry (FLTM) 
 We have developed a fluorescence laser tracking micro-
rheometer (FLTM) whose strengths are several folds.    
 1) The FLTM proposes to characterize the solid-like vs. 
liquid-like behavior of biomaterials using only microscopic 
amounts of sample, and without any active manipulation of 
the probed matter.  FLTM takes advantage of the thermal 
energy of embedded colloids and relates their displacements 
to the viscoelastic properties of the surrounding medium: the 
more viscous and/or stiff the probe’s microenvironment, the 
more confined its Brownian motion (12,13).   
 2) The FLTM’s excellent speed (up to 50 kHz) and spatial 
resolution (~ 4 nm) make this apparatus well suited to the 
study of heterogeneous and dynamic biological systems.   
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 3) The extended frequency range (~ 0.5 Hz to 50 kHz) 
assayed by the FLTM allows the appraisal not only of the 
macroscopic viscoelasticity of molecular networks at long 
time scales (on the order of seconds), but also the fast bending 
and twisting fluctuations of single filaments at shorter time 
scales, which are fundamental for fast cytosketetal dynamics.   
 4) Relying on fluorescent probes (of characteristic spectral 
signatures) enables the targeting of cellular structures with 
molecular specificity. 

B. Theory 
 The frequency-dependent complex shear modulus G*(ω) 
characterizes both the solid-like (through its real part G'(ω), 
the storage modulus) and the liquid-like (through its 
imaginary part G”(ω), the loss modulus) behaviors of a 
material.  FLTM experimentally derives G*(ω) from a 
sphere’s mean squared displacement, MSD (τ) = <∆r2 (τ)> = 
<(r (t + τ) – r (τ))2>t (where r(t) describes the particle’s 2-
dimensional trajectory, and τ corresponds to various lag 
times) by exploiting a generalized Stokes-Einstein relation 
(GSER)(14):    
     ( )
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with kB the Boltzmann constant, T the absolute temperature, a 
the radius of the probe particle, and Γ the gamma function.   
 

II. FLTM EXPERIMENTS 

A. Instrumentation: the FLTM setup 
 A schematic of the FLTM is presented in Figure 1: A laser 
beam(1) (532 nm, Verdi Nd:YVO4, Coherent) is collimated 
through a custom light path and a 100X NA 1.30 oil 
objective(2) (Olympus) and illuminates a 100 µm x 100 µm 
area of sample positioned on the stage of an Olympus IX71 
inverted microscope(3) and mounted on an xy piezoelectric 
nanopositioning system (Queensgate).  The photons emitted 
by the fluorescent beads(4) (Molecular Probes) contained in the 
excitation volume are filtered by a dichroic mirror-barrier 
filter combination(5) (Chroma Technology) and detected after 
beam expansion by a quadrant photomultiplier tube(6) (PMT, 
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Hamamatsu).  The total magnification of the system is of 2250 
X, so that a 1-µm bead is finally projected on the 18mm x 
18mm quadrant PMT as a disk of diameter 2.25 mm.  Position 
signals are inferred at the PMT level from the difference in 
photocurrents between opposing pairs of quadrant elements, 
which are further amplified into digitized voltages by a 200 
kHz 16-bit simultaneous 4-channel analog-to-digital converter 
(ADC, Strategic Test).  For instance, the x-position of the 
probe particle is deduced from the signal ratio RatioX = (Ch0 
+ Ch2)/(Ch1 + Ch3) (Fig. 1). 
 

 
 

Fig. 1.  Schematic diagram of the FLTM 
 

B. Sample preparation: cell biology 
 NIH 3T3 fibroblasts were grown in standard 100mm x 
20mm cell culture dishes (Corning) in DMEM (Cellgro®) 
supplemented with 10%  fetal bovine serum (Invitrogen) and 
1% penicillin-streptomycin (Invitrogen). Cells were cultured 
at 37°C in 5% CO2.  The day prior to the FLTM experiments, 
fibroblasts were plated on 35-mm glass-bottom cell culture 
dishes (MatTek) coated with collagen I (1 µg/cm2, Cohesion 
Tech). On the day of the experiments, the cell confluency had 
reached about 60%. 1-µm orange fluorescent beads 
(Molecular Probes) coated with integrin antibodies were 
mixed to the growth media (at a concentration of 5 x 105 
microspheres/mL) and added to the plated cells for a period of 
12 to 24 hours (for bead endocytosis).  The influence of 
cytoskeletal components on cellular rheology was assessed by 
treating fibroblasts with the actin-disrupting drug cytochalasin 
D (10 µM) for 30 minutes before a final wash with culture 
media (Fig. 2). 
 

 
 

Fig. 2.  Fluorescent labeling of F-actin (by Alexa Fluor® 568 phalloidin) 
in untreated (A) and cytochalasin-D treated (B) fibroblasts.  Scale bars 
are 20 µm. 

C. Data acquisition using LabVIEW (National Instruments)  

 Position a single 1-µm bead at the center of the 
detector’s field of view: Scan Sample 
Shutter Background.vi 
- fully automated command and coordination of the 
Queensgate xy stage (for raster-scanning of successively 
smaller  areas) and the ADC acquisition card,  
-  very low illumination power (< 5 x 102 W.m-2) to avoid 
photobleaching of the probe.   
 

 Record the bead’s fluorescent signal on the quadrant PMT 
using Record Signal With Shutter.vi 
 - collection of 218 = 262,144 data points at an ADC 
sampling rate of 200 kS/s. 
 - high laser power (~ 5 x 105 W.m-2): open iris at fiber 
input. 
 

 Calibrate the FLTM with Steps Shutter.vi 
- translation of the sample along both detection axes (x, then 
y) and recording of the light distribution at each step.   
 

III. FLTM DATA PROCESSING (MATLAB)   

A. From binary file to probe trajectory 
 GetSteps.m: determine what RatioX and RatioY are at 
each bead position of the 10-nm-spaced calibration steps. 

 

 
 

 GetRatioXY.m: calculate the bead’s fluorescent signal’s 
RatioX and RatioY at each data point (20-µs intervals). 

 

  
 

 GetTrajBead.m: for each time point, fit RatioX and RatioY 
to an (x,y) position doublet using the calibration curves. 
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B. From bead trajectory to cell rheology 
 GetMSD.m: calculate and save the particle’s mean squared 
displacement from its 2D trajectory. 

 

 
 GetGstar.m: compute the storage and loss moduli G’(ω) 
and G”(ω) from the probes’ MSDs using Eq. 1-3. 

 

 
 

IV. CONCLUSION 
 

In conclusion, FLTM, benefiting from spatial and temporal 
sensitivities of 4 nm and 20 µs and sampling five decades of 
frequency (0.5 Hz to 50 kHz), is a passive microrheology 
technique well-suited to investigate biological problems, as 
illustrated by its aptitude to quantitatively characterize (i) the 
effect of cytoskeleton-disrupting drugs on cellular viscoelastic 
profiles, (ii) the difference between intracellular and surface 
fluorescent probes, and (iii) the impact of bead coating 
proteins on rheological results (1). 
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ABSTRACT To establish laser-tracking microrheology (LTM) as a new technique for quantifying cytoskeletal mechanics, we
measure viscoelastic moduli with wide bandwidth (5 decades) within living cells. With the first subcellular measurements of
viscoelastic phase angles, LTM provides estimates of solid versus liquid behavior at different frequencies. In LTM, the
viscoelastic shear moduli are inferred from the Brownian motion of particles embedded in the cytoskeletal network. Custom
laser optoelectronics provide sub-nanometer and near-microsecond resolution of particle trajectories. The kidney epithelial
cell line, COS7, has numerous spherical lipid-storage granules that are ideal probes for noninvasive LTM. Although most
granules are percolating through perinuclear spaces, a subset of perinuclear granules is embedded in dense viscoelastic
cytoplasm. Over all time scales embedded particles exhibit subdiffusive behavior and are not merely tethered by molecular
motors. At low frequencies, lamellar regions (820 6 520 dyne/cm2) are more rigid than viscoelastic perinuclear regions (330 6
250 dyne/cm2, p , 0.0001), but spectra converge at high frequencies. Although the actin-disrupting agent, latrunculin A,
softens and liquefies lamellae, physiological levels of F-actin, alone (11 6 1.2 dyne/cm2) are ;70–fold softer than lamellae.
Therefore, F-actin is necessary for lamellae mechanics, but not sufficient. Furthermore, in time-lapse of apparently quiescent
cells, individual lamellar granules can show ;4-fold changes in moduli that last .10 s. Over a broad range of frequencies
(0.1–30,000 rad/s), LTM provides a unique ability to noninvasively quantify dynamic, local changes in cell viscoelasticity.

INTRODUCTION

Because a major function of cytoskeletal filaments is to
support cell structure, mechanical characterization of living
cells must complement characterization of reconstituted net-
works. Despite many plausible molecular mechanisms for
controlling cytoskeletal structure, current biophysical meth-
ods lack the speed and resolution to monitor mechanics in
living cells and cannot adequately test molecular models.
To address these shortcomings, we have developed a new
approach to cellular mechanics, laser-tracking microrheol-
ogy (LTM), that quickly characterizes mechanical proper-
ties over an;5-decade range of frequencies. For model
polymers, LTM quantitatively provides the same viscoelas-
tic spectra as mechanical rheometry (Mason et al., 1997b).

To measure cell mechanics, cells have been deformed by
many techniques. Whole-cell deformations have used a
torsional pendulum (e.g., Eichinger et al., 1996), parallel
plates (e.g., Thoumine and Ott, 1997), and micropipette
aspiration (see Hochmuth, 1993). Smaller mechanical
probes of cells include microneedles (e.g., Felder and Elson,
1990; Nicklas, 1983), cell poker (e.g., Petersen et al., 1982)
and atomic force microscopy (e.g., Radmacher et al., 1996;
A-Hassan et al., 1998). Magnetic forces have been applied
to particles within living cells (Bausch et al., 1999; Valberg
and Albertini, 1985; Crick and Hughes, 1950), and attached
to the surface of living cells (Bausch et al., 1998; Wang et
al., 1993). So far, optical forces have only been applied to
deforming soft subcellular structures, such as the plasma

membrane (Kuo and Sheetz, 1992; Schmidt et al., 1993).
Mechanical measurements using direct deformations are
slow and often invasive. Deformations can be so large as to
be nonlinear and, hence, relevant to only situations mim-
icking the measurement protocol. Furthermore, these ap-
proaches often rely upon curve-fit models to extract values
of phenomenological springs and dashpots.

Without resorting to phenomenological models, mechan-
ical rheometers can empirically measure mechanical prop-
erties over widely varying frequencies. By using large
amounts of sample material, such devices can apply very
small, linear strains through oscillating surfaces. The result-
ing viscoelastic shear modulus,G*, is a complex number
that varies with the frequency of oscillation. Its magnitude,
Gd (5 uG* u), is the material’s resistance to deformation, and
its phase angle,d (5 /(G*)) is an index of the material’s
solid-like (d 5 0) or liquid-like (d 5 p/2) behavior. Me-
chanical rheometers have provided thorough characteriza-
tion of reconstituted F-actin networks (e.g., Xu et al., 1998b;
Janmey et al., 1994). However, mechanical data of compa-
rable quality are not available for living cells.

LTM quantitatively provides the same viscoelastic spec-
tra as mechanical rheometry (Mason et al., 1997b). Unlike
mechanical rheometry, no external forces are applied to the
material. Instead, mechanical properties are derived from
the Brownian motion of individual spherical particles em-
bedded in the viscoelastic material. Unlike percolating par-
ticles, embedded particles appear almost stationary and only
move distances that are a fraction of their radii. In cytoskel-
etal networks, the motions of small percolating particles
have been used to quantify pore size and “microviscosity”
of the solution between the filaments (e.g., Hou et al., 1990;
Luby-Phelps et al., 1986). For large particles embedded in
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cytoskeletal networks, particle motions reveal the elasticity
of the cytoskeletal mesh itself (Xu et al., 1998a; Palmer et
al., 1998, 1999).

To realize its potential beyond reconstituted networks, we
use LTM to probe the mechanics of living cells. Unlike
measurements using direct deformations, LTM is fast, sen-
sitive, and quantifies liquid versus solid behavior (vis-
coelastic phase angle). Furthermore, to demonstrate the
noninvasiveness of LTM, we chose the cell line COS7 for
cellular measurements. COS7 cells have large, flat lamellae
and are rich with spherical “granules” that we demonstrate
are ideal for probing cytoskeletal mechanics. The mechan-
ical properties of COS7 cytoplasm are highly heteroge-
neous, but elasticity generally correlates with F-actin stain-
ing. Lamellae are most rigid, but are;70-fold more rigid
than reconstituted F-actin alone. By monitoring lamellar
particles, we show that their local mechanics are dynamic
and that actin-disrupting agents act quickly to soften mod-
uli. Clearly, F-actin is necessary, but not sufficient, for
creating rigid lamellae in living cells.

METHODS

Cell culture

COS7 cells (ATCC CRL-1651) were cultured at 37°C in 5% CO2 in
Dulbecco’s Minimal Essential Medium without phenol red supplemented
with 10% FBS, 2 mM glutamine, and 25 mM HEPES (Life Technologies
Inc., Gaithersburg, MD). All measurements were performed at room tem-
perature. Cells were grown on coverslips etched with identifying grids
(Bellco Glass Inc., Vineland, NJ) so that the same cells used for laser
tracking could be examined by fluorescent staining. Custom flow chambers
allowed the introduction of pharmacological agents without disturbing the
cell’s position on the microscope.

Fluorescent labeling of cytoskeletal networks

For F-actin labeling, cells were fixed in 3% paraformaldehyde in Dulbec-
co’s phosphate-buffered saline (PBS, Life Technologies), extracted with
0.5% Triton X-100 in PBS (Sigma, St. Louis, MO), and F-actin labeled
with rhodamine phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR). For vimentin
labeling, cells were fixed in 80% methanol and stained with murine
monoclonal V9 (Sigma) and rhodamine goat anti-mouse antibodies. All
fluorescently labeled cells were mounted in Slowfade Light (Molecular
Probes) to minimize photobleaching, and observed with a Zeiss Z-15 filter
set and Plan-Neofluar 403 objective on an Axiovert 135 microscope (Carl
Zeiss, Thornwood, NY). Images were acquired with a Photometrics PXL-
1400 camera controlled by IPLab software (Scanalytics Inc., Fairfax, VA).

Electron microscopy

For electron microscopy, COS7 cells were fixed in 3% glutaraldehyde in
PBS. Coverslips were further fixed by 1% osmium tetroxide in 0.1 M
cacodylic acid followed by 2% aqueous uranyl acetate. All electron mi-
croscopy reagents were purchased from Ted Pella, Inc. (Redding, CA).
Specimens were embedded in epoxy resin after a series of dehydrations
with ethanol. Hardened blocks were sectioned parallel and perpendicular to
the substrate, and stained with 3% aqueous mixture of uranyl acetate and
lead citrate. Electron micrographs of epoxy-embedded thin cell sections
were obtained using a Zeiss EM10 electron microscope (Carl Zeiss).

Actin preparation

Actin was extracted from rabbit skeletal muscle acetone powder as de-
scribed by Spudich and Watt (1971). The resulting actin was gel filtered
with Sephacryl 300 HR in buffer G (0.2 mM ATP, 0.5 mM dithiothreitol,
0.1 mM CaCl2, 1 mM NaN3, 2 mM Tris-Cl, pH 8 at 25°C). The concen-
tration of eluted actin was determined spectrophotometrically at 290 nm
(MacLean-Fletcher and Pollard, 1980). For particle tracking measure-
ments, actin was polymerized in the presence of 53 1027 (w/v) 1 mm-
diameter carboxylated polystyrene particles (Polysciences, Warrington,
PA) so that the average distance between particles was;100 mm. Poly-
merization was initiated by adding one-tenth volume of 103 KMEI (500
mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, 10 mM EGTA, 100 mM imidazole pH 7 at
25°C), and immediately assembled into the microscope slide chamber. To
minimize wall effects, all particles used for laser tracking were at least 10
mm from the coverslip surface.

Laser deflection particle tracking

Using a focused, low-power laser beam, we track a probe particle by
monitoring its forward-scattered light with a quadrant photodiode detector
(see Fig. 1). Any off-axis motion of the particle deflects energy away from
the optical axis and produces imbalances between signals from photodiode
quadrants. Laser powers are low (0.13 mW,l 5 670 nm) so that optical
forces are negligible. Built on an Axiovert 100TV microscope (Carl Zeiss),
a custom light path for the quadrant photodiode detector was built onto the
high numerical aperture (1.4 NA) condenser. Because of its limited aper-
ture, the quadrant photodiode detector is not conjugate to the back aperture
of the objective. Photocurrent differences between opposing quadrant pairs
are amplified into a voltage that is subsequently digitized by a 16-bit A/D
converter (ComputerBoards Inc., Middleboro, MA). Although the analog
bandwidth of our photodiode circuitry is;200 kHz, signals were filtered
at 22 kHz to prevent aliasing during digitization.

Calibration of particle displacements and sizes

Laser-tracking signals were calibrated for each probe particle by monitor-
ing the laser signal as a function of thexy piezoelectric stage displacement

FIGURE 1 Principle of laser deflection particle tracking. A particle at
the laser’s focus causes far-field scatter, and its off-axis motions cause net
energy to be deflected from the optical axis. A quadrant photodetector
monitors the deflected energy, and position signals are generated from the
difference in photocurrents between opposing pairs of quadrant elements.
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(Queensgate Instruments Ltd., East Meadow, NY). Built-in capacitance
transducers directly monitor displacements of the piezoelectric stage with
near-Angstrom resolution. A typical calibration curve for a 0.27-mm-
diameter polystyrene particle (Polysciences) is shown in Fig. 2. The linear
range is;300 nm wide and all particles used for LTM stayed within this
range. Used below, the slope of this linear region is the positional sensi-
tivity of the laser-tracking signal.

To noninvasively estimate the size of lipid-storage granules, we used
the fact that light scattering is very sensitive to particle size, particularly for
particles smaller than the wavelength of incident light (van de Hulst, 1981).
The positional sensitivity of the laser-tracking signal (see Fig. 2) can be
used as a measure of light scattering. As shown in Fig. 3, the positional
sensitivity of laser-tracking signals varies with the square of particle size.
Because COS7 granules are highly refractile and their images are indis-
tinguishable from polystyrene bead images (see Fig. 5,inset), the indices
of refraction of the two types of particles must be comparable. Further-
more, light scattering has a very weak dependence on relative index of
refraction (van de Hulst, 1981). Without further corrections, we use the
calibration curve of Fig. 3 to estimate all granule sizes.

PRINCIPLES

Microrheology from particle trajectory

The Brownian motion of a particle embedded within a filamentous network
is directly related to the network’s mechanical properties (Xu et al., 1998a;
Palmer et al., 1998, 1999; Mason et al., 1997a, b). Phenomenologically,
particles exhibit larger motions when their local environments are less rigid
or less viscous. As described below, both the amplitude and the time scale
are important for calculating mechanical moduli. Calculated over various
lag-times,t, we use the mean-squared-displacement (MSD)^DR2(t)& 5
Average[(rY(t 1 t) 2 rY(t))2] of the particle’s trajectory,rY(t), to quantify its
amplitude of motions over different time scales.

Although the amplitude of particle motions is generally inversely re-
lated to the network’s mechanical modulus, increases in both rigidity and
viscosity will restrict particle motions. To distinguish viscosity from elas-
ticity, the MSD must be measured over a large range of time scales. In
purely viscous materials, MSDs of particles vary linearly with lag-times. In
purely elastic materials, MSDs are constant, regardless of lag-times. For
both of these ideal materials, when deformation frequency is appropriately
related to lag-time, the MSD and the magnitude of viscoelastic modulus,

Gd 5 uG* u, are inversely related by a constant factor. However, for
viscoelastic materials, a more complex expression is needed to generalize
the relationship.

Assuming that inertial effects are negligible, the viscoelastic shear
moduli are related to MSD by (Mason and Weitz, 1995):

G̃~s! 5 sh̃~s! 5
2kBT

3paŝ DR̃2~s!&
(1)

wheres is the complex Laplace frequency,kB Boltzmann’s constant,T the
absolute temperature,a the radius of the particle, and̂DR̃2(s)& the unilat-
eral Laplace transform of the two-dimensional MSD,^DR2(t)&. For Eq. 1 to
be valid there are three criteria that must be satisfied: rigid particle,
spherical particle, and that the network is well-approximated as a viscoelas-
tic continuum. Requirements for spherical and rigid particles come from
generalizing Stoke’s law as a complex function for the particle’s resistance
to motion, z̃(s) 5 6pah̃(s), within viscoelastic materials. To satisfy the
continuum approximation, the particle must be much larger than the pore
size of the filamentous network. As discussed later, the lipid-storage
granules of COS7 within the lamellae satisfy all of these conditions.

Because numerical Laplace transforms require numerical integration
and its associated pitfalls, we use the following two approximations, rather
than direct evaluation of Eq. 1. From numerical simulations, both approx-
imations require data spanning at least 2.5 decades of time and frequency
for validity (data not shown), and LTM data typically span 5 decades. The
complex viscoelastic moduli can be represented in polar notation as

G̃~iv! 5 G9~v! 1 iG0~v! 5 Gd~v!exp~id~v!!,

where

Gd~v! 5 uG̃~iv!u

and

d~v! 5 /~G̃~iv!! 5 arctan~G0~v!/G9~v!!.

FIGURE 2 Calibrating laser deflection signals. The laser-tracking signal
is calibrated by moving particles with a piezoelectric stage. Typicalx-axis
calibration curve (alongy 5 0) for a polystyrene bead (0.27mm). For
estimating particle sizes, we use the positional sensitivity of the laser signal
that is computed as the slope of the calibration curve at its central inflection
point.

FIGURE 3 Positional sensitivity of laser signal versus the probe diam-
eter. For polystyrene particles of various diameters, thex andy positional
sensitivities (circles andsquares, respectively) are shown. The positional
sensitivity of the laser signal is computed as the slope of the calibration
curve (see Fig. 2) at its central inflection point. All endogenous granules of
COS7 fall within the region where positional sensitivity varies quadrati-
cally with particle size. For reference, a quadratic slope (power-law of two)
and the power-law curve-fitting to bothx andy positional sensitivities are
shown.
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Using a power-law, or “wedge” (Tschoegl, 1989), approximation of
^DR2(t)& and its unilateral Fourier transform (Mason et al., 1997b) gives:

Gd~v! <
2kBT

3pa^DR2~t!&GS1 1
d ln^DR2~t!&

d lnt DU
t51/v

(2)

where G is the gamma function. For ideal viscous or elastic materials,
where the MSD,̂DR2(t)&, is either linearly related or independent oft, the
gamma function has value of unity (G(2) 5 G(1) 5 1) and Eq. 2 is exact.
Other phenomenological approximation methods are possible (Tschoegl,
1989), but Eq. 2 has performed very well so far (Xu et al., 1998a; Palmer
et al., 1998). To extract the phase angled(v), we use the deceptively simple
approximation derived by Booij and Thoone (1982):

d~v! 5
1

pE
2`

` d ln Gd~u!

d ln u
lnUu 1 v

u 2 v
Ud ln u

<
p

2Sd ln Gd~u!

d ln u D
u5v

(3)

which relates the slope of log-log plots (power law) ofGd spectra to the
phase angle. With data exceeding 2 decades of frequency bandwidth, Eq. 3
is a highly accurate approximation, and its empirically determined standard
deviations never exceed 5% (Booij and Thoone, 1982).

RESULTS

Endogenous granules as probes

In principle, LTM can be a completely noninvasive mea-
surement of cell mechanics. When using endogenous cellu-
lar particles, no cell manipulations or deformations are
needed. However, the choice of organelles as probes must
proceed with rigor. The endogenous particles must be spher-
ical and rigid to satisfy the underlying assumptions of
Stokes’ law (Eq. 1). Fortunately, COS7 cells are rich with
highly refractile granules. Just like polystyrene beads, im-
mobilized granules show no detectable fluctuations beyond
the intrinsic noise of our instrumentation (,1 nm, 30 kHz;
data not shown). Transmission electron micrographs show
that these granules are spherical in fixed cells (Fig. 4).
These granules are probably lipid droplets, because they
lack any surrounding membrane bilayer. Lipid storage gran-
ules are observed in many cell types, and appear as refractile
spheres in a light microscope. When using osmium tetrox-
ide, such lipid droplets are intensely stained in electron
micrographs (Fawcett, 1981) and appear as in Fig. 4. Fur-
thermore, these COS7 granules are intensely stained with
the lipid-droplet specific fluorescent dye, Nile Red (Green-
span et al., 1985), but do not immunostain with endoplasmic
reticulum (ER), Golgi, or lysosomal markers (T. Schroer,
personal communication). In this paper we restrict the term
“endogenous granules” only to refer to these lipid droplets
within COS7, and we do not refer to any other organelle.

To demonstrate the appropriateness of endogenous gran-
ules as probes, we suspended polystyrene beads and gran-

ules partially purified from COS7 into the same gelatin
solution. Because granules are frequently indistinguishable
from beads by DIC microscopy (see Fig. 5,inset), we used
fluorescent beads and fluorescence microscopy to identify
particles. As shown in Fig. 5, laser-tracking measurements
cannot distinguish lipid-storage granules from polystyrene
particles; both types of particles give identical viscoelastic
spectra for gelatin. By satisfying all prerequisites, these

FIGURE 4 Endogenous granules of COS7. (A) Video-enhanced DIC
image of COS7 cells showing many optically refractile granules distributed
throughout the cytoplasm. Scale bar 10mm. (B) Sectioned parallel to the
substrate, thin-section electron micrograph of COS7 shows granules in-
tensely stained by uranyl acetate. Scale bar 2mm. (C) Sectioned orthog-
onally to the substrate, thin-section electron micrograph of COS7. Scale
bar 0.2mm.
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granules make excellent probes for noninvasive measure-
ments of cellular mechanics.

Viscoelastic nature of cytoplasm

Laser tracking reveals that subcellular particles experience a
viscoelastic environment. At three different time scales, Fig.
6 A shows the trajectory of a typical lipid-storage granule
located in COS7 lamellae. At longer time scales, the trajec-
tory of the granule becomes more restricted. In contrast,
diffusion in a purely viscous material should produce a
more sparse random walk (see Saxton, 1993). Furthermore,
purely viscous diffusion predicts an MSD that is propor-
tional to lag-time,t. Endogenous granules show subdiffu-
sive behavior at all MSD lag-times (Fig. 6B). Even at the
fastest times (t , 1 ms), the granule experiences the effects
of the cytoskeletal network, which never behaves as if
purely viscous. For comparison, particles merely tethered
by molecular motors show purely viscous behavior on these
fast time scales (0.1, t , 23 ms; Allersma et al., 1998). At
longer time scales (t . 2 ms), the granule’s motions be-
come progressively more constrained, but MSDs never
reach a true plateau. Such plateaus would be expected for
purely elastic materials. Like lamellar granules, perinuclear
granules can also behave subdiffusively, but never purely
elastically. Living cytoplasm is clearly a very complex
viscoelastic material.

Subcellular mechanics

Although laser-tracking alone indicates viscoelastic behav-
ior, full LTM analysis yields quantitative spectra of cellular

mechanics. Furthermore, with particles in appropriate loca-
tions, LTM can compare the mechanics of subcellular re-
gions. By laser-tracking granules in lamellae and perinu-
clear regions of cytoplasm (14 cells, 49 different granules),
LTM reveals different absolute viscoelastic moduli,Gd, and
phase angle,d, for these two regions (Fig. 7). Spectral data
for each granule were averaged from at least five separate
acquisitions of data (.20 s total). To make initial estimates,
simple morphological rules were sufficient to identify me-
chanical regions in COS7: perinuclear granules were within
a 20-mm radius of the center of a nucleus (average radii of
nuclei were 9.26 1.6 mm) and lamellar particles beyond
this radius. For LTM, we ignored all granules that were
above or below the nucleus, showing large Brownian ex-
cursions (.0.2 mm), or undergoing active movements
(.0.5 mm). Less than 5% of all granules showed active
movement. Although .90% of perinuclear granules
showed Brownian excursions that were too large to track by
LTM, granules adjacent to the ER and Golgi were more
firmly trapped and were used for LTM. No granules within
the ER/Golgi networks were used for LTM analysis. At all
frequencies, lamellae regions resist particle motions (higher
moduli) more than perinuclear regions (Fig. 7). While the
moduli of these subcellular regions are significantly differ-

FIGURE 5 LTM of endogenous granules (COS7) and polystyrene (PS)
particles co-embedded in gelatin. After lysing COS7 cells by brief soni-
cation, granules and fluorescent polystyrene beads were mixed with molten
gelatin (30 mg/ml, 37°C), assembled into slide chambers and allowed to
cool to ensnare particles. MSDs were calculated from the trajectories of
two adjacent particles in the gel, one a COS7 granule (dashed line) and the
other a fluorescent microsphere (solid line). By laser-tracking sensitivity
(see Methods), both particles appear the same size, so MSDs can be
compared directly.Inset: DIC images of granule and polystyrene particles
are indistinguishable.

FIGURE 6 Brownian motion of an endogenous granule inside living a
cell. (A) The trajectory of the endogenous granule over different time
scales. (B) The mean-squared displacement of the granule’s motions.
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ent at low frequencies (p , 0.0001), they converge at higher
frequencies (.1000 rad/s). For both subcellular regions, the
phase angles suggest viscoelastic behavior at all frequen-
cies. Surprisingly, embedded perinuclear granules of COS7
never exhibit fully liquid-like behavior (i.e.d 5 p/2), as
expected for particles merely tethered by molecular motors
(Allersma et al., 1998). Furthermore, they did not show any
episodes of directed motion during tracking.

Fixation and fluorescent staining after LTM measure-
ments suggest the sources of viscoelastic behavior. Micro-
tubule immunostaining of COS7 cells was too sparse to
explain viscoelastic behavior (data not shown). However,
COS7 cells have a very high concentration of vimentin in
their perinuclear regions (Fig. 8B). In contrast, fluorescent
phalloidin staining for F-actin is greater in lamellae than the
perinuclear regions (Fig. 8A). In general, higher phalloidin
staining correlated with higher viscoelastic moduli.

Compared to LTM measurements of reconstituted mate-
rials such as F-actin (e.g., Fig. 10), cellular measurements
have much higher variability in mechanics. Although much
of the variability is probably due to spatial heterogeneity, a
part of the variability is also due to the dynamics of cyto-
plasm. Fig. 9 shows the temporal variations in lamellar
mechanics as individual granules were monitored over time.
Data for reconstituted F-actin networks are included for
comparison. For some granules, moduli can vary fourfold
and changes persist for many seconds. In contrast, by high-

magnification video-enhanced microscopy, COS7 lamellae
under these conditions appear quiescent and almost static.
Little ruffling or protrusive activity is observed. Because the
range of particle motions changes only twofold, these dy-
namics would be undetectable without the high sensitivity
of laser tracking.

Pure F-actin is softer and different from lamellae

Because F-actin staining in COS7 is richest in lamellae, we
can use LTM to directly compare their viscoelastic spectra
with purified actin. As shown in Fig. 10, LTM of pure
F-actin networks at physiological concentrations are;70-
fold softer than COS7 lamellae. By mechanical rheometry
and multiple light-scattering, F-actin displays a characteris-
tic plateau in modulus at low frequencies (v , 10 rad/s;

FIGURE 7 Local heterogeneity of cytoplasm. As described in Methods,
viscoelastic spectra were calculated from mean-squared displacements of
49 different granules within 14 different cells. As described in the text,
subcellular regions were identified by simple morphometric rules, with 11
granules perinuclear and 38 particles in the lamellae. Error bars are
standard deviations.

FIGURE 8 Fluorescent staining after LTM measurements. As described
in Methods, cells were fixed and stained with (A) phalloidin or (B)
anti-vimentin antibodies. By simple morphometric rules, F-actin was typ-
ically most concentrated in lamellae and vimentin in the perinuclear region.
Scale bars are 20mm.
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e.g., Janmey et al., 1994). Unlike prior attempts with laser
tracking in F-actin (Schnurr et al., 1997), we have suc-
ceeded in preserving this low-frequency behavior. Our val-
ues for the plateau modulus generally agree with recently
published values from other techniques (Palmer et al., 1999;
Tang et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1998b).

The viscoelastic phase angle of pure F-actin indicates that
it is qualitatively very different from cytoplasm. Pure F-
actin exhibits biphasic behavior: solid-like at low frequen-
cies (d , p/8, v , 10 rad/s) and almost liquid-like at higher
frequencies (v . 500 rad/s). Not purely viscous, this high
frequency behavior shows ad ; 3p/8 relationship (Gd ;
v3/4) that is characteristic of semiflexible polymers (e.g.,
Morse, 1998). In contrast, COS7 cytoplasm show little
changes in viscoelastic phase angle across frequencies (d
;p/4). At high frequencies, cytoplasm is both more rigid
and more solid-like than F-actin alone. At low frequencies
relevant for physiological function, cytoplasm is more rigid,
but more liquid-like, than F-actin alone. As discussed later,
such qualitative differences are likely due to the dynamics
of short-lived cross-linking by actin-binding proteins.

Latrunculin A quickly softens and liquefies
quiescent lamellae

The cellular effects of actin-disrupting agents have been
amply demonstrated in dynamic cells (e.g., neuronal growth
cones; Forscher and Smith, 1988). However, responses
from quiescent cells are typically less spectacular. With
LTM, we can laser-track the granules before and after

pharmacological treatments. As shown in Fig. 11, the envi-
ronment around a lamellar granule changes dramatically
after latrunculin A treatment (;15 min), both softening
(5-fold on Gd) and liquefying (2-fold ond). Results for
cytochalasin D are similar (not shown). Brief latrunculin A
treatment primarily affects low-frequency behavior, consis-
tent with filament shortening. Dominated by filament-bend-
ing modes, high-frequency behavior would be less sensitive
to filament lengths (e.g., Morse, 1998). Although dramatic
by LTM, such magnitude changes in cellular mechanics are
difficult to resolve by other techniques.

DISCUSSION

Laser-tracking microrheology (LTM) is a new, fast tech-
nique that can measure the full mechanical complexity of
living cytoplasm. Summarized with the mean-squared-dis-
placement function (MSD,̂DR2(t)&), the primary data are
the trajectories of embedded particles undergoing restricted
Brownian motion. With;5 decade frequency bandwidth of
high-resolution data, we can apply numerical methods so
that the MSD yields the viscoelastic modulus and phase
angle of the cytoskeletal network around the particle. As
discussed later, there are approximations inherent in this

FIGURE 9 Dynamics within apparently quiescent lamellae. Individual
granules in the lamellae of COS7 were monitored with LTM over time.
Before each LTM acquisition re-calibration of the laser-tracking signal
showed no change in instrument response. For comparison, LTM measure-
ments of a polystyrene bead in biotinylated F-actin (12% biotinylated,
15 mM) cross-linked with 0.3mM avidin is shown (labeled X-F-actin). In
general, LTM measurements of reconstituted polymers show much less
variability than COS7 lamellae. FIGURE 10 Mechanics of F-actin versus COS7 lamellae. Using LTM,

viscoelastic spectra were acquired from polystyrene beads in pure F-actin
at physiological concentrations (80mM). Error bars are standard devia-
tions. Compared to COS7 lamellae, there is almost a two-order magnitude
difference in absolute viscoelastic moduli. From the viscoelastic phase
angle, lamellae are never as liquid-like as F-actin at high frequencies (v .
200 rad/s), but F-actin is much more solid-like at low frequencies (v , 20
rad/s).
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method, but endogenous granules in COS7 cells satisfy the
requirements for such analysis.

The cytoplasmic viscoelasticity of COS7 cells varies with
subcellular region and is dynamic. Phenomenological
springs and dashpots are not useful for describing COS7
mechanics because too many parameters would be needed
to curve-fit;5 decades of cellular data. Instead, physiolog-
ically relevant low-frequency moduli and phase angles are
summarized in Table 1. In rank order, COS7 lamellae, a
subset of COS7 perinuclear regions, and pure F-actin are
softer and qualitatively very different. Although an F-actin
gel is orders of magnitude softer than lamellae, F-actin is
necessary for lamellar mechanics because actin-disrupting
agents soften lamellae. Even apparently quiescent COS7

cells are dynamic. In as short as 15-s duration, lamellar
granules can show changes in local moduli, some as large as
fourfold in magnitude.

By offering three unique abilities in microscopic mechan-
ics, LTM provides a new level of mechanical information to
cell biology. First, LTM is the only microscopic technique
capable of measuring the cytoskeleton’s viscoelastic phase
angle,d(v), which is an index of the network’s solid-like
(d 5 0) or liquid-like (d 5 p/2) behavior. Second, sub-
millisecond resolution allows LTM to distinguish mere teth-
ering from firm entrapment of particles within the cytoskel-
etal network. Third, LTM has the spatial and temporal
resolution to monitor subtle mechanical changes in other-
wise quiescent cells or to monitor fast physiological re-
sponses. As an added benefit, LTM provides a new tool to
help bridge cell biology and biochemical reconstitution. The
same technique used in cells can be used on reconstituted
networks and provide high-quality spectra with parsimoni-
ous amounts (,20 ml) of protein.

Related techniques

LTM extends the capabilities of two well-known biophys-
ical techniques. Like LTM, fluorescence recovery after pho-
tobleaching (FRAP, e.g., Luby-Phelps et al., 1986) and
video-based single-particle tracking (VSPT, e.g., Saxton
and Jacobson, 1997; Sheetz et al., 1989) can measure dif-
fusion coefficients and mobile fractions. For such measure-
ments of “microviscosity” and permeation, the tracer parti-
cles are necessarily smaller than the pores of the mesh.
Unlike FRAP and VSPT, laser tracking can also monitor the
motions of seemingly stationary particles that are larger
than the pores of the network. The subdiffusive motions of
such particles reflect the elasticity, as well as the bulk
viscosity, of the gel.

In principle, data from VSPT could be analyzed using
Eq. 1 to provide viscoelastic spectra. This approach has
been applied to DNA solutions (Mason et al., 1997a) and, in
a more limited form, to particles bound to microtubule

FIGURE 11 Effect of latrunculin A on COS7 lamellae. Lamellar me-
chanics around each endogenous granule was measured before and after
15-min exposure to 1mM latrunculin A. Error bars are standard deviations.

TABLE 1 Mechanics of living COS7 cells

RMS
Fluctuations (nm) n

d
(deg)

Gd

(dyne/cm2)
Relative
Modulus

F-actin (80mM) 24.3* 5 236 2° 116 1 1
(d 5 1 mm)

COS7
Perinuclear (embedded subset) 15.3 11 456 10° 3306 250 29
Lamellae 9.9 38 286 11° 8206 520 72

Latrunculin A (1mM, 15 min) 23.6 3 386 2° 1106 53 10

All values of viscoelastic phase angle and absolute moduli were evaluated at 10 rad/s, and all statistics are mean6 standard deviation. Root-mean-squared
(RMS) fluctuations were calculated over 4.4 s of each acquisition. F-actin, alone, is very biphasic and behaves liquid-like at higher frequencies (d . 45°,
v . 100 rad/s). As described in the text, lamellae and perinuclear regions were identified by simple morphological rules.
*Measurements of F-actin used 1mm beads as probes, so RMS fluctuations of 0.3mm beads would be at least threefold larger. As described in the text,
all measurements of COS7 used endogenous granules (0.36 0.1 mm) as probes.
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networks (Caspi et al., 1998). With commercially available
equipment, video tracking can monitor multiple particles for
motions over great distances with near-nanometer resolu-
tion (Kuo et al., 1991). However, the main limitation of
video tracking is its slow sampling rate (30 Hz), which can
be further compounded by phosphor latency in some tube
cameras. With its slow speed, minutes of video tracking are
required for any numerical approximations (e.g., Eqs. 2 and
3) to be valid. Without high-frequency information, firmly
enmeshed particles cannot be distinguished from merely
tethered particles. When phosphor latency is present, video
further distorts spectra so that information.3 Hz appears
overly viscous and can obscure the elasticity of polymers
such as polyethylene oxide (Kuo, unpublished observa-
tions). Despite these limitations, VSPT is appealing because
of its ease of implementation.

Diffusing wave spectroscopy (DWS) (Mason and Weitz,
1995) is a close relative to LTM. Rather than monitoring a
single particle, DWS monitors the relative motions of a high
density of particles (;1% by volume). For greatest sensi-
tivity, the high density ensures that there is multiple light
scattering from the particles. Multiply scattered laser light is
collected by single-mode optical fibers, and a cross-corre-
lator extracts the autocorrelation of intensity fluctuations.
Subsequent curve-fitting yieldŝDR2(t)& for use with Eqs.
1–3. DWS has near-picometer displacement sensitivity at
MHz bandwidth, but requires reconstituted networks for
seeding with high particle densities. DWS requires curve-
fitting to extract ^DR2(t)&, whereas LTM yieldŝ DR2(t)&
directly and trajectories can be individually compensated
for uniform convection or drift. DWS and LTM are com-
plementary techniques, and our data for DWS on F-actin
gels are described elsewhere (Palmer et al., 1999).

Although one-dimensional, optical trapping interferom-
eters have sufficient spatiotemporal resolution to monitor
Brownian motion. The forces of optical tweezers can be
calibrated by measuring the power spectrum of positional
fluctuations of trapped particles (Svoboda et al., 1993).
Power spectra are curve-fit with a Lorentzian functional
form which is consistent with a harmonically bound Brown-
ian particle. Recently, this power-spectrum approach has
been generalized to viscoelastic materials, such as F-actin
and polyacrylamide, where the functional form is not
known (Gittes et al., 1997; Schnurr et al., 1997). Although
much more computationally intensive, the power spectrum
approach is mathematically equivalent to our MSD ap-
proach (Mason et al., 1997b).

Approximations in LTM Analysis

Although LTM offers a wealth of data, the assumptions and
approximations inherent in the approach and their implica-
tions for living cells deserve careful consideration. For any
analysis of fluctuations, the most fundamental assumption is
that the system is at steady state and does not have time-

varying probabilities for its underlying processes. Such an
assumption is appropriate for reconstituted polymers, but
living cells are dynamic and can change cytoskeletal struc-
ture in seconds. Long observation periods risk spanning
different subcellular states, even in apparently quiescent
cells (see Fig. 9). Fortunately, LTM can make spectral
measurements in as little time as 1 s, so such risks are
unlikely.

The particle’s translational motion accurately reflects the
forces on the particle when two minimal prerequisites are
satisfied. First, particles must be more rigid than the sur-
rounding cytoskeletal network. Fluctuations in particle
shape would obscure contributions from cytoskeleton. Sec-
ond, particles must be spherical. With their decreased sym-
metry, ellipsoidal particles complicate both laser tracking
and the numerical analysis in LTM. In COS7, we show that
endogenous lipid storage granules fulfill these two simple
criteria. Hence, any correlation function, such as the MSD,
^DR2(t)&, will accurately summarize the steady-state forces
on rigid, spherical granules in COS7.

To obtain viscoelastic spectra from correlation functions,
we must assume that the cytoskeletal network is microscop-
ically uniform. Such a continuum approximation is very
good in lamellae where cytoskeletal pores are a small frac-
tion of particle size. In the lamellae, granules are;10-fold
larger than cytoskeletal pores (24–31 nm; Provance et al.,
1993; Luby-Phelps et al., 1986, 1987). However, in the
perinuclear region, cytoskeletal pores are often comparable
in size to granules, if not larger. In borderline situations,
LTM analysis would underestimate viscoelastic moduli and
overestimate phase angles. In extreme cases, particles
would percolate through the pores and exhibit only liquid-
like phase angles. However, the perinuclear region is not
homogeneous, and exceptions to such generalizations are
discussed later.

Implications for cytoarchitecture

Although the actin-rich lamellae of vertebrate cells gener-
ally exclude organelles, the exclusion is rarely complete.
For the kidney-derived cell line, COS7, spherical granules
frequently exist in the lamellae (Fig. 4), despite their general
concentration in the perinuclear region. These granules are
lipid-storage droplets because they lack lipid bilayers, in-
tensely stained with osmium tetroxide/uranyl acetate, and
fluorescently stained with Nile Red. These granules are very
rigid, as no internal fluctuations of stationary granules are
detectable by our laser instrumentation. Overall, these en-
dogenous granules make ideal probes for noninvasive ap-
plication of LTM, and frequently exist within lamellae.

Because lamellae are rich in F-actin, mechanics of lamel-
lae should be compared to F-actin. F-actin is clearly impor-
tant, not only because of its enrichment in lamellae, but
because of the rapidity of softening by actin-disrupting
agents. However, LTM measurements of pure F-actin net-
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works confirm the measurements of many investigators and
techniques, ranging from mechanical rheometry (e.g., Tang
et al., 1999; Xu et al., 1998b) to diffusing wave spectros-
copy (e.g., Palmer et al., 1999; Gisler and Weitz, 1999).
Uncross-linked F-actin networks, even at high concentra-
tions, are orders of magnitude too soft to explain cellular
mechanics. Cross-linking filaments is sufficient to increase
moduli by appropriate magnitudes (e.g., Wachsstock et al.,
1994). However, the lifetimes of cross-links between fila-
ments are critical for the qualitative hardening of networks.
Long-lived cross-links, such as biotin-avidin, produce
“solid” F-actin networks. In contrast, short-lived cross-links
not only increase moduli, but also produce higher viscoelas-
tic phase angles, indicative of more liquid-like networks
(Wachsstock et al., 1994; Palmer et al., 1998). Compared to
F-actin behavior at low frequencies, such cross-linker life-
times may explain the more liquid-like values of the phase
angle observed in COS7.

LTM measurements reveal two new features of mechan-
ics in lamellae. First, despite quiescent appearances, lamel-
lae are dynamic, as well as heterogeneous. Second, by
providing the first subcellular estimates of viscoelastic
phase angles, LTM shows intermediate levels of liquid-like
and solid-like behavior (d ; p/4) at all frequencies. Be-
cause there are no frequencies of solid or liquid behavior,
simple spring-and-dashpot models are fundamentally incor-
rect and merely phenomenological. Even phenomenologi-
cally, a system of multiple (;8) springs and dashpots would
be needed to describe cellular viscoelastic spectra across all
5 decades of frequencies.

LTM also reveals a dense viscoelastic subregion near the
nucleus. Although most perinuclear granules show large
Brownian motions, a subset of these granules is firmly
embedded in a relatively rigid viscoelastic material. These
granules are often near endoplasmic reticulum and Golgi,
which are also rich in the intermediate filament, vimentin.
These same regions exclude small fluorescent tracer mole-
cules (Provance et al., 1993; Luby-Phelps et al., 1986,
1987). Because there are no obvious organelles adjacent to
the embedded perinuclear granules described here, we sus-
pect that intermediate filaments are responsible for local
viscoelasticity. However, additional experiments are needed
to identify the source of perinuclear viscoelasticity.

The high-frequency information from laser tracking is
critical for confirming the appropriateness of LTM interpre-
tations, particularly in the perinuclear region. Because the
perinuclear region is dominated by particles displaying
near-percolation behavior, apparently stationary granules
may be particles tethered by molecular motors rather than
embedded in a viscoelastic matrix. When particles are
merely tethered to microtubules, they exhibit diffusive be-
havior on fast time scales (0.1, t , 23 ms; Allersma et al.,
1998). If analyzed using Eqs. 1–3, such behavior would
appear as viscoelastic phase angle values ofd ; p/2 for
frequenciesv . 400 rad/s. None of the embedded perinu-

clear granules or lamellar granules had any evidence of such
“microviscosity.” Even though such data cannot exclude the
possibility of additional filament-binding by granules, it is
clear that the granules are in viscoelastic microenviron-
ments.

Because the biological roles of various subcellular parti-
cles are different, their microenvironments are necessarily
different. For example, during early phagocytosis, particles
recruit actin and actin-binding proteins that should alter
local mechanical properties. Depending on content, matur-
ing phagosomes experience different fates and interact with
cytoskeleton differently. In COS7, preliminary data show
that late phagocytosed polystyrene beads show higher mod-
uli (;5-fold) than endogenous granules (data not shown).
These differences persist despite multiple proliferative pas-
sages of bead-containing cells. Because a particle’s Brown-
ian motion reflects its microenvironment, beads and gran-
ules must have subtly different microenvironments.
Identifying the molecular differences in microenvironments
requires further study. Indeed, even within the same sub-
cellular region probed with one class of particle, our data
indicate a high variability of local mechanics. With such
heterogeneity of cytoplasm, the idealized concept of uni-
form bulk properties is not accurate, but necessary as a
starting point for understanding cell structure.

Comparison with other cellular measurements

LTM provides unique information by revealing the full
viscoelastic complexity of cytoplasm. It measures the cyto-
plasm’s frequency-dependent modulus and phase angle over
a broad range of frequencies. Although other techniques
measure a smaller range of frequencies, comparisons to
LTM can be restricted to corresponding frequency ranges.
In addition, many of these other techniques use ligands that
might activate cytoskeletal recruitment (e.g., Plopper and
Ingber, 1993) or use large deformations that risk exploring
nonlinear and plastic mechanical responses as well as risk
spanning multiple subcellular mechanical regions. Such dif-
ferences complicate comparisons between techniques, but
good frequency-limited agreement occurs in methods that
closely match LTM conditions (magnetic tweezers, Table 2).

Table 2 summarizes numerical estimates of cell mechan-
ics from a number of techniques. Spanning multiple subcel-
lular domains, most extracellular measurements deform the
cortical cytoskeleton and the cytoplasm. In general, extra-
cellular estimates are one to two orders of magnitude larger
than intracellular measurements, and numerical values vary
by orders of magnitude.

Intracellular measurements appear less disparate. Before
LTM, only intracellular measurements using internalized
magnetic particles have been reported. Inside murine mac-
rophages, twisting a population of magnetic particles reveal
a viscous cytoplasm with only a minor elastic response
(Valberg and Albertini, 1985). Because most (;80%)
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COS7 granules show large Brownian excursions, compara-
ble population measurements would be similarly soft and
liquid-like. Using magnetic tweezers, Bausch et al. (1999)
analyzed displacements of individual ferromagnetic parti-
cles phagocytosed inside macrophages. The values for these
cytoplasmic particles are almost two orders of magnitude
smaller than corresponding extracellular particles (Bausch
et al., 1998) and are much more variable (elastic shear
moduli range 200–7350 dyne/cm2, with average 34306
2340 dyne/cm2). Since Bausch’s model with four mechan-
ical elements is not a unique arrangement for phenomeno-
logical characterization, numerical estimates from such a
model are not directly comparable to other techniques.
However, the storage and loss moduli (G9 andG0, respec-
tively) can be estimated from the model and can be com-
pared to LTM measurements. Such a calculation is shown in
Table 2. Mindful that phagocytosed particles display higher
moduli than endogenous granules in COS7 (data not
shown), the values from LTM are in good agreement with
comparable measurements using magnetic tweezers.

LTM provides a new approach to measuring cellular
mechanics and should provide a valuable complement to
other cell biological techniques. For cell biology, it has
three critical technical advantages: sensitivity, speed, and
highly local measurements. Small changes in apparent mod-
uli are readily discerned, and measurements can be accom-
plished on physiological time scales (within seconds). Be-
cause cells are highly heterogeneous, very local
measurements are needed for biological relevance. Overall,
LTM’s ability to bridge biochemical reconstitution and cell
biology should provide insights into processes that remodel
cytoskeleton.
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TABLE 2 Selected measurements of cell mechanics

Technique Cell Type Elasticity (dyne/cm2) Viscosity (poise) Param Model* Citation

Extracellular or Whole Cell Measurements
Magnetic twist endothelial ;20 n.a. secant Wang et al., 1993
Micropipette leukocyte 7.5, 238 330 3 Sung et al., 1988
Mech. rheometer D. discoideum G9 5 550 G0 5 250† direct 10 rad/s (Eichinger et al., 1996)
Cell poker neutrophil 1180 n.a. secant Zahalak et al., 1990
AFM platelet (1–50)3 103 n.a. Hertz Radmacher et al., 1996
Microplates fibroblast ;104 103–105 3 Thoumine and Ott, 1997
Spont. retraction fibroblast 1.73 104 4 3 106 2 Ragsdale et al., 1997
Magnetic tweezers fibroblast ;3 3 105 ;2 3 104 4 Bausch et al., 1998

Intracellular Measurements
Magnetic twist macrophage ;150 ;2 3 104 secant Valberg and Albertini, 1985
Magnetic tweezers macrophage 200–7350 2100 4 Bausch et al., 1999

deduced G9 ; 1790‡ G0 ; 1182†‡ deduced‡ 4 elem. model (10 rad/s)
LTM epithelial G9 5 721 G0 5 382† direct this work (10 rad/s)

Abbreviations: n.a., not available; AFM, atomic force microscopy; LTM, laser-tracking microrheology.
*Mechanical models for extracting values: the secant method normalizes the apparent force/displacement for the geometry of the mechanical probe. In
AFM, the Hertzian model further normalizes for the changing contact area of pyramidal probes. In creep or relaxation methods, estimating viscosity
typically uses mechanical spring-and-dashpot models or models that include surface tension, and the number of parameters in the model are listed in this
table. In rheometry, dynamic storage (G9) and loss (G0) moduli are directly measured.
†Units of G0 are dyne/cm2.
‡Dynamic storage and loss moduli were calculated from the 4-element mechanical model using the average of measured values (Bausch et al., 1999): k0 5
1180 dyne/cm2, k1 5 2250 dyne/cm2, n0 5 2100 poise, andt 5 0.218 s, which lead to a deduced value for n1 5 169 poise.
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Summary 
 
 Information regarding cellular rheology is needed to understand a variety of 
cellular processes including intracellular transport and migration. Because changes 
in cellular mechanical properties trigger a cascade of biological responses, an 
understanding of cellular rheology has implications in understanding many 
biomedical problems, such as the development of cardiovascular diseases (e.g. 
atherosclerosis) and the development of tissue engineering constructs (such as 
promoting cell growth over artificial surfaces). In addition, the ability to regulate 
cellular mechanical properties has important implications in a wide variety of 
fundamental processes ranging from wound healing to cellular biosensors. Magnetic 
tweezers belong to a class of active microrheological techniques designed to probe 
the rheological properties of cells. Fibronectin coated magnetic beads are dropped 
on the surface of the cell and allowed to internalize overnight. The tweezers are an 
electromagnet that generates a magnetic field which exerts a quantifiable constant 
force on a paramagnetic or ferromagnetic object. By varying the current through 
the electromagnet, the amount of force applied to the bead may be controlled. The 
displacement of the bead as a function of time may be modeled as a Voigt element 
in series with a dashpot. Based on this analysis, the viscoelastic behavior of the cell 
may be characterized by three mechanical parameters. In this lab you will use 
magnetic tweezers to measure the viscoelastic parameters of NIH3T3 fibroblast 
cells and compare these obtained results with values reported in the literature. 
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Local Measurements of Viscoelastic Parameters of Adherent Cell
Surfaces by Magnetic Bead Microrheometry

Andreas R. Bausch,* Florian Ziemann,* Alexei A. Boulbitch,* Ken Jacobson,# and Erich Sackmann*
*Physik Department E22 (Biophysics Group), Technische Universität München, D-85748 Garching, Germany, and #Department of Cell
Biology and Anatomy, University of North Carolina, Chapel Hill, North Carolina 27599-7090 USA

ABSTRACT A magnetic bead microrheometer has been designed which allows the generation of forces up to 104 pN on 4.5
mm paramagnetic beads. It is applied to measure local viscoelastic properties of the surface of adhering fibroblasts. Creep
response and relaxation curves evoked by tangential force pulses of 500-2500 pN (and ;1 s duration) on the magnetic beads
fixed to the integrin receptors of the cell membrane are recorded by particle tracking. Linear three-phasic creep responses
consisting of an elastic deflection, a stress relaxation, and a viscous flow are established. The viscoelastic response curves
are analyzed in terms of a series arrangement of a dashpot and a Voigt body, which allows characterization of the viscoelastic
behavior of the adhering cell surface in terms of three parameters: an effective elastic constant, a viscosity, and a relaxation
time. The displacement field generated by the local tangential forces on the cell surface is visualized by observing the induced
motion of assemblies of nonmagnetic colloidal probes fixed to the membrane. It is found that the displacement field decays
rapidly with the distance from the magnetic bead. A cutoff radius of Rc ; 7 mm of the screened elastic field is established.
Partial penetration of the shear field into the cytoplasm is established by observing the induced deflection of intracellular
compartments. The cell membrane was modeled as a thin elastic plate of shear modulus m* coupled to a viscoelastic layer,
which is fixed to a solid support on the opposite side; the former accounts for the membrane/actin cortex, and the latter for
the contribution of the cytoskeleton to the deformation of the cell envelope. It is characterized by the coupling constant x
characterizing the elasticity of the cytoskeleton. The coupling constant x and the surface shear modulus m* are obtained from
the measured displacements of the magnetic and nonmagnetic beads. By analyzing the experimental data in terms of this
model a surface shear modulus of m* ' 2 z 1023 Pa m to 4 z 1023 Pa m is found. By assuming an approximate plate thickness
of 0.1 mm one estimates an average bulk shear modulus of m ' (2 4 4) z 1024 Pa, which is in reasonable agreement with data
obtained by atomic force microscopy. The viscosity of the dashpot is related to the apparent viscosity of the cytoplasm, which
is obtained by assuming that the top membrane is coupled to the bottom (fixed) membrane by a viscous medium. By
application of the theory of diffusion of membrane proteins in supported membranes we find a coefficient of friction of bc '
2 z 109 Pa s/m corresponding to a cytoplasmic viscosity of 2 z 103 Pa s.

INTRODUCTION

Viscoelasticity plays an important role in the behavior of
cells. It is a key factor in the regulation of the cell shape of
resting and moving cells, and it has even been conjectured
that the viscoelastic coupling between the plasma mem-
brane and the cell nucleus plays a role in the control of
genetic expression (Ingber, 1997; Forgacs, 1996). The cell
viscoelasticity is determined in a complex way by the com-
posite shell envelope composed of the lipid-protein bilayer
with the associated actin cortex and by the internal cytoskel-
eton composed of actin microfilaments, microtubules, inter-
mediate filaments, and their associated proteins. High-pre-
cision measurements of viscoelastic parameters of cells are
thus expected to give insight into the structure of the cortical
and internal cytoskeleton. Moreover, such measurements

are of great practical value in order to quantify the effect of
drugs, mutations, or diseases on the cell structure. Vis-
coelastic measuring techniques must fulfill three conditions.
First, they must allow local measurements on micrometer-
to-nanometer scales to account for the inherent heteroge-
neous architecture of cell envelopes. Since cellular defor-
mations may be followed by biochemically induced changes
of the local viscoelastic parameters, the techniques must
secondly allow repeated measurements. To compare the
data, the third requirement is that the data analysis is inde-
pendent of a specific cell model. These requirements are
fulfilled by microrheological techniques based on optical
tweezers (Choquet et al., 1997), atomic force microscopy
(Radmacher et al., 1996), magnetic bead rheometry (Zi-
emann et al., 1994), and cell poking elastometer (Pasternak
et al., 1995). An intriguing magnetic particle technique used
to assay the cytoplasmic viscosity and intracellular mobili-
ties has been developed by Valberg et al. (cf. Valberg and
Feldman, 1987). It is based on the analysis of the decay of
remnant magnetic fields after twisting the magnetic parti-
cles. It corresponds to our relaxation response analysis. The
major differences of this technique as compared to the
others is that many particles distributed within the cell are
monitored. Moreover, the method yields average values of
the cytoplasmic viscosities.
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Another strategy used to measure local elastic properties
was established recently. It is based on the analysis of the
surface profile of adhering cells near the contact area and its
alteration by viscous shear forces in terms of the elastic
boundary (Simson et al., 1998).

Many cell types such asDictyosteliumcells, white blood
cells, fibroblasts, or endothelial cells exhibit elastic moduli
of the order of 103 to 104 Pa and forces in the nanonewton
regime are required for the deformation of these cells (cf.
Evans, 1995; Radmacher et al., 1996). For this purpose, we
developed a magnetic bead microrheometer (“magnetic
tweezers”) allowing application of local forces of up to 10
nN on paramagnetic beads of 4.5mm diameter. This tech-
nique is applied to measure viscoelastic parameters of the
cell envelope of fibroblasts adhering to solid substrates.

Magnetic beads (of 4.5mm diameter) coated with fi-
bronectin are fixed to integrin receptors of the cell surface.
Creep response and relaxation curves evoked by tangential
force pulses of 500-2500 pN (and;1 s duration) are deter-
mined by the particle tracking technique. A linear viscoelas-
tic response is found for forces up to 2 nN in contrast to the
increase of local stiffness with stress amplitude reported by
Ingber (1997).

Three-phasic creep response curves exhibiting an elastic
domain, a relaxation regime, and viscous flow behavior are
found. This three-phasic response is formally accounted for
by a mechanical equivalent circuit consisting of a Voigt
body and a dashpot in series where the Voigt element
(composed of a Maxwell body and a spring in parallel
arrangement) accounts for the solidlike and the dashpot for
the fluidlike behavior. Based on the above analysis the
viscoelastic behavior of the cell is characterized by three
parameters: an elastic constant (k), a relaxation time (t), and
a viscosity (g0).

To relate these parameters to viscoelastic moduli of the
cell envelope and the cytoplasm, the adhering cell lobe is
modeled by a thin elastic plate which is coupled to a
viscoelastic layer fixed on the side opposite to the substrate.
The elasticity of the top plate (representing the plasma
membrane) is characterized by a surface shear modulusm*.
It is related to the shear modulusm of the material asm* 5
mh, whereh is the thickness of the shell composed of the
membrane and actin cortex. The elastic effect of the inter-
mediate layer is characterized by a phenomenological cou-
pling constantx, referred to as the cytoskeleton coupling
constant.

According to a theory of A. Boulbitch (1998, submitted
for publication; cf. Appendix for summary) the displace-
ment field generated by a local tangential force on the top
membrane exhibits a logarithmic behavior in the plane of
the membrane at distancesr much smaller than a screening
length Rc while it decays exponentially atr .. Rc. The
screening lengthRc is related to the shear modulusm* and
the coupling constantx by Rc 5 k21 5 (m*/x)1/2.

Experimental evidence for such a screened elastic defor-
mation of the cell surface is provided by accompanying
displacement field mapping experiments (Schmidt et al.,

1996). The local displacement of the membrane surface
evoked by the local tangential force is directly visualized by
observing the induced motion of colloidal probe beads
attached to the cell membrane in the neighborhood of the
magnetic bead. It is demonstrated that the displacement
field decays rapidly with a cutoff radius ofRc ' 7 mm. By
analyzing the observed decay of the displacement field with
the distance from the magnetic bead in terms of the theo-
retical model, one obtains values ofx and m*. It is thus
possible to relate the elastic constant (k) obtained from the
equivalent circuit analysis to an absolute shear modulus of
the cell envelope.

For the evaluation of the viscous flow regime it is as-
sumed that the top membrane of the adhering cell lobe is
coupled to the bottom (fixed) membrane by a viscous fluid.
The apparent viscosity of this fluid is obtained from the
velocity of the magnetic bead by application of a theory
previously elaborated to describe the diffusion of proteins
embedded in a bilayer membrane coupled to a solid surface
through a thin lubricating film (Evans and Sackmann,
1988). This theory predicts that the viscous flow field in the
membrane is again screened by this frictional coupling
(Evans and Sackmann, 1988). Thus the viscosity of the
cytoplasm can also be related to the value of the viscosity of
the dashpotg0. The screened penetration of the shear field
into the cytoplasm was observed by the induced deflection
of intracellular compartments.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The high force magnetic bead rheometer

The microrheometer resembles the experimental set-up described previ-
ously (Ziemann et al., 1994; Schmidt et al., 1996). It consists of a central
measuring unit comprised of a sample holder and a magnetic coil with
1200 turns of 0.7 mm copper wire. The sample holder with dimension 503
55 3 50 mm3 is mounted on an AXIOVERT 10 microscope (Zeiss,
Oberkochen, Germany). The coil current is produced by a voltage-con-
trolled current supply built in the authors’ laboratory that transforms the
voltage signal of a function generator FG 9000 (ELV, Leer, Germany) in
a current signal with amplitudes of up to 4 A. The microscope image is
recorded by a CCD camera (C3077, Hamamatsu Photonics, Hamamatsu
City, Japan) connected to a VCR (WJ-MX30, Matsushita Electric Indus-
trial Co., Osaka, Japan). The recorded sequences are digitized using an
Apple Power Macintosh 9500 (Apple Computer, Cupertino, CA) equipped
with a LG3 frame grabber card (Scion Corp., Frederick, MD). The position
of the particles is determined with an accuracy of;10 nm using a
self-written single particle tracking algorithm implemented in the public
domain image processing software National Institutes of Health Image
(National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD).

The important modification of the present apparatus, compared to the
previous one, is that only one magnetic coil is used in which the edge of
the pole piece can be positioned as close as 10mm from the magnetic
particle (see Fig. 1). Because of the very high field gradient in the close
vicinity of the pole piece, forces could be increased by a factor of;103

compared to the earlier design (Ziemann et al., 1994). Thus, forces of up
to 10 nN on a 4.5-mm paramagnetic bead were achieved (cf. Fig. 2). By
using ferromagnetic beads such forces could be achieved with bead diam-
eters of 0.5mm. A second magnet cannot be used in the present device
because of the strong magnetic induction generated between the pole
pieces at such small distances.
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Force calibration of the set-up

To calibrate the distance dependence of the force acting on the magnetic
bead in the high force set-up, the bead velocity was determined near the
pole piece in liquids of known viscosity at different coil currents ranging
from 250 to 2500 mA. The bead velocity was computed from the measured
displacement-time-graphs by numerical differentiation. Fig. 2 shows the
results of a typical calibration of the force on a 4.5-mm paramagnetic bead
(DYNABEADS M-450, Dynal, Oslo, Norway). We used dimethyl-polysi-
loxane with a kinematic viscosity of 12,500 cSt (DMPS-12M, Sigma
Chemical Company, St. Louis, MO) as a calibrating liquid.

The velocity curves were converted into force curves using Stokes law
and plotted versus the distance to the pole piece (see Fig. 2a). For the
highest coil currents, forces of up to 10,000 pN on a 4.5-mm paramagnetic
bead were reached. The curves shown in Fig. 2a were all obtained by using
the same bead. For each measurement the bead was aspirated by a mi-
cropipette and pulled back to its starting position (at a distance of 110mm
to the pole piece). Thus, the errors resulting from different bead sizes and
iron contents (;15–20%) could be avoided.

In Fig. 2 b the magnetic force is plotted versus the coil current for
different distances from the pole piece. This graph shows a linear depen-
dence between force and current indicating that the paramagnetic bead is
fully magnetized and therefore does not exhibit a field-dependent magnetic
moment, which would be the case for paramagnetic particles in low
magnetic fields.

The overall error of the method for measuring absolute forces is
determined by the standard deviations of the bead size and the iron content
and was estimated to 15–20%. For relative measurements (performed with
the same bead), the overall error depends only on the accuracy of the
determination of the bead velocity and of the coil current. This leads to a
small total error for relative measurements of forces and viscoelastic
constants of 1–2%.

Sample preparation

The rheological measurements presented here were performed on National
Institutes of Health 3T3 murine fibroblasts employing paramagnetic mi-

crobeads of 4.5mm diameter bound to the cell membrane. National
Institutes of Health 3T3 cells were provided by the Max-Planck-Institut fu¨r
Zellbiologie (Martinsried, Germany). The cells were cultured in an incu-
bator at 37°C and 5% CO2. The cell culture medium consisted of DMEM
with 10% v/v fetal calf serum (both from Life Technologies, Frederick,
MD).

As shown in Fig. 3, the microbeads were coated with fibronectin, which
provides indirect coupling to the actin cortex via integrins located in the
cell membrane (Miyamoto et al., 1995; Wang et al., 1993). Fibronectin was
covalently conjugated to 4.5-mm diameter paramagnetic polystyrene beads
coated with reactive tosyl groups (DYNABEADS M-450 tosylactivated,
Dynal) according to the procedure provided by the supplier. Carboxylated
latex beads with a diameter of 1mm (POLYBEADS, Polysciences, War-
rington, PA) were used as nonmagnetic colloidal probes for the visualiza-
tion of the displacement field on the cell membrane (cf. Fig. 8). These
beads were also coated with fibronectin to ensure the coupling to the
integrins.

Immediately before sample preparation the functionalized magnetic
beads were washed once in PBS (phosphate buffered saline, Sigma Chem-
ical Co.) using a magnetic separation device (MPC-1, Dynal) and the bead
concentration was adjusted to;105 beads/ml. Cells were then detached
from the substratum using a trypsin-EDTA solution (Life Technologies)
and transferred onto suitable coverglasses. After an incubation time of 1–2
h to allow complete adhesion of the cells, 1.5 ml bead solution per
coverglass was added. Beads were incubated with cells for 15 min and
washed gently before mounting the coverglass on the sample holder of the
magnetic bead rheometer.

Evaluation of creep experiments by mechanical
equivalent circuit

Creep experiments are performed by recording the deflection and relax-
ation of the magnetic beads (or nonmagnetic probe beads) following
rectangular force pulses. The trajectories of the beads are determined by the
single particle tracking technique with an accuracy of610 nm. Fig. 4
shows a typical sequence of responses of a magnetic bead to a sequence of

FIGURE 1 Central measuring unit of the improved mag-
netic bead rheometer set-up. The magnet consists of a coil
(1200 turns of 0.7 mm copper wire) and a soft iron core,
which penetrates the sample chamber. The coil is fixed
with a holder that can be placed on the microscope stage.
The tip of the pole piece can be positioned close to the
magnetic bead (at distances ofr 5 10–100mm) to obtain
maximal forces of up to 10,000 pN on a 4.5-mm paramag-
netic bead.

FIGURE 2 Force calibration of a
4.5-mm magnetic bead for the high force
set-up. (a) Distance dependence of the
force on the bead for 10 different coil
currents (250–2500 mA). (b) Force-ver-
sus-current curves for the five distances
indicated in the inset showing a linear
relationship between the coil current and
the force on the (fully magnetized) para-
magnetic bead.
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rectangular force pulses of durationDt 5 2.5 s. The responses exhibit three
regimes: a fast elastic response (I), a relaxation regime (II), and a flow
regime (III).

The time-dependent deflectionx(t) of the body of Fig. 5a evoked by a
stepwise forceF(t) can be easily expressed as superposition of the deflec-
tion of the Voigt body and of the dashpot according to Fung (1993).
Therefore, the deflection of the bead (normalized by the applied force
amplitudeF) is given by

x~t!

F
5

1

k0
S1 2

k1

k0 1 k1
z exp~2t/t!D 1

t

g0
, (1a)

where the relaxation timet is given by

t 5
g1~k0 1 k1!

k0k1
. (1b)

The characteristic time behavior of the equivalent circuit is shown in Fig.
5 b and the similarity with the sequence of response and relaxation curves
in Fig. 4 is evident. As shown in Fig. 6 the creep response curves are very
well reproduced by Eq. 1a.

The four parameters characterizing the equivalent circuit can be reduced
to three observables with the following physical meaning: because the
amplitude of the elastic displacement (regime I) is determined byx 5
F/(k0 1 k1) the sumk 5 k0 1 k1 is a measure of the effective spring
constant of the system. As defined in Eq. 1b,t is the relaxation time
required for the transition from the elastic to the viscous regime andg0 is
a measure for the effective viscous friction coefficient of the bead in the
viscous flow regime.

The analysis of the viscoelastic response curves evoked by the tangen-
tial force pulses in terms of the three observables defined above is a first
and straightforward step of data analysis. It is sufficient to observe local
variations of the viscoelastic properties on the cell surface or to study
differences between different cells (cf. Fig. 7). However, it is a much more

difficult task to relate these parameters to viscoelastic moduli of the cell
surface or the cytoplasm. This will be attempted below by introduction of
a simplified model of the adhering cell lobes.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Evaluation of response curve in terms of
equivalent circuit

We studied the creep response curves of 10 cells while
analyzing several magnetic beads on each cell. Moreover,
measurements were performed for three to five different
traction forces for each magnetic bead. The three viscoelas-
tic parametersk, t, andg0 defined above (cf. Eqs. 1) were
determined by analysis of the creep-response curves as
described in Fig. 5. The data are summarized in Fig. 7. To
distinguish the results obtained for different cells or on
different sites on the adhering lobe of one cell the individual
measurements are plotted separately. Values for different
cells are distinguished by different symbols. Open and
closed symbols of the same shape characterize measure-
ments of the same cell but at different sites. Measurements
performed with the same particle but with different force
amplitudes are marked with equal symbols. A closer inspec-
tion of the data shows that all viscoelastic parameters may
differ by up to an order of magnitude from cell to cell, but
that the values obtained for each individual cell differ by
much less.

FIGURE 3 (a) Micrograph of a mouse 3T3 fibroblast with magnetic microbeads bound to the cell membrane (white arrows). (b) Schematic drawing of
a fibronectin-coated bead that is coupled to the cell cytoskeleton via integrins.

FIGURE 4 Typical creep response
and relaxation curves observed for a
4.5-mm bead bound to the membrane of
a 3T3 fibroblast through a presumed
fibronectin-integrin linkage. Force
pulses of an amplitude ofF 5 2000 pN
and a duration ofDt 5 2.5 s were
applied.
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To check the linearity of the viscoelastic response, the
creep response curves were recorded as a function of the
applied forces ranging from 500 to 2000 pN. In Fig. 8 the
time-dependence of the displacements (normalized by the
applied force) obtained for different applied forces is plot-
ted. In this example the curves coincide within experimental
error with the exception of the curve forF 5 2213 pN. This
implies that the viscoelastic behavior of the system is linear
for at least forces of up to;2000 pN. The measurements of
the viscoelastic moduli presented in Fig. 7 were performed
in the linear regime using forces up to 2000 pN.

Strain field mapping experiment

A typical experiment is shown in Fig. 9. A number of
nonmagnetic colloidal latex beads (numbered 1 to 9) are
deposited on the cell surface together with one magnetic
bead (marked as M). Beads are bound to integrins via the
fibronectin coating. The creep response and relaxation
curves generated by rectangular force pulses of 3700 pN
were recorded by using the particle tracking technique. The
amplitudes of deflection generated by pulses of 1 s duration
normalized with respect to the polar angle cosu (cf. Eq. 2
below) were measured and plotted in Fig. 9c. Although the
relaxation timet is of the order of 0.1 s we use the
amplitudes att 5 1 s as a measure for the elastic displace-
ment. Because all creep response curves exhibit essentially
the same shape, this approximation procedure is justified.
These measurements were also performed at a force larger

than 2000 pN to facilitate the observation of the particle
deflections. However, several displacement field mapping
experiments performed with lower forces yielded the same
distance-dependence of the normalized deflections.

The three nonnumbered beads in Fig. 9 were also de-
flected, but the deflection amplitude could not be measured
accurately enough since the images overlap, thus preventing
the application of the particle tracking procedure. Another
intriguing way to determine the displacement field is the use
of intracellular particles as markers instead of latex parti-
cles. In Fig. 10 an experiment is presented demonstrating
that cell vacuoles exhibit detectable induced deflection am-
plitudes (see bottom row in Fig. 10b). The experiment
shows that the shear displacement field penetrates partially
into the cell cytoplasm; thus intracellular particles may
potentially be used as probes to estimate the local penetra-
tion depth of the displacement field.

Evaluation of the displacement field data by a
simple cell model

To determine real elastic moduli (and shear viscosities) of
the cell envelope from the viscoelastic parameters obtained
by analyzing the creep response curves in terms of the
equivalent circuit, one requires a theory of the elastic dis-
placement of the adhering cell lobe generated by local
tangential forces acting on the cell surface. Such models
yield the geometric prefactor relating the elastic modulus of
the cell surface to the spring constant of the equivalent
circuit.

Because the microscopic structure of the cell lobe is not
known, one has to introduce suitable models. One obvious
possibility would be to consider the cell lobe as a thin
homogeneous elastic slab, one side of which is fixed to a
solid surface. However, this model would not account for
the fact that the cell lobe is composed of two juxtaposed

FIGURE 5 Mechanical equivalent circuit enabling formal representation
of creep response and relaxation curves. (a) Mechanical model consisting
of a Kelvin (or Zener) body (Z) and a dashpot (D) in series. (b) Creep
response and relaxation curve of the mechanical equivalent circuit exhib-
iting the three experimentally observed regimes of response (I–III).

FIGURE 6 Typical fit to measured creep data for a force ofF 5 1100
pN. The dotted line represents the instantaneous elastic response of the
magnetic bead corresponding to a jump in the displacement of 1/(k0 1 k1).
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membranes and that these are interconnected by an intra-
cellular cytoskeleton, as follows from the distribution of
intracellular compartments in the cell lobe.

In view of these considerations, we assume that the cell
lobe can be considered as a partially collapsed shell com-
posed of a lipid-protein bilayer with associated actin cortex
(called the composite plasma membrane), and which is
filled by a viscoelastic gel coupled to the actin cortex.
Therefore the adhering cell lobe is mimicked as two juxta-
posed elastic sheets of shear modulusm* (representing the
composite membrane), which are attached to an elastic
medium (accounting for the cytoskeleton). The coupling
between the actin cortex and the cytoskeleton is character-
ized by a phenomenological coupling constantx, which is a
measure for the cytoskeleton membrane coupling strength
per unit area (see the Appendix for details). It is further
assumed that the bottom shell is fixed to the surface and it
is not deformed during our measurements. This assumption
is justified by the fact that the displacement field decays
rapidly within the cytoplasm (cf. Fig. 9).

The problem of the elastic deformation of such a body by
a tangential point force acting on the surface has been
solved by A. Boulbitch (1998, submitted for publication).
The essential results are summarized in the Appendix where
the general expression for the displacement field is given.
The main result is that the displacement fieldu(r, u) caused
by the local force is screened. It depends logarithmically on
the radial distance from the point where the force is applied

FIGURE 7 Summary of three per-
tinent viscoelastic parameters of 3T3
fibroblasts: the effective elastic mod-
ulusk 5 k0 1 k1, the viscosityg0, and
the relaxation timet (defined by Eq.
1b) are obtained by analyzing the
creep response curves in terms of the
equivalent circuit. To distinguish the
results obtained for different cells or
on different sites on the adhering lobe
of one cell, the individual measure-
ments are plotted separately. Values
for different cells are distinguished by
different symbols. Open and closed
symbols of the same shape character-
ize measurements of the same cell but
at different sites. Measurements per-
formed with the same particle but
with different force amplitudes are
marked with equal symbols.

FIGURE 8 Time dependence of the deflection of the magnetic bead
normalized with respect to the force for four different forces indicated,
demonstrating linear viscoelasticity up to forces of at least 2000 pN. The
maximum displacement isu(r) 5 1 mm for the maximum force of 2000 pN.
Most measurements were performed at 500-1000 pN. The maximal value
of the strain tensor component was 5%.
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if r ,, Rc while u(r, u) decays exponentially ifr is large
compared to the screening lengthRc.

To test the validity of such a screened displacement field
we analyzed the distance-dependence of the displacement
field by the displacement-field mapping technique (cf. Fig.
9). The displacement vectoru(r, u) can be written in cylin-
drical coordinates (cf. Eq. A7). The radial component is
given by

ur~r!

cosu
5

F0

2pm*H3~1 2 s!

4
K0~k1r! 2

K1~kr!

kr

1 S1 2 s

2 D1/2K1~k1r!

kr J
(2)

wherer is the radius-vector from the center of the magnetic
bead to the nonmagnetic colloidal probes,r is its absolute
value, andu is the angle between the force direction andr .
In Fig. 9 c the reduced radial displacement component
ur/cosu is plotted as a function ofr.

By fitting the theoretical displacement field to the ob-
served data one can estimatek and thusRc. This has been
done in four cases yielding cutoff radii in the range of a few

micrometers. The fit shown in Fig. 9c yields a valuek '
0.15mm21 corresponding to a cutoff radiusRc ' 7 mm and
a surface shear modulusm* of 4 z 1023 Pa m. Ask2 5 x/m*
the coupling constant isx 5 107 Pa m21.

The surface shear modulusm* is also obtained by con-
sidering the absolute deflection of the magnetic bead in the
direction of the magnetic field as a function of the force.
The relationship between the deflection and the force is
obtained by averaging the displacementu(R, u) at the
boundary of the bead adhesion disk over all anglesu. At the
present stage of analysis the radius is assumed to be about
equal to the radius of the bead. Equation A2 yields

^ux~R!& 5
1

2p E
0

2p

u~R, u!du

5
Fex

4pm*
@K0~kR! 1 ~1 2 s!K0~k1R!#

(3)

Comparison of Eq. 3 with Eq. A1 shows that the spring
constantk of the equivalent circuit is related to the surface

FIGURE 9 Typical displacement field
mapping experiment on the plasma mem-
brane of a fibroblast. (a) Microscopic picture
showing a region of the cell with one mag-
netic bead (M, radius 2.25mm) and a number
of nonmagnetic particles (1–9, radius 0.5
mm). (b) Graphic representation of the dis-
placement field after a force pulse of 1-s
duration. The bead sizes and positions are
drawn to scale, while the bead deflections are
enlarged by a factor of 10. The three non-
numbered beads were also deflected, but the
deflection amplitude could not be measured
accurately enough since the images overlap,
thus preventing the application of the particle
tracking procedure. (c) Resulting distance de-
pendence of the reduced radial component of
bead deflectionur/cosu as defined in Eq. 2.
The dotted line is an optimal fit of Eq. 2 to
theur/cosu-versus-r plot giving the values of
x andm*. Closer inspection of Fig. 8 shows
that the orientation of the deflection of the
colloidal probes with respect to their angular
position deviates from the theoretical predic-
tion (Eqs. A5 and A6). The most likely ex-
planation for these deviations is that the
membrane is coupled to intracellular stress
fibers, which is expected to lead to deviations
from the isotropic displacement field. More-
over, the values of the deflectionsur(r ) show
large scattering. This could also be caused by
stress fibers, but could be due to variations in
the degree of coupling of the colloidal probes
to the integrin receptors of the membrane or
differences in coupling of the receptors to the
membrane-associated cytoskeleton.
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shear modulusm* as

m* 5
K0~kR! 1 ~1 2 s!K0~k1R!

4p
k (4)

Values of the surface shear moduli can be related to the
spring constantk presented in Fig. 7 by assuming that the
plate is incompressible (s ' 0.5) and that the screening
length of the advancing lobes is about the same for all cells.
With the value ofk obtained from the displacement field
mapping experiments, the transformation factor {K0(kR) 1
(1 2 s)K0(k1R)}/4p in Eq. 4 becomes 0.17 for a magnetic
bead of the radiusR 5 2.25 mm. The average spring
constantk ' 0.01 Pa m (cf. Fig. 7) thus yields an average
surface shear modulusm* ' 2 z 1023 Pa m. Considering the
large variability of the viscoelastic moduli of individual
cells, this value agrees reasonably well withm* ' 4 z 1023

Pa m obtained from the above analysis of the displacement
field experiment.

The three-dimensional (3D) shear modulus of the cell
envelope is related tom by m 5 m*/h. The thicknessh of the
composite membrane is certainly smaller than the cell lobe,

which is 1–2mm. By assuming a value ofh ' 0.1 mm [as
it was measured for neutrophils by Zhelev et al. (1994)] one
obtains a 3D shear modulus ofm ' 2 z 104 to 4 z 104 Pa.

It is important to experimentally estimate the values of
the strain tensor to find out whether the linear approxima-
tion used for the calculations is valid. This can be done by
calculating the measured relative displacements of the latex
beads. This yields strains in the range of 2–5%, indicating
that the measurements take place in the linear regime.

Evaluation of the viscous flow in terms of
effective cytoplasmic viscosity

To relate the two-dimensional (2D) viscosityg0 of the
equivalent circuit to the viscosity of the adhering cell lobe
we assume that the magnetic bead is moving in a fluid
membrane coupled to a solid surface through a viscous
medium of thicknessdc. The situation is very similar to that
of protein diffusion in fluid-supported membranes, which
are separated from the solid surface by a lubricating film of
viscosityhc. This problem has been treated previously both
theoretically and experimentally (Evans and Sackmann,
1988; Merkel et al., 1989). The viscous drag force on a disk
embedded in the membrane and moving with velocityv is

Fd 5 4phmF14 e2 1 e
K1~e!

K0~e!Gv (5)

whereK0(e) andK1(e) are modified Bessel functions. The
dimensionless parametere is defined bye 5 R(bs/hm)1/2.
Herehm is the 2D viscosity of the bilayer membrane,R is
the radius of the disk which in our case is equal to the
contact area between the magnetic bead and the membrane,
and bs is the friction coefficient of the coupling medium,
which is related to the viscosity of the viscoelastic layer of
thicknessdc by bs 5 hc/dc. For large values ofe (in practice,
for e . 1), the second term on the right side of Eq. 5 can be
neglected. The drag force in this limit does not depend on
the membrane viscosity and isFd 5 pR2dc

21hcv. The 2D
viscosity of membranes is of the order ofhm 5 1029 N s/m
(Merkel et al., 1989),dc is ;2 mm, andhc is typically of the
order of 200 Pa s (Bausch et al., 1998, submitted for pub-
lication). Therefore,e ' 102 and the above approximation is
well fulfilled in our case. Consequently, the effective vis-
cosity g0 of the equivalent circuit is related to the friction
coefficient of the coupling medium (the cytoplasm) by the
obvious relation:bs 5 g0/pR2.

The viscosityg0 obtained from the slope of the viscous
flow regime of the creep response curve isg0 5 0.03
Pa s m. By assuming that the radius of the contact area of
the bead on the membrane is about equal to the bead radius
(R5 2.25mm) one obtains for the friction coefficient of the
cytoplasm a value ofbs ' 2 z 109 Pa s/m. By assumingdc '
2 mm our estimation yieldshc ' 4 z 103 Pa s.

FIGURE 10 Demonstration of the penetration of the shear displacement
field into the cell cytoplasm induced by displacement of the magnetic bead
using cell vacuoles as markers. (a) Phase contrast image showing the
magnetic bead (arrow pointing in the direction of the magnetic force) and
some intracellular particles attributed to cell vacuoles in the deflected state.
The initial position of the particles is marked by bright circular contours.
Note that compartments further away from the magnetic bead, but at the
same height as the one encircled, and those buried deeper in the cytoplasm
do not move appreciably. (b) Top trace:sequence of creep response curves
of magnetic bead following force pulses of durationDt 5 1 s. Bottom
trace: Viscoelastic response curves of the marked cell vacuole.
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DISCUSSION

The magnetic bead rheometer designed in the present work
allows generation of forces in the nanonewton range, which
are strong enough to enable local measurements of vis-
coelastic parameters of cell envelopes (comprising the lipid/
protein bilayer and the associated actin cortex). By appli-
cation of the high-resolution particle tracking technique
bead deflections may be measured with at least 10 nm
lateral resolution and a time resolution of 0.04 s. The
viscoelastic response is linear at least up to forces of 2000
pN, corresponding to maximum displacement amplitudes of
1 mm. Most measurements, with the exception of some of
the displacement field experiments, were performed at 500-
1000 pN, corresponding to displacements of 250–500 nm.

The creep response curves of the cells are analyzed in
terms of the equivalent circuit because this model can be
most easily adapted to the observed creep response curves
in a model-free manner. The relationships between the
viscoelastic parameters of the equivalent circuit and the
viscoelastic moduli of the cell surface are, however, model-
dependent and it is therefore most convenient to analyze
measurements first in terms of the equivalent circuit.

Our displacement field mapping experiments show that
the elastic displacement of the cell surface generated by
local tangential forces is screened at lateral distances of a
few micrometers from the point of attack. Strong screening
of the elastic deformation has also been established recently
in the cytoplasm by similar displacement field mapping
experiments (Bausch et al., 1998, submitted for publication;
unpublished data of this laboratory). This screening of the
elastic deformation of the membrane and the cytoskeleton is
an important condition for the local measurement of vis-
coelastic parameters on cell surfaces. However, local mea-
surements are important for at least two reasons. First, they
allow the study of viscoelastic properties of closed shells by
restricting to the analysis of local deformations. Second, cell
envelopes generally exhibit heterogeneous lateral organiza-
tions, and the elastic deformation may also be anisotropic
due to coupling of various cytoskeletal elements including
stress fibers to the actin cortex.

The absolute values for the shear modulus and the vis-
cosity obtained by modeling the cell lobe as two elastic
sheets coupled by a viscoelastic gel are certainly rough
estimates. However, the values agree rather well with data
obtained by other techniques. In our study an average 3D
shear modulus ofm ' 2 z 104 to 4 z 104 Pa is obtained. This
value is in acceptable agreement with the AFM measure-
ments. Thus, AFM measurements performed on human
platelets by Radmacher et al. (1996) yield bulk moduli of
1–50 kPa, while in chicken cardiocytes the elastic moduli
range from 10 to 200 kPa. The latter value is measured on
top of stress fibers (Hofmann et al., 1997).

Our results are in contrast to findings of Wang et al.
(1993), who used a twisting rheometer to measure the
viscoelastic properties of bovine capillary endothelial cells.
Apparent Young’s moduli of;8 Pa and viscosities of 5–10

Pas were obtained, about four orders of magnitude smaller
than our values. The discrepancy may be due to the way the
deformation is applied: we apply a real shear force, whereas
in the experiments of Wang et al. (1993) a twisting force is
applied. This also makes it difficult to compare the absolute
values of the applied stresses. Assuming an approximate
radius of the adhesion area of the bead of 1–2.25mm, we
estimate applied stresses of;300–60 Nm22, while in the
measurements of Wang et al. the stresses are only 3 Nm22.
In separate experiments we found that application of such
small forces leads to detectable deflections only if the beads
are attached to the extracellular matrix. Furthermore, the
strain hardening reported by these authors could not be
reproduced in our studies. As can be seen in Fig. 10,
saturation effects were observed only for forces exceeding
2000 pN.

Our analysis yields an average value for the cytoplasmic
viscosity of 2 z 103 Pa s. Sato et al. (1984) found for the
cytoplasmic viscosity of the axoplasm of squid axon a value
of 104-105 Pa s, while Valberg and Butler (1987) and Val-
berg and Feldman (1987) using twisting rheometry have
found values ranging from 250 to 2800 Pa s inside macro-
phages, in good agreement with our results.

The viscosity obtained by our method should be com-
pared with the value measured by the micropipette aspira-
tion technique developed by Evans (1995) which was ap-
plied by Tsai et al. to human neutrophils (1994). In this case
the viscosity is obtained from the speed of penetration of the
cell into the pipette at a constant suction pressure. Typical
values found are of the order of 100 Pa s, which are an order
of magnitude smaller than our value. This may be due to the
fact that our measurements are done on the rather flat
advancing lobe of the fibroblast, which may exhibit a much
higher viscosity than the whole cell body of blood cells.

It should be also noted that the origin of the viscous flow
regime is not understood yet. In the framework of the
present model it would be determined by the rate of decou-
pling (fracture) of the connections between the membrane-
associated actin cortex and the intracellular cytoskeleton. It
could, however, be determined equally well by the fracture
of lateral cross-links within the actin cortex. A decision
between these two possibilities cannot be made on the basis
of the present experiments.

An intriguing finding of the current analysis is that the
displacement field seems to be anisotropic, as is demon-
strated by the large deviations of the direction of deflection
of the colloidal probes from the direction of an isotropic
displacement field. This may be a consequence of the cou-
pling of the actin cortex to local stress fibers. By improving
the technique of selective coupling of smaller probe beads
to membrane receptors, the displacement field mapping
technique could probe local elastic anisotropies of the
plasma membrane and the underlying cytoskeleton.

The magnetic bead technique provides a versatile tool for
cell rheometry. By deposition of several beads it allows
simultaneous measurements at different sites on the cell
surface (cf. Fig. 3a). The technique can be simultaneously
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applied to the cell surface and the cytoplasm. As it is
essentially a nonperturbing technique creep, response
curves can be recorded repeatedly. This allows detection of
temporal changes of the local viscoelasticity. It may thus
also be applied to evaluate local changes of the cytoskeletal
structure (e.g., the formation of stress fibers) caused by local
mechanical agitations or by the binding of integrins. Such
local modifications of the cytoskeleton were recently re-
ported for endothelial cells by Chicurel et al. (1998). Evi-
dence was provided that coupling of colloidal beads to
integrins leads to a local reorganization of the actin cortex,
resulting in an increase of the messenger RNA concentra-
tion near the focal adhesion site 20 min after integrin
binding.

The above considerations suggest that magnetic bead
rheometry is a promising new technique to gain insight into
such biochemically induced changes of the local constitu-
tion of the cell cytoskeleton.

APPENDIX

Elastic deformations of juxtaposed coupled
membranes by local tangential force

The cell membrane, consisting of the lipid bilayer attached to the actin
cortex, is represented by a thin elastic plate supported by a viscoelastic
substrate. The lobe shape makes it possible to assume that its top mem-
brane is flat. The bottom membrane is considered as rigid and fixed to the
solid substrate. A basic assumption of the present model is that the actin
cortex is coupled to the bulk cytoskeleton consisting of microtubules,
intermediate, and actin filaments. To consider the effect of this gel on the
membrane deformation we adopt the simplified mechanical model of the
cell lobe displayed in Fig. 11. The bulk cytoskeleton is assumed to consist
of pre-stressed and unstressed compartments. The former consist of the
stress fibers, which either penetrate the whole thickness of the lobe con-
necting the top and the bottom membranes (cf. Fig. 11,b andc; filaments
numbered 1), or connect the top membrane to a stressed region of the
network, which is attached to the bottom membrane by another stress fiber
(cf. Fig. 11,b andc; fibers marked by number 2). Assume that the lobe
possessesnst such stress fibers per unit area and that they exhibit an
average tensionT. Besides the pre-stressed fibers, the bulk cytoskeleton

FIGURE 11 Schematic view of the mechanical model
of the cell lobe. (a) General view of the mouse fibro-
blast. The numbers indicate (1) the solid substrate, (2)
the cell body, (3) the advanced cell lobe, (4) the non-
magnetic, and (5) the magnetic beads coupled to the top
membrane of the lobe. (b) Schematic view of the struc-
ture of the undeformed lobe. (i) Actin cortexes of the top
and the bottom membranes, (ii) bulk cytoskeleton, (iii)
lipid bilayers, (iiii) solid substrate. The Arabic numbers
indicate (1) the stress fibers penetrating through the
whole lobe, (2) stress fibers connected with the pre-
stressed parts of the bulk cytoskeleton, and (3) un-
stressed components of the cytoskeleton connected with
the actin cortex. (c) Shear displacement of the complex
membrane/actin cortex causes tilting of the stressed
fibers by the anglea ' u/dc and stretching of those
unstressed parts of the cytoskeleton that are cross-linked
to the actin cortex.
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may contain unstressed parts of the network coupled to the actin cortex (cf.
Fig. 11,b andc; fibers number 3). An in-plane displacement of the cortex
u 5 (ux, uy) is followed by tilting of the stress fibers in the pre-stressed
parts of the cytoskeleton. It causes bending of the stiff microtubules and
intermediate filaments and stretching of wrinkles and meshes of the un-
stressed parts of the cytoskeleton. Therefore, the unstressed parts of the
cytoskeleton can be characterized by the number densitynun of attachments
of these components to the actin cortex and by an average spring constant
kun. Under a lateral membrane displacementu both mechanisms give rise
to a restoring forceuFrestu 5 S(Tnst tan a 1 kunnunuuu), where S is the
membrane area. The first term describes the contribution of the pre-stressed
and the second of the unstressed cytoskeletal components. Making use of
the relation tana ' u/H one finds

Frest5 2SSTnst

dc
1 kunnunDu (A1)

One defines the coupling constantx asFrest 5 2Sxu where

x 5 kunnun 1
Tnst

dc
(A2)

In a real cell the mechanism of formation of the restoring force can be more
complicated. Therefore, one should considerx as a phenomenological
parameter that has the dimension of a spring constant per unit membrane
area.

The displacement field generated by a local tangential force on the top
membrane has been calculated by Boulbitch (1998, submitted for publica-
tion) and the theory is summarized below.

The equation of the mechanical equilibrium of a 3D body is well-known
(Landau and Lifshitz, 1959). To transform it to the case of a thin plate, an
averaging procedure (over the direction perpendicular to the plane) has to
be performed (Muschelishvili, 1963). This allows expression of the equa-
tion of equilibrium in terms of a membrane shear modulusm* obtained by
integrating the shear modulus over the membrane thicknessh: m* 5 mh.
Taking into account the restoring force mentioned above, one obtains
the following equation of the mechanical equilibrium of the composite
membrane:

Du 1
1 1 s

1 2 s
grad divu 2 k2u 5 2

F
m*

(A3)

where k2 5 x/m*. Here k21 is a length scale. As will become evident
below, Rc 5 k21 5 (m*/x)1/2 is a cutoff radius that accounts for the
screening of the displacement field by the cytoskeleton. By considering Eq.
A2 one obtains

Rc 5 S m*dc

kunnundc 1 Tnst
D1/2

(A4)

In the case of a thin lobe (dc ,, T/kun) one findsRc ' (dcm*/Tnst)
1/2. In the

opposite caseRc ' (m*/kunnun)
1/2.

If the cutoff radius is much larger than the radius of the magnetic bead
R (Rc .. R) one can assume that the force is point likeF 5 F0d(r ) where
F0 is the absolute value of the force acting on the magnetic bead along the
x axis. The displacement field for the local tangential force is given by the
following expressions:

ux~r ! 5
F0

2pm*H12 K0~kr! 1
1 2 s

2
K0~k1r! 2 cos 2uFK1~kr!
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2 Î1 2 s
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whereK0 and K1 are modified Bessel functions of the second kind (and
order zero and one, respectively) andk1 5 [(1 2 s)/2]1/2k. Note that for
the limiting caseR 3 ` the equations (A5–A6) describe the elastic
deformation of a single thin plate, the displacement field exhibiting the
well-known logarithmic behavior usual for the flat theory of elasticity
(Muschelishvili, 1963). The componentux of the displacement as a func-
tion of coordinates is shown in Fig. 12.

The displacement components can be expressed in cylindrical coordi-
nates. Introducing the unit vectorn 5 (cos u, sin u) directed along the
radius-vectorr the radial component of the displacement vectoru: ur 5
(u z n) is given by

ur~r ! 5
F0

2pm*
cosuH3~1 2 s!

4
K0~k1r! 2

K1~kr!

kr

1 Î1 2 s

2

K1~k1r!

kr J
(A7)

which gives Eq. 2 above.
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ABSTRACT The ability to apply quantifiable mechanical stresses at the microscopic scale is critical for studying cellular
responses to mechanical forces. This necessitates the use of force transducers that can apply precisely controlled forces to
cells while monitoring the responses noninvasively. This paper describes the development of a micromanipulation worksta-
tion integrating two-photon, three-dimensional imaging with a high-force, uniform-gradient magnetic manipulator. The
uniform-gradient magnetic field applies nearly uniform forces to a large cell population, permitting statistical quantification of
select molecular responses to mechanical stresses. The magnetic transducer design is capable of exerting over 200 pN of
force on 4.5-�m-diameter paramagnetic particles and over 800 pN on 5.0-�m ferromagnetic particles. These forces vary
within �10% over an area 500 � 500 �m2. The compatibility with the use of high numerical aperture (�1.0) objectives is an
integral part of the workstation design allowing submicron-resolution, three-dimensional, two-photon imaging. Three-
dimensional analyses of cellular deformation under localized mechanical strain are reported. These measurements indicate
that the response of cells to large focal stresses may contain three-dimensional global deformations and show the suitability
of this workstation to further studying cellular response to mechanical stresses.

INTRODUCTION

How cells respond to mechanical stresses is relevant in
many physiological systems, including bone remodeling
and cardiovascular disease (Burger and Klein-Nulend,
1998; Malek and Izumo, 1995). Despite this importance,
little is known about the general nature of the responses by
cells to a given stress. Recent studies have characterized
some of the responses of cells to mechanical stimuli, in-
cluding determining local viscoelastic parameters (Bausch
et al., 1998), studying mechanosensitive ion channel acti-
vation (Hu and Sachs, 1997; Sackin, 1995), and gene in-
duction (Chaqour et al., 1999; Chiu et al., 1999; Khachigian
et al., 1997), and considering cell geometry changes, for
example, via focal adhesion shifting (Davies et al., 1994;
Girard and Nerem, 1995; Kanda et al., 1993). Studies such
as these indicate that the effects of mechanical forces are
important in modeling cellular responses in many biomed-
ical systems.

Typically, global stresses are applied uniformly over a
large number of cells, either by fluid shear stress or by some
form of membrane stretching (Brown et al., 1998). These
techniques are not suitable, however, for studying individ-
ual cells or probing local cell membrane and cytoskeletal
mechanics. Individual cell assays allow the determination of
the statistical distribution in cell responses, in addition to the
average value derived from assays using large populations.
For example, a Northern blot combines the responses of
several thousands to millions of cells to obtain a single

readout. Using an individual cell assay provides a clearer
idea of the nature of the response, differentiating between
small global changes and drastic local changes (Brown et
al., 1998; Davies, 1995; Davies et al., 1999).

Some techniques are available to examine the mechanical
response of single cells. Pipetting technologies are used to
locally deform cells, typically blood cells, to probe the
membrane stiffness, and characterize the cells as they tra-
verse narrow channels (Mow et al., 1994). Atomic force
microscopy and optical traps are used to probe cellular and
subcellular forces, such as those of kinesin motors (Block et
al., 1990; Kuo and Sheetz, 1993). Magnetic traps with one
pole (unipolar) can generate nanoNewton levels of force on
beads attached to cells and have been used to probe the
properties of cell membranes (Bausch et al., 1998). These
techniques have limitations, such as low force generation
(optical traps), the small number of cells that can be assayed
at once, and the need to place cells carefully to assay them
suspended for micropipette aspiration, or positioned with
submicron precision to regulate the applied force in unipolar
magnetic traps.

The generation of a uniform stress field based on a
magnetic trap with multiple poles was first reported in 1996
(Amblard et al., 1996). Traps based on this design can
generate a force with a small variance over a relatively large
area, depending on the specific trap parameters. However,
two major limitations in this type of trap are that the trap
cannot typically exert much force, usually on the order of 10
pN per bead, and the tight trap geometry precludes the use
of short-working-distance high-numerical-aperture objec-
tives for high-resolution microscopy imaging. This paper
presents the design of a two-photon micromanipulation
workstation featuring a novel magnetic trap that can exert
several hundred picoNewtons of force on micromagnetic
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beads. The unique design of the trap, guided by electromag-
netic finite-element simulations, optimizes the field magni-
tude while maintaining a uniform field gradient. The geom-
etry of the trap accommodates a high numerical aperture
microscope objective so that continuous, three-dimensional
fluorescence images of the sample being stressed can be
acquired before, during, and after the application of the
force. This combination of the magnetic manipulator and
imaging technology into a cell-mechanics workstation can
be used to study the mechanical properties of cells, as well
as a wide range of molecular responses based on different
fluorescence reporters, such as those of ion channel activa-
tion, genetic induction, or cell migration. Further, by chang-
ing the surface proteins on the micromagnetic beads at-
tached to the cells, specific membrane proteins can be
targeted to examine certain receptor functions. In this study,
the design of the magnetic trap/two-photon workstation is
presented. The suitability of this workstation for studying
cellular deformation is demonstrated by gauging the local
versus global responses of the cells, with an emphasis on
the three-dimensional, long-term (minutes) deformation
patterns.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Magnetic trap design

The design of the magnetic trap had to satisfy the following requirements.
Geometrically, the trap has to fit on the stage of a two-photon microscope,
while allowing the objective to move to within the working distance of the
sample. The field exerted by the trap should result in a nearly uniform field
gradient in a sample region large enough to contain many tens to hundreds
of cells. The magnitude and direction of the force need to be adjustable,
and the trap could not heat to the extent that cells die with a few minutes
of exposure. The trap was developed to satisfy these requirements while
maximizing the force that would be generated on a given micromagnetic
bead.

Magnetic transducers exert forces on paramagnetic or ferromagnetic
objects. Ferromagnetic materials have a permanent magnetic dipole mo-
ment and will experience a force in the presence of an external magnetic
field gradient:

F �
1

2
�0��m � H�,

in which �0 is the permeability constant, m is the magnetization of the
particle which is assumed to be uniform, and H is the external magnetic
field strength. Although higher forces are typically generated with ferro-
magnetic particles due to their higher magnetization volume, they are more
difficult to manipulate because these particles aggregate once magnetized.
For some applications, super-paramagnetic beads can be applied more
conveniently. By definition, super-paramagnetic systems lose their mag-
netization once the external field is removed. The typical magnetic sus-
ceptibility of these particles is on the order of unity in SI units. The force
exerted on a super-paramagnetic particle is:

F � �0�V��H � H�,

in which � is the volume susceptibility and V is the bead volume. The
applied force increases with increasing field strength and increasing field

gradient, up to the saturation of the transducer material in the ferromagnetic
case and both the transducer and magnetic beads in the paramagnetic case.

The basic trap design for this study follows the work of Amblard et al.
(1996) (Fig. 1). Enhancements to the design were guided in part by the
electromagnetic simulation program Maxwell, from Ansoft (Pittsburgh,
PA). This design consists of eight electromagnets (poles). Each pole is
wrapped 550 times with a No. 24 gauge copper wire, turning the pole into
an electromagnet. The pole material is CMI-C steel, which has a relatively
high permeability and saturation. Whereas it is possible to use materials of

FIGURE 1 Schematic of the quadropole. (A) The backiron is the square
iron connecting the four poles together. The tips converge to the center of
the trap where the sample is placed. The two quadropoles are placed in a
mirror image configuration with a 2.5-mm separation between them at the
tips. The blue arrows indicate the direction of the magnetic flux along the
poles. There are three flows into the sample region and one flow out. All
currents are at the same magnitude for force generation. (B) Tip shape was
primarily designed to fit a microscope objective. Other factors such as
stability were also taken into account for the lateral dimensions.
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higher permeability and saturation (e.g., Hiperco 50), simulations indicated
that for the intended current levels of a few amperes, there is no significant
difference in field strength or gradient. The force levels are higher for
higher saturation level materials at large currents, but at those currents the
magnetic trap will quickly heat to temperatures inimical to cell function
without active cooling. Active cooling was not implemented at this time, to
minimize mechanical perturbations to the specimen. Further, permanent
magnets were not used because they offer no easy way of precisely
controlling or producing time-dependent variations in the force.

In the design presented in this study, the pole pieces are arranged in two
x-y planes with four pole pieces each. The four in-plane pole pieces are set
along the x and y axes, with the tips pointing toward the origin, where the
specimen will be placed (Fig. 1 A). This location is denoted the sample
region. This set of four poles forms a magnetic quadropole. Finite element
simulation indicates that to use the field as efficiently as possible, the
magnetic flux circuit must be completed. Thus, a backiron made from
CMI-C rod was used to connect each set of four poles. The magnetic field
in the sample region was compared for three possibilities: a magnetic trap
with no backiron, with a backiron, and finally with triple-length poles and
no backiron (to test the contribution of the extra material in the backiron).
The mean field strength was significantly higher for the trap with a
backiron arrangement (for field strength, 50%–100% higher than the triple
length polar trap and �300% higher than the configuration without a
backiron).

By altering the currents through these coils, the field can be changed, giving
control of the force levels and directions. Instead of using four pair-wise linked
poles similar to Amblard’s design, the use of eight individual poles (the
“octopolar” configuration) allows more flexible control over the field structure.
This permits vertical force generation (force perpendicular to the microscope
stage) as well as horizontal force in any planar direction. The generation of a
planer field gradient and force used in these studies is achieved by directing the
magnetic flux away from the center of the trap along one pair of poles and
toward the center along the other three pairs.

Simulations indicated that pole tip spacing plays an important role in
maximizing trap force level. The spacing between the tips of the poles for
a quadropole was chosen to be the smallest possible, given certain con-
straints, to minimize field deterioration. This spacing was set at a distance
of 5 mm, which still accommodates water immersion objectives with long
working distances (for example, the Achro-plan 63�, 0.9 NA, 1.5-mm
working distance or Achro-plan 100�, 1.0 NA, 1.0-mm working distance,
Zeiss, Thornwood, NY). The distance between the two quadropoles was set
to bring the tips 2.5 mm apart vertically. This distance was chosen partially
to permit the insertion of the sample and partially based on finite-element
analysis of a simplified model that indicated that a ratio of 1:2 of vertical-
separation:pole-tip-separation would result in losses of field strength of
�10% to 15% (from the maximum in the plane of the tip), but that a
separation of 1:1 would result in more severe losses of up to 40% to 50%.
The vertical geometry of the tip was designed to fit the objective body,
whereas the lateral angle was designed for stability (Fig. 1 B). Two lateral
angles were tested, 50° and 90°, and the field strength did not change
between these two angles when the tip-to-tip separation was kept constant.
However, a 90° tip would be extremely short and thin, so the 50° tip was
used in the design.

Finally, the trap was designed to be as large as possible (24 cm on a
side) to maximize the field that could be generated. Although a signifi-
cantly larger trap may produce a slightly higher field and generate more
force, the loss of stability resulting from being larger than the microscope
stage would be undesirable. Additionally, the simulations show that the
trap poles are saturated in the tip and midpole regions, and thus increasing
the size will lead to diminishing returns in increased force.

Calibration and characterization of the trap

To gauge the ability of the trap to produce a horizontal linear force, a
calibration was performed at various current levels. Each pole is driven by

current of the same amplitude, but the directions of the currents are
different to produce the appropriate flux directions as specified in Fig. 1 A.
This creates the necessary field gradient to generate a force.

Paramagnetic microspheres, 4.5-�m diameter from Dynal (Oslo, Nor-
way), were used to perform the calibration. A bead is placed into a
chambered gasket (Coverwell, Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR) with an
aqueous solution of 80% sucrose, having a viscosity of 100 centistokes.
The trap was turned on, and the steady-state velocity of the bead was
measured using a custom particle-tracking program. Using Stokes’ formula
for low Reynolds numbers flow, it is possible to calculate the correspond-
ing force on the beads. Briefly, Stokes’ formula states that

F � 3��VD,

in which � is the dynamic viscosity of the fluid, V is the velocity of the
bead at steady state, and D is the diameter of the bead. Reynolds number
is given by

Re �
VD

�
,

in which � is the kinematic viscosity. For our calibrations, the maximal
velocity is 0.01 m/s with a bead diameter of 4.5 �m and a kinematic
viscosity of 10	4 m2/s. Thus, the maximal Reynolds number for our
experiment is 4.5 � 10	4 

 1, so Stokes’ formula applies. Similar
experiments were performed using ferromagnetic microspheres (graciously
donated by Dr. Ben Fabry, Harvard University, Cambridge, MA).

To measure magnetic field uniformity, the magnetic field distribution in
the trap was measured using a direct current magnetometer (Alpha Lab
Inc., Salt Lake City, UT) with a miniature Hall probe. The active area of
the Hall probe has dimensions of 3 mm � 2.5 mm and a thickness of 0.7
mm. Because the sample space in the trap is only �5 mm � 5 mm � 2.5
mm, the small size of the probe is critical. The measured field distribution
is the actual field distribution convoluted by the probe active area. These
measurements should be a reasonable representation of the actual field
distribution, because the field distribution inside the sample space of the
trap varies gradually (as observed in scaled models of the current trap and
in the results of the Maxwell simulation).

Two-photon microscope

The instrumentation and design of a basic multiphoton microscope has
been described in several previous publications (So et al., 1995, 1998).
Briefly, the multiphoton excitation microscope design is based on a mode-
locked Titanium-Sapphire laser (Mira 900, Coherent Inc., Palo Alto, CA).
A Glan-Thomson polarizer is used to control the excitation power. The
beam expanded laser light is directed into the microscope via a galvanom-
eter-driven x-y scanner (Cambridge Technology, Watertown, MA). Images
are generated by raster scanning the x-y mirrors. The excitation light enters
the Zeiss Axiovert microscope (Zeiss Inc., Thornwood, NY) via a modified
epiluminescence light path. The scan lens is positioned such that the x-y
scanner is at its eye-point, whereas the field aperture plane is at its focal
point. Because the objectives are infinity corrected, a tube lens is posi-
tioned to recollimate the excitation light. The scan lens and the tube lens
function together as a beam expander that over fills the back aperture of the
objective lens. The dichroic reflects the excitation light to the objective.
The dichroic mirrors are custom-made short pass filters (Chroma Technol-
ogy Inc., Brattleboro, VT) that maximize reflection in the infrared and
transmission in the blue-green region of the spectrum. Typical image sizes
range from 40 to 200 �m on a side. The objective axial position is driven
by a piezo-motor interfaced to a computer. The typical image acquisition
time is �2 s for a single x-y plane.

The fluorescence emission is collected by the same objective and
transmitted through the dichroic mirror along the emission path. An addi-
tional barrier filter is used to further attenuate the scattered excitation light
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because of the high excitation intensity. Because two-photon excitation has
the advantage that the excitation and emission wavelengths are well sep-
arated (by 300–400 nm), short pass filters such as 2 mm of the BG39
Schott glass filter (CVI Laser, Livermore, CA) eliminate most of the
residual scatter with a minimal attenuation of the fluorescence. A descan
lens is inserted between the tube lens and the photomultiplier tube (PMT)
to recollimate the excitation and to ensure that the emission light strikes the
photomultiplier tube at the same position, independent of scanner motion.
The fluorescence signal at each pixel is detected by a R7400-P photomul-
tiplier tube (Hamamatsu, Bridgewater, NJ), which is a compact single
photon counting module with high quantum efficiency.

Bead protocol

Polystyrene beads, 0.5-�m diameter, from Duke Scientific (Palo Alto,
CA), were coated with human plasma fibronectin (Gibco, Rockville, MD)
based on passive adsorption. All centrifugations are at 18,000 � g for
5 min at 4°C. The beads were supplied at 1% (w/v). One milliliter of the
beads was pelleted by centrifugation, then washed in 1 mL of sodium
phosphate buffer (pH 7.3), and pelleted again. The beads were then
resuspended in 950 �L of the sodium phosphate buffer and then transferred
to a microcentrifuge tube containing 50 �L of human plasma fibronectin
(stock at 1 mg/mL) and incubated at room temperature for 3 h to overnight
while being lightly agitated. The beads were then pelleted, washed once
with phosphate-buffered saline, and then resuspended in 1 mL of phos-
phate-buffered saline for the final solution. This solution was stored at 4°C
until needed, at which time it was sonicated in a bath sonicator for 10 to
30 s.

The tosylactivation protocol for fibronectin coating the magnetic beads
was performed according to manufacturer’s instructions. Approximately 2
to 3 �L of the magnetic beads was used per coverslip, corresponding to
approximately one million beads. Fibronectin was chosen because it forms
strong bonds to cells, specifically binding the integrin units that link to the
cellular cytoskeleton.

Cell culture

Eighteen-millimeter, size 2 glass coverslips were incubated in Hanks
Balanced Salt Solution (Gibco) with fibronectin at 2 �g/mL overnight at
4°C. Human aortic smooth muscle cells were plated on fibronectin-coated
coverslips at a density of 8,000 to 12,000 cells/cm2. At 1 to 3 days after
plating, the cells were incubated with 1 to 5 �L of the 0.5-�m blue-green
fluorescent diameter polystyrene beads from Duke Scientific. Cell passages
between two and six were used for all experiments. After polystyrene bead
loading, the cells were placed in the incubator overnight, then loaded with
fibronectin coated magnetic beads for 30 min at 37°C, and placed in the
magnetic trap.

For the green fluorescent protein-actin experiments, the National Insti-
tutes of Health 3T3 fibroblasts were taken from passages 5 through 10 and
plated on fibronectin-coated coverslips as described for the human smooth
muscle cells. Twenty-four hours after plating, the cells were transfected
with a GFP-actin plasmid (kindly provided by Dr. Richard Gilbert, Mas-
sachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA) using the lipofectin
protocol according to manufacturer’s instructions (Gibco). One microgram
of plasmid DNA and 4 �L of lipofectin reagent were placed in 1 mL of
Opti-MEM media (Gibco) per well of a six-well plate. Cells were incu-
bated in the transfection solution for 4 h at 37°C, and then 1 mL of
Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium with 10% fetal calf serum was added
to the cells. The cells were then incubated overnight and washed the next
day. Transfected cells were assayed in the following 2 or 3 days, using
magnetic beads (2–3 �L) loaded 30 min before the experiment. One to 2
�L of the polystyrene beads were added at the same time as the magnetic
beads to the GFP-actin cells.

Workstation usage to stress and image cells

A section of the specimen was identified that contained a cell with attached
magnetic beads, and at least two polystyrene beads attached to the cover-
slip but not on the actual cell itself. The polystyrene beads serve as markers
and are used to eliminate the residual specimen stage movement (�100
nm) during activation of the magnetic transducer. A three-dimensional
image stack was then acquired using the two-photon microscope with a
z-spacing of 0.2 �m and a x-y resolution of 512 by 512 pixels, with each
pixel representing �0.15 �m. This set of data is called the “before”
images. The magnetic trap was then turned on, and a 1-min delay was
instituted to allow the section to stabilize. The forces used in this study
ranged from 50 to 120 pN. The three-dimensional stack was then recorded
again, called the “after” images. Each data block took �20 min to com-
plete. All images were sampled at a finer scale than diffraction limited
resolu-
tions. The image blocks were postprocessed with a blind deconvolution
program (AutoDeblur, Autoquant, Watervliet, NY) to further improve
image resolution.

Using the polystyrene beads as markers, any solid body displacement
and rotation of the coverslip can be eliminated by matching the poly-
styrene beads’ positions in the “before” and “after” image stacks. Then,
a cross-correlation program (Insight, TSI, St. Paul, MN) was used to
determine local displacements. The program takes an interrogation
region, a subsection of the “before” images, 128 pixels by 128 pixels,
and calculates a cross-correlation factor with respect to the “after”
images. By shifting the interrogation region in the x and y directions,
the cross-correlation function is obtained for all possible displacements.
The x and y shifts, which maximize the cross-correlation function,
corresponds to the displacement. By choosing many interrogation re-
gions over the entire “before” picture, a map of the displacements is
obtained. The images were also qualitatively analyzed for cell defor-
mation by examining the acquired cell images.

RESULTS

Magnetic transducer characterization

The performance of the trap is well predicted by the finite-
element model. According to the simulations, when the trap
is configured to generate forces along the x direction with
pole currents set at 1 A, the x component of the B field in
the center of the trap is 0.17 T and has a gradient of 0.5
T/cm (Fig. 2 A). The simulation is in excellent agreement
with the actual field measurement; when driving the magnet
with 1A of current, the x component of the magnetic field at
the center of the trap was measured to be 0.15 T at the gap
center with a gradient of 0.4 T/cm. These values agree with
the results of the Maxwell simulation to within 25%. The
variation of the x component of the magnetic field along the
y and z axes is less than 2% within 500 �m from the trap
center, and less than 10% within 1 mm of the trap center.
This degree of variation is also in agreement with the
Maxwell simulations. The field strengths at the four pole
surfaces on the specimen plane are measured to be 0.072 x̂
T, 0.095 ŷ T, 	0.095 ŷ T, and 0.25 x̂ T. These ratios are
consistent with what is expected from the basic trap design
(Amblard et al., 1996). The y and z components of the
magnetic field vary less than 0.025 T within 250 �m from
the trap center and less than 0.05 T within 500 �m. This
level of magnetic field and gradient corresponds to negli-
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gible forces along the y or z directions within 50 �m of the
trap center. At a distance of 250 �m, the force in the y

direction is at most 10% of the force along x direction and
increases to less than 30% at a distance of 500 �m.

Other measurements indicate that the field gradient along
the x axis is uniform and the magnitude of the field varies
within �10% over a distance of 500 �m. This is also in
good agreement with the Maxwell simulation (Fig. 2 B). If
a cell takes up an area of 100 �m2, a force that is constant
to within 10% can be exerted on over 2500 cells simulta-
neously at full confluency. Finally, the y and z components
of the magnetic field near the center of the sample section is
very small in the respective y and z directions (Fig. 2 C).
This indicates that there is little force in the y and z direc-
tions in the sample region.

The calibration reveals the range of forces that can be
obtained using this trap. The force that can be obtained
using super-paramagnetic beads is over 200 pN at 2 A
driving current (Fig. 3 A). The force can be increased further
using solid iron microspheres, where the force reached
almost 800 pN with the application of 4 A of current (Fig.

FIGURE 2 Electromagnetic simulation and Hall probe measurement re-
sults. (A) B field strength in the sample region, where 0.25 cm is the center of
the trap. The field varies �10% in the center 500 �m (0.225–0.275 cm) of the
trap. The field gradient is very uniform in this region as well. (B) The x
components of the magnetic field strength (Bx) is plotted as a function of
distances from the trap center along x (square), y (circle), and z (triangle)
directions. The plotted field strength is normalized to the maximal value at the
trap center. (C) The x components of the magnetic field strength (Bx) is
measured along x direction (square); the y components of the magnetic field
strength (By) is measured along y direction (circle); the z components of the
magnetic field strength (Bz) at the trap center is plotted (triangle). Due to
geometric constraints of the trap, Bz can only be measured at trap center.

FIGURE 3 Calibration of the magnetic trap. The graphs show the cali-
bration plots for (A) the super-paramagnetic beads and (B) for the ferro-
magnetic beads. The calibration in (A) also has a best fit line to illustrate
the trend of the trap, and to show the effects of saturation at higher currents.
These effects are clear in (B) as shown by the decrease in slope at higher
currents.
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3 B). The paramagnetic beads were not tested at 4 amps
because saturation was evident at lower levels.

To test the suitability of the workstation to examine cells,
a temperature test was performed. Under ambient condi-
tions, the trap’s temperature did not exceed 50°C at the
poles and did not exceed 35°C in the sample region when
the trap was operating at 100 pN for 1 h. Under forced
convection conditions with a fan, the temperature at the
sample region stayed at �36° C for up to 4 h at 100 pN.
Therefore, the temperature is not inimical to cell viability.

In our studies, we found that the poles developed a small
but noticeable magnetization in the absence of current.
Together with hysteresis effects, these changes will gradu-
ally alter trap characteristics. Although these effects are
currently relatively small (on the order of a few picoNew-
tons), it can affect the accuracy of low force measurements.
The future addition of feedback circuitry to the trap will
help maintain long-term reproducibility of the force.

Measuring cellular three-dimensional deformation
under focal stresses

The workstation was used to examine the response of cells
to focally applied stresses. The study of cellular mechanical
responses is an active research area. However, the effect of
focal stresses on the three-dimensional architecture of the
cell has not been closely examined. In addition, few studies
have considered the moderate-to-long-term response of
cells; most studies examine only the nearly instantaneous
response of the cell to applied stresses. This workstation can
collect data for either time interval.

Application of 50 pN is sufficient to show deformation
in the cellular structure as determined by ingested beads
(Fig. 4). The cell structure shows an apparent stretching
and rotation. Curiously, the stretching is almost perpen-
dicular to the direction of the applied force. At larger
forces (120 pN), the global stretching and rotation are
even more evident, and the development of a large local
deformation near the location of the magnetic bead be-
comes evident (Fig. 4). The global deformation can be
quantified using a cross-correlation algorithm, which
yields displacement vectors based on analysis of an in-
terrogation region 128 by 128 pixels (Fig. 5). While the
resolution of the vectors is not optimal, using this method
allows the generation of a displacement map with sub-
cellular resolution. The length and direction of the vec-
tors represents the most probable displacement at a par-
ticular cellular location. The magnitudes of local cell
deformation are quantified and can be used to calculate
cell stretching and rotation. The vectors increase in size
from the bottom of the image to the top, indicating that
the displacements are increasing in magnitude. In addi-
tion, the displacement vectors exhibit a nonuniform hor-
izontal component, indicating that the cell has rotated.
We quantified the magnitude of the displacement vectors

throughout the cell in a histogram, which shows the
frequency distributions of the vector’s x and y compo-
nents (Fig. 5, B and C). The large bias toward positive y
displacements and the relatively balanced contributions
from positive and negative x components is consistent
with the observation that the cell is stretching and rotat-
ing. Clearly, quantitative information can be obtained
from the cross-correlation vectors.

Over a period of 20 to 30 min required to acquire the data,
it is possible that the cell has migrated or significantly
remodeled itself even without any forces on the cell. To test
this hypothesis, a “before” three-dimensional image block
was acquired of another cell, and the sample holder was
then gently tapped to create a global translation and rotation
without actually stressing the cell, and the “after” image
block was then acquired. The image-blocks were processed
and shows minimal or no displacements at all (Fig. 6). A
histogram of displacement vector of this cell is also pre-
sented (Fig. 6, D and E). Although this data was taken at
one-half the resolution of the previous data set, cross-cor-
relation analysis shows that the displacement vectors in the
nonstressed cell image are at approximately a factor of three
smaller than those of the stressed cell, and these vectors are
located predominantly off the cell itself, possibly corre-
sponding to diffusing debris in the specimen. A second test
was performed where a cell with no magnetic beads at-
tached to it was placed in the magnetic trap, a “before” data
clock acquired, and the trap activated to produce 120 pN of
force. The “after” data block was then acquired and com-
pared with the before. No significant changes in cell shape
or location was present (data not shown). These results
suggest that without an applied force, the cell does not
migrate or remodel to the same extent as under a mechanical
stress. The magnetic field, vibrations from operating the
trap, and the temperature effects from the trap do not result
in a significant change in cell morphology. When the trap
was turned off, the cell remained viable for further studies,
as seen in Fig. 4, where Fig. 4 C was acquired after the trap
was turned off from Fig. 4 B. However, no specific long-
term data were gathered on the possible recovery of the cell
for this study.

Because the images form a complete three-dimensional
block of data, the deformation can be visualized from a
different perspective. Images reconstructed in the vertical
planes show that the deformation is not limited to the
surface (Fig. 7). The largest deformations are somewhat
limited to the upper one-half of the cell, but they pervade the
cell to the nucleus.

The magnetic trap and two-photon setup was also used to
examine GFP-actin movement in 3T3 fibroblasts as well
(Fig. 8). These data represent more direct evidence of in-
tracellular deformation. The response of the cells to a focal
force involves the cytoskeleton and that the nuclear shape
also changes, despite being far from the magnetic bead.
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DISCUSSION

A magnetic micromanipulator capable of producing uni-
form forces on the order of a few hundred picoNewtons
over an area of 500 � 500 �m2 was designed. This micro-
manipulator is integrated with a high-resolution two-photon
microscope so that three-dimensional images of deforma-

tion fields in biological specimens could be taken and
analyzed. This two-photon micromanipulation workstation
provides a robust way to study structural, biochemical, and
genetic changes in biological systems with three-dimen-
sional resolution.

The magnetic trap allows precise control of the magni-
tudes, directions, and frequencies of forces produced. The

FIGURE 4 Deformation of a smooth muscle cell. The two-photon images show (A) a cell in its resting state, and (B) under 50-pN force (low force) from
a single magnetic bead attached at the location shown by the small white circle in the direction depicted by the orange arrow. The cell under force is slightly
rotated in the clockwise direction and is also slightly longer in a direction perpendicular to the applied force. The entire image size is 500 � 500 pixels.
Each pixel corresponds to 0.15 �m. The two-photon images of the same cell as in A and B, shown in C a resting state, and D under 120 pN of force (high
force) from the same magnetic bead (in the same direction). The deformation is more apparent in this case, as is a local pinching near the location of the
attached bead. The cell also noticeably thins in the direction of the applied force, excepting the area near the pinching.
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force magnitude generated is over an order of magnitude
larger than previous designs that can produce a uniform
field over a large area. While a single pole magnetic ma-
nipulator such as the one designed by Bausch et al. (1998)
can produce forces up to tens of nanoNewtons, the distance
between the pole and the magnetic particle has to be regu-
lated to within a few microns to obtain an accurate knowl-
edge of the applied forces. Single pole manipulators are
more appropriate for problems where the induced move-
ment of the particle is small, for example, in the case of cell
membrane studies. However, uniform field devices can pro-
vide more accurate force controls in studies where the
magnetic particle may be induced to move distances of over
several microns, such as in the global, stress-induced, cel-
lular motion observed in this study, and in force spectros-
copy studies of biopolymers that are significantly longer
than its persistent length.

Unlike the single pole devices where only local forces
can be generated, this transducer can produce uniform
forces over an extended area. This feature is vital for study-
ing many problems in cell mechanics, where the responses
of many cells must be averaged to obtain statistically rele-
vant results. Some examples include the study of calcium
flux of mechano-activated channels and mechanically acti-
vated gene induction. The statistical nature of these pro-
cesses requires the study of a large number of cells. This
transducer generates a nearly uniform magnetic field over a
500 � 500 �m2 area allowing the simultaneous manipula-
tion of over a thousand cells. The individual responses of all
the cells can then be assayed microscopically. This way,
both the average response and the statistical distribution
information of the cell population can be obtained.

However, the generation of a uniform field over a large
area has some disadvantages. One concern is that many
cellular mechanical responses depend on the history of
forces exerted on the cells. For example, local stiffening of
integrin-cytoskeleton linkages and cytoskeletal rearrange-
ment under external forcing have been observed (Choquet et
al., 1997; Glogauer et al., 1997). After studying the re-
sponses of a given cell under magnetic manipulation, it is
possible that the neighboring cells will respond differently.
This effect is less of a concern for single pole traps, because
the stress field decreases rapidly away from the pole tip.

An important future development involves improving
mechanical stability of this trap. When the trap is toggled
on/off, there is a noticeable movement in the sample section

FIGURE 5 Cross-correlation analysis of the low force deformation. (A)
The 50 pN “before” and “after” data were processed by a cross-correlation
program with interrogation regions 128 by 128 pixels. The vectors lengthen
in the y direction, indicating that the cells is elongating, and also show a x
component that changes from negative to positive as y increases. This

means that the cell is also rotating or twisting in response to the applied
stress. The bar indicates the length of a 2-�m displacement vector in the y
direction. These 350 vectors are decomposed into frequencies of the (B) x
displacements and (C) y displacements. Thus, the histograms provide a
simple way of determining which direction the cell is displacing predom-
inantly (the positive y direction in this case) and by how much (10–15
pixels, or �2 �m).
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FIGURE 6 Control specimen with no applied force. The two-photon images show (A) the before and (B) after images of the same cell, with a manual
perturbation of the sample holder. The two-photon image (C) shows the same cross-correlation analysis as done for Fig. 5. The vectors are shown at twice
their normal size. There are no displacements in the actual cell, and only trace displacements in the vicinity of the cell, validating the cross-correlation
algorithm, and the programming used to correct for rigid body displacements and rotations. The bar indicates the length of a 4 �m displacement vector
in the y direction. These vectors are decomposed into frequencies of the (D) x displacements and (E) y displacements similar to those of Fig. 5. Note the
much smaller magnitudes of y displacements.
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as viewed through the microscope (on the order of a hun-
dred nanometers). This stability problem may be addressed
in the future by the introduction of support struts, or by local

encasements of the trap joints in plastic or epoxy. If the trap
is intended for repeated uses, fatigue may result and can
cause the trap force to change with time. For this study, the

FIGURE 7 Vertical slice of a cell before and after stress is applied. These reconstructed two-photon images are taken from the same data set as used for
Fig. 4 (120 pN). The vertical direction is the z axis, representing the axis parallel to gravitation. The top of the cells appears flat because the images were
truncated. These images show slices at (1) 50, (2) 150, (3) 250, and (4) 350 pixels from the top of the image in Fig. 4, C and D. The cell deformation
(indicated by red arrows) is clearly in the direction of the applied stress, and while this deformation is mostly limited at the top one-half of the cell, it also
clearly penetrates the cell to the nucleus.

FIGURE 8 Deformation as visualized by GFP-actin transfected 3T3 cells. The two-photon images show the (A) before and (B) after images of NIH 3T3
cells transfected with GFP actin. The stress fibers are clearly visible, and the upper fibers collapse to a thick bundle upon application of 150 pN per bead.
The direction of the force is indicated by the orange arrow, and there is almost 1 nN total force on the cell. The beads are also visible as dimly fluorescent
spheres in the upper right hand corner of the images. The nucleus also changes shape from an oval to a more eccentric ellipse upon the application of the
force.
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solid body displacement has been corrected by attaching
latex particle to the coverslip as reference points.

We believe that this workstation is a very useful device
for furthering the understanding of cell mechanics. Predict-
ing the cellular responses to mechanical stimulus requires
the development of theoretical models that quantify the
cellular mechanical and structural modifications in response
to external forces. Two of the leading theories include the
tensegrity model and the open-cell foam model (Ingber,
1993, 1997; Satcher et al., 1997; Satcher and Dewey, 1996;
Stamenovic and Coughlin, 1999; Stamenovic and Coughlin,
2000). These continuum models can be used to predict
cellular bulk modulus. Equally importantly, these models
summarize a number of the qualitative observations of how
cells responses to mechanical stimulus such as the stress
dependent increase in cytoskeletal stiffness (Wang et al.,
1993; Wang and Ingber, 1994). In terms of experimental
verification, innovative techniques such as twisting mag-
netic cytometry (Wang et al., 1993), micropipette aspiration
(Hochmuth 2000), microplate manipulation (Thoumine et
al., 1999), and atomic force microscopy (Mathur et al.,
2000; Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000) allow the cellular bulk
modulus to be measured and provide comparison to existing
theories. While these continuum models provide reasonable
quantification of bulk cell properties, the effects of mechan-
ical stimulus on intracellular structural rearrangement is less
well understood. Stress-induced modification in intracellu-
lar structures and organelle conformation has been impli-
cated in the activation of pressure sensitive channels (Da-
vies et al., 1997; Glogauer et al., 1997; Pommerenke et al.,
1996; Wu et al., 1999), modulation of gene activation (Lund-
berg et al., 1995; Lyall et al., 1994; Reusch et al., 1996;
Songu-Mize et al., 1996; Wagner et al., 1997; Wilson et al.,
1993), and regulation of protein posttranslation modifica-
tions (Hering, 1999; Liu et al., 1999; Mourgeon et al., 1999;
Noubhani et al., 1996; Parsons et al., 1999). Significant
challenges remain in extending existing theories to describe
intracellular structural changes on the microscopic level
taking into account additional factors, such as mechanical
heterogeneities in intracellular components, cell-surface ad-
hesion forces, and cell-cell interactions. Experimentally, the
quantification of cellular structural rearrangement requires
imaging methods capable of mapping intracellular strain
field in three-dimensional on the subcellular level. Tech-
niques, such as two-dimensional single particle tracking
(Bausch et al., 1998, 1999) and laser tracking microrheol-
ogy (Yamada et al., 2000), glass needle cell poker (Petersen
et al., 1982), and atomic force microscopy (Mathur et al.,
2000; Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000) allow cellular mechan-
ical properties to be determined locally at selected locations.
Extending these studies to map intracellular strain fields in
three-dimensional represents an important next step. Based
on three-dimensional image deconvolution, intracellular
strain fields have been mapped in the presence of fluid flow
(Helmke et al., 2000). The development of the two-photon

magnetic manipulator workstation represents a powerful
alternative method to map the three-dimensional intracellu-
lar strain field in almost real time, while providing a method
to exert directed local deformation fields with precise
control.

As an evaluation of the capability of this system to
quantify the distribution of intracellular deformation, hu-
man aortic smooth muscle cells with endocytosed polysty-
rene beads were studied with and without forces applied on
them. Unlike previous studies where cellular deformation
resulting from local stress is measured at a few selected
points, this study allows the deformation vectors to be
mapped throughout most of the cell volume except at re-
gions where the endocytosed particles are excluded, such as
the nucleus. The ability to measure deformation vectors
throughout the majority of the cell volume allows us to
visualize the cellular responses to mechanical stimuli in
three dimensions. Even when the applied stress is planar and
is generated at a single focal location, we found that cellular
deformation occurs in all three dimensions. Different pro-
jections of the three-dimensional reconstruction of the data
indicate that the deformations are not restricted to the sur-
face—they extend through the cytoplasm to the nucleus.
Similar results were observed in flow induced cytoskeletal
deformation in endothelial cells (Helmke et al., 2001). Pre-
liminary data support the notion that the nucleus itself
changes shape when a stress is applied on the cell, which is
consistent with a step-strain analysis done by Ingber et al.
(Bojanowski et al., 1998; Maniotis et al., 1997). However,
this data suggests that the nuclear deformation could be
induced by global continuum cellular changes as well as
fibrous interconnections between the cell membrane and
nucleus. These results demonstrate the need for analyzing
the entire architecture of the cell, and not just a two-
dimensional projection, if a complete cell model is to be
attained.

More in-depth examination of the displacement field
provides other interesting observations. There are displace-
ments of intracellular structure along the stress direction in
the local vicinity (within a 10-�m range) around the mag-
netic bead. The magnitude of this displacement is less than
1 �m for force magnitudes less than 200 pN. A number of
cells, approximately one-half of the cells examined, are
observed to further lengthen globally in a direction almost
perpendicular to the direction of applied force on a time
scale of minutes (e.g., Fig. 5). The magnitudes of these
global motions are relatively large and are on the order of 1
to 10 �m for force magnitudes less than 200 pN. It is
interesting to compare our results with previous studies
(Bausch et al., 1998) using similar methods and force mag-
nitudes under dynamic loading with a bandwidth on the
order of seconds. These studies observed similar localized
displacements approximately along the stress direction with
magnitude comparable with the local displacement ob-
served in our study. In our static loading study, it is clear
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that global displacements becomes the dominant response
mechanism on a time scale of minutes. These global mo-
tions are likely to be caused by physical processes that are
different from those that generate the smaller, more instan-
taneous local displacements. One may postulate that these
global displacements may involve active processes such as
cellular cytoskeleton remodeling or focal adhesion shifting
(Mathur et al., 2000). Clearly, further studies with more
cells and cell types will help yield a deeper understanding of
the cell responses. Such studies might include statistical
analysis to quantify the bulk modulus variances over a
population of cells. Statistical analysis will be needed to
take account of variables such as bead location, cell orien-
tation, and cell-cell contact.

Although the visualization of endocytosed particles has
been commonly used to study cell mechanics, the correla-
tion between the distributions of these ingested polystyrene
beads and the cytoskeletal components is not well charac-
terized. The active and passive processes involved in cellu-
lar deformation under applied stress can be better under-
stood by directly visualizing major cellular structures
responsible for the maintenance and modification of cell
shapes, such as actin stress fibers, microtubules, and focal
adhesion complexes. As a first step, this workstation was
used to probe the responses of GFP-actin expressing fibro-
blasts to mechanical stresses. The actin stress fibers clearly
showed a dramatic remodeling in response to the applied
forces. Again, nuclear deformation was evident in these
cells, indicating that the nuclear deformation induced by
extracellular stress is a general feature of many cell types as
observed in smooth muscle cells and fibroblasts in this
report and in endothelial cells in previous studies (Bo-
janowski et al., 1998; Maniotis et al., 1997). This study with
GFP-actin clearly indicates that the global deformation ob-
served involves significant reconfiguration of the cytoskel-
eton structure. The collapse of a significant portion of the
cell under stress (Fig. 8) suggests that the surface connec-
tions of a number of focal adhesion sites were severed. With
the incorporation of video rate two-photon imaging capa-
bility into this workstation, it may be possible to directly
track both short- and long-term stress-induced changes in
actin filaments, as well as microtubules or other cellular
structural components.

The two-photon magnetic-trap workstation is suitable for
studying a variety of force-response behavior in biology. An
immediate extension of the current work is study the effect
of mechanical stresses on endothelial cells. Because the
force is generally applied in a direction parallel to the
substrate to which the cell is attached, the simulation of
shear stress is easily achieved. Thus, it is possible to study
the classical responses of endothelial cells to controlled
shear stresses, such as looking at intracellular calcium con-
centration changes, focal adhesion shifting, and cytoskeletal
rearrangement at the same time as the stress is being ap-
plied, rather than at discrete time points (Davies et al.,

1997). Another possible application of this technique is the
use of this device to study three-dimensional rheological
properties of biopeptide gels that are finding uses in areas
such as tissue engineering.

It is possible that the generated magnetic field itself can
cause biological effects when cells are being studied. Mag-
netic field responses of biological systems have not been
well-characterized, so detailed studies with a workstation
such as the one presented needs to include controls to
eliminate the effects of the field. However, it is clear this
workstation provides the capabilities to systematically study
the cellular mechanical response to establish a more com-
prehensive model of cell mechanics and behavior, and that
this workstation is well suited for such an application. This
workstation demonstrated that it can generate large, uniform
forces over a large area as designed and when used in
conjunction with two-photon microscopy was capable of
generating detectable deformation in living cells.
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Lab 5: Optical trapping and single molecule fluorescence 
 
Location: NE47-014 
PI: Matt Lang 
Lab Instructor: Jorge Ferrer 
 
Summary 
 
 Optical tweezers are an excellent experimental tool to study the biophysics of 
single molecule systems including the mechanics of molecular motors (kinesin, 
myosin, RNA polymerase), mechanical conformations/transitions of molecules 
(dsDNA, RNA hairpins, filamentous proteins) and interactions of receptor-ligand 
systems(anitgen-antibody). In the most common assays, the mechanical state of 
the system is monitored by tracking the position of a handle (usually a dielectric 
microsphere with diameter of 0.5-2µm) tethered to the molecule of interest 
(protein, DNA, etc), with nanometer and picoNewton resolution. The handle also 
serves as probe to apply force to the system to study the energetics of mechanical 
changes. Single molecule fluorescence allows the direct observation of the 
mechanical/conformational changes of the system as it is subjected to 
perturbations, such as force. The combination of these two techniques allows 
researches to study the biophysical properties of single molecules. In this lab you 
will learn the basics of operating a high-end optical tweezers to record mechanical 
transitions of single molecules. The instrument is also equipped with a novel single 
molecule fluorescence technique to allow simultaneous, coincident optical trapping 
and single molecule flourescence. In our demonstration we will measure the force 
required to unzip a double-stranded DNA molecule, with a resolution of ~5nm and 
~0.1pN, while using single molecule fluorescence to confirm the location of the 
break. Alignment and calibration procedures will also be presented. 
 
Recommended Reading 
 
R. R. Brau et al., "Interlaced Optical Force-Fluorescence Measurements for Single Molecule 
Biophysics," Biophys. J. 91 (2006). 
 
M. J. Lang et al., "Simultaneous, Coincident Optical Trapping and Single-Molecule 
Fluorescence," Nat. Methods 1 (2004). 
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Optical Trapping and Single Molecule Fluorescence Lab Demonstration 
Dual Confirmation of double-strand DNA Unzipping 

 
Lab contact information: 
Supervisor:  Matthew J. Lang (mjlang@mit.edu) 
Student contact: Jorge M. Ferrer (ferrerj@mit.edu) 
Lab phone: 1-617-253-3735 
Office area: NE47-285 (500 Technology Square, 2nd floor) 
Lab location: NE47-014 (500 Technology Square, basement) 
Website: http://web.mit.edu/langlab 

Summary: Optical tweezers are an excellent experimental tool to study the biophysics of 
single molecule systems including the mechanics of molecular motors (kinesin, myosin, 
RNA polymerase), mechanical conformations/transitions of molecules (dsDNA, RNA 
hairpins, filamentous proteins) and interactions of receptor-ligand systems(anitgen-
antibody). In the most common assays, the mechanical state of the system is monitored 
by tracking the position of a handle (usually a dielectric microsphere with diameter of 
0.5-2um) tethered to the molecule of interest (protein, DNA, etc), with nanometer and 
picoNewton resolution. The handle also serves as probe to apply force to the system to 
study the energetics of mechanical changes. Single molecule fluorescence allows the 
direct observation of the mechanical/conformational changes of the system as it is 
subjected to perturbations, such as force.  The combination of these two techniques 
allows researches to study the biophysical properties of single molecules. In this lab you 
will learn the basics of operating a high-end optical tweezers to record mechanical 
transitions of single molecules. The instrument is also equipped with a novel single 
molecule fluorescence technique to allow simultaneous, coincident optical trapping and 
single molecule flourescence. In our demonstration we will measure the force required to 
unzip a double-stranded DNA molecule, with a resolution of ~5nm and ~0.1pN, while 
using single molecule fluorescence to confirm the location of the break. Alignment and 
calibration procedures will also be presented. 

Recommended Reading 

R.R. Brau et al, "Interlaced Optical Force-Fluorescence Measurements for Single 
Molecule Biophysics," Biophys. J. 91 (2006).  

M.J. Lang et al, "Simultaneous, coincident optical trapping and single-molecule 
fluorescence,” Nature Methods 1 (2004).  

(optional) Optical Trapping Review : K.C. Neuman & S.M. Block, "Optical trapping," 
Rev. Sci. Instrum. 75 (2003).  
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Equipment you will see in the Lang Lab: 

□ Modified Nikon TE2000 microscope (100X, 1.40NA oil immersion objective) 
o Piezo-electric stage (1-nm resolution, 100x100x20 µm range) 
o Manual stage 
o Position detection branch with photodiode 

□ Main optics box (right of microscope): enclosed breadboard housing the trapping 
(1064nm), detection (975nm) and fluorescence excitation (488nm and 532nm) 
lasers, and optics to align the beams. A pair of acousto-optic deflectors (AODs) 
provides 2-D control of the trapping laser location in the specimen plane and a 
single AOD provides modulation of the fluorescence excitation laser. 

□ Dark box (left of microscope): contains a CCD for bright field imaging, an 
intensified CCD for single molecule imaging and a pair of silicon avalanche 
photodiodes (SAPDs) for single molecule detection and fluorescence resonance 
energy transfer (FRET) detection. 

□ All of the above mounted on top of an optical table. 

Experimental procedure for single molecule fluorescence using total internal 
reflection fluorescence (TIRF) microscopy: 

□ Set up slide in scope, adjust bright field illumination and position detection 
branch (attached to condenser). 

□ Locate single dye on surface using intensified CCD. 
□ Move the molecule to the fluorescence collection region (pinhole) using piezo-

stage. 
□ Collect fluorescence emission with SAPDs (counts per unit of time) until dye 

photobleaches (discrete reduction in fluorescence signal). 

Combined OT and SMF to detect dsDNA unzipping: 

□ Find a tethered bead, find the tether point and reposition it to the fluorescence 
collection region. 

□ Trap the bead and simultaneously record bead displacement from the center of the 
trap and fluorescence emission. 

□ An unzipping event will show both a sudden change in bead position and a 
discrete decrease in fluorescence emision (dye no longer in collection region). 

□ Calibrate the bead for both position and obtain trap stiffness using variance 
method (see review by Neuman & Block for details). 
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FIGURE 1. Optical layout of the instrument. All lenses, including the objective and condenser, are 
displayed as light-blue ovals. Filters, mirrors, and dichroics are represented as white, silver, and gold-filled 
rectangles, respectively. Trapping (red) and detection (orange) lasers, 1064 and 975 nm, respectively, are 
guided into the objective and focused on the specimen plane to form an optical trap. The position of the 
trapped particle is monitored by spectrally isolating and imaging the detection laser on a PSD. Total 
internal fluorescence excitation, supplied by a 532-nm laser (green), is focused near the back pupil of the 
objective. Bright-field illumination is provided by a mercury arc lamp (magenta), and images (blue) are 
collected by a CCD camera. Fluorescence images (blue) are collected by an electron multiplying CCD 
(EMCCD), and single molecule fluorescence counts are spatially filtered through a pinhole and acquired by 
an SAPD. The trapping and excitation lasers are modulated by AODs controlled with an electronic mixer 
(Mxr) that combines a preamplified radio frequency AOD drive signal with a square wave generated in a 
function generator. 
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FIGURE 2. Unzipping geometry for a 15-bp dsDNAsystem. It is attached on one end to a trapped bead via 
a biotin–streptavidin interaction and immobilized on the other end by means of a digoxigenin-antibody 
linkage. The 15-bp region of interest is labeled with a Cy3 fluorophore to confirm the location and timing 
of the unzipping mechanical event. 



Interlaced Optical Force-Fluorescence Measurements for Single
Molecule Biophysics

Ricardo R. Brau,* Peter B. Tarsa,* Jorge M. Ferrer,* Peter Lee,* and Matthew J. Lang*y

*Biological Engineering Division, and yDepartment of Mechanical Engineering, Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
Cambridge, Massachusetts

ABSTRACT Combining optical tweezers with single molecule fluorescence offers a powerful technique to study the biophys-
ical properties of single proteins and molecules. However, such integration into a combined, coincident arrangement has been
severely limited by the dramatic reduction in fluorescence longevity of common dyes under simultaneous exposure to trapping
and fluorescence excitation beams. We present a novel approach to overcome this problem by alternately modulating the
optical trap and excitation beams to prevent simultaneous exposure of the fluorescent dye. We demonstrate the dramatic re-
duction of trap-induced photobleaching effects on the common single molecule fluorescence dye Cy3, which is highly sus-
ceptible to this destructive pathway. The extension in characteristic fluorophore longevity, a 20-fold improvement when compared
to simultaneous exposure to both beams, prolongs the fluorescence emission to several tens of seconds in a combined,
coincident arrangement. Furthermore, we show that this scheme, interlaced optical force-fluorescence, does not compromise
the trap stiffness or single molecule fluorescence sensitivity at sufficiently high modulation frequencies. Such improvement
permits the simultaneous measurement of the mechanical state of a system with optical tweezers and the localization of
molecular changes with single molecule fluorescence, as demonstrated by mechanically unzipping a 15-basepair DNA seg-
ment labeled with Cy3.

INTRODUCTION

Significant advances in single molecule techniques and their

application to biological systems have provided new insight

into the mechanistic behavior of single proteins and other

biological molecules (1–3). Two such techniques, single mol-

ecule fluorescence spectroscopy and optical tweezers force

spectroscopy, permit the direct observation of energetic het-

erogeneities and conformational differences within popula-

tions that may be otherwise lost in the inherent averaging of

bulk measurements. Optical tweezers force spectroscopy

yields quantitative information about the mechanical forces

involved in interactions at the single molecule level (4), and

single molecule fluorescence reports on binding interactions

and provides insight into the structural and conformational

states of proteins (5). Although these two experimental

approaches independently provide different perspectives

from which to approach biological problems, their combi-

nation results in a powerful tool for the analysis of molecular

motors, protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions, bio-

molecular conformational changes, and mechanotransduc-

tion pathways (6–10). In this report, we describe a novel

technique that dramatically improves both the practicality

and versatility of such an arrangement by eliminating a

dominant photobleaching pathway that results from the

exposure of excited-state fluorophores to the high photon

flux of optical tweezers (11). This technique, in which the

trapping and fluorescence excitation beams are alternately

modulated, allows for the seamless integration of optical

trapping and single molecule fluorescence without compro-

mising trap stiffness or fluorescence sensitivity.

Optical tweezers force spectroscopy has been widely

adopted for exploration of the effects of mechanical forces

on single molecule systems (4). The high force and position

sensitivity that facilitates such measurements, typically on

the order of piconewtons and nanometers, respectively, is

achieved by trapping and manipulating a dielectric particle

within a tightly focused laser beam. In most instances, the

trapped particle is tethered in close proximity to a biological

specimen and can be used to noninvasively measure the

mechanics of single molecules and their binding interactions

(12–16). In addition, optical tweezers have found particular

applicability for studying the mechanical properties of mo-

lecular motors, such as kinesin, myosin, RNA polymerase,

and others (17–20).

Although optical tweezers force experiments are critical to

understanding the molecular underpinnings of a variety of

biological processes, the combination of this technique with

single molecule fluorescence spectroscopy further extends

its versatility. By incorporating direct reporting through

a fluorescent label, single molecule fluorescence provides

an added observable dimension that allows the examination

of the localized effects of applied forces on the system of

interest (7,9). However, despite technological advances that

have made single molecule fluorescence more accessible

(21), a practical approach for its integration with optical

tweezers has remained elusive due to the destructive
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photobleaching effects that are caused by the trapping beam

(8,11).

Several approaches pioneered the development of instru-

ments that simultaneously combine these two techniques.

For example, dual-beam optical trap configurations have been

employed to separately study the motility of Cy3-labeled

RNA polymerase along double-stranded DNA (dsDNA)

and the mechanochemical interactions between myosin and

actin filaments (22,23). These assay geometry arrangements

require either filamentous proteins or dsDNA to be sus-

pended between the two independent optical traps, limiting

its adoption for experimental systems demanding coincident

trapping and fluorescence. Such a design was later dem-

onstrated using an efficient optical trap configuration in

combination with objective-side fluorescence illumination,

high-performance optical filters, and a judicious choice of a

fluorescent marker that is not heavily susceptible to trap-

induced photobleaching (8,24). This apparatus, which used

fluorescence to confirm the mechanical unzipping and shear-

ing of tetramethyl rhodamine (TMR)–labeled dsDNA, incor-

porates a fluorescence excitation laser and single molecule

fluorescence detection equipment that can be easily inter-

faced with optical tweezers instrumentation. Unfortunately,

neither method directly addresses the recently quantified

phenomenon of trap-induced photobleaching, a process to

which TMR exhibits very little susceptibility. However, it is

not a popular single molecule dye because of its relatively

low quantum yield and extinction coefficient and because its

conjugation to proteins can lead to a considerable loss of

fluorescence (25). Even if these limitations could be gen-

erally overcome at the single molecule level, complicated

experimental schemes involving multiple fluorophores will

necessarily employ dyes other than TMR.

Current approaches are impractical with popular single

molecule dyes, such as Cy3, because their fluorescence

longevity is severely reduced by over an order of magnitude

when employed in a combined, coincident arrangement (11).

In this report, we present a temporally based solution that

extends the longevity of such fluorophores in the presence of

a high-intensity optical trap by alternately modulating the

trapping and fluorescence excitation beams. This technique,

which we term interlaced optical force-fluorescence (IOFF),

requires only minor modification of conventional optical

tweezers arrangements and does not compromise trap in-

tegrity. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of this

approach using Cy3, a commonly employed single molecule

dye that is highly susceptible to trap-dependent photo-

bleaching (11), to show dramatic improvement in single

molecule fluorophore longevity in the presence of a trapping

laser. Cy3 is an exceptionally bright dye, and, to our

knowledge, this is the first instance in which Cy3 has been

used in a combined, coincident optical tweezers and single

molecule fluorescence arrangement. Furthermore, we effec-

tively combine the two techniques for the mechanical

unzipping of a Cy3-labeled 15-bp dsDNA. This model

system confirms the nominal effects of laser modulation on

trap stiffness and represents a significant step in extending

the versatility of IOFF. Such a technique may be applicable

to a range of fluorophores and molecular geometries and

opens the possibility for the exploration of more advanced

systems, such as real-time binding kinetics or energy transfer

mechanisms.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Instrument design

The combined optical tweezers and single molecule fluorescence instru-

ment (Fig. 1) is based on a heavily modified inverted microscope (Nikon,

Melville, NY) and is similar to previously proven arrangements (24,26).

This device combines separate lasers for optical trapping (1064 nm;

Coherent, Santa Clara, CA), position detection (975 nm; Corning Lasertron,

Bedford, MA), and fluorescence excitation (532 nm; World Star Tech,

Toronto, ON) through a base that has improved mechanical stability, in-

corporated Nomarski optics, and a piezoelectric stage (Physik Instrumente,

Auburn, MA). In addition, the arrangement includes a pair of computer-

controlled acousto-optic deflectors (AODs; IntraAction, Bellwood, IL),

FIGURE 1 Optical layout of the instrument. All lenses, including the

objective and condenser, are displayed as light-blue ovals. Filters, mirrors,

and dichroics are represented as white, silver, and gold-filled rectangles,

respectively. Trapping (red) and detection (orange) lasers, 1064 and 975

nm, respectively, are guided into the objective and focused on the specimen

plane to form an optical trap. The position of the trapped particle is

monitored by spectrally isolating and imaging the detection laser on a PSD.

Total internal fluorescence excitation, supplied by a 532-nm laser (green), is

focused near the back pupil of the objective. Bright-field illumination is

provided by a mercury arc lamp (magenta), and images (blue) are collected

by a CCD camera. Fluorescence images (blue) are collected by an electron

multiplying CCD (EMCCD), and single molecule fluorescence counts are

spatially filtered through a pinhole and acquired by an SAPD. The trapping

and excitation lasers are modulated by AODs controlled with an electronic

mixer (Mxr) that combines a preamplified radio frequency AOD drive signal

with a square wave generated in a function generator.
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which permit precise steering of the trapping beam in two dimensions,

and remote-controlled flipper mirrors and shutters, which facilitate rapid

switching between bright-field imaging (CCD camera; DAGE-MTI, Mich-

igan City, IN) and high-sensitivity fluorescence detectors.

Both the trapping and detection lasers are guided into the microscope

objective (1003, 1.40 numerical aperture, oil infrared; Nikon, Melville, NY)

via a dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology, Rockingham, VT) that reflects

only near-infrared light. The diameter of the trapping laser beam is adjusted

with a telescope to slightly overfill the objective pupil to ensure high-

efficiency trapping. After passing through the microscope condenser lens,

the detection beam is spectrally isolated (Andover, Salem, NH) from the

trapping beam and imaged on a position-sensitive device (PSD; Pacific Sil-

icon, Westlake Village, CA) for back focal plane detection (27,28). This

optical tweezers arrangement was calibrated using previously described

procedures (4,26) and was found to be capable of trapping 500-nm-radius

polystyrene beads with a stiffness of ;0.1 pN/nm per 100 mW of un-

modulated trapping laser power.

In addition to these force capabilities, the microscope is outfitted for

objective-side total internal reflection fluorescence excitation and single-

molecule emission detection. The excitation laser, which is controlled by an

independent AOD (IntraAction), is guided through a customized opto-

mechanical system that replaces the microscope’s fluorescence turret. This

modification, which allows for focusing and off-axis translation of the

excitation laser along the back focal plane of the objective, is set directly

below the trap-steering dichroic mirror. It consists of a filter cube (532-nm

dichroic and 540-nm long-pass filter; Chroma Technology) and a KG5 filter

(Schott Glass, Elmsford, NY) to reflect the excitation light into the sample,

transmit fluorescence emission, and efficiently block scattered or reflected

light from the excitation, trapping, and detection lasers. Transmitted fluo-

rescence signals are imaged with either an EMCCD intensified camera

(Andor Technology, South Windsor, CT) or a photon-counting silicon

avalanche photodiode (SAPD; PerkinElmer, Wellesley, MA), which collects

through a pinhole (ThorLabs, Newton, NJ) conjugate with the specimen

plane for the spatial signal isolation from background and bead scattering

signals and a 628-nm dichroic mirror (Chroma Technology) for similar

spectral separation.

To quickly modulate the intensities of both the trapping and excitation

lasers, electronic mixers (Mini-Circuits, Brooklyn, NY) multiply both

preamplification AOD radio frequency signals with a square wave signal

from a two-channel function generator (Tektronix, Richardson, TX). This

technique is similar to a recently demonstrated fluorescence sorting method

(29) and to other trap modulation schemes (27,30). In essence, it temporally

turns the trapping and excitation lasers on or off, allowing for their in-phase

(IP) or out-of-phase (OP) synchronization. For all the experiments described

in this report, the fluorescence excitation and trapping lasers were further

modulated with a duty cycle of 30% and 50% and set to an average

postmodulated power of 250 mW and 100 mW, respectively. In the OP

condition, the pulses of the trapping and excitation lasers are aligned such

that there is a 2-ms dark period in between pulses, as verified by a single

photodiode (ThorLabs). The duration of the fluorescence excitation and

trapping laser pulses are 10 and 6 msec, respectively. For the IP condition,

the phase of the trapping laser was shifted by 180�, placing the fluorescence
excitation pulse squarely in the middle of the trapping laser pulse (see Fig. 3,

insets). Custom software (LabView; National Instruments, Austin, TX)

acquired all signals through a 16-bit A/D board (National Instruments) and

automated all instrument components.

Single molecule fluorescence

Flow cells were prepared as previously described (31). To prepare single

molecule samples, flow cells were filled with 20 mM antidigoxigenin

polyclonal antibody (Roche Applied Science, Indianapolis, IN), incubated

for 30 min, and washed with 200 mL of Tris buffer (20 mM Tris, pH 7.5,

6 mM NaCl, 1.7 mM MgCl2, and 10% glycerol). They were then filled with

40 mL of 25 pM fluorescent DNA complexes (Operon Biotechnologies,

Huntsville, AL) (oligo 1, 59-Cy3-CCACTCTAGG-Dig-39; oligo 2, 59-

CCTAGAGTGG-Biotin-39), which were annealed in TE buffer (pH 8.0;

Integrated DNA Technologies, Coralville, IA) and designed to be similar to

those used in other single molecule fluorescence studies (32). After a 15-min

incubation, unbound complexes were washed with 200 mL of fluorescence

buffer (Tris buffer, 120 nM catalase (Calbiochem, San Diego, CA), 25 mM

b-D(1) glucose (Calbiochem), 1.8 mM glucose oxidase (Calbiochem),

1% b-mercapto-ethanol (VWR, West Chester, PA), degassed for 30 min

in a dessicator). All incubations took place in a humidity chamber at room

temperature.

Single, immobilized Cy3-labeled molecules were visualized on the

EMCCD camera for;1 s, and isolated fluorophores were chosen and, using

the piezo stage, repositioned for pinhole imaging on the SAPD. Fluores-

cence was collected until a discrete single bleaching step was observed to

return count levels to background. After photobleaching, the signal was

monitored for at least 30 s to ensure that the fluorophore did not undergo an

intermediate dark state electronic transition as observed in some samples.

Even though a similar blinking behavior has been previously described (33),

we were careful to exclude them from the analysis because they would

introduce unacceptable ambiguity in experiments employing combined, co-

incident optical tweezers and single molecule fluorescence. All signals were

acquired at 20 Hz and were analyzed using MATLAB (The MathWorks,

Natick, MA).

dsDNA unzipping assay preparation

The dsDNA unzipping assay was prepared as described previously with

minor modifications (24). These include using Cy3 as a fluorescence

reporter and replacing the final wash step with 200 mL of fluorescence buffer

containing 0.15 mg/mL bovine serum albumin. Once identified, tethers were

precisely located to the pinhole collection zone using the position sensing

system in the instrument device. This assay provides a convenient system in

which to use Cy3 in a combined, coincident optical tweezers and single

molecule fluorescence arrangement.

RESULTS

Optimal modulation frequency

When trapped with a modulated laser, the thermally driven

motion of a bead is determined by the properties of the

focused trapping beam and the bead itself. It is also affected

by the frequency and duty cycle at which the trapping laser is

modulated, suggesting that the principal effect of modulation

is to alter the stiffness of a trap at a given power. These

effects have been previously explored for the stable trapping

of multiple particles with a single time-shared trap (27) or

with holographic optical tweezers (34). Here, we further ex-

plore these effects on the force-exerting capabilities of the trap

to determine optimal modulation conditions.

Thermal effects become apparent when the position of a

trapped bead is monitored as a function of time for different

modulation frequencies (Fig. 2 A). At low frequencies, the

trapped bead is allowed to diffuse through a large volume of

space, whereas at higher frequencies, the trap constrains

its motion to a reduced space. To quantify the effect of

modulation on the optical tweezers capabilities, the stiffness

of the trap was monitored as a function of modulation fre-

quency for different trapping powers. Trap stiffness, kx,
was measured using the equipartition theorem to relate the

Force Fluorescence Measurements 1071
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mean-squared displacement of a trapped bead, Æ(x2)æ, to

the thermal energy in the system, kbT, such that kxÆ(x2)æ/2 ¼
kbT/2.
For a set of modulation frequencies ranging from 100 Hz

to 50 kHz, the stiffness of the trap increased monotonically

with frequency under constant laser trap power and modu-

lation duty cycle. A similar behavior was also observed when

the stiffness of the trap was determined with the Stokes drag

and power spectrum calibration methods (results not shown).

For each trapping power, the modulated stiffness values were

normalized by the measured stiffness for an unmodulated

trap (Fig. 2 B). The resulting trends resemble an S-curve and

are well described with an exponential function of the form

y ¼ A(1 � exp(�f/fm)), where A is the maximum achievable

stiffness, f the modulation frequency, and fm represents a

characteristic modulation frequency for the system. As

expected, all fits converge near 0.5 at high modulation

frequencies (.10 kHz) with a 50% duty cycle. For trap-

ping powers of 60, 120, 240, and 480 mW, the curves are

described by characteristic modulation frequencies of 0.59,

1.5, 3.2, and 7.1 kHz, respectively. These values, which have

a linear dependence on average trapping power (R2 . 0.99),

correspond to the modulation frequencies at which the trap

stiffness is 63% of the maximum stiffness for a modulated

trap. Therefore, for a given power, a trap must be modulated

at a frequency that is higher than its characteristic frequency

of modulation. For example, if it is modulated at a frequency

five times greater than its fm, the resulting trap will be char-

acterized with a stiffness that is 99% of that of a continuous

trap formed with the same average power.

In addition to the relationship between the characteristic

modulation frequency and trap power, the fits produce a

fm that is ;15% less than the corner frequency of an un-

modulated trap at all powers studied. The corner, or roll-off

frequency, fc, describes the motion of a trapped bead and is

determined by fitting the power spectral density of bead

position to a Lorentzian function (4). This close dependence

suggests that, for a given power, the corner frequency of an

unmodulated trap can serve as a guideline to determine the

minimum modulation frequency at which it resembles a con-

tinuous trap. Alternatively, modulation should occur at the

highest frequency possible.

Fluorophore longevity

Bulk fluorophore decay rates were found to be independent

of modulation frequency; however, they were found to be

dependent on the modulation duty cycle and average ex-

citation laser power (results not shown). For these reasons,

the fluorescence excitation laser was modulated at 50 kHz

with a 30% duty cycle and set to deliver an average power

of 250 mW, whereas the trapping laser was modulated at

50 kHz with a 50% duty cycle and delivered an average

power of 100 mW. These conditions permit the IP or OP

synchronization of the trapping and excitation lasers while

maintaining the highest possible trap stiffness, reducing the

fluorophore photobleaching caused by the excitation laser,

allowing good single fluorophore emission sensitivity, and

keeping the trapping and excitation laser fluxes constant

throughout all experiments. A third condition, in which

fluorophores were exposed to the modulated excitation laser

with no trapping laser (NT), was used as a control to es-

tablish the normal decay profile of the fluorophores. These

schemes rely on the separation of time scales between the

nanosecond relaxation time constant of excited electrons,

the microsecond pulses of our modulation scheme, and the

inherent millisecond averaging of the data acquisition rate.

Single Cy3 molcules, which were immobilized on glass

coverslips through short DNA linkers to prevent interaction

between the fluorophore and substrate, were simultaneously

FIGURE 2 Effect of modulation on the integrity of an optical trap. (A)

Position trace of a trapped bead for a 50% duty cycle with 100-Hz, 1-kHz,

and 10-kHz modulation frequencies. The space explored by the bead is

reduced as the modulation frequency increases. (B) Effect of modulation on

the stiffness of an optical trap for 60 (h), 120 (s), 240 (3), and 480 (n)

mW of trapping laser power. For each power, the measured stiffness was

normalized by the trap stiffness of a continuous trap. The data were fit to a

simple exponential function, resulting in characteristic modulation frequen-

cies of 0.59, 1.5, 3.2, and 7.1 kHz, respectively.
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exposed to modulated fluorescence excitation and optical

trap lasers to quantify trap-dependent photobleaching ef-

fects. The single dyes fluoresced at a constant level before

instantaneously bleaching in a single step, returning the signal

to background (Fig. 3 A). For each condition, the fluores-

cence emission longevity of 100 Cy3 dyes was recorded, and

histograms were fitted to a single exponential decay model to

extract a characteristic decay constant for each condition

(Figs. 3, B–D) (35,36). Cy3 fluorophores irradiated in the NT
condition were found to have a decay constant of 89.87 6

13.05 s, whereas those exposed to the IP and OP arrange-

ments had decay constants of 1.496 0.10 and 32.036 5.72 s,

respectively. Clearly, the OP configuration represents a dra-

matic improvement in the longevity of Cy3 fluorophores

over IP. In addition, this modulation condition creates enough

time before photobleaching for the low loading rate mea-

surement of mechanical events with an IOFF arrangement.

Combined measurement

To demonstrate the suitability of our approach, we applied

the OP synchronization of the trapping and fluorescence

excitation lasers to the unzipping of a 15-bp region in a

simple dsDNA system (Fig. 4 A). The modulation and power

settings for both lasers were kept as described above. Cy3

emission was used to confirm mechanical events occurring in

response to the application of external mechanical loads. In

this case, upon dsDNA unzipping, the fluorescence emission

was reduced to background levels simultaneously with the

mechanical break, confirming that the dsDNA was unzipped

(Fig. 4 C). The force required to unzip the 15-bp dsDNA

region, ;10 pN, is consistent with control experiments

(Fig. 4 B) and with other similar systems (8,24,37). To our

knowledge, this is the first instance in which Cy3 has been

used in a combined, coincident single molecule fluorescence

FIGURE 3 Cy3 single molecule fluorescence. (A) Example trace for a single Cy3 photobleaching event exposed to OP trapping and excitation radiation. The

fluorophore emits light at a constant rate before irreversibly bleaching in a single step and returning the signal to background level. This particular Cy3

molecule had a longevity of ;120 s. Histograms (n ¼ 100) of the longevities of single Cy3 fluorophores exposed to the (B) no trap (NT), (C) OP, and (D) IP

modulation conditions. The data for each condition were fitted to a single exponential decay model with time constants of 89.876 13.05 s, 1.496 0.10 s, and

32.036 5.72 s, respectively. All fits resulted in R2 . 0.95. Insets contain schematics of the modulation scheme employed for each condition. The hatch marks

on the (C) OP and (D) IP insets mark the 2-ms offset between the trapping and fluorescence excitation laser pulses for each condition. Both trapping and

excitation lasers were modulated at 50 kHz with a duty cycle of 50% and 30%, respectively.
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and optical tweezers mechanical measurement. As a control,

Cy3 was irradiated with the OP arrangement until irrevers-

ibly photobleaching, which occurred at;45 s (Fig. 4 B). No
force was exerted on the dsDNA system during this period,

but after photobleaching, the tether was loaded at 100 nm/s

until rupture was observed at ;10 pN (Fig. 4 B). As ex-

pected, the fluorophore emitted at a constant level and was

not disturbed by the presence of the trap. However, when

compared to the traces from the system in the single molecule

fluorescence longevity study, there was a small increase in

background and signal noise likely due to the presence of the

bead and slightly different molecular configuration.

DISCUSSION

Trap stiffness and modulation

A modulated trap can resemble a continuous one if it is

modulated at sufficiently high frequency, dependent on the

average trapping power. Our results show that a strong trap,

formed with 480-mW average trapping power, should be

modulated at a frequency of at least 50 kHz, whereas a

weaker trap, formed with 60 mW, can be modulated with

frequencies as low as 10 kHz while still maintaining trap

stiffness (Fig. 2 B). This was further confirmed by fits to a

simple exponential model and the resulting linear relation-

ship between the characteristic modulation frequencies and

trapping power. For a modulation frequency of 50 kHz, the

trap is off for a duration of 10 ms, giving a bead with a

diffusivity of 4.36 3 10�13 m2 s�1 enough time to diffuse

;4 nm away from the center of the trap, well within the

average signal noise of a relatively weak optical trap. How-

ever, for fine measurements with position resolution on the

order of 1 nm, such as those required for the resolution of

molecular conformational changes and protein folding and

unfolding (38,39), the optical trap must be modulated at

higher frequencies to minimize diffusional noise. We further

validated this technique under a Stokes drag of 10 pN to

monitor the effect of modulation on the position bead when it

is subject to external loads. Such measurements confirmed

that for sufficiently high frequencies the effects of modula-

tion disappear, even when the bead is driven away from the

center of the trap (results not shown).

Although these results suggest that the integrity of the trap

can be completely recovered at high modulation frequencies,

there are practical upper limits on the frequency at which

modulation can occur. Acoustic modulation is limited by

both the speed of sound in the AOD medium (4.2 mm/ms)

and the diameter of the laser (;2.5 mm), which in our

system results in a maximum modulation frequency of ;80

kHz. This frequency is appropriate to modulate a trap formed

with up to 400 mW of trapping power and characterized with

a stiffness up to 0.4 pN/nm. Higher modulation frequencies

can be reached by minimizing the diameter of the laser at the

AOD location, employing AOD crystal materials that

FIGURE 4 Combined measurement using the interlaced modulation tech-

nique. (A) Unzipping geometry for a 15-bp dsDNA system. It is attached on one

end to a trapped bead via a biotin–streptavidin interaction and immobilized on

the other end by means of a digoxigenin-antibody linkage. The 15-bp region of

interest is labeled with a Cy3 fluorophore to confirm the location and timing of

the unzipping mechanical event. (B) This system was exposed to OP radiation

and its emission monitored until irreversibly photobleaching at;45 s (green).

Upon photobleaching, the dsDNA tether was loaded until rupture at ;10 pN

(blue). (C) Simultaneous trace of the force exerted on the dsDNA system (blue)

and the photon emission rate of the Cy3 fluorophore (green). The dsDNA

systemwas loaded at a rate of 100 nm/s until a mechanical break occurs at;10

pN (blue). This event is correlated with a simultaneous drop to background in

the Cy3 emission rate, corroborating the location of the break. The fluorescence

excitation was shuttered for 1.5 s after position acquisition started.
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inherently provide higher sound velocities, or implement-

ing electronic modulation techniques such as those used in

telecommunications applications or for multiple color fluo-

rescence measurements (40). Though such arrangements

will further extend the versatility of this technique, our

configuration is suitable for the types of experiments that

are commonly approached with optical tweezers force

spectroscopy.

Trap-dependent photobleaching reduction

Trap-dependent photobleaching was observed when Cy3

fluorophores were simultaneously irradiated with the fluo-

rescence excitation and trapping beams modulated IP. At the

single molecule scale, Cy3 was irreversibly photobleached

over an order of magnitude faster than when exposed to the

NT condition (Fig. 3). These results are in agreement with

previous observations suggesting that the absorption of

1064-nm photons by molecules already in the first excited

state can lead to a pathway that accelerates photodestruction

(11).

Our simple solution avoids populating these destructive

states by allowing excited Cy3 molecules to return to the

ground state before exposing the dye of interest to the high

infrared photon flux of the trap. This technique significantly

reduces destructive photobleaching effects by alternately

modulating the fluorescence excitation and optical trapping

lasers OP, resulting in a 20-fold longevity improvement over

IP radiation (Fig. 3). Despite this improvement, which

extends the characteristic longevity of single Cy3 dyes to

.30 s, fluorophore longevity remains shorter than that mea-

sured in the absence of a trapping laser, suggesting that the

lower energy radiation can still cause some photodestruction.

Although the mechanism of this additional photobleaching

pathway is unknown, it is possible that it may arise from

two-photon excitation (41), the detection of which is beyond

the sensitivity of our instrument for detecting single mole-

cules. Even though there is preliminary evidence against it

(11), this scenario requires further investigation. Neverthe-

less, by alternately modulating the two beams, the major

pathway for trap-dependent photobleaching is effectively

eliminated, allowing IOFF to become feasible. Furthermore,

this technique can be readily extended to single molecule

experiments using other common dyes, such as Alexa 488,

green fluorescent protein, and fluorescent resonance energy

transfer pairs.

Modulation, optical tweezers, and single
molecule fluorescence

We have successfully presented a method for efficiently

combining single molecule fluorescence and optical twee-

zers into a single, functional instrument without sacrificing

the capabilities of either technique. The effectiveness of this

arrangement was demonstrated by mechanically unzipping a

15-bp dsDNA overhang model system and monitoring the

event through the emission of a strategically placed Cy3 dye.

This combination of force measurement and fluorescence

emission provides solid evidence for the location and nature

of the mechanical observations, as fluorescence signatures

and force magnitudes differ for other types of breaks (24). In

addition, we report an unzipping force of ;10 pN for our

15-bp dsDNA system, which is in agreement with previously

reported values for a similar system (8,24).

Though similar results have been presented with an

analogous system (8,24), the benefits of our IOFF technique

are necessary for combined measurements using common

single molecule fluorophores. The most popular of these

dyes, including Cy3, are characterized by a high quantum

yield and extinction coefficient but are highly susceptible to

the trap-induced photobleaching effects that are dramatically

reduced by our approach. This result also improves assay

development feasibility, a significant hurdle in single mol-

ecule research, for the investigation of molecular motor

systems that have been independently approached with

optical tweezers (42,43), single molecule fluorescence (44–

46), or other methods (47,48). Such tools can now be simul-

taneously combined to elucidate the mechanochemical cycles

governing the motion of these systems (35,49,50) and to

study real-time force-induced conformational changes (51).

In addition, this technique reduces the requirement of a

highly efficient trap, allowing experiments involving optical

tweezers to take place deep into solution, where they could

be coupled with prism-side total internal reflection and other

techniques. Furthermore, IOFF can be used to study protein

folding and protein–protein and protein–DNA interactions

and to monitor the formation of complex structures at the

cellular level in response to external force (52).

We have demonstrated the significant reduction of trap-

dependent photobleaching by alternately modulating fluo-

rescence excitation and optical trapping lasers, showing a

20-fold improvement in Cy3 longevity at the single molecule

level. In addition, we have successfully applied the combi-

nation of these two techniques to the fluorescence-reported

unzipping of a short segment of dsDNA. This application, in

which the fluorophore is held directly over the highest pho-

ton flux trapping region, suggests the broad versatility of this

combined instrument. Such a seamless integration of single

molecule fluorescence and optical tweezers force spectros-

copy can be implemented through our temporal innovation

with other common single molecule dyes in a wide range of

molecular configurations for the exploration of the effects of

mechanical force in biological systems.
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Since their invention just over 20 years ago, optical traps have emerged as a powerful tool with
broad-reaching applications in biology and physics. Capabilities have evolved from simple
manipulation to the application of calibrated forces on—and the measurement of nanometer-level
displacements of—optically trapped objects. We review progress in the development of optical
trapping apparatus, including instrument design considerations, position detection schemes and
calibration techniques, with an emphasis on recent advances. We conclude with a brief summary of
innovative optical trapping configurations and applications.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Arthur Ashkin pioneered the field of laser-based opt
trapping in the early 1970s. In a series of seminal paper
demonstrated that optical forces could displace and lev
micron-sized dielectric particles in both water and air,1 and
he developed a stable, three-dimensional trap based on
terpropagating laser beams.2 This seminal work eventual
led to the development of the single-beam gradient f
optical trap,3 or “optical tweezers,” as it has come to
known.4 Ashkin and co-workers employed optical trapp
in a wide-ranging series of experiments from the cooling
trapping of neutral atoms5 to manipulating live bacteria an
viruses.6,7 Today, optical traps continue to find applicatio
in both physics and biology. For a recent survey of the
erature on optical tweezers see Ref. 8. The ability to a
picoNewton-level forces to micron-sized particles while
multaneously measuring displacement with nanometer-
precision(or better) is now routinely applied to the study
molecular motors at the single-molecule level,9–19 the phys
ics of colloids and mesoscopic systems,20–29 and the me
chanical properties of polymers and biopolymers.18,20,30–43In
parallel with the widespread use of optical trapping, theo
ical and experimental work on fundamental aspects of
cal trapping is being actively pursued.4,20,44–48In addition to
the many excellent reviews of optical trapping9,49–53and spe
cialized applications of optical traps, several comprehen
guides for building optical traps are now available.54–60 For
the purpose of this review, we will concentrate on the fun
mental aspects of optical trapping with particular emph
on recent advances.

Just as the early work on optical trapping was m
possible by advances in laser technology,4 much of the recen
progress in optical trapping can be attributed to further t
nological development. The advent of commercially av
able, three-dimensional(3D) piezoelectric stages with c

a)
Electronic mail: sblock@stanford.edu

0034-6748/2004/75(9)/2787/23/$22.00 2787
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pacitive sensors has afforded unprecedented control o
position of a trapped object. Incorporation of such stages
optical trapping instruments has resulted in higher sp
precision and improved calibration of both forces and
placements. In addition, stage-based force clamping
niques have been developed that can confer certain a
tages over other approaches of maintaining the force, su
dynamically adjusting the position or stiffness of the opt
trap. The use of high-bandwidth position detectors61 im-
proves force calibration, particularly for very stiff traps, a
extends the detection bandwidth of optical trapping mea
ments. In parallel with these technological improveme
recent theoretical work has led to a better understandin
3D position detection62–64 and progress has been made
calculating the optical forces on spherical objects wit
range of sizes.65,66

II. PRINCIPLES OF OPTICAL TRAPPING

An optical trap is formed by tightly focusing a las
beam with an objective lens of high numerical aper
(NA). A dielectric particle near the focus will experienc
force due to the transfer of momentum from the scatterin
incident photons. The resulting optical force has tradition
been decomposed into two components:(1) a scattering
force, in the direction of light propagation and(2) a gradien
force, in the direction of the spatial light gradient. This
composition is merely a convenient and intuitive mean
discussing the overall optical force. Following tradition,
present the optical force in terms of these two compon
but we stress that both components arise from the very
underlying physics(see theoretical progress, below for a u
fied expression). The scattering component of the force is
more familiar of the two, which can be thought of as a p
ton “fire hose” pushing the bead in the direction of li
propagation. Incident light impinges on the particle from
direction, but is scattered in a variety of directions, w

some of the incident light may be absorbed. As a result, there

© 2004 American Institute of Physics
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is a net momentum transfer to the particle from the inci
photons. For an isotropic scatter, the resulting forces ca
in all but the forward direction, and an effective scatte
cross section can be calculated for the object. For most
ventional situations, the scattering force dominates. H
ever, if there is a steep intensity gradient(i.e., near the focu
of a laser), the second component of the optical force,
gradient force, must be considered. The gradient force, a
name suggests, arises from the fact that a dipole in an
mogeneous electric field experiences a force in the dire
of the field gradient.67 In an optical trap, the laser induc
fluctuating dipoles in the dielectric particle, and it is the
teraction of these dipoles with the inhomogeneous ele
field at the focus that gives rise to the gradient trap
force. The gradient force is proportional to both the pola
ability of the dielectric and the optical intensity gradien
the focus.

For stable trapping in all three dimensions, the axial
dient component of the force pulling the particle towards
focal region must exceed the scattering component o
force pushing it away from that region. This condition nec
sitates a very steep gradient in the light, produced by sh
focusing the trapping laser beam to a diffraction-limited s
using an objective of high NA. As a result of this bala
between the gradient force and the scattering force, the
equilibrium position of a trapped particle is located sligh
beyond (i.e., down-beam from) the focal point. For sma
displacementss,150 nmd, the gradient restoring force
simply proportional to the offset from the equilibrium po
tion, i.e., the optical trap acts as Hookean spring whose
acteristic stiffness is proportional to the light intensity.

In developing a theoretical treatment of optical trapp
there are two limiting cases for which the force on a sp
can be readily calculated. When the trapped sphere is
larger than the wavelength of the trapping laser, i.e., th
dius sad@l, the conditions for Mie scattering are satisfi
and optical forces can be computed from simple ray o
(Fig. 1). Refraction of the incident light by the sphere co
sponds to a change in the momentum carried by the ligh
Newton’s third law, an equal and opposite momen
change is imparted to the sphere. The force on the sp
given by the rate of momentum change, is proportional to
light intensity. When the index of refraction of the particle
greater than that of the surrounding medium, the op
force arising from refraction is in the direction of the int
sity gradient. Conversely, for an index lower than that of
medium, the force is in the opposite direction of the inten
gradient. The scattering component of the force arises
both the absorption and specular reflection by the tra
object. In the case of a uniform sphere, optical forces ca
directly calculated in the ray-optics regime.68,69The extrema
rays contribute disproportionally to the axial gradient fo
whereas the central rays are primarily responsible for
scattering force. Thus, expanding a Gaussian laser be
slightly overfill the objective entrance pupil can increase
ratio of trapping to scattering force, resulting in improv
trapping efficiency.69,70 In practice, the beam is typically e
panded such that the 1/e2 intensity points match the obje

tive aperture, resulting in,87% of the incident power enter-
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ing the objective. Care should be exercised when overfi
the objective. Absorption of the excess light by the block
aperture can cause heating and thermal expansion of th
jective, resulting in comparatively larges,mmd axial mo-
tions when the intensity is changed. Axial trapping efficie
can also be improved through the use of “donut” mode
ping beams, such as the TEM01

* mode or Laguerre-Gaussi
beams, which have intensity minima on the optical prop
tion axis.69,71–73

When the trapped sphere is much smaller than the w
length of the trapping laser, i.e.,a!l, the conditions fo
Raleigh scattering are satisfied and optical forces can b
culated by treating the particle as a point dipole. In this
proximation, the scattering and gradient force compon
are readily separated. The scattering force is due to ab
tion and reradiation of light by the dipole. For a sphere
radiusa, this force is

Fscatt=
I0snm

c
, s1d

s =
128p5a6

3l4 Sm2 − 1

m2 + 2
D2

, s2d

whereI0 is the intensity of the incident light,s is the scat
tering cross section of the sphere,nm is the index of refrac
tion of the medium,c is the speed of light in vacuum,m is
the ratio of the index of refraction of the particle to the in

FIG. 1. Ray optics description of the gradient force.(A) A transparent bea
is illuminated by a parallel beam of light with an intensity gradient incr
ing from left to right. Two representative rays of light of different intens
(represented by black lines of different thickness) from the beam are show
The refraction of the rays by the bead changes the momentum of the
tons, equal to the change in the direction of the input and output
Conservation of momentum dictates that the momentum of the bead ch
by an equal but opposite amount, which results in the forces depict
gray arrows. The net force on the bead is to the right, in the direction
intensity gradient, and slightly down.(B) To form a stable trap, the lig
must be focused, producing a three-dimensional intensity gradient. I
case, the bead is illuminated by a focused beam of light with a radial
sity gradient. Two representative rays are again refracted by the bead
change in momentum in this instance leads to a net force towards the
Gray arrows represent the forces. The lateral forces balance each ot
and the axial force is balanced by the scattering force(not shown), which
decreases away from the focus. If the bead moves in the focused bea
imbalance of optical forces will draw it back to the equilibrium positio
of the mediumsnp/nmd, andl is the wavelength of the trap-
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ping laser. The scattering force is in the direction of pro
gation of the incident light and is proportional the intens
The time-averaged gradient force arises from the intera
of the induced dipole with the inhomogeneous field

Fgrad=
2pa

cnm
2 ¹ I0, s3d

where

a = nm
2 a3Sm2 − 1

m2 + 2
D s4d

is the polarizability of the sphere. The gradient force is
portional to the intensity gradient, and points up the grad
whenm.1.

When the dimensions of the trapped particle are com
rable to the wavelength of the trapping lasersa,ld, neither
the ray optic nor the point-dipole approach is valid. Inst
more complete electromagnetic theories are required to
ply an accurate description.74–80 Unfortunately, the majorit
of objects that are useful or interesting to trap, in prac
tend to fall into this intermediate size ranges0.1–10ld. As a
practical matter, it can be difficult to work with objec
smaller than can be readily observed by video micros
s,0.1 mmd, although particles as small as,35 nm in diam
eter have been successfully trapped. Dielectric microsp
used alone or as handles to manipulate other objects are
cally in the range of,0.2–5mm, which is the same siz
range as biological specimens that can be trapped dir
e.g., bacteria, yeast, and organelles of larger cells. Wh
some theoretical progress in calculating the force on a sp
in this intermediate size range has been made recentl65,66

the more general description does not provide further in
into the physics of optical trapping. For this reason we p
pone discussion of recent theoretical work until the en
the review.

III. DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS

Implementing a basic optical trap is a relatively straig
forward exercise(Fig. 2).55,58 The essential elements are
trapping laser, beam expansion and steering optics, a
NA objective, a trapping chamber holder, and some mea
observing the trapped specimen. Optical traps are most
built by modifying an inverted microscope so that a la
beam can be introduced into the optical path before the
jective: the microscope then provides the imaging, trap
chamber manipulation, and objective focus functions.
anything beyond simply trapping and manually manipula
objects, however, additional elements become necessar
namic control of trap position and stiffness can be achie
through beam steering and amplitude modulation elem
incorporated in the optical path before the laser beam e
the objective. Dynamic control over position and stiffnes
the optical trap has been exploited to implement posi
and force-clamp systems. Position clamps, in which the
sition of a trapped object is held constant by varying
force, are well suited for stall force measurements of mol
lar motors.39,49,81–83Force clamps, in which the force on

trapped object is fixed by varying the position of the trap, are
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well suited for displacement measurements.49,56,81,84,85Incor-
poration of a piezoelectric stage affords dynamic positio
of the sample chamber relative to the trap, and greatly fa
tates calibration. Furthermore, for the commonly emplo
geometry in which the molecule of interest is attached
tween the surface of the trapping cell and a trapped
“handle,” piezoelectric stages can be used to generate a
clamp.86–88 The measurement of force and displacem
within the optical trap requires a position detector, and
some configurations, a second, low power laser for detec
We consider each of these elements in detail.

A. Commercial systems

Commercial optical trapping systems with some lim
capabilities are available. Cell Robotics89 manufactures
laser-trapping module that can be added to a number o
verted microscopes. The module consists of a 1.5 W d

FIG. 2. Layout of a generic optical trap. The laser output beam us
requires expansion to overfill the back aperture of the objective. F
Gaussian beam, the beam waist is chosen to roughly match the ob
back aperture. A simple Keplerian telescope is sufficient to expand the
(lensesL1 andL2). A second telescope, typically in a 1:1 configuration
used for manually steering the position of the optical trap in the spec
plane. If the telescope is built such that the second lens,L4, images the firs
lens, L3, onto the back aperture of the objective, then movement oL3
moves the optical trap in the specimen plane with minimal perturbati
the beam. Because lensL3 is optically conjugate(conjugate planes are i
dicated by a cross-hatched fill) to the back aperture of the objective, mot
of L3 rotates the beam at the aperture, which results in translation
specimen plane with minimal beam clipping. If lensL3 is not conjugate t
the back aperture, then translating it leads to a combination of rotatioand
translation at the aperture, thereby clipping the beam. Additionally, cha
the spacing betweenL3 and L4 changes the divergence of the light t
enters the objective, and the axial location of the laser focus. ThuL3
provides manual three-dimensional control over the trap position. The
light is coupled into the objective by means of a dichroic mirrorsDM1d,
which reflects the laser wavelength, while transmitting the illumina
wavelength. The laser beam is brought to a focus by the objective, fo
the optical trap. For back focal plane position detection, the position de
is placed in a conjugate plane of the condenser back aperture(condenser iri
plane). Forward scattered light is collected by the condenser and co
onto the position detector by a second dichroic mirrorsDM2d. Trapped
objects are imaged with the objective onto a camera. Dynamic contro
the trap position is achieved by placing beam-steering optics in a con
plane to the objective back aperture, analogous to the placement of th
steering lens. For the case of beam-steering optics, the point about wh
beam is rotated should be imaged onto the back aperture of the obje
pumped Nd:YVO4 lasersl=1064 nmd with electronic inten-
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sity control, and all of the optics needed to both couple
laser into the microscope and manually control the pos
of the trap in the specimen plane. The same module is i
porated into the optical tweezers workstation, which inclu
a microscope, a motorized stage and objective focus, v
imaging, and a computer interface. Arryx Incorporate90

manufactures a complete optical trapping workstation
includes a 2 W diode pumped solid-state lasersl=532 nmd,
holographic beam shaping and steering, an inverted m
scope, a motorized stage, and computer control. Hologra
beam shaping provides control over the phase of the trap
laser,91,92 which allows multiple, individually addressab
optical traps in addition to high order, complex trapp
beams. An integrated optical trap is also available f
PALM Microlaser Technologies,93 either alone or incorpo
rated with their microdissection system. The PALM sys
employs an infrared trapping laser and computer contr
the stage, similar to the other optical trapping systems.
commercial systems tend to be expensive, but they
turnkey convenience at the price of flexibility and cont
None of the systems currently comes equipped with pos
detection capabilities beyond video imaging, and only
(Arryx) provides dynamic control over the trap position,
with an unknown update rate(,5 Hz or less). Overall, thes
systems are adequate for positioning and manipulating
jects but are incapable, without further modifications, of
trasensitive position or force measurements. As comme
systems become increasingly sophisticated and vers
they may eventually offer an “off-the-shelf” option for so
optical trapping applications. In deciding between a com
cial or custom-built optical trap, or among commercial s
tems, several factors should be considered. Basic con
ations include cost, maximum trap force and stiffness, ch
of laser wavelength(important for biological samples),
specimen or trap positioning capability, optical imag
modes, position-detection capabilities, and sample geom
In addition, flexibility and the possibility to upgrade or i
prove aspects of the system should also be considered
easily can the optical system be modified or adapted?
the functionality be upgraded? Perhaps the most fundam
question concerns the decision to buy or to build. Whe
building a basic optical trap is now standard practice in m
labs, it requires a certain familiarity with optics and opt
components(in relation to the complexity of the optic
trap), as well as a significant time investment for the des
construction, and debugging phases. These factors sho
weighed against the potential benefits of reduced cos
creased flexibility and greater control of home-built opt
traps.

B. Trapping laser

The basic requirement of a trapping laser is that it de
ers a single mode output(typically, Gaussian TEM00 mode)
with excellent pointing stability and low power fluctuatio
A Gaussian mode focuses to the smallest diameter
waist and will therefore produce the most efficient, harm
trap. Pointing instabilities lead to unwanted displacemen
the optical trap position in the specimen plane, whe

power fluctuations lead to temporal variations in the optical
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trap stiffness. Pointing instability can be remedied by c
pling the trapping laser to the optical trap via an optical fi
or by imaging the effective pivot point of the laser point
instability into the front focal plane of the objective. Both
these solutions however, trade reduced pointing sta
against additional amplitude fluctuations, as the fiber
pling and the clipping by the back aperture of the microsc
objective depend on beam pointing. Thus, both power
pointing fluctuations introduce unwanted noise into any t
ping system. The choice of a suitable trapping laser ther
depends on several interdependent figures of merit(power,
power stability, pointing stability, thermal drift, waveleng
mode quality, etc.).

Output power of the trapping laser and the throughp
the optical system will determine the maximum attain
stiffness and force. As discussed above, trapping force
pend on multiple parameters and are difficult to calculat
most conditions of practical interest. Generally speak
maximum trapping forces on the order of 1 pN per 10
of power delivered to the specimen plane can be ach
with micron-scale beads.9 As a specific example, trapping
0.5 mm polystyrenesn=1.57d sphere in water with a TEM00

1064 nm laser that overfills a 1.2 NA objective by,10%
(1/e2 intensity points matched to the aperture radius), gives a
stiffness of 0.16 pN/nm per W of power in the specim
plane. In practice, laser power levels can range from a
mW to a Watt or more in the specimen plane, dependin
details of the laser and setup, objective transmittance, an
desired stiffness.

Wavelength is an important consideration when biol
cal material is trapped, particularly forin vivo trapping of
cells or small organisms.94 There is a window of relativ
transparency in the near infrared portion of the spec
s,750–1200 nmd, located in the region between the
sorption of proteins in the visible and the increasing
sorption of water towards the infrared.9 Substantial varia
tion with wavelength of optical damage to biologi
specimens is observed even within the near infrared
gion sFig. 3d, with damage minima occurring at 970 a

95–97

FIG. 3. The wavelength dependence of photodamage inE. coli compared to
Chinese hamster ovary(CHO) cells. (Solid circles and solid line, left axi
half lethal dose time forE. coli cells sLD50d; open circles and dashed lin
right axis, cloning efficiency in CHO cells determined by Lianget al. (Ref.
96) (used with permission). Lines represent cubic spline fits to the data). The
cloning efficiency in CHO cells was determined after 5 min of trappin
88 mW in the specimen plane(error bars unavailable), selected to close
match to our experimental conditions(100 mW in the specimen plane,
rors shown as ± standard error in the mean). Optical damage is minimized
830 and 970 nm for bothE. coli and CHO cells, whereas it is most sever
the region between 870 and 930 nm(reprinted from Ref. 95).
830 nm for bacterial cells ofEscherichia coli. If dam-
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age or “opticution”98 of biological specimens is not a co
cern, then the choice of wavelength becomes less critica
the potential effects of heating resulting from light abso
tion by the medium or the trapped particle should certa
be considered.99–101 The optimal choice of trapping wav
length will also depend on the transmission of the objec
used for optical trappingsdiscussed belowd, as well as th
output power available at a given wavelength.

In practice, a variety of lasers has been employed
optical trapping. The factors discussed above, along
the cost, will determine the final selection of a trapp
laser. The laser of choice for working with biologic
samples is currently the neodymium:yttrium–aluminu
garnetsNd:YAGd laser and its close cousins, neodymiu
yttrium–lithium–fluoride sNd:YLFd, and neodymium
yttrium–orthovanadatesNd:YVO4d. These lasers operate
the near infrared region of the spectrum at 1.047, 1.05
1.064mm, which helps to limit optical damage. Dio
pumped versions of these lasers offer high power(up to
10 W or even more) and superior amplitude and pointi
stability. An additional advantage of diode-pumped so
state (DPSS) lasers is that the noise and heat of the l
power supply can be physically isolated from the laser i
and the immediate region of the optical trap. The outpu
the pump diodes can be delivered to the laser head v
optical fiber bundle, in some cases up to 10 m in length.
main drawback of such DPSS lasers is their cost, curr
on the order of$5–10 K per W of output power. Diod
lasers afford a lower-cost alternative in a compact pac
and are available at several wavelengths in the near infr
but these devices are typically limited to less than,250 mW
in a single-transverse mode, the mode required for effi
trapping. Diode lasers also suffer significantly from m
instabilities and noncircular beams, which necessi
precise temperature control instrumentation and addit
corrective optics. By far the most expensive laser op
is a tunable cw titanium:sapphiresTi:sapphired laser
pumped by a DPSS laser, a system that delivers high p
s,1 Wd over a large portion of the near infrared spect
s,750–950 nmd, but at a current cost in excess of$100 K.
The large tuning range is useful for parametric studie
optical trapping, to optimize the trapping wavelength, o
investigate the wavelength-dependence of optical dama95

A Ti:sapphire laser is also employed for optical trappinin
vivo94 since it is the only laser currently available that
deliver over,250 mW at the most benign wavelengths(830
and 970 nm).95

In optical trapping applications where no biological m
terials will be trapped, any laser source that meets the
criteria of adequate power in the specimen plane, suffi
pointing and amplitude stability, and a Gaussian inten
profile, may be suitable. Optical traps have been built b
on argon ion,3 helium-neon,102 and diode laser sources,103,104

to name a few. The DPSS lasers employed in our lab
biological work supply,4 W of power at 1064 nm wit
power fluctuations below 1% –2% and a long-term poin

stability of ±50mrad.
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C. Microscope

Most optical traps are built around a conventional l
microscope, requiring only minor modifications. This
proach reduces the construction of an optical trap to th
coupling the light from a suitable trapping laser into the
tical path before the objective without compromising
original imaging capabilities of the microscope. In pract
this is most often achieved by inserting a dichroic mir
which reflects the trapping laser light into the optical pat
the microscope but transmits the light used for micros
illumination. Inverted, rather than upright, microscopes
often preferred for optical trapping because their stag
fixed and the objective moves, making it easier to couple
trapping light stably. The use of a conventional microsc
also makes it easier to use a variety of available ima
modalities, such as differential interference contrast and
fluorescence.

With more extensive modifications, a position dete
can be incorporated into the trapping system. This invo
adding a second dichroic mirror on the condenser side o
microscope, which reflects the laser light while transmit
the illuminating light. In order to achieve the mechan
stability and rigidity required for nanometer scale posi
measurements, more extensive modifications of the m
scope are generally required.50,59 In the current generation
optical traps, the rotating, multiobjective turret is conv
tionally replaced with a custom-built single objective hol
along with a mount for the dichroic mirror. The origin
stage is removed and the microscope is modified to ac
modate a more substantial stage platform, holding a cro
roller bearing stage(for coarse movement) mounted to a pi
ezoelectric stage with feedback(for fine movement). Finally,
the condenser assembly is attached to a fine focus tran
(similar to that used for the objective) that is then mounted
the illumination column by a rigid aluminum beam.59

An alternative to the redesign and retrofitting of a c
mercial microscope is to build the entire optical trap fr
individual optical components.57,103,104 This approach i
slightly more involved, as the entirety of the imaging
trapping optical paths have to be designed and built.
increase in complexity, however, can be offset by incre
flexibility in the design and a wider choice of compone
greater access to the optical paths, and reduced cost.

D. Objective

The single most important element of an optical tra
the objective used to focus the trapping laser. The choi
objective determines the overall efficiency of the opt
trapping system(stiffness versus input power), which is a
function of both the NA and the transmittance of the ob
tive. Additionally, the working distance and the immers
medium of the objective(oil, water, or glycerol) will set
practical limits on the depth to which objects can be trap
Spherical aberrations, which degrade trap performance
proportional to the refractive index mismatch between
immersion medium and the aqueous trapping medium.
deleterious effect of these aberrations increases with

depth. The working distance of most high NA oil immersion
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objectives is quite shorts,0.1 mmd, and the large refractiv
index mismatch between the immersion oilsn=1.512d and
the aqueous trapping mediumsn,1.32d leads to significan
spherical aberrations. In practice, this limits the maxim
axial range of the optical trap to somewhere between 5
20 mm from the coverglass surface of the trapp
chamber.104 Trapping deeper into solution can be achie
with water immersion objectives that minimize spher
aberration105 and which are available with longer worki
distances. A high NA objective(typically, 1.2–1.4 NA) is
required to produce an intensity gradient sufficient to o
come the scattering force and produce a stable optica
for microscopic objects, such as polystyrene beads. The
majority of high NA objectives are complex, multielem
optical assemblies specifically designed for imaging vis
light, not for focusing an infrared laser beam. For this rea
the optical properties of different objectives can vary wid
over the near infrared region(Fig. 4).9,95 Generally speaking
objectives designed for general fluorescence microscop
play superior transmission over the near infrared comp
to most general-purpose objectives, as do infrared-rate
jectives specifically produced for use with visible and n
infrared light(Table I). Given the wide variation in transmi
sion characteristics for different objectives, an objective
ing considered for optical trapping should be characteriz
the wavelength of the trapping light. Manufacturers ra
supply the transmission characteristics of objectives ou
the visible portion of the spectrum. When transmission c
acteristics in the near infrared are provided, the figures
represent an overestimate, since the throughput of the o
tive is often measured using an integrating sphere, w

TABLE I. Transmission of microscope objectives, cross-referenced w

Part No. Manufacturer

Magnification/
Tube length(mm)/
Numerical aperture Type d

461832 Zeiss 63/160/1.2 Water Plan
506038 Leica 100/̀ /1.4-0.7 Oil Plan
85020 Nikon 60/160/1.4 Oil Pla
93108 Nikon 60/̀ /1.4 Oil Plan Ap
93110 Nikon 100/̀ /1.4 Oil Plan Ap
93110IR Nikon 100/̀ /1.4 Oil Plan Apo
93144 Nikon 100/̀ /1.3 Oil Plan Flu

FIG. 4. Microscope objective transmission curves. Transmission mea
ments were made by means of the dual-objective method. Part numb
cross-referenced in Table I. The uncertainty associated with a measu
at any wavelength is,5% (reprinted from Ref. 95).
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also registers scattered light that is not well focused,
hence does not contribute to trapping. To measure the
tive transmission of a high NA objective accurately, the d
objective method is preferred,9,95,106in which two identical
matched objectives are used to focus and then recollima
laser beam(the transmission of a single objective is
square root of the transmission for the objective pair). Fur-
thermore, because the transmission may depend on th
gree to which light is bent, the laser beam should be
panded to fill the objective rear aperture. It should be n
that the extremely steep focusing produced by high NA
jectives can lead to specular reflection from surfaces a
specimen plane, so simply measuring the throughput o
objective by placing the probe of a power meter directl
front of the objective lens results in an underestimation o
transmission. This approach is not recommended.

E. Position detection

Sensitive position detection lies at the heart of quan
tive optical trapping, since nanoscale measurements of
force and displacement rely on a well-calibrated system
determining position. Position tracking of irregularly sha
objects is feasible, but precise positionand force calibration
are currently only practical with spherical objects. For
purpose, microscopic beads are either used alone, or att
to objects of interest as “handles,” to apply calibrated for
The position detection schemes presented here were p
rily developed to track microscopic silica or polystyre
beads. However, the same techniques may be applied to
other objects, such as bacterial cells.107–109

1. Video based position detection
For simple imaging of a trapped particle, a video cam

mounted to the camera port of the microscope(or elsewhere)
often suffices. By digitally processing the signal acqu
from the camera, and knowing the size subtended by a s
pixel (e.g., by calibrating the video picture against a dista
standard, such as a ruled objective micrometer), the position
of a trapped object can be determined with subpixel accu
(typically, to within ,5 nm or better), using any of sever
centroid-finding algorithms.110–112Video tracking of trappe
objects using such algorithms has been implemented in
time,113,114but this approach is restricted to video acquisi
rates (typically ,25–120 Hz), and the precision is ult
mately limited by video timing jitter(associated with fram
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acquisition) or variations in illumination. In principle, tem
poral resolution could be improved through the use of
speed video cameras. Burst frame rates in excess of 40
can be achieved with specialized complementary metal o
semiconductor(CMOS) cameras, for example. However,
usefulness of high speed cameras can be limited by com
speed or memory capacity. Current CPU speed limits
time position tracking to,500 Hz,115 while practical storag
considerations limit the number of high-resolution fram
that can be stored to,105, which corresponds to less th
2 min of high-speed video at 1 kHz. Even if these tech
logical hurdles are overcome, high-speed video trackin
ultimately limited by the number of recorded photons(since
shorter exposures require more illumination), so spatial reso
lution decreases as the frame rate increases. Generally
ing, the signal-to-noise ratio is expected to decrease a
square root of the frame rate. The discrepancy betwee
low video bandwidths,100 Hzd and the much higher intrin
sic bandwidth of even a relatively weak optical t
s,kHzd results in aliasing artifacts, and these preclude
implementation of many of the most effective calibrat
methods. Furthermore, video-based methods are not
suited to the measurement of therelative position of an
object with respect to the trap center, further complica
force determination.

2. Imaging position detector
Several alternative(nonvideo) methods have been dev

oped that offer precise, high-bandwidth position detectio
trapped objects. The simplest of these is to image directl
trapped object onto a quadrant photodiode(QPD).56,116,117

The diode quadrants are then summed pairwise, and d
ential signals are derived from the pairs for bothx and y
dimensions. If desired, the differential signals can be nor
ized by the sum signal from the four quadrants to reduc
dependence of the output on the total light intensity. D
imaging of a trapped particle is typically restricted to a sm
zone within the specimen plane, and requires careful coa
ment of the trap with the region viewed by the detec
Moreover, the high magnification required to achieve g
spatial resolution results in comparatively low light level
the QPD, ultimately limiting bandwidth and noise perf
mance.49,50 The latter limitation has been addressed by
use of a diode laser operating just below its lasing thres
acting as a superbright, incoherent illumination source.56 Im-
aging using laser illumination is considered impractical
cause of the speckle and interference that arise from coh
illumination over an extended region. Various laser ph
randomization approaches may relieve this restriction,
these typically carry additional disadvantages, most ofte
duced temporal bandwidth.

3. Laser-based position detection
Laser-based position detection is appealing, becaus

possible to use a single laser for both trapping and pos
detection. Unlike the imaging detector scheme descr
above, laser-based detection requires the incorporation
dichroic mirror on the condenser side of the microscop

couple out the laser light scattered by the specimen. Furthe
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more, the detector and its associated optics(lens, filters)
must be stably mounted on(or next to) the condenser
collect the output light. Two different laser-based posi
detection schemes have been developed. The first reli
polarization interferometry.9,49,50,118,119This method is quit
analogous to differential interference contrast(DIC) micros-
copy, and it relies on a subset of the DIC imaging com
nents within the microscope. Incoming plane polarized l
light is split by a Wollaston prism into two orthogonal pol
izations that are physically displaced from one another. A
passing through the specimen plane, the beams are r
bined in a second Wollaston prism and the polarization
of the recombined light is measured. A simple polarim
consists of a quarter wave plate(adjusted so that plan
polarized light is transformed into circularly polarized lig)
followed by a polarizing beam splitter. The intensity in e
branch of the beam splitter is recorded by a photodiode
the normalized differential diode signal supplies the pola
tion state of the light. A bead centered in the trap introd
an equal phase delay in both beams, and the recom
light is therefore plane polarized. When the bead is displ
from its equilibrium position, it introduces a relative ph
delay between the two beams, leading to a slight ellip
polarization after the beams are recombined. The ellipt
of the recombined light can be calibrated against phy
displacement by moving a bead a known distance thr
the optical trap. This technique is extraordinarily sensitiv118

and is, in theory, independent of the position of the trap
object within the specimen plane, because the trapping
detection laser beams are one and the same, and the
intrinsically aligned. In practice, however, there is a lim
range over which the position signal is truly independen
the trap position. A further limitation of this technique is t
it is one dimensional: it is sensitive to displacement along
Wollaston shear axis, providing position detection in a si
lateral direction.

A second type of laser-based position detec
scheme—back focal plane detection—relies on the inte
ence between forward-scattered light from the bead an
scattered light.59,64,120–122The interference signal is mon
tored with a QPD positioned along the optical axis at a p
conjugate to the back focal plane of the condenser(rather
than at an imaging plane conjugate to the specimen). The
light pattern impinging on the QPD is then converted
normalized differential output in both lateral dimensions
described above. By imaging the back focal plane of
condenser, the position signal becomes insensitive to
lute bead position in the specimen plane, and sensitiv
stead to the relative displacement of the bead from the
beam axis.120As with the polarization interferometer, the d
tection beam and the optical trap are intrinsically align
however the QPD detection scheme can supply positio
formation in both lateral dimensions.

Laser-based position detection schemes have
been implemented with a second, low-power detec
laser.49,50,59,81The experimental complication of having
combine, spatially overlap, and then separate the trap
and detection beams is frequently outweighed by the ad

r-tages conferred by having an independent detection laser.
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Uncoupling trapping and detection may become neces
for example, when there are multiple traps produced in
specimen plane, or if the absolute position of a bead is
relevant measure, rather than the relative position of a
from the optical trap. When dynamic position control of
optical trap is implemented(see below), a separate detectio
laser permits rapid position calibration of each trapped
ticle, and greatly simplifies position measurements in s
tions in which the trap is being moved.50 The choice of a
laser for position sensing is less constrained than that
trapping laser, and only a few mW of output power suf
for most detection schemes. The total power should be
as low as feasible to prevent the detection light from ge
ating significant optical forces itself, thereby perturbing
trap. A detection laser wavelength chosen to match the
sensitivity of the photodetector will minimize the amoun
power required in the specimen plane. Separating the d
tion and trapping wavelengths facilitates combining
separating the two beams, but increases the constrain
the dichroic mirror that couples the laser beams into the
croscope. We have found that combining two beams of s
lar wavelength is most easily accomplished with a polari
beamsplitter, i.e., the beams are orthogonally plane pola
and combined in the polarizer before entering the mi
scope. Since the trapping and detection wavelengths
closely spaced, a single reflection band on the couplin
chroic mirror suffices to couple both beams into and ou
the microscope. A holographic notch filter in front of
position detector provides,6 orders of magnitude of reje
tion at the trapping wavelength, permitting isolation
measurement of the much less intense detection beam

4. Axial position detection
The detection schemes described above were deve

to measure lateral displacement of objects within the s
men plane, a major focus of most optical trapping w
Detecting axial motion within the optical trap has rarely b
implemented and has not been as well characterized
recently. Axial motion has been determined by: measu
the intensity of scattered laser light on an overfi
photodiode;123–126 through two-photon fluorescence gen
ated by the trapping laser;127–130 and by evanescent-wa
fluorescence at the surface of a coverglass.131,132 Although
these various approaches all supply a signal related to
position, they require the integration of additional detec
and, in some cases, fluorescence capability, into the o
trapping instrument. This can be somewhat cumbers
consequently the techniques have not been widely ado
The axial position of a trapped particle can also be d
mined from the total laser intensity in the back focal plan
the condenser.62,64The axial position signal derives from t
interference between light scattered by the trapped pa
and the unscattered beam. On passing through a focu
laser light accumulates a phase shift ofp, known as the
Gouy phase.133 The axial phase shift is given bycszd
=tan−1sz/z0d, where z0 is the Rayleigh range(z0=pw0

2/l,
wherew0 is the beam waist andl is the wavelength of light),
andz is the axial displacement from the focus.133 Light scat-

tered by a particle located near the focus will preserve the
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phase that it acquired prior to being scattered, wherea
scattered light will accumulate the full Gouy phase shif
p. The far-field interference between the scattered and
scattered light gives rise to an axial position-dependen
tensity, which can be measured, for example, at the
focal plane of the condenser(see below and Fig. 8). This is
the axial counterpart, in fact, of the lateral interference si
described above. Axial position detection can be achi
through a simple variant of quadrant photodiode-based
eral position detection. Recording the total incident inten
on the position detector supplies the axial position of trap
particle relative to the laser focus.63,64 In contrast to latera
position detection, axial position detection is inversely
portional to the NA of the detector.62,63When a single dete
tor is used to measure both lateral and axial position si
taneously, an intermediate detector NA should be use
obtain reasonable sensitivity in all three dimensions.

5. Detector bandwidth limitations
Position detection based on lasers facilitates high b

width recording because of the high intensity of light in
dent on the photodetector. However, the optical absorpti
silicon decreases significantly beyond,850 nm, therefor
position sensing by silicon-based photodetectors is intr
cally bandwidth limited in the near infrared.61,134 Berg-
Sørenson and co-workers134 demonstrated that the electri
response of a typical silicon photodiode to infrared light c
sists of both a fast and a slow component. The fast co
nent results from optical absorption in the depletion regio
the diode, where the optically generated electron hole
are rapidly swept to the electrodes. This represents th
tended behavior of the diode, and is valid at wavelengths
are readily absorbed by the active material, i.e.,l,
,1 mm. At longer wavelengths, however, a slow compon
also appears in the diode response, due to absorption o
beyond the depletion region. Electron–hole pairs gene
in this zone must diffuse into the depletion region be
flowing on to the electrodes, a much slower process. Infr
light is poorly absorbed by silicon, resulting in a grea
proportion of the incident light being absorbed beyond
depletion region, increasing the relative contribution of
slow component. Thus, the output of the diode effecti
becomes lowpass filtered(f3dB,8–9 kHz at 1064 nm) in an
intensity-, wavelength-, and reverse bias-depen
manner.134 In principle, the effect of this lowpass filterin
could be calculated and compensated, but in practice
approach is complicated by the intensity dependence o
parasitic filtering. One workaround would be to emplo
detection laser at a wavelength closer to the absorption m
mum of silicon, i.e., shorter than,850 nm. Two other solu
tions include using nonsilicon-based detectors emplo
different photoactive materials, or using silicon-based ph
detectors with architectures that minimize the parasitic fi
ing. Peterman and co-workers measured the waveleng
pendence of parasitic filtering in a standard silicon-b
detector. They also reported an increased bandwidth at w
lengths up to 1064 nm for an InGaAs diode as well as f
specialized, fully depleted silicon detector.61 We have found

that one commercial position sensitive detector(PSD) (Pa-
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cific Silicon Detectors, which supplies output signals sim
to those from a QPD, although operating on a different p
ciple), does not suffer from parasitic filtering belo
,150 kHz with 1064 nm illumination(Fig. 5).

F. Dynamic position control

Precise, calibrated lateral motion of the optical trap
the specimen plane allows objects to be manipulated
moved relative to the surface of the trapping chamber. M
significantly, dynamic computer control over the position
stiffness of the optical trap allows the force on a trap
object to be varied in real time, which has been exploite
generate both force and position clamp measure
conditions.50,81Additionally, if the position of the optical tra
is scanned at a rate faster than the Brownian relaxation
of a trapped object, multiple traps can be created by
sharing a single laser beam.49 We consider below the diffe
ent beam-steering strategies.

1. Scanning mirrors
Traditional galvanometer scanning mirrors benefi

from the incorporation of feedback to improve stability a
precision. Current commercial systems operate at 1–2
with step response times as short as 100ms, and with 8mrad
repeatability. The comparatively slow temporal response
its their usefulness for fast-scanning applications, but
low insertion loss and large deflection angles make the
low-cost option for slow-scanning and feedback applicati
Recent advances in feedback-stabilized piezoelectric(PZ)
systems have resulted in the introduction of PZ scan
mirrors. For the time being, PZ mirrors represent on

FIG. 5. Comparison of position detector frequency response at 106
Normalized frequency dependent response for a silicon quadrant phot
(QPD) (QP50–6SD, Pacific Silicon Sensor) (open circles), and a position
sensitive detector(PSD), (DL100–7PCBA, Pacific Silicon Sensor) (solid
circles). 1064 nm laser light was modulated with an acousto-optic modu
and the detector output was recorded with a digital sampling scope
response of the QPD was fit with the function:g2+s1−g2df1+sf / f0d2g−1,
which describes the effects of diffusion of electron-hole pairs created
side the depletion layer(Ref. 134), whereg is the fraction of light absorbe
in the diode depletion layer andf0 is the characteristic frequency associa
with light absorbed beyond the depletion layer. The fit returned anf0 value
of 11.1 kHz and ag parameter of 0.44, which give an effectivef3dB of
14.1 kHz, similar to values found in Ref. 134 for silicon detectors. The
response was not well fit by a single pole filter response curve. The
response, in contrast, was fit by a single pole filter function, returni
rolloff frequency of 196 kHz. Extended frequency response at 1064 nm
also been reported for InGaAs and fully depleted silicon photodiodes(Ref.
61).
slight improvement over galvanometers, with effective op-
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eration up to 1 kHz, but just 50 mrad deflection range,
only slightly better resolution and linearity than galvano
eters.

2. Acousto-optic deflectors
An acousto-optic deflector(AOD) consists of a transpa

ent crystal inside which an optical diffraction grating is g
erated by the density changes associated with an ac
traveling wave of ultrasound. The grating period is given
the wavelength of the acoustic wave in the crystal, and
first-order diffracted light is deflected through an angle
depends on the acoustic frequency throughDu=lf /n, where
l is the optical wavelength, andn and f are the velocity an
frequency of the acoustic wave, respectively(n / f is the ul-
trasound wavelength). The diffraction efficiency is propo
tional to depth of the grating, and therefore to the ampli
of the acoustic wave that produced it. AODs are thereby
to control both the trap position(through deflection) and
stiffness(through light level). The maximum deflection of a
AOD is linearly related to its operating frequency range,
maximum deflections of somewhat over 1° are possib
1064 nm. AODs are fast: their response times are limite
principle, by the ratio of the laser spot diameter to the s
of sound within the crystal(,1.5 ms/mm laser diameter fo
TeO2 crystals, slightly less for Li6NbO3 crystals). In practice
however, the response time of an optical trapping instru
is often limited by other components in the system. A pa
AODs can be combined in an orthogonal configuratio
provide bothx and y deflections of the optical trap. Due
optical losses in the AODs(an ,80% diffraction efficienc
is typical), however, this scheme results in an almost 4
power loss. In addition to mediocre transmission, the diff
tion efficiency of an AOD will often vary slightly as a fun
tion of its deflection. The resulting position-dependent s
ness variation of the optical trap can either be tolerate(if
within acceptable margins for error), calibrated out,53 or
minimized by the selection of a particular range of opera
deflections over which the diffraction efficiency is m
nearly constant. In practice, however, every AOD needs
characterized carefully before use for deflection-depen
changes in throughput.

3. Electro-optic deflectors
An electro-optic deflector(EOD) consists of a crystal i

which the refractive index can be changed through the a
cation of an external electric field. A gradient in refrac
index is established in one plane along the crystal, w
deflects the input light through an angleu~ lV /w2, whereV
is the applied voltage,l is the crystal length, andw is the
aperture diameter. Deflections on the order of 20 mrad
be achieved with a switching time as short as 100 ns, s
cient for some optical trapping applications. Despite low
sertion losss,1%d and straightforward alignment, EO
have not been widely employed in optical trapping syste
High cost and a limited deflection range may contribut
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G. Piezoelectric stage

Piezoelectric stage technology has been improved
matically through the introduction of high-precision cont
lers and sensitive capacitive position sensing. Stable, li
reproducible, ultrafine positioning in three dimensions
now readily achievable with the latest generation of
stages. The traditional problems of hysteresis and drift in
devices have been largely eliminated through the use o
pacitive position sensors in a feedback loop. With the f
back enabled, an absolute positional uncertainty of 1 nm
been achieved commercially. PZ stages have had an im
on practically every aspect of optical trapping. They can
vide an absolute, NIST-traceable displacement measure
from which all other position calibrations can be deriv
Furthermore, these stages permit three-dimensional co
of the position of the trap relative to the trapping cham
which has previously proved difficult or inaccurate.39 The
ability to move precisely in the axial dimension, in particu
permits characterization of the longitudinal properties of
optical trap and can be used to eliminate the creep and
lash typically associated with the mechanical(gear based)
focusing mechanism of the microscope. Position and f
calibration routines employing the PZ stage are faster, m
reproducible, and more precise than previously attain
Finally, a piezoelectric stage can be incorporated into a
feedback loop86,135–137permitting constant-force records
essentially arbitrary displacement, ultimately limited by
stage travels,100 mmd rather than the working range of t
position detectors,0.3 mmd, the latter being the limitin
factor in feedback based on moving the optical trap.50,59

Stage-based force-feedback permits clamping not only
transverse force, but also the axial force, and hence the
angle through which the force is applied. Despite these
vantages, PZ stages are not without their attendant d
backs. They are comparatively expensive: a 3D stage
capacitive feedback position sensing plus a digital contr
costs roughly $25,000. Furthermore, communication with
stage controller can be slower than for other methods o
namically controlling trap position(e.g., AODs or EODs),
with a maximum rate of,50 Hz.59

H. Environmental isolation

To achieve the greatest possible sensitivity, stability,
signal-to-noise ratio in optical trapping experiments, the
vironment in which the optical trapping is performed mus
carefully controlled. Four environmental factors affect o
cal trapping measurements: temperature changes, ac
noise, mechanical vibrations, and air convection. The
fluctuations can lead to slow, large-scale drifts in the op
trapping instrument. For typical optical trapping configu
tions, a 1 K temperature gradient easily leads to microm
of drift over a time span of minutes. In addition, acou
noise can shake the optics that couple the laser into th
jective, the objective itself, or the detection optics that
downstream of the objective. Mechanical vibrations typic
arise from heavy building equipment, e.g., compresso
pumps operating nearby, or from passing trucks on a r

way. Air currents can induce low-frequency mechanical vi-
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brations and also various optical perturbations(e.g., beam
deflections from gradients in refractive index produced
density fluctuations in the convected air, or light scatte
by airborne dust particles), particularly near optical plan
where the laser is focused.

The amount of effort and resources dedicated to re
ing ambient sources of noise should be commensurate
the desired precision in the length and time scale of the
surements. Slow thermal drift may not affect a rapid or t
sient measurement, but could render meaningless the
surement of a slower process. Several methods of red
noise and drift have been employed in the current gener
of optical traps.

The vast majority of optical trapping instruments h
been built on top of passive air tables that offer mecha
isolation (typically, −20 dB) at frequencies abov
,2–10 Hz. For rejection of lower frequencies, actively
voed air tables are now commercially available, although
are not yet aware of their use in this field. Acoustic n
isolation can be achieved by ensuring that all optical mo
are mechanically rigid, and placing these as close to th
tical table as feasible, thereby reducing resonance and
tion. Enclosing all the free-space optics will further impr
both mechanical and optical stability by reducing ambien
currents. Thermal effects and both acoustical and mecha
vibration can be reduced by isolating the optical trap
instrument from noisy power supplies and heat sources
ode pumped solid state lasers are well suited to this
proach: since the laser head is fiber coupled to the p
diodes, the power supply can be situated outside of th
perimental room. A similar isolation approach can be
sued with noisy computers or power supplies, and even
mination sources, whose outputs can be brought to
instrument via an optical fiber. Further improvements
noise performance and stability may require more substa
modifications, such as acoustically isolated and temper
controlled experimental rooms situated in low-vibration
eas. The current generation of optical trapping instrumen
our lab59,138are housed in acoustically quiet cleanrooms
background noise less than the NC30(OSHA) rating, a nois
level roughly equivalent to a quiet bedroom. In addit
these rooms are temperature stabilized to better than ±0
The stability and noise suppression afforded by this arra
ment has paved the way for high-resolution recordin
molecular motor movement, down to the subnanom
level.85–87

IV. CALIBRATION

A. Position calibration

Accurate position calibration lies at the heart of qua
tative optical trapping. Precise determination of the displ
ment of a trapped object from its equilibrium position
required to compute the applied force(F=−ax, whereF is
the force,a is the optical trap stiffness, andx is the displace
ment from the equilibrium trapping position), and permit
direct measurement of nanometer-scale motion. Se
methods of calibrating the response of a position det

have been developed. The choice of method will depend on
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the position detection scheme, the ability to move the
and/or the stage, the desired accuracy, and the expect
rection and magnitude of motion in the optical trap during
experiment. The most straightforward position calibra
method relies on moving a bead through a known disp
ment across the detector region while simultaneously re
ing the output signal. This operation can be performed e
with a stuck bead moved by a calibrated displacement o
stage, or with a trapped bead moved with a calibrated
placement of a steerable trap.

Position determination using a movable trap relies
initial calibration of the motion of the trap itself in the spe
men plane against beam deflection, using AODs or defle
mirrors. This is readily achieved by video tracking a trap
bead as the beam is moved.49 Video tracking records can b
converted to absolute distance by calibrating the ch
coupled device(CCD) camera pixels with a ruled stage m
crometer(10 mm divisions or finer),49,50or by video tracking
the motion of a stuck bead with a fully calibrated piezoe
tric stage.59 Once the relationship between beam deflec
and trap position is established, the detector can then be
brated in one or both lateral dimensions by simply movin
trapped object through the detector active area and reco
the position signal.50,59,81Adequate two-dimensional calibr
tion may often be obtained by moving the bead along
orthogonal axes in an “X” pattern. However, a more c
plete calibration requires raster scanning the trapped be
cover the entire active region of the sensor.59 Figure 6 dis
plays the two-dimensional detector calibration for a 0.6mm
bead, raster scanned over the detector region using an
driven optical trap. A movable optical trap is typically us
with either an imaging position detector, or a second l

FIG. 6. Lateral two-dimensional detector calibration(adapted from Ref. 59).
Contour plot of thex (solid lines) andy (dashed lines) detector response
a function of position for a 0.6mm polystyrene bead raster scanned thro
the detector laser focus by deflecting the trapping laser with acousto
deflectors. The bead is moved in 20 nm steps with a dwell time of 50 m
point while the position signals are recorded at 50 kHz and averaged
the dwell time at each point. Thex contour lines are spaced at 2 V interva
from 8 V (leftmost contour) to28 V (rightmost contour). The y contour
lines are spaced at 2 V intervals, from 8 V(bottom contour) to 28 V (top
contour). The detector response surfaces in both thex andy dimensions ar
fit to fifth order two-dimensional polynomials over the shaded region,
less than 2 nm residual root mean square(rms) error. Measurements a
confined to the shaded region, where the detector response is single
power laser for laser-based detection(described above). Cali-
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brating by moving the trap, however, offers several ad
tages. Position calibration can be performed individually
each object trapped, which eliminates errors arising from
ferences among nominally identical particles, such as
form polystyrene beads, which may exhibit up to a 5%
efficient of variation in diameter. Furthermore, nonsphe
or nonidentical objects, such as bacteria or irregularly sh
particles, can be calibrated on an individual basis prior to(or
after) an experimental measurement. Because the obje
trapped when it is calibrated, the calibration and detec
necessarily take place in the same axial plane, which
cludes calibration errors arising from the slight axial dep
dence of the lateral position signals.

Laser-based detection used in conjunction with a m
able trap affords additional advantages. Because the tra
and detection lasers are separate, the focal position o
two can be moved relative to one another in the axial dim
sion. The maximum lateral sensitivity and minimum va
tion of lateral sensitivity with axial position occur at t
focus of the detection laser. The axial equilibrium positio
a trapped object, however, lies above the focus due t
scattering force. Since the detection and trapping laser
uncoupled, the focus of the detection laser can be mad
incident with the axial position of the trapped object, ther
maximizing the detector sensitivity while minimizing t
axial dependence of the lateral sensitivity.59 An additiona
benefit to using an independent detection laser is that i
be more weakly focused to a larger spot size, since it
not need to trap, thereby increasing the usable dete
range. Beyond the added complication and cost of build
movable trap, calibrating with a movable trap has some
portant limitations. The calibration is limited to the two l
eral dimensions, which may be inadequate for experim
where the trapped bead is displaced significantly in the
dimension.39,82 Due to the,4–6-fold lower trap stiffness
the axial dimension, a primarily lateral force pulling an
ject out of the trapping zone may result in a significant a
displacement. In practice, this situation arises when
trapped object is tethered to the surface of the trapping c
ber, e.g., when a bead is attached by a strand of DNA b
at its distal end to the coverglass.39,82,88,135–137Accurate de
terminations of displacement and trapping force in such
periments require axial, as well as lateral, position cal
tion.

Position calibration is most commonly accomplished
moving a bead fixed to the surface through the dete
region and recording the detector output as a functio
position. Traditionally, such calibrations were performe
one or two lateral dimensions. The advent of se
stabilized, 3D piezoelectric(pz) stages has made such c
brations more accurate, easier to perform and—in con
tion with an improved theoretical understanding of the a
position signal—has permitted a full 3D position calibra
of an optical trap.62–64 Whereas full 3D calibration is usef
for tracking the complete motion of an object, it is cumb
some and unnecessary when applying forces within a
defined by one lateral direction and the optical axis. W
the trapped object is tethered to the surface of the trap

c
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d.
chamber, for example, it is sufficient to calibrate the axial
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and the single lateral dimension in which the force is app
Figure 7 displays the results of such a two-dimensi
(“x–z” ) position calibration for a 0.5mm bead stuck to th
surface of the trapping chamber. The bead was ste
through a raster scan pattern inx (lateral dimension) and z
(axial dimension) while the position signals were record
Using a stuck bead to calibrate the position detector
some limitations and potential pitfalls. Because it is diffic
in general, to completely immobilize an initially trapped p
ticle on the surface, it is not feasible to calibrate every
ticle. Instead, an average calibration derived from an
semble of stuck beads must be measured. Furthermor
stuck-bead calibration technique precludes calibrating
spherical or heterogeneous objects, unless these can
tached to the surface(and stereospecifically so) prior to, or
after, the experimental measurements. Due to the axia
pendence of the lateral position signals(“x–z crosstalk”),
using a stuck bead to calibrate only the lateral dimensio
prone to systematic error. Without axial position informat
it is difficult to precisely match the axial position of a stu
bead with the axial position of a trapped bead. Optic
focusing on a bead cannot be accomplished with an acc
better than,100 nm, which introduces uncertainty and e
in lateral position calibrations for which the axial position
set by focusing. Therefore, even when only the latera
mensions are being calibrated, it is useful to measure
axial position signal to ensure that the calibration is car
out in the appropriate axial plane.

1. Absolute axial position and measurement
of the focal shift

The absolute axial position of a trapped object above
surface of the trapping chamber is an important experim
parameter, because the hydrodynamic drag on an objec
ies nonlinearly with its height above the surface, due
proximal wall effects(see below and Ref. 9). Absolute axia
position measurements may be especially important in

FIG. 7. Axial two-dimensional detector calibration. Contour plot of
lateral (solid lines) and axial(dashed lines) detector response as a funct
of x (lateral displacement) and z (axial displacement) of a stuck 0.5mm
polystyrene bead moving through the laser focus. A stuck bead was
scanned in 20 nm steps inx and z. The detector signals were recorded
4 kHz and averaged over 100 ms at each point. The lateral contour lin
spaced at 1 V intervals, from −9 V(leftmost contour) to 7 V (rightmost
contour). The axial contour lines are spaced at 0.02 intervals(normalized
units). Measurements are confined to the region of the calibration shad
gray, over which the surfaces ofx andz positions as a function of lateral a
axial detector signals were fit to seventh order two-dimensional polyn
functions with less than 5 nm residual rms error.
ations where the system under investigation is attached to th
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surface and to a trapped object, as is often the case in
logical applications. Force–extension relationships, for
ample, depend on the end-to-end extension of the mole
which can only be determined accurately when the axia
sition of the trapped object with respect to the surfac
known. Axial positioning of a trapped object depends
finding the location of the surface of the chamber and m
ing the object relative to this surface by a known amo
The problem is complicated by the focal shift that ar
when focusing through a planar interface between two
matched indices of refraction e.g., between the cover
snglass,1.5d and the aqueous mediumsnwater,1.3d.139–144

This shift introduces a fixed scaling factor between a ver
motion of the chamber surface and the axial position
the optical trap within the trapping chamber. The focal s
is easily computed from Snell’s law for the case of para
rays, but it is neither straightforward to compute nor
measure experimentally when high NA objectives are
volved.144 Absolute axial position determination has pre
ously been assessed using fluorescence induced by a
nescent wave,131 by the analysis of interference or diffracti
patterns captured with video,113,145or through the change
hydrodynamic drag on a trapped particle as it approache
surface.39 These techniques suffer from the limited range
detectable motion for fluorescence-based methods, an
the slow temporal response of video and drag-force-b
measurements.

The position detector sum signal(QPD or PSD output),
which is proportional to the total incident intensity at
back focal plane of the condenser, provides a conve
means of both accurately locating the surface of the trap
chamber and measuring the focal shift. In conjunction, t
measurements permit absolute positioning of a trapped
ject with respect to the trapping chamber surface. The d
tor sum signal as a function of axial stage position for bo
stuck bead and a trapped bead are shown in Fig. 8. The
bead trace represents the axial position signal of a bead
ing relative to the trap. As the bead moves through the f
of the laser(marked on the figure), the phase of light sca
tered from the bead changes by 180° relative to the un
tered light, modulating the intensity distribution at the b

FIG. 8. Axial position signals for a free(heavy dashed line) and stuck(light
dashed line) bead as the stage was scanned in the axial direction. All
motion is relative to the scattering peak, which is indicated on the rig
the figure. The positions of the surface(measured) and the focus[calculated
from Eq.(5)] are indicated by vertical lines. The axial detection fit[Eq. (5)]
to the stuck bead trace is shown in the region around the focus as a
solid line.
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efocal plane of the condenser. The region between the extrema
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of the stuck-bead curve is well described by the expres
for axial sensitivity derived by Pralle and co-workers:62

Iz

I
szd ~ S1 +S z

z0
D2D1/2

sinftan−1sz/z0dg, s5d

where an overall scaling factor has been ignored,z is the
axial displacement from the beam waist, andz0=pw0

2/l is
the Raleigh length of the focus, with beam waistw0 at wave-
length l. The phase difference in the scattered light is
scribed by the arctangent term, while the prefactor desc
the axial position dependent intensity of the scattered l
The fit returns a value for the beam waist,w0=0.436mm.
The equilibrium axial position of a trapped bead correspo
to a displacement of 0.379mm from the laser focus. A stuc
bead scan can also be useful for determining when a
bead is forced onto the surface of the cover slip.

As a trapped bead is forced into contact with the sur
of the chamber by the upward stage motion, the free
stuck bead signals merge and eventually become ind
guishable(Fig. 8). The approximate location of the surfa
with respect to the position of a trapped bead can be d
mined by finding the point at which both curves coinc
Brownian motion of the trapped bead, however, will s
this point slightly, in a stiffness-dependent manner that
introduce a small uncertainty in the measured position o
surface. The scattering peak in Fig. 8, however, serves
easily identifiable fiducial reference from which the trap
bead can be moved an absolute distance by subsequen
motion. In this manner, trapped particles can be reprodu
positioned at a fixed(but uncertain) distance relative to th
surface. In order to obtain a precise location of the trap
particle above the surface, both the position of the scatt
peak with respect to the surface and the focal shift mu
determined. This may be accomplished, for example,
one-time measurement of the drag on a trapped bead
series of positions above the scattering peak. The intera
of a sphere with the boundary layer of water near a su
leads to an increase in the hydrodynamic dragb, which can
be estimated by Faxen’s law for the approximate drag
sphere near a surface:9

b =
6pha

1 −
9

16
Sa

h
D +

1

8
Sa

h
D3

−
45

256
Sa

h
D4

−
1

16
Sa

h
D5 , s6d

which depends only on the bead radiusa, the distance abov
the surfaceh, and the viscosity of the liquidh. By measuring
the rolloff frequency or the displacement of the trapped b
as the stage is oscillated(see below), the drag force can b
determined at different axial stage positions relative to
scattering peak and normalized to the calculated asymp
value, the Stokes drag coefficient, 6pha. The resulting curv
(Fig. 9) is described by a two parameter fit to Eq.(6): a
scaling parameter that represents the fractional focal
and an offset parameter related to the distance betwee
scattering peak and the coverglass surface. The fit param
from the curve in Fig. 9 allow absolute positioning o
trapped particle with respect to the surface. The uncert
in the axial position amounts to roughly 3% of the be

surface separation, with the residual uncertainty largely due
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to the estimate of the focal shift(which leads to a relativ
rather than an absolute uncertainty). The position of the su
face, calculated from the fit parameters of Fig. 9, is indic
in Fig. 8. The focal shift was 0.82±0.02, i.e., the vert
location of the laser focus changed by 82% of the ver
stage motion.

The periodic modulation of the axial position signal a
trapped bead is displaced from the surface(Fig. 8) can be
understood in terms of an étalon picture.146 Backscattere
light from the trapped bead reflects from the surface
interferes with forward-scattered and unscattered light in
back focal plane of the condenser. The phase differenc
tween these two fields includes a constant term that a
because of the Gouy phase and another term that depe
the separation between the bead and the surface. The
frequency of the intensity modulation is given byd
=l / s2nmd, whered is the separation between the bead
the cover slip,l is the vacuum wavelength of the laser,
nm is the index of refraction of the medium. This interfere
signal supplies a second and much more sensitive mea
determine the focal shift. The motion of the stagesdsd and
motion of the focussdfd are related through a scaling para
eter fs equal to the focal shiftdf = fsds. The interference sig
nal is observed experimentally by stage translations.
measured spatial frequency will be given byds=l / s2nmfsd,
which can be rearranged to solve for the focal shiffs

=l / s2nmdsd. The focal shift determined in this manner w
0.799±0.002, which is within the uncertainty of the fo
shift determined by hydrodynamic drag measurements(Fig.
9). The true focal shift with a high NA lens is more p
nounced than the focal shift computed in the simple par
limit, given (from Snell’s law) by the ratio of the indices o

FIG. 9. Normalized drag coefficient(b0/b, whereb0 is the Stokes drag o
the sphere: 6pha) as a function of distance from the scattering peak.
normalized inverse drag coefficient(solid circles) was determined throug
rolloff measurements and from the displacement of a trapped bead
stage was oscillated. The normalized inverse drag coefficient was
Faxen’s law[Eq. (6)] with a height offset« and scaling parameterd, which
is the fractional focal shift, as the only free parameters:b0/b=1−s9/16d
3fad−1sz−«d−1g+ 1

8fad−1sz−«d−1g3−s45/256dfad−1sz−«d−1g4−s1/16dfad−1sz
−«d−1g5, wherea is the bead radius,z is the motion of the stage relative
the scattering peak,b0 is the Stoke’s drag on the bead,s6phad, andb is the
measured drag coefficient. The fit returned a fractional focal shiftd of
0.82±0.02 and an offset« of 161 nm. The position of the surface relative
the scattering peak is obtained by setting the position of the bead c
dsz−«d equal to the bead radiusa, which returns a stage position of 466
above the scattering peak, as indicated in Fig. 8.
refraction:nm/nimm=0.878 for the experimental conditions,
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where nm is the index of the aqueous medium(1.33) and
nimm is the index of the objective immersion oil(1.515). The
discrepancy should not be surprising, because the pa
ray approximation does not hold for the objectives used
optical trapping.146 The interference method employed
measure the focal shift is both easier and more accurate
the drag-force method presented earlier.

2. Position calibration based on thermal motion
A simple method of calibrating the position detector

lies on the thermal motion of a bead of known size in
optical trap.122 The one-sided power spectrum for a trap
bead is9

Sxxsfd =
kBT

p2bsf0
2 + f2d

, s7d

where Sxxsfd is in units of displacement2/Hz, kB is Boltz-
mann’s constant,T the absolute temperature,b is the hydro
dynamic drag coefficient of the object(e.g., b=6pha for
Stokes drag on a sphere of radiusa in a medium with vis
cosity h), and f0 is the rolloff frequency, related to the tr
stiffness throughf0=as2pbd−1 for a stiffnessa (see below).
The detector, however, measures the uncalibrated p
spectrumSvvsfd, which is related to the true power spectr
by Svvsfd=r2·Sxxsfd, wherer represents the linear sensitiv
of the detector(in volts/unit distance). The sensitivity can b
found by considering the product of the power spectrum
the frequency squaredSxxsfd · f2, which asymptotically ap
proaches the limitkBTsp2bd−1 for f @ f0. Inserting the rela
tionship between the displacement power spectrum an
uncalibrated detector spectrum in this expression and
ranging gives

r = fSvvsfdp2b/kBTg1/2. s8d

This calibration method has been shown to agree to w
,20% of the sensitivity measured by more direct me

122

FIG. 10. Power spectrum of a trapped bead. Power spectrum of amm
recorded with a PSD(gray dots). The raw power spectrum was average
Lorentzian[Eq. (7)] corrected for the effects of the antialiasing filter, fre
by Berg–Sørensen and Flyvbjerg(Ref. 148). The rolloff frequency is 2.43
spectrum was fit to an uncorrected Lorentzian(dashed line), which returns
for a relatively weak trap, they generally become more important at h
such as those discussed above.An advantage to the
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method is that it does not require any means of prec
moving a bead to calibrate the optical trap. However,
calibration obtained by this method is valid only for sm
displacements, for which a linear approximation to the p
tion signal is valid. In addition, the system detection ba
width must be adequate to record accurately the com
power spectrum without distortion, particularly in the h
frequency regime. System bandwidth considerations
treated more fully in conjunction with stiffness determi
tion, discussed below.

B. Force calibration–stiffness determination

Forces in optical traps are rarely measured directly
stead, the stiffness of the trap is first determined, then us
conjunction with the measured displacement from the e
librium trap position to supply the force on an object thro
Hooke’s law:F=−ax, whereF is the applied force,a is the
stiffness, andx is the displacement. Force calibration is t
reduced to calibrating the trap stiffness and separately
suring the relative displacement of a trapped object. A n
ber of different methods of measuring trap stiffness, e
with its attendant strengths and drawbacks, have been i
mented. We discuss several of these.

1. Power spectrum
When beads of known radius are trapped, the physi

Brownian motion in a harmonic potential can be exploite
find the stiffness of the optical trap. The one-sided po
spectrum for the thermal fluctuations of a trapped obje
given by Eq.(7), which describes a Lorentzian. This pow
spectrum can be fit with an overall scaling factor an
rolloff frequency,f0=as2pbd−1 from which the trap stiffnes
sad can be calculated if the dragsbd on the particle is know
(Fig. 10). For a free sphere of radiusa in solution far from
any surfaces, the drag is given by the usual Stokes re

ystyrene bead trapped 1.2mm above the surface of the trapping cham
r 256 Hz windows on the frequency axis(black circles) and fit (black line) to a
cy dependent hydrodynamic effects, and finite sampling frequency, as
, corresponding to a stiffness of 0.08 pN/nm. For comparison the raw
lloff frequency of 2.17 kHz. Whereas the discrepancies are on the ord

rolloff frequencies.
0.5pol
d ove
quen
kHz
a ro
igher
b=6pha, whereh is the viscosity of the medium. For a bead
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trapped nearer the surface of the trapping chamber,
tional drag arises from wall effects and must be conside
Faxen’s law[Eq. (6)] is appropriate for estimating the dr
due to lateral motion. Axial stiffness is also measured via
power spectrum of the axial position signal, but the cor
tions to the axial drag due to wall effects are larger t
those for the lateral drag. The drag on a sphere moving
mal to a surface is147

b = b0
4

3
sinh ao

n=1

`
nsn + 1d

s2n − 1ds2n + 3d

3F2 sinhs2n + 1da + s2n + 1dsinh 2a

4sinh2sn + 1
2da − s2n + 1d2sinh2a

− 1G , s9d

where

a = cosh−1Sh

a
D = lnHh

a
+ FSh

a
D2

− 1G1/2J ,

h is the height of the center of the sphere above the sur
andb0=6pha is the Stokes drag. The sum converges fa
quickly and,10 terms are required to achieve accurate
sults. Whereas it is tempting to measure trap stiffness
away from surfaces to minimize hydrodynamic effe
spherical aberrations in the focused light will tend to deg
the optical trap deeper in solution, particularly in the a
dimension. Spherical aberrations lead to both a reductio
peak intensity and a smearing-out of the focal light distr
tion in the axial dimension.

Determining the stiffness of the optical trap by the po
spectrum method requires a detector system with suffi
bandwidth to record faithfully the power spectrum well
yond the rolloff frequency(typically, by more than 1 order o
magnitude). Lowpass filtering of the detector output sign
even at frequencies beyond the apparent rolloff leads dir
to a numerical underestimate of the rolloff frequency
thereby to the stiffness of the optical trap. Errors introdu
by low pass filtering become more severe as the rolloff
quency of the trap approaches the rolloff frequency of
electrical filter. Since the trap stiffness is determined so
from the rolloff of the Lorentzian power spectrum, t
method is independent of the position calibration, per s
addition to determining the stiffness, the power spectrum
trapped bead serves as a powerful diagnostic tool for op
trapping instruments: alignment errors of either the op
trap or the position detection system lead to non-Loren
power spectra, which are easily scored, and extran
sources of instrument noise can generate additional pea
the power spectrum.

The measurement and accurate fitting of power sp
to characterize trap stiffness was recently investigate
Berg-Sørensen and Flyvbjerg,148,149 who developed an im
proved expression for the power spectrum that incorpo
several previously ignored corrections, including the
quency dependence of the drag on the sphere, based
extension of Faxen’s law for an oscillating sphere[Faxen’s
law, Eq. (6), only holds strictly in the limit ofconstantve-
locity]. These extra terms encapsulate the relevant ph
for a sphere moving in a harmonic potential with visc

damping. In addition to this correction, the effects of finite
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sampling frequency and signal filtering during data acq
tion (due to electronic filters or parasitic filtering by the p
tosensor) were included in fitting the experimental pow
spectrum. The resulting fits determine the trap stiffness
an uncertainty of,1% and accurately describe the shap
the measured spectra. This work underscores the impor
of characterizing and correcting the frequency respons
the position detection system to obtain accurate stiff
measurements. Figure 10 illustrates a comparison bet
the fit obtained with the improved fitting routine and an
corrected fit.

The power spectrum of a trapped bead can also be
to monitor the sample heating due to partial absorption o
trapping laser light. Heating of the trapping medium exp
itly changes the thermal kinetic energy termskBTd in the
power spectrum[Eq. (7)] and implicitly changes the dra
term as well,b=6phsTda, through its dependence on visc
ity, which is highly temperature dependent. Peterman
co-workers were able to assess the temperature increas
function of trapping laser power by determining the dep
dence of the Lorentzian fit parameters on laser power.100

2. Equipartition
The thermal fluctuations of a trapped object can als

used to obtain the trap stiffness through the Equipart
theorem. For an object in a harmonic potential with stiffn
a:

1
2kBT = 1

2akx2l, s10d

wherekB is Boltzmann’s constant,T is absolute temperatur
and x is the displacement of the particle from its trap
equilibrium position. Thus, by measuring the positional v
ance of a trapped object, the stiffness can be determined
variancekx2l is intimately connected to the power spectr
of course: it equals the integral of the position power s
trum, i.e., the spectrum recorded by a calibrated dete
Besides its simplicity, a primary advantage of the Equip
tion method is that it does not depend explicitly on the
cous drag of the trapped particle. Thus, the shape o
particle, its height above the surface, and the viscosity o
medium need not be known to measure the trap stiff
(although, in fairness, both the particle shape and the o
properties of the medium will influence the position calib
tion itself). The bandwidth requirements of the position
tection system are the same as for the power spectra
proach, with the additional requirement that the dete
must be calibrated. Unlike the power spectral method h
ever, the variance method does not provide additional i
mation about the optical trap or the detection system. Fo
reason, care should be taken when measuring the sti
with the Equipartition method. Because variance is an in
sically biased estimator(it is derived from the square of
quantity, and is therefore always positive), any added nois
and drift in position measurements serve only to incr
the overall variance, thereby decreasing the apparent
ness estimate. In contrast, low pass filtering of the pos
signal results in a lower variance and an apparent increa

stiffness.
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3. Optical potential analysis
A straightforward extension of the Equipartition meth

involves determining the complete distribution of part
positions visited due to thermal motions, rather than sim
the variance of that distribution. The probability for the d
placement of a trapped object in a potential well will
given by a Boltzmann distribution

Psxd ~ expS− Usxd
kBT

D = expS− ax2

2kBT
D , s11d

where Usxd is the potential energy andkBT is the therma
energy. When the potential is harmonic, this distribution
simple Gaussian parametrized by the trap stiffnessa. When
the potential is anharmonic, the position histogram ca
used, in principle, to characterize the shape of the trap
potential by taking the logarithm and solving forUsxd. In
practice, this approach is not especially useful without a
siderable body of low-noise/low-drift position data, since
wings of the position histogram—which carry the most
vealing information about the potential—hold the few
counts and therefore have the highest relative uncertain

4. Drag force method
The most direct method of determining trap stiffnes

to measure the displacement of a trapped bead from its
librium position in response to viscous forces produced
the medium, generated by moving the stage in a regula
angle wave or sinusoidal pattern. Since forces arise from
hydrodynamics of the trapped object, the drag coeffic
including any surface proximity corrections, must be kno
For the case of a sinusoidal driving force of amplitudeA0

and frequencyf, the motion of the bead is

xstd =
A0f

Îf0
2 + f2

expf− is2pft − wdg,

s12d
w = − tan−1sf0/fd,

where f0 is the characteristic rolloff frequency(above), and
w is the phase delay. Both the amplitude and the phase
bead motion can be used to provide a measure of trap
ness.

A triangular driving force of amplitudeA0 and frequenc
f results in a square wave of force being applied to the b
For each period of the motion the bead trajectory is

xstd =
bA0f

2a
F1 − expS−

a

b
tDG , s13d

wherea is the trap stiffness andb is the drag coefficient o
the bead, including Faxen’s law corrections. Due to the fi
response time of the stage, the exponential damping te
convolved with the response time of the stage. There
only the asymptotic valuesbA0f /2ad should be used to o
tain a reliable estimate of trap stiffness. Drag-force mea
ments are slow compared with the thermal motion of
particle, so the bandwidth requirements of the detection
tem are significantly relaxed. Increasing the amplitude o
frequency of the stage motion generates larger displacem
of the trapped bead. By measuring the stiffness as a fun

of bead displacement, the linear region of the trap over
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which the stiffness is constant can be easily determined
A variation on the drag force method of stiffness calib

tion, sometimes called step response calibration, invo
rapidly displacing the trap by a small, fixed offset and
cording the subsequent trajectory of the bead. The bea
return to its equilibrium position in an exponentially dam
manner, with a time constant ofa /b as in Eq.(13).

5. Direct measurement of optical force
The lateral trapping force arises from the momen

transfer from the incident laser light to the trapped ob
which leads to a change in the direction of the scattered
(Fig. 1). Measuring the deflection of the scattered laser b
with a QPD or other position sensitive detector there
permits direct measurement of the momentum transfer
hence the force, applied to the trapped object—assumin
all the scattered light can be collected.38,57,104An expression
relating the applied force to the beam deflection was
sented by Smithet al.:38 F= I /c·sNAd ·X/Rba whereF is the
force, I is the intensity of the laser beam,c is the speed o
light, NA is the numerical aperture,X is the deflection of th
light, andRba is the radius of the back aperture of the mic
scope objective. In principle, this approach is applicab
any optical trapping configuration. However, because it
cessitates measuring the total intensity of scattered lig
has only been implemented for relatively low NA, coun
propagating optical traps, where the microscope obje
entrance pupils are underfilled. In single-beam optical t
it is impractical to collect the entirety of the scattered lig
owing to the higher objective NA combined with an opt
design that overfills the objective entrance pupil.

6. Axial dependence of lateral stiffness
Three-dimensional position detection facilitates m

surement of the axial stiffness and mapping of the la
stiffness as a function of axial position in the trap. Due to
high refractive index of polystyrene beads typically use
optical trapping studies, there is a correspondingly large
tering force in the axial direction. Consequently, the a
equilibrium position of a trapped polystyrene bead tend
lie well beyond the focus, where the lateral inten

FIG. 11. Axial dependence of lateral stiffness. The experimental geo
for these measurements is depicted in the inset. A polystyrene bead
ered to the surface of the cover glass through a long DNA tether. The
was moved in the negativez direction(axial), which pulls the bead towar
the laser focus, and the lateral stiffness was determined by measuri
lateral variance of the bead. The data(solid circles) are fit with the expres
sion for a simple dipole[Eq. (14)], with the power in the specimen pla
the beam waist, and an axial offset as free parameters.
gradient—and hence the lateral stiffness—are significantly
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reduced from their values at the focus. In experiment
which beads are displaced from the axial equilibrium p
tion, the change in lateral trapping strength can be sig
cant. The variation of lateral stiffness as a function of a
position was explored using beads tethered by D
s1.6 mmd to the surface of the flow chamber(Fig. 11, inset).
Tethered beads were trapped and the attachment point
tether was determined and centered on the optical axis.39 The
bead was then pulled vertically through the trap, i.e., a
the axial dimension, by lowering the stage in 20 nm in
ments. At each position, the lateral stiffness of the trap
ascertained by recording its variance, using the Equipar
method. The axial force applied to the bead tether ca
crease the apparent lateral stiffness, and this effect ca
computed by treating the tethered bead as a simple inv
pendulum.150,151In practice, the measured increase in lat
stiffness(given byax=Fa/ l, whereax is the lateral stiffness
Fa is the axial force on the bead, andl is the length of th
tether) resulted in less than a 3% correction to the stiffn
and was thereafter ignored in the analysis. An average
measurements is shown in Fig. 11, along with a fit to
lateral stiffness based on a simple dipole and zero-o
Gaussian beam model.152

axszd =
8nmp

cw0
S a

w0
D3Sm2 − 1

m2 + 2
DS1 +S z

z0
D2D−2

, s14d

wherenm is the index of refraction of the medium,p is the
laser power in the specimen plane,c is the speed of light,m
is the ratio of the indices of refraction of the bead and
medium, andw0, z andz0 are the beam diameter at the wa
the axial displacement of the particle relative to the fo
and the Raleigh range, respectively(as previously defined).
The data are well fit by this model with the exception of
laser power, which was sixfold lower than the actual po
estimated in the specimen plane. A significant discrep
was anticipated since it had been previously shown tha
particle sizes on the order of the beam waist, the dipole
proximation greatly overestimates the trap stiffness.152 The

FIG. 12. Cartoon of the experimental geometry(not to scale) for single-
molecule transcription experiment. Transcribing RNA polymerase with
scent RNA(gray strand) is attached to a polystyrene bead. The upstream
of the duplex DNA(black strands) is attached to the surface of a flowcha
ber mounted on a piezoelectric stage. The bead is held in the optical
a predetermined position from the trap center, which results in a res
force exerted on the bead. During transcription, the position of the be
the optical trap and hence the applied force is maintained by movin
stage both horizontally and vertically to compensate for motion of the
merase molecule along the DNA(adapted from Ref. 87).
other two parameters of interest are the beam waist and th
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equilibrium axial position of the bead in the trap. The
returned distances of 0.433mm for the beam waist an
0.368mm for the offset of the bead center from the fo
point. These values compare well with the values determ
from the fit to the axial position signal, which were 0.4
and 0.379mm, respectively(see above). The variation in lat
eral stiffness between the optical equilibrium position
the laser focus was substantial: a factor of l.5 for the
figuration studied.

V. TRANSCRIPTION STUDIED WITH A TWO-
DIMENSIONAL STAGE-BASED FORCE CLAMP

Our interest in extending position detection techniq
to include the measurement of force and displacement i
axial dimension arose from the study of processive nu
acid enzymes moving along DNA(Fig. 12). The experimen
tal geometry, in which the enzyme moving along the D
pulls on a trapped bead, results in motion of the bead
plane defined by the direction of the lateral force and
axial dimension. In previous experiments, the effects of a
motion had been calculated and estimated, but not dir
measured or otherwise calibrated.39,82 Improvements af
forded by three-dimensional piezoelectric stages perm
the direct measurement of, and control over, the sep
axial and lateral motions of the trapped bead. We br
describe this instrument and the implementation of a
dimensional force clamp to measure transcription by a s
molecule of RNA polymerase.87

The optical layout and detection scheme are illustrate
Fig. 13. An existing optical trap39,153was modified by addin
a normalizing photodetector to monitor the bleedthroug

t

FIG. 13. The optical trapping interferometer. Light from a Nd:YLF la
passes through an acoustic optical modulator(AOM), used to adjust th
intensity, and is then coupled into a single-mode polarization-mainta
optical fiber. Output from the fiber passes through a polarizer to ens
single polarization, through a 1:1 telescope and into the microscope w
passes through the Wollaston prism and is focused in the specimen
The scattered and unscattered light is collected by the condenser, is
bined in the second Wollaston prism, then the two polarizations are s
a polarizing beamsplitter and detected by photodiodes A and B.
bleedthrough on a turning mirror is measured by a photodiodesNd to record
the instantaneous intensity of the laser. The signals from the detecto
todiodes and the normalization diode are digitized and saved to disk
normalized difference between the two detectors(A and B) gives the latera
x displacement, while the sum signalsA+Bd normalized by the total inten
sity sNd gives the axial,z displacement.
ethe trapping laser after a 45° dielectric mirror and a
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feedback-stabilized three-axis piezoelectric stage(Physik In-
strumente P-517.3CD and E710.3CD digital controller) to
which the trapping chamber was affixed. The optical
was built around an inverted microscope(Axiovert 35, Car
Zeiss) equipped with a polarized Nd:YLF laser(TFR, Spec
tra Physics,l=1047 nm, TEM00, 2.5 W) that is focused to
diffraction-limited spot through an objective(Plan Neoflua
1003, 1.3 NA oil immersion). Lateral position detectio
based on polarization interferometry was implemented.
trapping laser passes through a Wollaston prism below
objective producing two orthogonally polarized and slig
spatially separated spots in the specimen plane; these a
single trap. The light is recombined by a second Wolla
prism in the condenser, after which it passes throug
quarter-wave plate and a polarizing beamsplitter. Two ph
detectors measure the power in each polarization, an
difference between them, normalized by their sum, sup
the lateral position signal. The sum of the detector sig
normalized by the incident laser power(from the normaliz
ing detector) provides the axial position signal.62,64The axia
position signal is a small fraction of the total intensity an
roughly comparable to the intensity noise of the laser.
malizing the axial position signal with reference to the
stantaneous incident laser power, therefore, provides a
nificant improvement in the signal-to-noise ratio. The t
dimensional position calibration of the instrument, obtai
by raster scanning a stuck bead, is shown in Fig. 7. Stiff
in the lateral dimension was measured by a combinatio
rolloff, triangle-wave drag force, and variance meas
ments. Stiffness in the axial dimension was measured u
the rolloff method and was found to be;eightfold less tha
the lateral stiffness.

Single-molecule transcription experiments were car
out with an RNA polymerase specifically attached to
beads and tethered to the surface of the trapping chamb
one end of the template DNA(Fig. 12). Tethered beads we
trapped, the surface position was determined as desc
above, and the bead was centered over the attachment
of the DNA tether, at a predetermined height. Once t

FIG. 14. Two-dimensional, stage based force clamp. Position record
single RNA polymerase molecule transcribing a 3.5 kbps1183 nmd DNA
template under 18 pN of load. Thex andz position signals were low pa
filtered at 1 kHz, digitized at 2 kHz, and boxcar averaged over 40 poin
generate the 50 Hz feedback signals that controlled the motion of the
electric stage. Motion of the stage was corrected for the elastic comp
of the DNA (Ref. 39) to recover the time-dependent contour length, w
reflects the position of the RNA polymerase on the template. Perio
roughly constant velocity are interrupted by pauses on multiple times
Distinct pauses can be seen in the trace, while shorter pausess,1 sd can be
discerned in the expanded region of the trace(inset: arrows).
initial conditions were established, the two-dimensional
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force-clamp routine was begun. The stage was moved in
the axial and lateral directions until the trapped bead
displaced by a predetermined distance from its equilib
position. Position signals were recorded at 2 kHz and bo
averaged over 40 points to generate a 50 Hz signal tha
used to control the motion of the stage. In this fashion
displacement of the bead in the trap, and hence the o
force, was held constant as the tether length change
micron-scale distances during RNA polymerase move
over the DNA template. The motion of RNA polymerase
the DNA can be calculated from the motion of the stage(Fig.
14). Periods of constant motion interrupted by pause
variable duration are readily observed in the single-mole
transcription trace shown in Fig. 14. Pauses as short a
are readily detected(Fig. 14, inset). Positional noise is on th
order of 2 nm, while drift is less than 0.2 nm/s.

Two-dimensional stage based force clamping affor
unique advantage. Since the stiffness in both dimensio
known, the force vector on the bead is defined and con
during an experiment. Tension in the DNA tether oppose
force on the bead, therefore the angle of the DNA with
spect to the surface of the trapping chamber is similarly
fined and constant. More importantly, the change in the D
tether length can be calculated from the motion of the s
in one dimension and the angle calculated from the forc
both dimensions. As a result, such measurements are
sitive to drift in the axial dimension, which is otherwise
significant source of instrumental error.

VI. PROGRESS AND OVERVIEW OF OPTICAL
TRAPPING THEORY

Optical trapping of dielectric particles is sufficien
complex and influenced by subtle, difficult-to-quantify o
cal properties that theoretical calculations may never re
direct calibration. That said, recent theoretical work
made significant progress towards a more complete de
tion of optical trapping and three-dimensional position de
tion based on scattered light. Refined theories permit a
realistic assessment of both the capabilities and the li
tions of an optical trapping instrument, and may help
guide future designs and optimizations.

Theoretical expressions for optical forces in the extr
cases of Mie particles(a@l, a is the sphere radius) and
Raleigh particle(a!l) have been available for some tim
Ashkin calculated the forces on a dielectric sphere in
ray-optic regime for both the TEM00 and the TEM01

* (“donut
mode”) intensity profiles.69 Ray-optics calculations are va
for sphere diameters greater than,10l, where optical force
become independent of the size of the sphere. At the
extreme, Chaumet and Nieto-Vesperinas obtained an ex
sion for the total time averaged force on a sphere in
Rayleigh regime154

kFil = S1

2
DRefaE0j]

isE0
j d*g, s15d

wherea=a0s1− 2
3ik3a0d−1 is a generalized polarizability th

includes a damping term,E0 is the complex magnitude of t

-
e

f
.

electric field,a0 is the polarizability of a sphere given by Eq.
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(4), and k is the wave number of the trapping laser. T
expression encapsulates the separate expressions for th
tering and gradient components of the optical force[Eqs.(1)
and (3)] and can be applied to the description of opt
forces on larger particles through the use of the couple
pole method.155 In earlier work, Harada and Asakura cal
lated the forces on a dielectric sphere illuminated by a m
erately focused Gaussian laser beam in the Rayleigh re
by treating the sphere as a simple dipole.152 The Raleigh
theory predicts forces comparable to those calculated
the more complete generalized Lorenz–Mie theory(GLMT)
for spheres of diameter up to,w0 (the laser beam waist) in
the lateral dimension, but only up to,0.4l in the axia
dimension.152 More general electrodynamic theories h
been applied to solve for the case of spheres of diamete,l
trapped with tightly focused beams. One approach has
to generalize the Lorenz–Mie theory describing the sca
ing of a plane wave by a sphere to the case of Gau
beams. Barton and co-workers applied fifth-order correc
to the fundamental Gaussian beam to derive the inciden
scattered fields from a sphere, which enabled the force
calculated by means of the Maxwell stress tensor.76,77 An
equivalent approach, implemented by Gouesbet and
workers, expands the incident beam in an infinite serie
beam shape parameters from which radiation pressure
sections can be computed.80,156Trapping forces and efficie
cies predicted by these theories are found to be in reaso
agreement with experimental values.157–159 More recently
Rohrbach and co-workers extended the Raleigh theo
larger particles through the inclusion of second-order sca
ing terms, valid for spheres that introduce a phase s
k0sDndD, less thanp /3, wherek0=2p /l0 is the vacuum
wave number,Dn=snp−nmd is the difference in refractiv
index between the particle and the medium, andD is the
diameter of the sphere.65,66 For polystyrene bead
snp=1.57d in water snm=1.33d, this amounts to a maximu
particle size of,0.7l. In this approach, the incident field
expanded in plane waves, which permits the inclusio
apodization and aberration transformations, and the fo
are calculated directly from the scattering of the field by
dipole without resorting to the stress tensor approach. C
puted forces and trapping efficiencies compare well
those predicted by GLMT,66 and the effects of spherical a
erration have been explored.65 Since the second-order R
leigh theory calculates the scattered and unscattered w
the far field interference pattern, which is the basis of
three-dimensional position detection described above
readily calculated.63,64

VII. NOVEL OPTICAL TRAPPING APPROACHES

Optical trapping(OT) has now developed into an act
and diverse field of study. Space constraints preclude a
plete survey the field, so we have chosen to focus on a
number of recent developments that seem particularly p

ising for future applications of the technology.
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A. Combined optical trapping and single-molecule
fluorescence

Combining the complementary techniques of OT
single-molecule fluorescence(SMF) presents significa
technological challenges. Difficulties arise from the roug
15 orders of magnitude difference between the enorm
flux of infrared light associated with a typical trapping la
(sufficient to bleach many varieties of fluorescent
through multiphoton excitation) compared to the miniscu
flux of visible light emitted by a single excited fluoropho
These challenges have been met in a number of diff
ways. Funatsu and co-workers built an apparatus in w
the two techniques were employed sequentially, but
simultaneously.160 In a separate development, Ishijima a
co-workers were able to trap beads attached to the end
long s5–10mmd actin filament while simultaneously mo
toring the binding of fluorescent Adenosine triphosp
(ATP) molecules to a myosin motor interacting with the a
filament.161 In this way, the coordination between the bind
of ATP to myosin and the mechanical motion of the a
filament(detected via the optical trap) was determined. Th
experiment demonstrated the possibility of simultaneo
but not spatially coincident—OT and SMF in the same
croscope field of view. In a more recent development,
simultaneous and spatially coincident OT and SMF h
been achieved, and used to measure the mechanical
required to unzip short duplex regions[15 base pair(bp)] of
double-stranded DNA.138 Dye-labeled hybrids were attach
via a longs,1000 bpd DNA “handle” to a polystyrene bea
at one end(using the 38 end of one strand) and to the cov
erglass surface at the other(using the 58 end of the comple
mentary stand). In one experiment, the adjacent term
ends of the two strands of the DNA hybrid were each lab
with tetramethylrhodamine(TAMRA ) molecules. Due t
their physical proximity, these dyes self-quenched(the
quenching range for TAMRA is,1 nm). The DNA hybrid
was then mechanically disrupted(“unzipped”) by applying a
force ramp to the bead while the fluorescence signal
monitored. The point of mechanical rupture detected with
optical trap was coincident with a stepwise increase in
fluorescence signal, as the two dyes separated, leavin
hind a dye attached by one DNA strand to the coverg
surface, as the partner dye was removed with the DNA s
attached to the bead. Control experiments with fluores
dyes attached to either, but not both, DNA strands ver
that the abrupt mechanical transition was specific for the
ture of the DNA hybrid and not, for example, due to bre
age of the linkages holding the DNA to the bead or
coverglass surface.

B. Optical rotation and torque

Trapping transparent microspheres with a focu
Gaussian laser beam in TEM00 mode produces a rotationa
symmetric trap that does not exert torque. However, se
methods have been developed to induce the rotatio
trapped objects.20,52,162Just as the change of linear mom
tum due to refraction of light leads to the production

force, a change in angular momentum leads to torque. Cir-
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cularly polarized light carries spin angular momentum
course, and propagating optical beams can also be pro
that carry significant amounts of orbital angular moment
e.g., Laguerre–Gaussian modes.163 Each photon in such
mode carriesss+ ld" of angular momentum, wheres repre-
sents the spin angular momentum arising from the pola
tion state of the light andl is the orbital angular momentu
carried by the light pattern. The angular momentum c
veyed by the circular polarization alone, estimated
,10 pN nm/s per mW of 1064 nm light, can be sign
cantly augmented through the use of modes that carry
larger amounts of orbital angular momentum.164 Transfer o
both orbital and spin angular momentum to trapped ob
has been demonstrated for absorbing particles.102,165Transfer
of spin angular momentum has been observed for bire
gent particles of crushed calcite,166 and for more uniform
microfabricated birefringent objects.167,168 Friese and co
workers derived the following expression for the torque o
birefringent particle:166

t =
«

2v
E0

2fh1 − cosskdsn0 − neddjsin 2w

− sinskdsn0 − neddcos 2w sin 2ug, s16d

where« is the permittivity,E0 is the amplitude of the electr
field, v is the angular frequency of the light,w describes th
ellipticity of the light (plane polarized,w=0; circularly po-
larized,w=p /4d, u represents the angle between the fast
of the quarter-wave plate producing the elliptically polari
light and the optic axis of the birefringent particle,k is the
vacuum wave numbers2p /ld, andn0 andne are the ordinar
and extraordinary indices of refraction of the birefring
material, respectively. Theoretically, all the spin angular
mentum carried in a circularly polarized laser beam ca
transferred to a trapped object when it acts as a perfect
wave plate, i.e.,w=p /4 andkdsn0−ned=p. For the case o
plane polarized light, there is a restoring torque on the
fringent particle that aligns the fast axis of the particle w
the plane of polarization.166 Rotation of the plane of pola
ization will induce rotation in a trapped birefringent partic

Whereas the transfer of optical angular momentum
conceptually attractive means of applying torque to optic
trapped objects, several other techniques have been
ployed towards the same end. In one scheme, a high
asymmetric mode, created by placing an aperture in th
field of a laser beam, was used to trap red blood cells: t
could be made to spin by rotating the aperture.169 A more
sophisticated version of this same technique involves i
fering a Laguerre–Gaussian beam with a plane wave be
produce a spiral beam pattern.170 By changing the relativ
phase of the two beams, the pattern can be made to r
leading to rotation in an asymmetric trapped object.48 Alter-
natively, the interference of two Laguerre–Gaussian be
of opposite helicity(l and −l) creates 2l beams surroundin
the optical axis, which can be rotated by adjusting the p
ization of one of the interfering beams.46 Additionally, a va-
riety of small chiral objects, such as microfabricated “opt

propellers,” can be trapped and made to rotate in a symme
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ric Gaussian beam due to the optical forces generate
asymmetrically oriented surfaces.171–174

Rotation of trapped particles is most commonly m
tored by video tracking, which is effectively limited by fram
rates to rotation speeds below,15 Hz, and to visibly asym
metric particles(i.e., microscopic objects of sufficient s
and contrast to appear asymmetric in the imaging mod
used). Rotation rates up to 1 kHz have been measure
back focal plane detection of trapped 0.83mm beads
sparsely labeled with 0.22mm beads to make these optica
anisotropic.175 Backscattered light from trapped, asymme
particles has also been used to measure rotation rates
cess of 300 Hz.102,166

C. Holographic optical traps

Holograms and other types of diffractive optics h
been used extensively for generating complex, high-o
optical trapping beams,20,52,162,165,176such as the Laguerr
Gaussian modes discussed above. Diffractive optical de
may also be used to synthesize multiple optical traps
arbitrary intensity profiles.20,91,177–179A diffractive elemen
placed in a plane optically conjugate to the back apertu
the microscope objective produces an intensity distribu
in the specimen plane that is the Fourier transform of
pattern imposed by the element,177 and several computation
methods have been developed to derive the holographi
tern required for any given intensity distribution in the sp
men plane.91,92,180 Generally speaking, diffractive eleme
modulate both the amplitude and the phase of the inc
light. Optical throughput can be maximized by employ
diffractive optics that primarily modify the phase but not
amplitude of the incident light, termed kinoforms91

Computer-generated phase masks can also be etched
glass substrate using standard photolithographic techn
producing arbitrary, but fixed, optical traps.

Reicherter and co-workers extended the usefulne
holographic optical trapping techniques by generating t
independently movable donut-mode trapping beams wi
addressable liquid crystal spatial light modulator(SLM).181

Improvements in SLM technology and real-time holog
calculation algorithms have been implemented, allowing
creation of an array of up to 400 optical traps, in additio
the creation and three-dimensional manipulation of mult
high order, trapping beams.92,182,183 Multiple optical traps
can also be generated by time sharing, using rapid-sca
techniques based on AODs or galvo mirrors,49,50 but these
are typically formed in just one or two axial planes,184 and
they are limited in number. Dynamic holographic opt
tweezers can produce still more varied patterns, limited
by the optical characteristics of the SLM and the comp
tional time required to generate the hologram. Currently
practical update rate of a typical SLM is around 5 Hz, wh
limits how quickly objects can be translated.92 Furthermore
the number and size of the pixels in the SLM restrict
complexity and the range of motion of generated op
traps,92 while the pixelation and discrete phase steps o
SLM result in diffractive losses. Faster refresh ra
s.30 Hzd in a holographic optical trap have recently b

t-reported with a SLM based on ferroelectric, as opposed to
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nematic, materials.185 Further improvements in SLM tec
nology should expand the possible applications of dyna
holographic optical traps.

VIII. PROSPECTS

The nearly 2 decades that have passed since Ashki
co-workers invented the single beam, gradient force op
trap have borne witness to a proliferation of innovations
applications. The full potential of most of the more rec
optical developments has yet to be realized. On the bio
cal front, the marriage of optical trapping with sing
molecule fluorescence methods138 represents an excitin
frontier with enormous potential. Thanks to steady impro
ments in optical trap stability and photodetector sensiti
the practical limit for position measurements is now com
rable to the distance subtended by a single base pair
DNA, 3.4 Å. Improved spatiotemporal resolution is now p
mitting direct observations of molecular-scale motions in
dividual nucleic acid enzymes, such as polymerases,
cases, and nucleases.86,87,186The application of optical torqu
offers the ability to study rotary motors, such asF1F0

ATPase,187 using rotational analogs of many of the sa
techniques already applied to the study of linear motors
torque clamps and rotation clamps.50 Moving up in scale, th
ability to generate and manipulate a myriad of optical t
dynamically using holographic tweezers20,92 opens up man
potential applications, including cell sorting and other ty
of high-throughput manipulation. More generally, as the fi
matures, optical trapping instruments should no longe
confined to labs that build their own custom apparatu
change that should be driven by the increasing availabili
sophisticated, versatile commercial systems. The physi
optical trapping will continue to be explored in its own rig
and optical traps will be increasingly employed to st
physical, as well as biological, phenomena. In one gro
breaking example from the field of nonequilibrium statist
mechanics, Jarzynski’s equality188—which relates the valu
of the equilibrium free energy for a transition in a system
a nonequilibriummeasure of the work performed—was
to experimental test by mechanically unfolding RNA str
tures using optical forces.189 Optical trapping techniques a
increasingly being used in condensed matter physics to
the behavior(including anomalous diffusive properties a
excluded volume effects) of colloids and suspensions,21 and
dynamic optical tweezers are particularly well suited for
creation and evolution of large arrays of colloids in w
defined potentials.20 As optical trapping techniques contin
to improve and become better established, these should
the way for some great new science in the 21st century
we will be further indebted to the genius of Ashkin.3
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Lab 6: Optical tweezers: membrane and cell 
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PI: Matt Lang 
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Summary 
 
 Optical tweezers that exert forces up to hundreds of picoNewtons can probe 
the mechanical properties of membranes and cells. Standard tweezers experiments 
involve optically trapping small microspheres attached to specific cell membrane 
locations which serve as grips to deform the cell membrane locally (tether 
experiments) or entire cell (cell stretch experiments). Calibration of optical trap 
forces on the microspheres allows quantitative measurement of static and dynamic 
cell mechanical properties. In this laboratory module, two experiments will be 
performed: membrane tether pulling of B-cells and cell stretch tests of 
erythrocytes. 
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D. Raucher and M. P. Sheetz, "Characteristics of a Membrane Reservoir Buffering Membrane 
Tension," Biophys. J. 77. 
 
J. P. Mills et al., "Nonlinear Elastic and Viscoelastic Deformation of the Human Red Blood 
Cell with Optical Tweezers," Mol. Cell Biol. 1. 
 



Characteristics of a Membrane Reservoir Buffering Membrane Tension

Drazen Raucher and Michael P. Sheetz
Department of Cell Biology, Duke University Medical Center, Durham, North Carolina 27710 USA

ABSTRACT When membrane-attached beads are pulled vertically by a laser tweezers, a membrane tube of constant
diameter (tether) is formed. We found that the force on the bead (tether force) did not depend on tether length over a wide
range of tether lengths, which indicates that a previously unidentified reservoir of membrane and not stretch of the plasma
membrane provides the tether membrane. Plots of tether force vs. tether length have an initial phase, an elongation phase,
and an exponential phase. During the major elongation phase, tether force is constant, buffered by the “membrane reservoir.”
Finally, there is an abrupt exponential rise in force that brings the tether out of the trap, indicating depletion of the membrane
reservoir. In chick embryo fibroblasts and 3T3 fibroblasts, the maximum tether lengths that can be pulled at a velocity of 4
mm/s are 5.1 6 0.3 and 5.0 6 0.2 mm, respectively. To examine the importance of the actin cytoskeleton, we treated cells with
cytochalasin B or D and found that the tether lengths increased dramatically to 13.8 6 0.8 and 12.0 6 0.7 mm, respectively.
Similarly, treatment of the cells with colchicine and nocodazole results in more than a twofold increase in tether length. We
found that elevation of membrane tension (through osmotic pressure, a long-term elevation of tether force, or a number of
transitory increases) increased reservoir size over the whole cell. Using a tracking system to hold tether force on the bead
constant near its maximal length in the exponential phase, the rate of elongation of the tethers was measured as a function
of tether force (membrane tension). The rate of elongation of tethers was linearly dependent on the tether force and reflected
an increase in size of the reservoir. Increases in the reservoir caused by tension increases on one side of the cell caused
increases in reservoir size on the other side of the cell. Thus, we suggest that cells maintain a plasma membrane reservoir
to buffer against changes in membrane tension and that the reservoir is increased with membrane tension or disruption of the
cytoskeleton.

INTRODUCTION

One of the most important properties of the plasma mem-
brane is to serve as a flexible continuous barrier between the
cell constituents and the external environment. Active cells
undergo rapid morphological changes and can withstand
changes in medium osmolarity. It is clear that the plasma
membrane is very active, since dramatic changes in cell
morphology often require large changes in membrane area.
The plasma membrane cannot stretch to accommodate the
changes, since the maximum elastic stretching of a mem-
brane is about 4% (Evans and Skalak, 1979; Waugh, 1983)
at lytic tensions, which are 100- to 1000-fold greater than
normal (Dai and Sheetz, 1995, 1997). Therefore, additional
membrane must be drawn from internal compartments of
the cell. In a similar manner, the cell must accommodate
changes in medium osmolarity that would cause cell swell-
ing. In our previous studies, we have found that the cell
plasma membrane tension is constant under normal condi-
tions and even major osmotic perturbations cause relatively
minor changes in tension (Dai et al., 1998). Thus, the cell
must have mechanisms to regulate membrane tension. A
working hypothesis maintains that tension is tied to mem-
brane traffic and membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion and
serves to regulate several important cell functions, including

endocytosis rate and motility. Control of membrane traffic
through membrane tension could help to maintain the cor-
rect plasma membrane area.

The traffic of membrane to and from the plasma mem-
brane is rapid in most cells and membrane could be added
in response to morphological or osmotic changes. However,
membrane tensions have a variation of 10%, whereas to
increase the plasma membrane area by only 1mm2 in a
typical cell (1000mm2 of plasma membrane) would cause a
500% increase in membrane tension. A membrane reservoir
could buffer variations in membrane tension. The concept of
a membrane reservoir has been considered for platelets and
phagocytic cells. In platelets, there are many invaginations
of the plasma membrane that contain the membrane needed
for the extension of long filopodia following platelet acti-
vation. Excess membrane must be available in macrophages
to provide the plasma membrane that is endocytosed during
phagocytosis. Several previous studies of the membrane
reservoir have focused on measuring variations in the
plasma membrane surface area of macrophages (Burwen
and Satir, 1977; Petty et al., 1981). Using scanning electron
microscopy, Petty et al. (1981) have shown that the macro-
phage surface folds decrease dramatically after phagocyto-
sis, suggesting that the membrane reservoir in macrophages
is contained in surface folds. A reservoir of membrane in
either invaginations or surface folds could buffer changes in
membrane tension. Therefore, in order to elucidate the
nature and to characterize the dynamics of the membrane
reservoir, it is necessary to find a method for probing the
relative size of the membrane reservoir during chemical or
mechanical perturbations.
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There is evidence of a membrane reservoir that does
serve as a buffer of membrane tension from studies of
tethers in a variety of cells. When a latex bead attached to
the cell plasma membrane is moved away from the cell, a
thin cylindrical strand (tether) of membrane material is
extended that links the bead and cell. During this process,
membrane flows from the cell plasma membrane into the
growing tether (Dai and Sheetz, 1995). The force on the
tether does not increase with increasing tether length over
many micrometers. In neurons, tethers hundreds of mi-
crometers in length can be formed with no measurable
change in tether force. A logical explanation for the constant
force with length is that the membrane is being drawn from
a reservoir that buffers membrane tension. Therefore, the
tether phenomenon presents an excellent opportunity to
probe the size of the membrane reservoir that buffers
changes in membrane tension.

Membrane tension has been measured with membrane
tethers in a variety of cellular and model membrane situa-
tions. Although in pure lipid vesicles the force on the tether
is directly related to the in-plane tension and the bending
stiffness of the lipid bilayer (Waugh et al., 1992; Evans and
Yeung, 1994), in biological membranes there is an addi-
tional term that arises from membrane-cytoskeleton adhe-
sion. Because the membrane and the cytoskeleton adhere to
one another and the cytoskeleton does not move into the
tethers, there is a separation of membrane components from
their cytoskeleton binding sites in the tether. Membrane
components in the tether will have a higher free energy
because of the absence of cytoskeleton and will tend to
leave the tether for the membrane in contact with the cy-
toskeleton. This results in a membrane osmotic pressure in
the bilayer between the tether and the rest of the plasma
membrane that increases the tether force (Dai and Sheetz,
1995; Waugh, 1983). In cases where blebs have formed on
cells, we have found that the force on tethers formed on
blebs is less than half the tether force of tethers formed on
cytoskeleton-containing regions (Dai and Sheetz, unpub-
lished results). Thus, the membrane-cytoskeleton adhesion
contributes the major portion of the tether force.

Using tether length as a method for characterization of
the membrane reservoir, we examined the effect of cy-
toskeleton disruption, osmotic pressure, and increased
membrane tension on the reservoir size. Fibroblasts were
used as the experimental cells because they have a relatively
smooth surface, and we found experimentally that the ap-
parent reservoir was small. An interesting observation of
these studies is that the reservoir is accessible throughout
the whole cell. The behavior of the cells has important
implications for the organization of the plasma membrane
and the cell cytoskeleton.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

Chick embryo fibroblasts and 3T3 mouse fibroblasts were grown in mono-
layers at 37°C in 5% CO2. The cells were maintained in Dulbecco’s

modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM, Gibco BRL, Grand Island, New York)
containing 10% fetal bovine serum, 1 mM L-glutamine, and 50 IU/ml
penicillin/streptomycin (Gibco). One day before the experiments, the cells
were removed from culture with trypsin/EDTA and seeded into Petri dishes
that contained several 243 50 mm glass coverslips.

Bead preparation

To prepare IgG-coated beads 40ml of 2.5% carboxylated polystyrene
microparticles (1mm diameter, Polysciences, Warrington, PA) were placed
into an Eppendorf centrifuge tube (1.5 ml capacity). The Eppendorf tube
was then filled with 0.1 M carbonate buffer prepared by adding 0.1 M
Na2CO3 to 0.1 M NaHCO3 until the pH was 9.6. The beads were then
pelleted by centrifugation at 20003 g at 4°C for 10 min. The supernatant
was removed using a Pasteur pipette and the pellet was resuspended in
carbonate buffer and centrifuged one more time. Using the same procedure,
the beads were then washed twice in 0.02 M sodium phosphate buffer,
prepared by adding 0.02 M Na2HPO4 to 0.02 M NaH2PO4 until the pH was
adjusted to 4.5. The pellet was then resuspended in 0.625 ml of sodium
phosphate buffer and 0.625 ml of 2% carbodiimide solution (1-(3-dimeth-
ylaminopropyl)-3-ethyl carbodiimide hydrochloride dissolved in phosphate
buffer) was added dropwise. The beads were then mixed for 3–4 h at room
temperature using a rotary shaker, washed twice with phosphate solution,
and washed two more times with Dulbecco’s phosphate buffered saline
(DPBS, Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY). Then the beads were resuspended
in 100 ml of PBS and incubated overnight at 4°C with 20ml of 1 mg/ml
mouse IgG (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Unbound IgG was washed out with
PBS, and the beads were then resuspended in 1 ml of 1 mg/ml bovine
serum albumin-PBS to block unreacted sites, rinsed by pelleting, and
resuspended in DMEM three times. For the experiments, the bead solution
was diluted 30 times.

Laser tweezers manipulation

Cells were observed with a video-enhanced differential interference con-
trast (DIC) microscope (IM-35, Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). The laser
trap consisted of a polarized beam from a near-infrared (1064 nm) Nd:
YAG laser (model 116Fn, Quantronix Corp., Smithtown, NY) which was
expanded by a 3X beam expander (Newport Corporation, Irvine, CA)
and then focused through an 80 mm focal achromatic lens (Melles Griot,
Irvine, CA).

For the tether length experiments, beads were held for 4–5 s on the cell
surface with the laser tweezers and then the membrane tether was pulled
out with a constant velocity of 4mm/s by a piezoceramic-driven stage
(Wye Creek Instruments, Frederick, MD). The force of the tether on the
bead was estimated from the measured displacement of the bead in the trap.
The position of the bead in the trap was analyzed from video records of the
experiments using the nanometer-level tracking program (Gelles et al.,
1988). Calibration of force was performed by flowing solution past a
trapped bead at a known velocity and calculating the force from Stokes’
law (Kuo and Sheetz, 1993).

Feedback tracking of particle position

To keep the particle at a defined distance from the center of the trap, we
have modified the tracking algorithm that was originally applied by Cho-
quet et al. (1996) to the output of a quadrant detector (see under Membrane
Dynamics and Fig. 4.).

RESULTS

Membrane tether force during tether elongation

To characterize the dependence of the tether force on tether
length, IgG-coated beads were held on the cell surface
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approximately 4–5 s (Fig. 1a) and then pulled with optical
tweezers forming thread-like membrane tethers (Fig. 1b).
The membrane tethers were pulled at a constant rate until
the beads escaped from the laser tweezers. After the beads
escaped from the laser tweezers, the membrane tethers
rapidly retracted back (Fig. 1c). As shown in Fig. 1d, the
profile of the force vs. tether length during tether elongation
consisted of three parts. After the initial tether formation,
there was a small increase in force over the first micrometer.
Force then reached a plateau and further elongation did not
affect tether force, suggesting that membrane was drawn
from a reservoir. Finally, there was an abrupt exponential
rise in force that brought the tether out of the trap, indicating

depletion of the membrane reservoir. If the tether elongation
was dependent upon membrane stretching, then tether force
should increase with tether length. However, the presence of
a plateau in the force vs. tether length profile implies that
additional membrane is available for tether elongation from
a buffered reservoir. Under control conditions, the plateau
phase in chick embryo fibroblasts and 3T3 cells was 5mm
(range, 3–7mm), when pulled at a velocity of 4mm/s. We
have also measured length of the plateau phase at different
pull rates (Fig. 1e). From Fig. 1e it is clear that tethers are
longer with a slower pull rate. The slower rate may allow
more time for vesicles underlying the plasma membrane to
incorporate into the membrane and therefore produce longer

FIGURE 1 A bead trapped with la-
ser optical tweezers was held on the
cell surface for 4–5 s (a) and a mem-
brane tether (arrow) was formed by
pulling out the bead with constant
velocity of 4 mm/s (b). (c) After the
bead escaped the trap the tether rap-
idly retracted. (d) Tether force with
time during the tether formation. (e)
Tether elongation with response to
different pull rates.
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tethers. Alternatively, cytoskeleton could be rearranging
under the high tension, which should be time-dependent as
well. In the following experiments membrane tethers were
pulled at a constant rate of 4mm/s until the bead escaped
from the laser tweezers, indicating depletion of the mem-
brane reservoir.

Role of the cytoskeleton

The cytoskeleton, which is associated with the plasma mem-
brane, determines the shape of the cell and it is intimately
involved in mechanical functions of the plasma membrane.
In the cytoskeletal network, microtubules and microfila-
ments are important structural components. To understand
the influence of these filamentous proteins on the membrane
reservoir, we modified their polymerization state with
drugs. When actin polymerization was inhibited with cy-
tochalasin B, the tether length increased almost threefold
with respect to the tether length of untreated cells (Fig. 2).
Similarly, 2.5-fold longer tethers were formed when cells
were treated with cytochalasin D. Disruption of microtu-
bules by nocodazole and colchicine resulted in 1.7- and
2.3-fold longer tethers (Fig. 2), respectively, when com-
pared to untreated cells. In contrast, when microtubules
were stabilized with taxol, tethers became 27% shorter than
the tethers of untreated cells. Therefore, alteration in the
organization in the actin or microtubule cytoskeleton results
in a dramatic change in tether length, suggesting that the

cytoskeleton plays an important role in limiting the size of
the available membrane reservoir.

Membrane reservoir during osmotic swelling

When cells are exposed to a hypotonic solution, osmotic
imbalance induces water influx through the plasma mem-
brane and consequently causes cell swelling. In order to
prevent cell lysis under swelling pressure, it is necessary to
increase the membrane area of the cell. To quantify changes
in the size of the membrane reservoir associated with os-
motic swelling, we measured the tether length of 3T3 fibro-
blasts before, during, and immediately after incubation in
hypotonic solutions. As shown in Fig. 3, when cells were
exposed to a solution containing 90% medium, tether length
decreased only 7%. Immediately after the solution was
exchanged for normal medium, the tether length increased
by 15% with respect to control cells. Similarly, for cells
exposed to 70% and 50% medium the tether length de-
creased by 18% and 25%, respectively, during expansion.
After exchange of hypotonic solutions for an isotonic me-
dium, tether length increased by 25% for cells exposed to
70% medium and 35% for cells previously exposed to 50%
medium. These results indicate that an increase in mem-
brane tension due to osmotic swelling reduces the size of the
available membrane reservoir. However, immediately after
recovery from osmotic swelling there is an increase in tether
lengths, suggesting that additional membrane has been

FIGURE 2 Influence of the cytoskeleton on the membrane reservoir. Tether length before and after the treatments with cytochalasin B (10mM),
cytochalasin D (10mM), nocodazole (10mg/ml), colchicine (1mg/ml), and taxol (0.5mM). Control solution was exchanged with treatment solutions and
cells were incubated 10 min before starting the measurements.Error bars indicate S.E.M. for 3–5 tether length measurements on 15–20 cells.
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added to the plasma membrane reservoir in response to
increased osmotic pressure and perhaps increased mem-
brane tension. We also measured tether length in presence
of cytochalasin B and hypotonic solutions. As shown in Fig.
3 b there is about 20% increase in tether length in presence
of cytochalasin B with respect to cells treated with hypo-
tonic solution alone. These measurements were done within
3–10 min after addition of hypotonic solution and cytocha-
lasin B or hypotonic solution alone. This suggests that

rearrangement of underlying cytoskeleton during osmotic
swelling may increase the size of membrane reservoir.

Membrane dynamics

Since increased membrane tension with osmotic swelling is
found to increase membrane area (Dai et al., 1998), a tether
under high force in the exponential phase should increase in

FIGURE 3 (a) Tether lengths during osmotic swelling and recovery. Tether lengths were normalized to tether lengths measured in isotonic solution
(coarse dots). Light hatching, cells were incubated 10 min in hypotonic solution containing 90%, 70%, or 50% media.Heavy hatching, tether lengths
immediately after cells were returned to isotonic solution. (b) Tether length in presence of 10mM cytochalasin B and hypotonic solution (70% medium).
Measurements were done within 3–10 min after addition of hypotonic solution and cytochalasin B or hypotonic solution alone.Error bars indicate S.E.M.
for 3–5 tether length measurements on 12–15 cells.
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length by causing membrane addition. In order to charac-
terize the rate of membrane addition as a function of ten-
sion, we have measured the rate of tether elongation while
a constant force was applied to the bead holding the tether
in the exponential phase (Fig. 1). The force of the tether on
the bead was estimated from the measured displacement of
the bead in the trap. To keep a particle at a defined position
from the center of the trap we have used a modified tracking
algorithm, which relies upon output of a quadrant detector
Choquet et al. (1997).

A diagram of the tracking system used to hold the bead at
a position of known force in the tweezers is shown in Fig.
4 a. When the particle was at the desired position in the
tweezers, the feedback system was activated to hold the
bead’s position in the trap constant. As an external force is
applied to the trapped bead and the position of the bead in
the trap changes, a voltage from the computer is sent di-
rectly to the power supply for the piezoelectric element of
the x-y stage. The stage then moves to keep the bead at the
defined position from the center of the trap, thereby main-
taining a constant force on the bead.

Fig. 4 b shows the tether force during the tether pulling
sequence. A bead was held on the surface of the cell by the
laser trap. A tether was pulled with constant velocity and
after the reservoir was depleted, the bead was held at a
constant force in the tweezers. Application of high constant
force to the tether resulted in a linear increase in reservoir
length as shown in Fig. 4c. Tether elongation was measured
from the change in the position of a reference bead, which
was attached to the coverslip surface. Similarly, we have
measured rates of reservoir elongation for tethers over the
range of 5–32 pN. As shown in Fig. 4d, we have found that
tether length increased at a rate directly proportional to the
tether force. When the tethers were released, they always
retracted rapidly and immediate reformation of tethers
showed that the reservoir size had been increased.

A number of tether pulls expand a continuous
membrane reservoir

If the membrane reservoir is accessible from the whole cell
surface, then expansion of the reservoir from increased
tension on one side of the cell should be detected on the
other side of the cell. A simple mechanism to expand the
membrane reservoir is to pull a bead out of the trap a
number of times. The high force transient at the end of the
pull causes a rapid increase in the reservoir size. When a
membrane tether was repeatedly formed using the same
bead and the tether length was measured (Fig. 5a), the
tether length increased with subsequent pulls. Fig. 5b
shows the tether length during five successive tether pulls
normalized to the tether length measured during the first
pull. Tether length increased linearly with the number of
pulls; after five pulls, membrane tethers were 37% longer
than tethers formed during the first pull.

The increases in tether length with number of tether pulls
could represent increases in reservoir size over the whole

cell surface or a local phenomenon. We designed the fol-
lowing experiment to determine the nature of the increase in
reservoir size. First, we measured the tether length on one
side of the cell on position 1 (Fig. 6,inset). Then by using
five successive tether pulls, we recruited additional mem-
brane on the other side of the cell at position 2. Finally, we
measured the tether length at position 1 again. As shown in
Fig. 6, the average tether length at position 1 increased by
34% when we recruited additional membrane at position 2
of the cell. It is important to note that this 34% increase in
tether length compares very well to the 37% increase in
tether lengths after five successive pulls (Fig. 5), suggesting
that the same amount of membrane which is recruited on
one side of the cell is also available on the other side of the
cell. There was no difference in tether length at position 1,
when the tether length was measured without successive
pulls at position 2. To check for the reversibility of the
membrane recruitment seen with successive tether forma-
tion, we formed a membrane tether with the same bead
approximately 20 s after completing a succession of pulls.
As shown in Fig. 5b, there is no difference in tether length
between the first pull and the post-sequential pull, indicat-
ing that the membrane recruited into a membrane tether was
absorbed after the tether was relaxed. These results indicate
that membrane, which is recruited at a localized area of the
cell, is available throughout the whole cell.

DISCUSSION

We have reported here experiments designed to measure the
size of the plasma membrane reservoir and its dynamic
properties. Membrane tethers were extracted at a constant
rate until the bead escaped from the laser tweezers, indicat-
ing depletion of the membrane reservoir, and therefore its
relative size. The actual area of membrane drawn into the
tethers was 3–10mm2, which is a relatively small fraction of
the total membrane area (approximately 1000mm2/cell).
We have shown that during tether formation the initial rise
in tether force is followed by a plateau where tether force
does not change with the tether length. At the end of a pull,
there is an exponential rise in tether force that brings the
bead out of the laser trap, defining the tether length. De-
creasing the cell cytoskeleton structural integrity with the
cytochalasins, nocodazole, or colchicine caused an increase
in tether length whereas increasing microtubule density with
taxol decreased the size of the membrane reservoir. Thus,
we suggest that cytoskeleton rigidity plays a role in limiting
the size of the membrane reservoir. We found that an
increase in membrane tension due to osmotic swelling re-
duces the size of the membrane reservoir while the cell is
under the higher tension. However, the increase in tether
lengths immediately after recovery from osmotic swelling
indicates an increase in the size of the membrane reservoir
in response to increased osmotic pressure. We have also
measured the rate of tether elongation when a constant force
was applied to the bead holding the tether. By measuring the
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FIGURE 4 (a) Diagram of the tracking system that holds a bead at a constant position in the laser optical trap so that constant force is applied to the
bead. (b) Force applied to the bead during a typical constant-force experiment and corresponding tether elongation. (c) Tether elongation was measured
by simultaneously monitoring the position of a stationary bead firmly attached to the glass coverslip. (d) Different constant force measurements and
corresponding rates of tether elongation.
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rates of tether elongation for various forces we have found
that the rate of tether elongation is directly proportional to
the applied tether force. Increased membrane tension caused
an increase in reservoir area over time indicating that addi-
tional membrane was recruited into the reservoir. The in-
crease in membrane reservoir on one side of the cell resulted
in an increase on the other side of the cell, indicating that the
membrane reservoir is continuously distributed throughout
the cell.

Previous studies of the membrane reservoir did not at-
tempt to quantify its size, but rather they only confirmed its
existence. In immunolocalization electron microscopy stud-
ies Nielsen et al. (1993) observed that in rat kidney cells the
membrane reservoir consists of water channel-laden vesi-
cles from the apical cytosol. Using the same method Escolar
et al. (1989) found that peripheral and deep channels of the
open canalicular system in platelets represents a membrane
reservoir that can be evaginated onto the platelet surface
during interaction with other surfaces. However, to charac-
terize the membrane reservoir it is necessary to have a
method to measure its relative size.

One of the first quantitative studies of the membrane
reservoir was based on monitoring changes in cell surface
morphology, implying that the membrane reservoir is con-
tained in surface folds, microvilli or in membrane ruffles.
That was accomplished by Burwen and Satir (1977) who
followed changes in surface morphology of secreting mast
cells by scanning electron microscopy. To assess the pos-
sible relationship between secretory activity and surface
folding they measured surface fold lengths per unit of
smooth sphere surface area. This method was employed by
Petty et al. (1981) to measure the variations in size of the
membrane reservoir in macrophages during antibody-de-
pendent phagocytosis. However, the size of the membrane
reservoir is estimated only from surface folds, and therefore
this method may not be appropriate to some other cell types.

Our understanding of the structural interaction between
the plasma membrane and the cytoskeleton has changed as
a result of many recent studies of membrane mechanical
properties including membrane tension measurements
(Waugh et al., 1992; Evans and Yeung, 1994; Waugh and
Hochmuth, 1987). Of particular relevance here is the con-

FIGURE 5 Effect of a number of tether pulls on
tether length. Membrane tethers were pulled with
constant velocity of 4mm/s and tether lengths at
which the bead escaped from the trap was mea-
sured (a). After the bead escaped the trap the tether
rapidly retracted. A number of membrane tethers
were extracted with the same bead. The time be-
tween tether pulls was less than 1 s. As a control for
reversibility of the tether elongation, a post-se-
quential pull was performed 20 s after five succes-
sive pulls. b shows the tether force during the
multiple tether formation.
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cept that the membrane and the cytoskeleton adhere to each
other through many weak interactions, perhaps lipid-protein
bonds. This leads to a continuum behavior in the interaction
such that in neuronal growth cones, a 10–15% increase in
the plasma membrane area does not cause separation of
cytoskeleton and membrane. Further, upon restoration of
isotonicity to hypotonically swollen cells, the excess mem-
brane conforms to the cytoskeleton in deep invaginations,
which rapidly are resorbed into the cell (Dai et al., 1998). In
this work we have used laser tweezers to pull on membrane-
attached latex beads and form membrane tethers. Since the
membrane in a tether is drawn from the plasma membrane,
the maximum tether length which can be pulled reflects the
relative size of a membrane reservoir. Besides introducing a
new method for quantification of the membrane reservoir,
we have also demonstrated that this method may be applied
during various conditions opening the way for further stud-
ies of the membrane reservoir.

Role of the cytoskeleton

The cortical cytoskeleton determines cellular shape, coor-
dinates cell locomotion, and may present a regulative barrier
to endocytosis and exocytosis (Aunis and Bader, 1988).
Clearly, other studies have shown that the cytoskeleton
plays an important structural and regulatory role in a variety
of membrane processes (reviewed in Bretscher, 1991). Both
the tubulin containing microtubules and the actin containing
microfilaments form distinct structures within the cell
which are associated with the plasma membrane itself. In
this work we have demonstrated that disruption of the
cytoskeleton network increases the size of the membrane

reservoir, while stabilization of microtubules reduces the
size of the available membrane reservoir.

Although the alteration of cell shape caused by cytocha-
lasin and nocodazole may cause an initial change in the
reservoir, the rapid dynamics of the reservoir suggest these
agents cause a stable change in the reservoir. The cytoskel-
eton determines the shape of cell surface structures like
microvilli, microspikes, filopodia, and membrane ruffles.
Disruption of the underlying cytoskeletal network may
transform a cell with many surface structures into a cell with
more planar topology, generating excess membrane; how-
ever, recovery of the excess membrane occurred in 20 s in
membrane expansion studies. Thus, the tether length after
30 min in the presence of cytochalasin or nocodazole should
represent a change to a new steady-state value of the reser-
voir. The steady-state values of the cell that could affect
apparent reservoir size are cytoskeletal rigidity and mem-
brane-cytoskeleton interaction. Because both microtubules
and actin filaments contribute significantly to cellular rigid-
ity (Duszyk et al., 1989) but actin filaments are more tightly
linked to the membrane-cytoskeleton interaction, we favor
the idea that the rigidity change is most important. Since
changes in cell shape sometimes may require large changes
in membrane area, membrane must be added perhaps ini-
tially from the membrane reservoir and then from internal
membrane stores. Therefore changes in cell shape and mem-
brane addition must be carefully coordinated to maintain a
significant membrane reservoir.

Osmotic swelling

There are many studies and experiments testing the effect of
changes in the osmolarity of solutions upon growth of the

FIGURE 6 Tether length on one side of the cell
before and after a number of tether pulls on the other
side of the cell. Tether length was measured at position
1 of the cell (inset) before and after a number of tether
pulls at position 2. The time between the tether pulls
on position 1 before and after a number of tether pulls
at position 2 was less than 5 s. As a control experiment
we measured tether the length at position 1, paused
approximately 5 s, and then measured the tether length
at the same position.
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cells and upon individual cell structures. In early studies
Hogue (1919) observed morphological changes in fibro-
blasts from embryonic chick heart in hypotonic solution.
She found that a hypotonic solution induces water influx
through the plasma membrane and the resulting hydrostatic
pressure caused an enlargement of the cell cytoplasm and its
separation into granular and clear areas. Rapid enlargement
of the cell requires an increase in plasma membrane area.
Since enlargement is considerably faster than the rate of
synthesis of the membrane proteins and lipids, most of the
plasma membrane must be drawn from internal membrane
stores. The reservoir area is only several square microme-
ters, whereas the expansion of the surface area can be tens
to hundreds of square micrometers. The reservoir can pro-
vide a buffer against fluctuations in tension that would
otherwise lead to lysis but clearly does not provide all the
membrane needed for cellular shape changes.

In this study, we have shown that during an increase in
osmotic pressure there is a rapid proportional decrease in
the size of the membrane reservoir indicating that the size of
the reservoir is inversely proportional to the plasma mem-
brane tension. The notion that cell surface is unchanged, and
that the membrane needed to prevent cell lysis is coming
from the unfolding of surface folds is supported by cell
capacitance measurements. Immediately after addition of
hypotonic solution cell capacitance does not change (K.
Strange, personal communication). Instead there is a de-
layed increase in capacitance, indicating that it takes time
before there is addition of membrane to the cell surface.
Similarly, Graf et al. (1995) have used the whole-cell patch-
clamp technique to study changes in membrane conduc-
tance and membrane capacitance after osmotic swelling in
rat hepatocytes. The rise in conductance was not correlated
with changes in capacitance, neither in time after the initi-
ation of cell swelling nor in magnitude. Therefore, they
concluded that an osmotically induced increase in conduc-
tance is probably a result of the activation of existing
channels in the plasmalemma and not a result of the fusion
of vesicle membranes containing ionic channels. In addi-
tion, using whole cell patch clamp techniques, membrane
capacitance was measured in rat astrocytes in primary tissue
culture within 9 min of exposure to 220 mOsm, 190 mOsm,
and 145 mOsm PBS (Olson and Li, 1997), with each of
these hypoosmotic exposures, no change occurred in mem-
brane capacitance. When we measured the size of the mem-
brane reservoir immediately after the osmotic pressure was
reduced to normal by returning the cell to isotonic media,
we found that the increase in the size of the membrane
reservoir was proportional to the applied osmotic pressure.
Because the changes in reservoir size that we observe are
very small (,0.5% of the membrane area) they do not
correspond to these capacitance changes, but rather could
represent much slower membrane addition process or the
relaxation of cell shape, e.g., actin depolymerization as after
cytochalasin addition.

We have also measured the dynamics of reservoir expan-
sion as a function of membrane tension in the bilayer plane

from the force exerted on a particle attached to a membrane
tether. When tensions were applied to the cell, the reservoir
expanded linearly with time. We found that the rate of
increase of the reservoir area as measured by tether elon-
gation was directly proportional to the tension applied
through the tether. From these studies we concluded that
when tensions were applied to the cell, either by osmotic
pressure or through the membrane tether, membrane mate-
rial is incorporated into the membrane reservoir either from
internal membrane stores or cell rounding. This suggests
that the rate of addition to the plasma membrane from
internal stores or cell rounding is directly proportional to the
tension applied to the plasma membrane.

Working hypothesis

These results are consistent with the hypothesis that there is
a reservoir of plasma membrane that serves to buffer against
fluctuations in the plasma membrane tension for the whole
cell. This reservoir could be an invagination of the plasma
membrane that was under tension derived from a molecular
motor pulling on an inward directed tether or a membrane
projections. Under high tension the reservoir would de-
crease in size but when tension dropped from a high level,
the reservoir would pick up the excess membrane and
increase in size. We find that when the membrane tension is
increased, the reservoir is small in size (at the maximum
tether length very small increases in tether length cause very
large changes in tether force). Under high tension, the cell
adds membrane to the plasma membrane in an apparent
attempt to restore the reservoir. Upon release of the high
membrane tension, the reservoir takes up some of the added
membrane and has an increased size until a new steady state
is established. Although we suggest that an invagination
could be the anatomical basis for the reservoir, an evagina-
tion such as a microspike or filopodium could also serve the
same purpose. Further studies are needed to define the
nature of the reservoir.

It has been postulated that membrane tension provides a
physical mechanism to control the area of the plasma mem-
brane (Sheetz and Dai, 1996). This hypothesis was based in
part on observations that an increase in membrane tension,
caused by osmotic swelling, increased membrane area as a
result of increased membrane secretion (Dai et al., 1998).
The increase in reservoir size with high membrane tension
could result from an increase in plasma membrane area.
Therefore there is evidence for the notion that membrane
tension controls the net incorporation of membrane material
into the plasma membrane.

Alternatively, the increase in membrane tension could
cause cell rounding such as in mitosis (Raucher and Sheetz,
1999). During rounding the membrane reservoir would in-
crease dramatically in size as well. In plant protoplasts there
are indications that traffic from an intracellular membrane
pool to the plasma membrane depends upon the tension of
the plasma membrane (reviewed in Kell and Glaser, 1993).
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Wolfe et al. (1985) have shown that increased tension in the
plane of the plasma membrane of plant protoplasts leads to
an increase in plasma membrane area up to threefold in
some cases and that a decrease leads to a decrease in plasma
membrane area. During osmotically induced volume con-
traction protoplast plasma membrane remained smooth and
volume contraction was accompanied by endocytic vesicu-
lation (Gordon-Kamm and Steponkus, 1984). Kell and Gla-
ser (1993) postulated that membrane expansion by exocy-
totic incorporation of vesicle membranes is controlled by
the mechanical forces, which are imposed on the plasma
membrane. Therefore, it is very likely that the plasma
membrane tension represents an important physical mech-
anism to control incorporation of membrane material into
the plasma membranes of all cell types. A reservoir to buffer
fluctuations in membrane tension would be an important
factor in the physiological control of tension.
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Nonlinear Elastic and Viscoelastic Deformation of the Human Red Blood Cell with
Optical Tweezers

J. P. Mills1, L. Qie2, M. Dao1, C. T. Lim2 and S. Suresh1, 3

Abstract: Studies of the deformation characteristics of
single biological cells can offer insights into the connec-
tions among mechanical state, biochemical response and
the onset and progression of diseases. Deformation im-
posed by optical tweezers provides a useful means for
the study of single cell mechanics under a variety of
well-controlled stress-states. In this paper, we first crit-
ically review recent advances in the study of single cell
mechanics employing the optical tweezers method, and
assess its significance and limitations in comparison to
other experimental tools. We then present new exper-
imental and computational results on shape evolution,
force–extension curves, elastic properties and viscoelas-
tic response of human red blood cells subjected to large
elastic deformation using optical tweezers. Potential ap-
plications of the methods examined here to study dis-
eased cells are also briefly addressed.

1 Introduction and overview

Optical tweezers are finding increasing application in the
study of single biological cells. Ashkin et al (1987) used
infrared laser beams to optically trap and manipulate sin-
gle cells. An optical trap was used by Svoboda et al
(1992) to isolate the membrane skeleton from a red blood
cell, which was treated with a non-ionic detergent, so as
to study the effect of ionic strength on the contraction of
the spectrin network. Bronkhorst et al (1995) employed
triple traps to deform and to explore shape recovery of
red blood cells.

Direct tensile stretching of the human red blood cell us-
ing optical tweezers to extract elastic properties was first
reported by Hénon et al (1999) who attached two silica
beads non-specifically to diametrically opposite ends of

1 Department of Materials Science and Engineering.
2 Division of Bioengineering, National University of Singapore,
Singapore 117576, Singapore.
3 Division of Biological Engineering (e-mail: ssuresh@mit.edu),
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA 02139,
USA.

the cell, trapped both beads with laser beams, and im-
posed tensile elastic deformation on the cell by moving
the trapped beads in opposite directions. Forces were
calibrated by subjecting a trapped bead to counter flow
following the procedures outlined by Svoboda and Block
(1994) and Simmons et al (1996). Stokes’ law was used
to estimate the force on the trapped bead from known
fluid velocity. With a 1.064 µm Nd:YAG laser beam of
605 mW maximum emission power and silica beads 2.1
µm in diameter, they imposed maximum tensile forces
that were estimated to be 56 pN on discocytic and os-
motically swollen, nearly spherical cells. By employing
simple analytical expressions based on two-dimensional
linear elastic, small deformation, idealization of the cell,
they examined variations in only the transverse diame-
ter of the cell with applied force, and ignored possible
contributions to deformation arising from the bending
stiffness of the cell membrane and cytoskeleton. Finite
contact between the beads and the cell membrane dur-
ing stretching by optical tweezers was also not consid-
ered. The in-plane shear modulus of the cell membrane
was estimated from this approach to be 2.5 ± 0.4 µN/m.
This estimate is lower than the range of shear modulus
values of 4 to 10 µN/m obtained from a number of in-
dependent investigations which employed the more com-
monly known micropipette aspiration technique (Evans
and Skalak, 1980; Hochmuth and Waugh, 1987; Dis-
cher et al, 1998; Boal, 2002). Studies by the same
group (Lenormand et al, 2001) employing triple bead
optical tweezers measurements showed that the area ex-
pansion modulus and shear modulus of red blood cells
were higher in an isotonic buffer than in a low hypotonic
buffer.

Sleep et al (1999) also estimated elastic properties of the
human red blood cells by optical tweezers where two
polystyrene latex beads of 1 µm diameter were trapped
using a 1.047 µm Nd:YLF laser beam. In this experi-
ment, one bead was held fixed and the other moved with
a second trap to induce tensile deformation in the cell.
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Trap stiffness was estimated from the Brownian motion
of the trapped bead. The variation of imposed force, up
to a maximum of 20 pN, as a function of the transverse
diameter, was reported for permeabilized spherical ghost
cells whose deformation at a given force was about one
half that of discocytic and osmotically swollen spherical
cells. By invoking an axisymmetric cell model of Parker
and Winlove (1999), they estimated the in-plane shear
modulus from optical tweezers studies to be nearly two
orders of magnitude larger than those reported by Hénon
et al (1999).

All of the foregoing studies of cell deformation by op-
tical tweezers involve primarily small elastic deforma-
tion at low applied forces. The analyses of deformation
for extracting elastic properties also invoke rather severe
assumptions on cell shape (e.g., idealization of a bicon-
cave cell as a two-dimensional planar disc by Hénon et
al (1999), and neglect of the effects of the relatively large
contact region between the cell and the beads in this
study and in the one by Sleep et al (1999)). Studies of
deformation conditions at larger strain levels inevitably
require much higher forces, which are conceptually fea-
sible to obtain using the optical tweezers method. In fact,
a study of unfolding of titin molecules by Kellermayer et
al (1998) reported an estimated stretching force in ex-
cess of 400 pN using optical tweezers where a 1046 nm
Nd:YAG laser with a maximum power of 1.5 W was used
to trap a 3 µm diameter latex bead and where the force
calibration was performed using the Stokes’ law method.

In principle, the optical tweezers method affords several
potential advantages for the study of deformation of sin-
gle biological cells. (1) It provides a means to impose
simple and well-controlled stress states, such as direct
tensile stretching in small or large deformation, to bio-
logical cells. In this sense, it is complementary to, and
conceptually simpler to interpret than, the widely used
micropipette aspiration method (Evans and Skalak 1980,
Fung 1993). (2) The stress state imposed on the cell can
be systematically varied by employing multiple beads
which are attached to cell membranes, whereby the con-
stitutive response of the cell membrane and cytoskeleton
can be probed for different chemical and biological con-
ditions. (3) Optical tweezers stretching of cells in one
or more directions is also amenable to three-dimensional
computational simulations which can be used to guide
and interpret experimental observations. (4) The relax-
ation response of the stretched cell upon release of the

tensile stretch in the optical tweezers experiments can
also be used to extract the viscoelastic response of the
cell. (5) This method further provides a possible means
to investigate systematically the effects of the progres-
sion of a disease state, such as infestation of the red blood
cell with Plasmodium falciparum malaria parasite, on the
deformation characteristics and elastic and viscoelastic
properties of the cell membrane (Mills et al, 2004). Pos-
sible complications arising from micropipette aspiration
of such infected cells, such as stress concentration at the
ends of the micropipette and adhesion of the infected cell
to the inner walls of the micropipette, can potentially be
circumvented in the optical tweezers method. Despite
these advantages, uncertainties exist in the calibration
of the force imposed on the cell by the optical tweezers
method, which is in the picoNewton to several hundred
picoNewton range. Such complications have led to con-
siderable variation and scatter in the experimental data
reported previously in the literature. A comparison of the
optical tweezers method with other techniques available
for the study of mechanics of single cells and populations
of cells can be found in recent reviews (Bao and Suresh,
2003; Van Vliet et al, 2003).

The possibility of inducing large elastic deformation in
human red blood cells using optical tweezers was also
demonstrated recently (see the papers by Dao et al.,
2003; Lim et al, 2004 along with the attendant corri-
genda). Here, forces as high as about 193 ± 20 pN were
estimated to result in strains on the order of 100% in the
cell.

In the present paper, we review these developments from
earlier work and present refinements and updates to the
experimental method and force calibration. Furthermore,
a fully nonlinear constitutive model based on a three-
stage neo-Hookean elastic response is presented along
with new computational simulations of cell deformation
to systematically probe the large deformation response
of the red blood cell. The predictions are compared with
new experimental data obtained in this work. In addi-
tion, the values of elastic properties and characteristic
time for viscoelastic relaxation extracted from the present
optical tweezers experiments on normal human red blood
cells are shown to be within the range of values obtained
from prior experimental studies that employed the mi-
cropipette aspiration technique.
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Figure 1 : Calibration of the optical trap using an escape force method (Svoboda and Block, 1994). A silica
microbead, 4.12 µm in diameter, is trapped in fluid (PBS and bovine serum albumin, BSA) at a measured height, h =
3 µm, above the slide surface. As the microscope stage and fixed slide are translated, the fluid exerts a viscous drag
force on the trapped bead. When the viscous drag force is just equal to the escape force, the bead will escape the
trap.

2 Experimental Method

The optical tweezers system used here comprises a
single-bead gradient optical trap. It incorporates
an inverted microscope (Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar,
Germany) and a laser module (LaserTweezers, Cell
Robotics, Inc.). The trapping beam is a 1064 nm
Nd:YAG laser with a maximum power of 1.5 W. Fo-
cusing the laser through an oil immersion lens (100×
magnification) forms the optical trap. Silica beads, 4.12
µm in diameter (Bangs Laboratories, USA), are optically
trapped by the laser to perform stretch tests. The rela-
tively high laser power and large bead diameter facilitate
the exertion of forces on the cell that are about three to
six times greater than those reported by the earlier studies
(Hénon et al. 1999, Sleep et al. 1999).

2.1 Force calibration

The optical tweezers system is calibrated using an es-
cape force method (Svoboda and Block, 1994). In this
technique, the force required to dislodge a trapped mi-
crobead is calibrated against a known viscous drag force.
The calibration procedure involves trapping a silica mi-
crobead in fluid (phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) and
bovine serum albumin (BSA)) at a measured height, h
= 3 µm, above the glass slide surface. The fluid and
height of the trapped bead from the slide surface are kept
unchanged throughout calibration and mechanical defor-
mation. As the microscope stage is translated, the fluid
exerts a viscous drag force on the trapped bead, as shown

in Fig. 1. The viscous drag force equals the trapping
force when the bead just escapes the trap. From the stage
velocity, ν, at the point of escape of the trapped bead, the
drag force, which is the opposite of the escape force, is
estimated as

F = βv. (1)

The viscous drag coefficient, β, for a spherical bead lo-
cated near a wall is described by Faxen’s Law (Svoboda
and Block, 1994),

β =
6πηr
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where, for the present experiments, the bead radius, r =
2.06 µm, height of the bead above the wall, h = 3 µm, and
fluid viscosity, η = 0.0013 Pa·s. Notice that Eq. (1) takes
the form of Stokes’ law, F = 6πr ην, for a bead located
far from the wall.

The stage-movement technique described here differs
somewhat from the fluid-chamber technique used in our
earlier work (Dao et al., 2003; Lim et al., 2004). The
fluid-chamber technique imposes a viscous drag force
by flowing fluid through a narrow channel where a mi-
crobead is trapped. Fluid velocity, estimated by track-
ing the speed of untrapped beads, is used with Eq. (1)
to determine the escape force. However, this method is
limited by our optical tweezers set-up. First, untrapped
beads used to determine fluid velocity should be flowing
at the same height above the slide as the trapped bead.
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Figure 2 : Force calibration plot showing the variation
of trapping force with laser power for a 1.5 W diode
pumped Nd:YAG laser source for a single optical trap
system. Non-linear trends below 80mW laser power are
not used for extrapolation.

Usually, untrapped beads flow along the surface of the
slide, making fluid velocity estimates difficult. Second,
steady fluid flow is difficult to achieve for the lowest flow
rates. Third, the scatter in calibration results is consid-
erably greater than for the stage-movement technique.
The stage-movement technique, used in the current study,
provides a more accurate method to determine the veloc-
ity of the fluid from known stage velocity, thereby resolv-
ing the first two limitations of the fluid-chamber method.

The escape force over a range of laser powers is shown
in Fig.2. The reported laser power is measured at the
objective lens. At maximum power for the 1.5W laser,
only 917 mW of laser power was measured due to losses
through the optics. In our system, the stage velocity lim-
its direct calibration to a laser power of only about 300
mW. The escape force for values of higher laser power is
linearly extrapolated from the calibration data in Fig. 2.
At maximum laser power, corresponding to 917 mW, an
escape force of 193 ± 20 pN is predicted. The linear re-
lationship between laser power and escape force is con-
sistent with theoretical predictions (Ashkin, 1992) and
empirical findings (Svoboda and Block, 1994).

2.2 Sample Preparation

Blood samples from healthy adults are first obtained by
a finger prick using a lancet device. The red blood cells
are then isolated from the other blood components via a
centrifugation process. Subsequently, silica microbeads
are added to the isolated red blood cells in PBS with pH
7.4 and stored at 4 ˚ C for 1 hour to allow for spontaneous
and nonspecific binding of beads to cells. In vitro opti-
cal tweezers tests are then performed immediately. All
preparations and tests are done at room temperature. The
results presented in this paper are based on stretch test
data from 16 different red blood cells.

2.3 Stretch Tests

Prepared red blood cells with attached silica microbeads
are added to a solution of PBS and BSA. As the present
experiment involves a single optical trap, one of the two
microbeads is adhered to the glass slide while the other is
trapped using the laser beam as shown in Fig. 3. This is
accomplished by the addition of BSA, which limits mi-
crobead adhesion to the slide. Correct bead arrangement
can be confirmed by trapping the microbead not attached
to the slide. Because the optical trap is located above the
slide surface and focal plane, a microbead that is success-
fully trapped will appear out of focus, indicating that the
microbead is not adhered to the slide surface (see right
bead in Fig 3 (b)). With this microbead trapped, the stage
can be translated to determine if the other microbead is
adhered to the slide. Adherence to the slide is confirmed
if the adhered microbead moves in a manner consistent
with the stage, unaffected by the forces induced by the
trapped microbead. In fact, cell stretching is performed
by this same method. With one microbead held fixed
in the optical trap, moving the microscope stage, which
in turn moves the microbead adhered to the glass slide,
stretches the cell. A cell is stretched at different laser
powers to record cell deformation over a range of forces.
All stretch tests are recorded digitally for image analysis
of cell deformation. For each stretch test, the axial diam-
eter (in the direction of stretch) and transverse diameter
(orthogonal to stretch direction) of the cell are measured
from the still-frame image when the trapped bead just es-
capes the trap. The calibration of laser power to escape
force (Fig. 2) determines the force at this instant. The
cell diameters are measured from the still-frame image
(Fig. 3). Notice that the axial diameter is actually the
projected axial diameter because of the height difference
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Figure 3 : Illustration of an optical trap method for cell stretching. Two silica microbeads, each 4.12 µm in diameter,
are non-specifically attached to the red cell at diametrically opposite points. (a) The left bead is anchored to the
surface of the glass slide. The optical image corresponds to the unstrained configuration. (b) The right bead is
trapped using the optical tweezers. While the trapped bead remains stationary, moving the slide and attached left
bead stretches the cell. The optical image shows an example of large deformation of a cell at 193 pN of force.

between the beads (Fig. 4). With the trapped bead height
known, the actual axial cell diameter is calculated. Also,
time dependent properties can be measured from the re-
laxation of the cell after the trapped bead escapes the
trap. By measuring changes in axial and transverse di-
ameters over time as the cell recovers its original shape,
viscoelastic properties can be experimentally probed.

Figure 4 : Optical images of stretch tests show the pro-
jected axial diameter because of a height difference be-
tween trapped and attached beads. With the trapped bead
height known, the actual axial cell diameter can be cal-
culated.

3 Modeling of Deformation

The spectrin network which underlies the phospholipid
bilayer of the human red blood cell is generally consid-
ered to impart shear resistance to the cell membrane al-
though the bilayer itself has little resistance to shear de-
formation. As reviewed by Dao et al. (2003), the ef-
fective cell membrane which comprises the phospholipid
bilayer and the spectrin network is usually modelled as
an incompressible solid (Evans, 1973; Evans and Skalak,
1980) where the membrane shear stress Ts (expressed in
units of force per unit length) is related to the principal
stretch ratios, λ1 and λ2, as

Ts = 2µγs =
µ
2

(
λ2

1 −λ2
2

)
, (3a)

Ts =
1
2

(T1−T2) and γs ≡ 1
2

(ε1 −ε2) =
1
4

(
λ2

1 −λ2
2

)
(3b)

λ1λ2 = 1 (3c)

where T1 and T2 are the in-plane principal membrane
stresses, ε1 and ε2 are the in-plane principal Green’s
strains of the membrane, µ is the membrane shear mod-
ulus (assumed to be constant and expressed in units of
force per unit length) and γs is the shear strain. The as-
sumption of a constant area for the cell membrane is usu-
ally invoked, as indicated by equation (3c).
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l
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Figure 5 : Schematic illustration of the hyperelastic constitutive response used in some of the computational simu-
lations. (a) Uniaxial stress-strain response. (b) The variation of the membrane shear modulus with the progression
of deformation of the first order hyperelasticity model, where strains are representative of the large deformation re-
sponse achieved in the present optical tweezer experiments. (c) The variation of the membrane shear modulus with
respect to shear strain of a higher order hyperelastic model.

Other possible constitutive models can also be explored
in the context of the deformation of red blood cells. One
such approach entails use of a hyperelastic effective ma-
terial model for capturing the large deformation response
of the membrane. Dao et al. (2003) used the simplest first
order formulation using a one-parameter Neo-Hookean
form where the strain energy potential function (Simo
and Pister, 1984) is of the form,

U =
G0

2

(
λ2

1 +λ2
2 +λ2

3 −3
)
, (4a)

where the assumption of incompressibility (constant vol-
ume) is also invoked. Here G0 is the initial value of bulk
shear modulus, and λi (i = 1-3) are the principal stretches.
The incompressibility condition implies that λ1λ2λ3 = 1.
Further refinements to this approach are explored here
by invoking a higher order formulation (a two-parameter

Yeoh form (Yeoh, 1990)) whereby

U =
G0

2

(
λ2

1 +λ2
2 +λ2

3 −3
)
+C3

(
λ2

1 +λ2
2 +λ2

3 −3
)3

.

(4b)

In the computations, we take values of the parame-
ter C3 to be those which best match experimental data
(C3 = G0 /30 in the current study). The potential func-
tion Udefines the nonlinear elastic stress-strain behavior.
When the initial membrane thickness is h0, the consti-
tutive description of eqs. (4) results in the initial in-
plane membrane shear modulus µ0 = G0h0. Figure 5(a)
schematically shows the uniaxial stress-strain response
of such a neo-Hookean hyperelastic material, the mem-
brane elasticity modulus typically decreases from its ini-
tially high value, µ0, to a relatively smaller value, µl , at
larger strains, before attaining a higher value, µ f , again
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prior to final failure. The slope of the membrane shear
stress (Ts) versus shear strain (2γs) is therefore initially
a decreasing function of shear strain (see Fig. 5(b))
and eventually a rapidly increasing function of shear
strain (see Fig. 5(c)). For the simple first order neo-
Hookean material described by eq. (4a), only the first
stage (µ0) and the second stage (µl) will be considered
subsequently. For the higher order response described by
eq. (4b), the first stage (µ0) and the third stage (µ f ) will
be the most important characteristic regions described.
Specifically, µl (for the Neo-Hookean description) or µ f

(for the Yeoh description) is taken here at a relatively
large stretch ratio of λ1 = 3 or 2 respectively under di-
rect uniaxial tension. The neo-Hookean rubber elastic-
ity model for the membrane entails two material param-
eters: the initial shear modulus µ0 and the second stage,
large deformation modulus µl. In the current first order
model, choice of one value of the two parameters also de-
termines the other; while introducing higher order term
C3 results in independent variations of µ0 and µ f , see Fig-
ure 5(c). Choice of values for these parameters, which
facilitate the matching of computational predictions with
experimental results, has been systematically explored,
and reported in this paper and in Dao et al (2003).

When the constant membrane area constraint, i.e. λ1λ2=
1 (where λ3= 1), is added to eq. (4a), the constitutive de-
scription of eq. (4a) is equivalent to that of eq. (3). With
this additional constraint, the in-plane membrane shear
modulus stays at a constant value of µ = G0h0 through-
out the entire deformation history (Dao et al, 2003).

While the foregoing analytical descriptions for the thin
shell employ a single material property, i.e., the mem-
brane shear modulus, more comprehensive analyses in-
volving computational simulations of cell deformation
invoke another material parameter in addition to the in-
plane shear modulus µ: the bending modulus B. It is gen-
erally known that the contribution to the uniaxial tensile
elastic deformation of the red blood cell from the bending
modulus is much less than that from the shear modulus.
Therefore, a typical (fixed) value of B = 2x10−19 N·m is
assumed in all the computations unless specified other-
wise. We match the computational simulations with ex-
perimentally observed evolution of axial and transverse
cell diameter at different forces imposed by the optical
tweezers, and then extract shear modulus on the basis of
the foregoing constitutive assumptions.

Computational simulations of large deformation stretch-

ing of the cell by optical tweezers were performed using
three-dimensional finite element analysis of the bicon-
cave red blood cell containing the cytosol in the interior.
Because of symmetry in the optical tweezers loading ge-
ometry, it suffices to simulate one half of the cell con-
tacted by a bead. Symmetric boundary conditions with
12,000 three-dimensional shell elements were employed
in the simulations using the general purpose finite ele-
ment program, ABAQUS (ABAQUS, 2002). Full details
of the computations can be found in Dao et al. (2003).
As noted there, the volume of the fluid inside the cell
was kept constant in the simulations.

4 Results

Figure 6 shows that observed shape changes are matched
by computation when µ0 was assumed to be 7.3 µN/m
(with µ f = 19.2 µN/m) using a higher order hyperelastic
model described by eq. (4b). The contact size, dc, was
taken to be 2 µm in this set of calculations. The left col-
umn in the figure is a sequence of optical images reveal-
ing large deformation response of the red blood cell at
different stretching forces. At 193 pN, the axial diameter
of the cell increases by 50% and the transverse diameter
is reduced by more than 40%. The middle column shows
contours of constant maximum principal strain at corre-
sponding stretching forces; logarithmic strains at sites of
contact between the cell and the beads can reach values
of approximately 100% at a stretching force of 193 pN.
The right column shows one half of the computed full
three-dimensional shape of the cell at different imposed
forces; the structural folding observed at large strains ap-
pears to contribute significantly towards the shrinking in
the transverse direction. Evidence of such folding is also
seen experimentally, as for example in the lower images
in the left column of Fig. 6.

Note that in the original results reported by Dao et al
(2003) and Lim et al (2004), the maximum forces im-
posed on the cell were estimated to be on the order of 400
pN. These original estimates were subsequently revised
and corrected in corrigenda to the original publications,
on the basis of recalibration and new experimental data
which revealed lower maximum forces. Here we include
only the revised and corrected experimental data.

Comparisons of predicted and measured changes in ax-
ial and transverse diameters of the cell using the neo-
Hookean model in eq. (4a) are plotted in Fig. 7 for µ0 =
5.3, 7.3 and 11.3 µN/m (with µl = 2.4, 3.3 and 5.0 µN/m,
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0 pN

67 pN

193 pN

(a)   (b)              (c)

experiment               simulations

0%   20%  40% 60% 80%100% 120%

maximum principal strain

130 pN

Figure 6 : Images of the red cell being stretched from 0 pN to 193 pN. The images in the left column are obtained
from experimental video photography whereas the images in the center column (top view) and in the right column
(half model 3D view) correspond to large deformation computational simulation of the biconcave red cell (with µ0

= 7.3 µN/m, µ f = 19.2 µN/m). The middle column shows a plan view of the stretched biconcave cell undergoing
large deformation at the forces indicated on the left. The predicted shape changes are in reasonable agreement with
observations. The color contours in the middle column represent spatial variation of constant maximum principal
strain. The right column shows one half of the full three-dimensional shape of the cell at different imposed forces;
here, the membrane was assumed to contain a fluid, which preserved the internal volume.

respectively). Again the contact size dc was taken to be
2 µm. Simulations capture experimental trends over the
range of 0–88 pN load well, while they deviate towards
the softer side gradually after 88 pN load. Alternatively,
if we invoke the constitutive response given in eq. (3)
with constant area for the cell membrane in our three-
dimensional computational simulation, a fixed value of
the membrane shear modulus, µ0 = µl = µ f =5.5 µN/m
appears to match the average values of our experimental
observations of variations in axial and transverse diame-
ter of the cell with the applied force within the 0-88 pN
range (see Fig. 7). In the computational images, the exis-
tence of the cytosol inside the membrane prevents contact
between the upper and lower surfaces. From the exper-
imental evidence and computational results, significant
membrane folding was often observed similar to those
shown in Fig. 6 (left column and right column).

Comparisons of predicted and measured changes in axial

and transverse diameters of the cell using the higher or-
der Yeoh model in eq. (4b) are plotted in Fig. 8 for µ0

= 5.3, 7.3 and 11.3 µN/m (with µ f = 13.9, 19.2 and 29.6
µN/m, respectively). Again the contact size dc was taken
to be 2 µm. Simulations capture experimental trends over
the entire range of experimental data well, including the
small deformation range and the error bars. Comparing
Figs. 7 and 8, it is seen that the higher order model ap-
parently provides a much better match with experiments
at high stretching ratios than the first order hyperelastic
model.

The in-plane shear modulus µ0 = 5.3–11.3 µN/m, and µl

= 2.4–5.0 µN/m estimated from the experimental results
and simulations reported in this paper are lower than the
earlier values predicated upon higher optical force as-
sumptions. The present corrected values are compara-
ble to the range of 4.0–10 µN/m reported in the litera-
ture where the estimates have been principally based on
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Figure 7 : Variation of measured axial and transverse diameter (solid line with scatter band) of red cell against
stretching force of optical tweezers during large deformation. The dotted, solid and dash-dotted lines represent
computational predictions for the axial/transverse diameter with µ0= 5.3, 7.3 and 11.3 µN/m, and with µl= 2.4,
3.3 and 5.0 µN/m, respectively, invoking the neo-Hookean first order hyperelastic constitutive response, eq. (4a),
which assumes constant volume. The computational model uses the three-dimensional biconcave disk with a contact
diameter of 2 µm. Also shown are the predictions of simulations assuming constant membrane area, represented by
long dashed lines, using the model given by eq. (3).
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constant volume. The computational model uses the three-dimensional biconcave disk with a contact diameter of 2
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micropipette aspiration experiments. These values are
also more in line with expectations than those derived
from the earlier optical tweezers studies of Hénon et al
(1999) and Sleep et al (1999) for small elastic deforma-
tion, indicating that possible effects of calibration as well
as analysis of the data may have influenced the inference
of elastic properties extracted from these optical tweezers
experiments.

Video images of the elastic relaxation response of the
stretched cell upon release of the force induced by
stretching with optical tweezers can be used to infer the
viscoelastic properties of the cell membrane. Hochmuth
et al (1979) estimated the recovery characteristic time tc
of the red blood cell to be
(
λ2

1 −1
)(

λ2
1,max +1

)
(
λ2

1 +1
)(

λ2
1,max −1

) = exp

(
− t

tc

)
(5)

where λ1,max is the initial (maximum) value of the
stretch ratio of the red cell and the characteristic time for
relaxation is given by

tc =
η
µ

(6)

where η is the coefficient of surface viscosity of the cell
membrane, and µ is the in-plane shear modulus of the
membrane. Figure 9 shows the corresponding best fit to
the experimental data on relaxation using eq. (5). Us-
ing relaxation data from eight different experiments, the
characteristic time is estimated to be tc = 0.19±0.06 s. It
is of interest to note here that micropipette aspiration ex-
periments have led to estimates of characteristic time of
relaxation from large deformation of the red blood cell to
be in the range 0.10–0.30 s (Chien et al 1978; Hochmuth
1987). With membrane shear modulus µ taken to be
approximately 2.4-11.3 µN/m, the corresponding mem-
brane viscosity, η, calculated from eq. (6) and Fig. 9
is about 0.3 to 2.8 (µN/m)·s, which compares well with
the literature values of 0.6 to 2.7 (µN/m)·s found using
micropipette experiments (Hochmuth 1987).

Three-dimensional computational simulations of the
loading response are performed by incorporating the
viscoelastic term to the constitutive behavior of the
cell membrane by modifying eq. (3) as (Evans and
Hochmuth, 1987; Dao et al, 2003),

Ts =
µ
2

(
λ2

1 −λ−2
1

)
+2η

∂lnλ1

∂t
(7)
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Figure 9 : Best fit to the experimental relaxation data.
Using relaxation data from eight different experiments,
the characteristic time was estimated to be tc = 0.19±
0.06s using eq. (6).

where t is time, and tc is the characteristic time for re-
laxation. For tc = 0.19 s and an estimated stretch rate of
λ̇1 = 0.3 s−1, the error caused by ignoring membrane vis-
cosity during the loading stage is found to be negligibly
small.

5 Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we have presented a critical assessment of
recent advances in the use of the optical tweezers method
for the study of single living cells. Through new experi-
mental data, calibration methods and three-dimensional
computational modelling, it is also shown that direct
in vitro force-displacement relationships for human red
bloods can be obtained reproducibly from such experi-
ments by deforming the cells at large elastic strains. It is
further demonstrated that the elastic properties of the hu-
man red blood cell, particularly the in-plane shear modu-
lus, estimated from the large deformation optical tweez-
ers experiments falls within the range of values derived
from prior studies that made use of the micropipette as-
piration experiments. These findings of the present work
modify earlier claims that employed optical tweezers for
cell deformation where apparent artefacts from calibra-
tion methods and/or interpretation of experiments could
have contributed to the inferred differences in elastic
properties. The characteristic time for viscoelastic relax-
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ation inferred from the optical tweezers method is also
consistent with those estimated from micropipette aspi-
ration experiments.

The results so established in this paper provide additional
opportunities for the application of the optical tweezers
technique for further study of single cell mechanics. For
example, the feasibility to obtain direct force–extension
curves using this method provides new possibilities for
the systematic and quantitative investigation of the ef-
fects of disease states on mechanical response of liv-
ing cells. With this information, the connections among
elastic or viscoelastic properties of the cell, the chem-
ical/biochemical environment of the cell and the onset
and progression of diseases can be studied with a level of
precision which may not be attainable with other experi-
mental methods. Recent experimental studies by Mills et
al (2004) on the infestation of human red blood cells by
Plasmodium falciparum malaria parasites have demon-
strated that reproducible force–extension curves provid-
ing critical quantitative insights into the effects of par-
asite maturation inside the cell on the elastic and vis-
coelastic responses could be extracted from the optical
tweezers method. This technique could circumvent some
of the experimental difficulties in probing the deforma-
tion characteristics of malaria-infected cells through mi-
cropipette aspiration where cell rigidity and enhanced ad-
hesion of the cell membrane to the glass surface could
lead to significant uncertainty and scatter in experimen-
tal data (e.g., Glenister et al, 2002). As noted earlier,
the optical tweezers method also affords the flexibility to
explore deformation characteristics under different well-
controlled stress states which can be induced through the
use of multiple beads that are strategically attached to the
cell membrane for trapping and stretching.

The three-dimensional modelling approach outlined in
this paper is predicated upon a continuum formulation.
It is of interest to note that quantitative analysis of me-
chanical deformation by optical tweezers have also been
performed by recourse to molecular level modelling of
the spectrin network (Li et al, 2004). These simulations
provide estimates of elastic properties which are consis-
tent with experimental observations.
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Supplementary Material

Video images of computational simulations of deforma-
tion of the human red blood cell during optical tweezers
stretching are posted on the website which can be ac-
cessed through the electronic archive of this paper.
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Lab 7: Advanced instrumentation in the teaching lab 
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Summary 
 
 This session makes use of the atomic force microscopy (AFM) and optical 
trapping experiments used to teach an undergraduate instrumentation laboratory. 
Using a home-built and easily-manipulated AFM, you will learn basic imaging 
techniques, take some simple force curves for elastic modulus, and make a 
measurement of thermal energy. Using similarly scaled-down optical traps, you will 
learn calibration methods for the optical traps and perform experiments on the 
molecular motors of E. coli bacteria. The documents under "Recommended 
Reading" on the GEM4 wiki provide the essential background for both instruments 
and an overview of the experiments.  
(http://www.openwetware.org/wiki/GEM4labs) 
 
 
 



BE.309: Biological Instrumentation and Measurement Laboratory GEM4 Summer School

The teaching AFM: Part 1
Alignment, Calibration, and Noise

1 Objectives

1. Learn the function of our class AFM system’s components and the relationship between them.

2. Practice aligning the AFM optics.

3. Learn how to calibrate the AFM to relate its output signal to physical cantilever deflection.

4. Measure the mechanical vibration noise in the AFM system with the cantilever free and in
contact.

2 The Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) System

This section describes the various components of the AFM you will use in the lab, and particularly
how they differ in operation from a commercial AFM. During the lab, we will talk about the
operational principles of a standard AFM. It may also be helpful to review some of the References
in Section 4 at the end of this module. A photo of our AFM setup is provided in Figure 4 at the
end of this section for you to refer to as you learn about the instrument.

2.1 Power-on

Figure 1: This is a schematic of the piezo disk used
to actuate the AFM’s sample stage. The circular
electrode is divided into quadrants as shown in (a)
to enable 3-axis actuation. When the same voltage
is applied to all quadrants, the disk flexes as shown
in (b), giving z-axis motion. Differential voltages
applied to opposite quadrants, produce the deflec-
tion shown in (c), which moves the stage along the
x- and y-axes, with the help of the offset post, rep-
resented here by the vertical green line.

For our AFMs to run, you must turn on three
things: (1) the detection laser, (2) the photode-
tector, and (3) piezo-driver power supply. The
photodetector has a battery that provides reverse
bias, and the others have dedicated power sup-
plies (refer to Figure 4 at the end of this sec-
tion for where these switches are located). When
you finish using the AFM, don’t forget to turn
off the three switches you turned on at the begin-
ning: laser power supply, photodetector, and piezo
power supply.

2.2 Scanner system

To be useful for imaging, an AFM needs to scan its
probe over the sample surface. Our microscopes
are designed with a fixed probe and a movable
sample, so whenever we talk about moving the tip
relative to the sample, we will always only move
the sample. The sample is actuated for scanning
and force spectroscopy measurements by a simple
piezo disk, shown in Figure 1, which is divided
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into quadrants and flexes to move the post on which the sample stage rests. The piezo disk is
controlled from the matlab scanning software, and you will learn more about this in the next
module.

For motions along the z-axis (vertically), there are three regimes of motion:

Manual (coarse): turning the knob on the red picomotor with your hand (clockwise moves the
stage up).

Picomotor (medium): using the joystick to drive the picomotor (pushing the joystick forward
moves the stage upward).

Piezo-disk (fine): actuating the piezo disk over a few hundred nanometers using the matlab
software.

For coarse positioning along the x- and y-axis, the micrometers on the positioning stage are used.

WARNING: The AFM probes can be broken by running them into the sample — avoid
“crashing” the tip into the surface, or worse bumping the stage into the die or fluid
cell. Use caution when moving the sample up and down.

2.3 Optical system

Figure 2: A drawing of the interdigitated (ID) interferometric
fingers, with the detection laser shown incident from the top of the
figure. When the finger sets are aligned, as in the left box above,
the even-numbered modes are brightest, and odd modes are darkest.
When they displace relative to each other by a distance of a quarter
of the laser wavelength λ, the situation reverses, shown on the right.
This repeats every λ/4 in either direction.

Our microscopes use a somewhat dif-
ferent optical readout from a stan-
dard AFM to sense cantilever deflection.
Rather than detecting the position of
a laser beam that reflects off the back
surface of the cantilever, we measure
the intensity of a diffracted beam. To
do this, a diode laser with wavelength
λ = 635nm is focused onto the interdig-
itated (ID) “finger” structure, and we
observe the brightness of one of the re-
flected spots (referred to as “modes”)
using a photodiode. This gives us infor-
mation about the relative displacement
of one set of fingers relative to the other
— this is useful if one set is attached
to the cantilever, and the other to some
reference surface.

As the cantilever deflects, and the
out-of-plane spacing between the ID fin-
gers changes, the reflected diffractive
modes change their brightness, as shown
in Figure 2. However, a complication of
using this system is the non-linear out-
put characteristic of the mode intensi-
ties. As the out-of-plane deflection of
the fingers increases, each mode grows
alternately brighter and dimmer. The
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intensity I of odd order modes vs. fin-
ger deflection ∆z has the form

I ∝ sin2
(

2π

λ
∆z

)
,

and for odd modes, the sine is replaced by a cosine. The plot in Figure 3(a) shows graphically the
intensity of two adjacent modes as a function of displacement.

This nonlinearity causes the sensor’s sensitivity to depend critically on the operating point along
this curve at which a measurement is done. To make useful measurements, the ID interferometer
therefore needs to be biased to a spot on the sin2 curve where the function’s slope is greatest -
midway between the maximum and minimum, as sketched in Figure 3(b). This can be done with
our devices by simply adjusting the position of the laser spot side to side on the finger grating –
the grating is not perfectly flat due to residual stress, and thus provides a simple biasing method.

At this point, it’s worth remembering the distinction between calibration, sensitivity and reso-
lution – terms which will be used frequently in the context of the AFM, but whose precise meaning
isn’t always made explicit. Be sure you’re clear on the differences between them.

(a) The non-linear intensities of the 0th and 1st order
modes plotted as a function of cantilever displace-
ment.

(b) The desired operating point for maximum de-
flection sensitivity is shown here on the sin2

output characteristic of the ID fingers.

Figure 3: The characteristic output of the ID interferometric sensor.
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Figure 4: The AFM setup, with major components indicated.
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3 Lab Procedures

3.1 Laser alignment and diffractive modes

To get a cantilever position readout, the laser needs to

Figure 5: Plan view of the imaging can-
tilever geometry. The central (imaging)
beam dimensions are length L = 400µm,
and width b = 60µm. The finger grat-
ings begin 117µm from the base and end
200µm from it.

be well focused on the interdigitated fingers of the cantilever.
Use the white light source and stereo-microscope to look at
the cantilever in its holder. The laser spot should be visible
as a red dot (there may be other reflections or scattered laser
light, but the spot itself is a small bright dot). Adjust its
position using the knobs on the laser mount, until it hits the
interdigitated fingers (use the cantilever schematic in Figure 5
as a reference).

When the laser is focused in approximately the right posi-
tion, the paper “screen” around the slit on the photodetector
will allow you to see the diffraction pattern coming out of the
beam splitter. Observe the reflections on this screen while ad-
justing the laser position until you see several evenly spaced
modes. Make sure you aren’t misled by reflections from other
parts of the apparatus — some may look similar to the diffrac-
tion pattern, but aren’t what you’re looking for.

Before engaging the AFM, start the piezo z-modulation scan in the matlab software using the
default frequency and amplitude of 2Hz and 8V. (Note: Be sure the mode switch on the rear of
the AFM head is flipped down to “force spec. mode,” and make sure to turn on the piezo power
supply using the color-coded switch on the table.)Carefully bring the tip near the surface, first
by hand, then very slowly with the joystick. When you make contact, you will see the modes on
the photodetector fluctuate in brightness. Because of the device geometry, only the central long
cantilever with the tip will make contact with the sample surface.

3.2 Calibration and biasing

If you observe the intensity signal on the oscilloscope in x-y mode, you should see something like the
plots shown in Figure 6: a flat line that breaks into a sin2 function at a certain x-value (whether it
starts upward or downward depends on the mode you choose). The flat line is the cantilever out of
contact, and the oscillating section is the cantilever bending, after making contact with the sample.

For the types of noise measurement that we will do, the signal needs to be at the maximum-
slope position along the output curve when it’s not in contact with the surface. If necessary, use
the offset on your voltage amplifier to position the sin2 so that it is centered around zero. Then,
set the out-of-contact bias point by moving the position of the laser focus on the fingers until the
flat section of your force spec. curve is approximately at zero volts, halfway between the maximum
and minimum, as in Figure 6(c).

To relate the mode intensity output to a physical deflection, we can take advantage of the
fact that a mode’s brightness goes from fully bright to fully dim as the fingers deflect through a
distance of λ/4. This way, by relating this displacement to the amplitude of the sin2 curve, you
can determine the cantilever sensitivity in nm/V.

You will also need to multiply the calibration by a correction factor to account for the location
of the diffraction fingers with respect to the tip of the cantilever (you can assume that the deflected
shape of the cantilever fits a second-order polynomial).
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(a) Bias too high. (b) Bias too low. (c) Bias set to optimal range.

Figure 6: Proper setting of the bias point for the measurements we’ll make in this lab.

4 Helpful References

1. Basic Operating Principles of AFM.

a. A website with a basic description:
http://www.weizmann.ac.il/Chemical_Research_Support/surflab/peter/afmworks

b. One with some more detail:
http://saf.chem.ox.ac.uk/Instruments/AFM/SPMoptprin.html

c. If these really stimulate your interest, this is a more comprehensive site on Scanning Probe
Microscopy (SPM), of which AFM is a subset:
http://www.mobot.org/jwcross/spm/

2. The paper that started it all.
G. Binnig, C. F. Quate, Ch. Gerber, “Atomic Force Microscope” Physical Review Letters

56(3):930-933, 1986.

3. Using interferometric ID fingers for position detection.

a. The original paper:
S. R. Manalis, S. C. Minne, A. Atalar, C. F. Quate, “Interdigitatal cantilevers for atomic
force microscopy,” Applied Physics Letters 69(25):3944-3946, 1996.

b. A more thorough treatment:
G. G. Yaralioglu, S. R. Manalis, A. Atalar, C. F. Quate, “Analysis and design of an in-
terdigital cantilever as a displacement sensor,” Journal of Applied Physics, 83(12):7405-
7415, 1998.

4. A nice review of using the AFM in boiology.
D. Fotiadis, S. Scheuring, S. A. Müller, A. Engel, D. J. Müller, “Imaging and manipulation
of biological structures with the AFM,” Micron, 33(4):385-397, 2002.
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BE.309: Biological Instrumentation and Measurement Laboratory GEM4 Summer Schoo

The teaching AFM: Part 2
Imaging with the AFM

1 Objectives

1. Learn to set up and prepare the AFM for imaging.

2. Image several different samples with the AFM.

3. Use the AFM to measure physical dimensions of imaged features.

4. Use the AFM to measure the elastic modulus and surface adhesion force of a sample.

2 The AFM Scan Control Software

The software that interfaces with the AFM is an application that runs in matlab. It is launched
by typing ‘scannergui’ in the matlab command window. Its main function is to systematically
scan the probe tip back-and-forth across the sample, recording the cantilever deflection information
at each point, line by line, and assembling that data into an image. Figure 1 shows a screen capture
of the scanner control window, and an overview of its operation is provided below.

2.1 Overview of Controls

Many of these are self-explanatory, such as the start imaging and stop buttons, as well as the
image area in the lower right, which displays the image currently being scanned. Some notes are
given below on features that are not immediately obvious.

To begin with, it’s easiest to simply use the default settings on all these controls, and to
experiment with changing them as you become more familiar with the tool.

Scan Parameters - The Scan size sets the length and width of the image in nanometers (always
a square shape), but its accuracy depends on having the correct value for Scan sensitivity
(which should already be set for you, but may require calibration). The Scan frequency (lines
per second) sets the speed of the tip across the surface, and together with the Number of lines
affects the amount of detail you will see in the image. Setting the Y-scan direction tells the
scanner whether to start at the top or the bottom of an image, and the trace/retrace selector
determines whether each line is recorded as the tip scans to the left or to the right.

Scope View - As the tip scans back and forth, this plots the tip deflection data for each line.
Useful for quantitative feature height measurements.

Scanner Waveforms - Shows the voltage waveforms driving the piezo scanner, for each scan line
that is taken. Helpful for knowing where in the image the current scan line is located, and
the output level of the waveforms driving the scanner.

Z-mod Controls - These are only active during a z-mod scan, and have no effect when taking an
image. For more on this mode, see Section 2.4 below.
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Figure 1: The Scanner GUI window. The AFM is scanning a 12× 12µm area, at a rate of one line
per second, and is currently near the bottom of the image.
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2.2 Cantilever probes for imaging

Figure 2: Plan view of the imaging can-
tilever geometry. The central (imaging)
beam dimensions are length L = 400µm,
and width b = 60µm. The finger grat-
ings begin 117µm from the base and end
200µm from it.

The probes we will use for imaging are shown in Figure 2 with
relevant dimensions. The central beam has a tip at its end,
which scans the surface. The shorter side beams to either side
have no tips and remain out of contact. The side beams provide
a reference against which the deflection of the central beam is
measured; the ID grating on either side may be used. When
calibrating the detector output to relate voltage to tip deflec-
tion, remember to include a correction factor to account for
the ID finger position far away from the tip.

2.3 Image Mode Operation

This is the primary operating regime of the AFM, and provides
a continuous display of the surface being scanned, as the probe
is gradually rastered up and down the image area. To use this
mode, the switch on the back of the AFM must be flipped
upward. It is important to remember that the maximum scan
area is only abut 15µm square, and adjusting the position of
the sample under the tip requires only the smallest movements
of the stage micro-positioners. Also keep in mind that there is
a delay after start imaging is pressed and before the scan begins, as the actuator drive signals
are buffered to the I/O hardware.

2.4 Z-mod (force spectroscopy) Operation

In this mode, the piezo moves the sample only along the z-axis – i.e. straight up and down (hence
z-mod, short for z-modulation). To use this mode, the switch on the back of the AFM must be
flipped downward. Besides being helpful during calibration and biasing of the readout laser, this
mode is used to perform force spectroscopy experiments, in which tip-sample forces can be measured
as the tip comes into and out of contact with the sample.
(Note that the red stop button is also used to stop a z-mod scan).
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3 Lab Procedures

3.1 Sample Loading and Positioning

Correctly mounting a sample in the AFM is a key part of obtaining quality images. Our samples
are always mounted on disks, which are magnetically held to the piezo actuator offset post. The
AFM can image only a small area near the center of the opening in the metal cantilever holder, so
be sure that the area of interest for imaging ends up there.

(a) A photo of the underside of the can-
tilever mount, with the sample disk
lowered for changing samples.

(b) A close-up view of the opening into
which the sample rises, showing the can-
tilever die and sample disk.

When changing or inserting a sample disk, the 3-axis stage must be lowered far enough for
the disk to clear the bottom opening of the cantilever mount, as shown in the figures above. This
requires a large travel distance, so exercise caution when bringing the sample back up to the
cantilever, and take care not to damage the probe.

In addition, as you change samples, it is critical to reposition the offset post as nearly centered
as possible on the actuator disk, to ensure true horizontal motion in the x-y plane (Centering the
sample disk at the top of the offset post is not critical; rather, it’s the position of the bottom end
of the post on the piezo scanner disk. For instance, in figure 3(b) above the sample disk is
visibly off-center).

Once the sample is in proximity to the cantilever, follow the procedures that you learned in the
previous lab module to align the laser, engage the tip with the surface, and view a force curve.

3.2 Imaging

The general approach to imaging is to (1) set the overall output signal range and offset while in
the z-mod regime, (2) stop the z-mod scan and bring the probe into contact with the surface, and
(3) carefully adjust the cantilever deflection to give the desired bias point, and (4) start the image
scan.

Correct biasing is key to obtaining good images. If you are not yet comfortable with choosing
and setting an appropriate bias point for the cantilever’s optical readout, it is worth reviewing that
material from the previous module.

For imaging, the bias does not necessarily need to be set at maximum sensitivity when out of
contact. Rather, the signal should be at maximum slope (in the middle of its travel range) when
the probe is engaged, and exerting a small amount of force on the surface. Remember that the
more force the probe applies to the surface, the more wear and damage to the probe and surface
can result.
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The samples available for imaging are calibration gratings and E. coli bacteria on a silicon
dioxide surface. Unlike commercial instruments, our AFMs do not have an integrated optical
viewing system, so when positioning the sample it is difficult to determine exactly what spot on
the sample the probe tip will scan. Use the stereo-microscope (at moderate magnification) and a
fiber-light to observe the tip and position it as well as you can. Temporarily turning off the sensing
laser will make it easier to see. You can also move the sample “on the fly”, as you’re imaging, but
it takes some practice to make small enough stage movements. You will also likely have to readjust
the bias point (also fine to do on the fly).

Measuring Image Dimensions

When it’s necessary to determine the size of imaged features, the Scan size control is your most
handy reference. This gives the size of the image square, which can be quickly related to features
in the image. If needed, the scan size can be changed to make imaged features fit in the image
window as desired.

NOTE: the Scan sensitivity is pre-set to an approximate value, but if you would like more precise
lateral feature measurements, it’s worth verifying the calibration of the Scan sensitivity. This can
be done by scanning a reference with precisely known feature sizes (such as a calibration grating),
and adjusting the Scan sensitivity until the actual image size matches the Scan size setting.

Finally, for feature height (z-axis) measurements, they can be made by observing the Scope
View of the AFM software. The waveform displayed as the AFM scans over a feature shows
the feature height dimensions as voltages — the calibration that you’ve done to these voltages to
nanometers of tip displacement will give you feature sizes.

3.3 Elastic Modulus Measurements

[For these measurements, we’ll use the shortest and stiffest cantilevers available to us, which will
give the best signal. These have very similar geometry to the long cantilevers in Figure 2, but have
a length of 250µm, and a width of 50µm. The fingers begin 43µm from the base and end 125µm
from it. Ask your lab instructor to provide you with a short cantilever when you are ready.]

As you know, some of the most useful applications of AFMs in biology take advantage of their
ability to measure very small forces. We’ll use this capability to measure the elastic moduli of
some soft samples, to simulate mapping cell wall elastic properties, similarly to the 2003 paper by
Touhami et al. in Langmuir.

As seen in this paper, samples with different elastic moduli change the slope of the in-contact
portion of the force curve, when using the optical lever sensor. For our non-linear ID sensor, the
equivalent of the changing slope is a changing period for the sin2 function. Just as softer samples
cause lower slope with the optical lever, softer samples give the output function of the ID sensor a
longer period, with greater spacing between the peaks (see figure 4(a) below).

The approach for measuring modulus is to first take a force curve on a hard reference sample,
considered to have infinite hardness. We will use a bare silicon nitride surface. This allows us to
determine how the x-axis signal corresponds to stage movements.

You’ll want to bias this measurement similarly to measuring noise — the output should be at
the middle of the output range when out of contact (See Fig. 4(b)).

After your measurement of the hard sample, switch to the more compliant PDMS elastomer
samples, and run force curves on them.

Make sure to capture the plots of the force curves for later analysis, described in Section ??.

To get good force curves:
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(a) Force curves for samples of varying hard-
ness. The green (solid) curve is for a hard
sample, the red (dashes) curve is softer, and
blue (dots) curve is softest.

(b) Preferred biasing and calibration on a hard
surface for measuring elastic modulus, and
corresponding physical stage movement

1. Don’t change the biasing or laser position between samples – if you do, the force curves you
get can’t be compared one to another.

2. Careful initial biasing at the middle of output range is worth it — this will make a big
difference in ease of data analysis.

3. After you’ve brought each sample into contact and are satisfied with the Z-modulation range,
run the scan at slow speed (e.g. 0.5Hz) for the cleanest force curves.

Data Analysis

According to Touhami et al., the depth δ of an indentation made by a conical tip (approximately
true for ours) is related to the applied force F by

F =
2
π

tanα

(
E

1− ν2

)
δ2 ,

where α is the half-angle of the conical tip, and E and ν are the elastic (Young’s) modulus and the
Poisson’s ratio of the substrate material, respectively.

Substituting in appropriate values for α (35.3◦) and ν (0.25), we are left with

F = 0.60Eδ2 ,

in which we need only the force and indentation δ values to calculate modulus.
The force F is calculated by treating the cantilever as a Hookian spring, which obeys the law

F = kz, where k is the spring constant and z the tip deflection. For the 250µm long cantilever,
assume a spring constant of 0.118 N/m.

Finally, all that remains is to calculate indentation depths for the soft materials from the
difference in the period of the sin2 output between their force curves and the one for the hard
sample. Corresponding forces are derived from the cantilever deflection. Don’t forget at all points
to include the factor that relates cantilever tip deflection to finger deflection.
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BE.309: Biological Instrumentation and Measurement Laboratory GEM4 Summer School

The teaching AFM: Part 3
Thermomechanical noise and Boltzmann’s constant

1 Objectives

1. Use your knowledge of the AFM system and associated instrumentation to record the vibra-
tional noise spectrum of a cantilever probe.

2. Estimate the value of Boltzmann’s Constant kB from the cantilever vibrational spectrum.

2 Background

2.1 Theory: Thermomechanical Noise in Microcantilevers

For simplicity of analysis, we model the cantilever as a harmonic oscillator with one degree of
freedom, similar to a mass on a spring, as discussed in lecture. According to the Equipartition
Theorem, the thermal energy present in the system is simply related to the cantilever fluctuations
as follows:

1
2
kBT =

1
2
k

〈
∆z2

〉
,

where 〈∆z2〉 is the mean-square deflection of the cantilever, T is the absolute temperature, k is the
cantilever spring constant, and kB is Boltzmann’s Constant (yes, this notation can be confusing —
take care to keep these ks straight).

The characteristic transfer function of the second-order resonant system has the form

Figure 1: A data plot of a cantilever’s noise spec-
trum, with an ideal transfer function G(ω) fit on top
(dark line). Note that G(ω) is flat at low frequen-
cies, at the thermomechanical limit, as indicated. In
contrast, real data has more 1/f -type noise present
at lower frequencies (see Section 3.2).

|G(ω)| =
√

4kBT

Qkω0

√√√√√
1(

1− ω2

ω2
0

)2
+ 1

Q2
ω2

ω2
0

,

in whichω0 and Q are the (angular) resonant
frequency and quality factor, respectively. At
low frequencies, (ω ¿ ω0) this expression yields
what’s called the “thermomechanical noise limit”
(see Figure 1 for an illustration):

δ =

√
4kBT

Qkω0
.

These relations suggest several possible ap-
proaches that can be taken for determining kB,
for which you will need the values of several pa-
rameters. These include (1) the quality factor Q
and resonant frequency ω0 of the resonator (2) the
cantilever’s mean-square deflection 〈∆z2〉, and (3)
its spring constant k.
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1. The quality factor and resonant frequency can be obtained from taking the noise PSD
of the vibrating cantilever. If your intuitive sense for them is good, you can estimate these
quantities directly from the plot, or determine them more precisely by fitting an ideal transfer
function to the noise data, and extracting the fitting parameters (more on this in Section ??).

2. The mean-square deflection is readily available from either time-domain or PSD data of
the cantilever thermal noise. Recall that these are related through Parseval’s theorem as
follows: 〈

∆z2
〉

=
∫ ∞

0
S(ω)dω ,

where S(ω) is the PSD function of ∆z. By now, you know enough MATLAB spectral analysis
techniques to make these measurements.

3. The spring constant (stiffness) can be analytically calculated from geometrical parameters
in two ways (see Section 2.2 for cantilever dimensions). From basic mechanical beam-bending
analysis of a rectangular cantilever the stiffness k can be expressed as

k =
Ebh3

4L3
,

in which E is the elastic (Young’s) modulus of the beam material, and L, b and h are the
length, width, and thickness of the beam, respectively (b is used for the width to avoid
confusion with angular frequency ω).

This method, however, does not always yield accurate results — can you suggest why? An-
other analytical model for the spring constant was devised by Sader and coworkers1, and it
relies on measuring the cantilever’s resonant frequency:

k = 0.2427ρchbLω2
vac,

where ρc is the mass density of the material, L, b, and h are the same geometrical parameters
as above, and ωvac is the cantilever’s resonant frequency in vacuum. For the purposes of these
calculations, you can assume that the resonant frequency that you will measure in air ωair

is 2% lower than ωvac. (remember the factor of 2π when interconverting between ω and f in
your equations).

Suitable material parameters to use for the low-stress silicon nitride (SixN), out of which
these cantilevers are made are ρc = 3400kg/m3, and E = 250GPa. As mentioned before, for
complete cantilever dimensions, see Figure 2 in Section 2.2.

1J. E. Sader, et al, “Calibration of rectangular atomic force microscope cantilevers,” Review of Scientific Instru-
ments, 70(10):3967-3969, 1999.
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2.2 Cantilevers for Thermal Noise Measurements

Figure 2: Plan view showing the
geometry of a differential cantilever
pair. We assume that because the
beams are fabricated so close to-
gether, their material properties and
dimensions are identical.

The probes you will use for this lab are different than what
you’ve used for imaging and force measurements. Their plan
view is shown in Figure 2.

For noise measurement purposes, we’d like a clean vibra-
tional noise spectrum, which is best achieved using a matched
pair of identical cantilevers. The configuration with a central
long beam and reference side-beams has extra resonance peaks
in the spectrum that make it harder to interpret. With the
geometry in Figure 2 the beams have identical spectra which
overlap and reinforce each other. Using a pair of identical
beams also helps to minimize any common drift effects from
air movements or thermal gradients.

There are two sizes of cantilever pairs available. Choose
either size to make your measurement. For the long de-
vices, L = 350µm and the finger grating starts 140µm and
ends 250µm from the cantilever base. For the short devices,
L = 275µm, and the fingers are between 93µm and 175µm from
the base. The width and thickness of all of the cantilevers is
b = 50µm and h = 0.8µm, respectively.

3 Lab Procedures

3.1 Alignment, Calibration, Biasing

By now you’re familiar with aligning, calibrating, and biasing. The major difference in this case is
performing the z-modulation scan for calibration.

Because this device is a pair of identical cantilevers, simply bringing it down to a surface will
deflect both beams equally. A z-mod scan will show approximately zero deflection of one beam
relative to the other. Instead, we want to bend only one of the beams, while keeping the other
unbent. To do this, you’ll have a sample with a sharp step edge. The goal is to position the
cantilever pair above this edge such that one of the beams will be on the surface, and the other
will hang in free space. A z-mod scan should then deflect only one of the beams, giving us the
calibration curve we want.

A few additional remarks to guide you:

– Remember to flip the “imaging/z-mod” mode switch on the back of the AFM to the proper
position.

– Reflections of the laser from the edge of the substrate can interfere with the diffractive modes.
If this is the case, try repositioning the sample edge, perhaps using only the corner to bend
one of the cantilevers, until the sin2 shape improves.

– As you’ve done several times, bias the force curve for maximum sensitivity when out of
contact — the flat portion of the curve should be placed midway between the maximum and
minimum.
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3.2 Recording Thermomechanical Noise Spectra

Once you’re happy with your calibration and biasing, withdraw the lever’s tip from the surface,
making sure that the bias point stays where you set it. Use the LabVIEW ”Spectrum Analyzer”
to record the thermal noise signal coming from the freely vibrating cantilever. Once you are happy
with how the spectrum looks, save it to a .txt file of your choise.

You only need to measure the noise spectrum down to about 50-100Hz. Below this frequency,
1/f -type or “pink” noise dominates. You are welcome to measure this if you are interested, but
it is of limited use for determining kB. For very low-frequency measurements, anti-aliasing and
proper input coupling becomes very important. If you are interested in this, your lab instructor
can provide guidance.

Some guidelines for getting a good noise spectrum:

• Choose a sampling frequency at least 2× higher than the highest frequency of interest, or
about 10× higher than the first resonance peak of the cantilever.

• Use AC coupling on your voltage amplifier, and use a gain of 100-1000.

• If necessary, add a low-pass anti-aliasing filter (recall Module 1) at an appropriate frequency
to eliminate high-frequency components being “folded” over into the frequency region of
interest.

• Recall from the previous lab that, if you prefer, you can also measure the time-domain signal
directly, and later calculate its PSD in MATLAB. You can decide which technique you prefer.

3.3 Data Analysis with MATLAB

Once you bring your saved PSD data into MATLAB ([Fvec,PSDvec]=load(‘filename’) is the syntax
you want), you can manipulate it as you wish. To fit the second-order transfer function G(ω) to
the noise data, we’ll use the lsqcurvefit routine from MATLAB’s optimization toolbox, which
does a least-squares curve fit, as you may have guessed. We’re aiming to do something similar to
what you see in Figure 1, where an ideal function is overlaid on real noise data.

To make the fit converge easily, we’ll separate the nonlinear f0 and Q parameters from the
linear scaling factor. When doing the fitting, it is helpful not to use the whole frequency range
of your data. Instead, crop your PSD data to a suitable range around the resonant peak — the
vectors xdata and ydata used below are cropped PSD frequency and magnitude data, respectively,
extracted from Fvec and PSDvec.

First, you’ll need a MATLAB function transfunc to generate the unscaled transfer function
(i.e. the thermomechanical noise scaling factor is 1 here – refer to the equations on page 1):

|G(ω)| = 1√(
1− ω2

ω2
0

)2
+ 1

Q2
ω2

ω2
0

.

The function takes the f0 (note that this is real frequency in Hz, and not angular frequency in
rad/sec) and Q parameters as input, with a vector of frequencies, and outputs corresponding PSD
magnitude data:

function [output]= transfunc(params,xdata)
% params [f_0 Q]
x=xdata/params(1); % x-matrix to contain freq. points normalized to f/f_0
output=sqrt(1./((1-x.^2).^2 + (x/params(2)).^2));
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Then, create a function scaling to do the linear scaling, and calculate the thermomechanical
noise level (the left-divide operation actually does a least-squares fit):

function [y]=scaling(params,xdata,ydata)
unscaled=transfunc(params,xdata);
A=unscaled\ydata; % note the left-divide here!
y=unscaled*A;

Finally, use the lsqcurvefit routine, supplying an appropriate initial guess for f0 and Q:

options=optimset(‘TolFun’,1e-50,‘tolX’,1e-30);
p=lsqcurvefit(‘scaling’,[f_guess Q_guess], xdata, ydata, [ ], [ ], options, ydata);

This will return the best f0 (again in Hz, not in rad/sec) and Q parameters after the fit as a two-
element vector p. Now you just need the scaling pre-factor, which you can get by left-dividing the
full-range fit function by the PSD magnitude data (the left-divide again gives you a least-squares
fit “for free”):

A=(transfunc(p,full_xdata))\full_ydata;

Here full xdata and full ydata are the full-range frequency and magnitude PSD vectors,
rather than just the cropped sections used for the fit algorithm. You can now see how well the fit
worked, by plotting it on top of the original PSD data:

Gfit = A*transfunc(p,full_xdata); loglog (full_xdata, Gfit);
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BE.309: Biological Instrumentation and Measurement Laboratory GEM4 Summer School

Optical Trapping in the Teaching Lab

1 Lab Objective

1. Become familiar with the fundamentals of optical trapping.

2. Learn to calibrate the optical traps for position detection and force measurement.

3. Use calibration information to observe the rotation of E. coli bacteria, and determine the
forces required to stop this rotation.

2 The Optical Trapping System

2.1 Background

Arthur Ashkin developed the first optical traps in the 1970’s working at Bell Laboratories. Since the discovery of this
technology, optical traps have been applied to pure physics and biological applications from atomic cooling to DNA
unzipping. State of the art instruments used for biological applications can apply pico-Newton forces and provide
sub nanometer position resolution.

Optical forces are generated by a laser beam that is focused using a high numerical aperture
(NA) objective. These forces come from the conservation of momentum of photons refracting
through the trapped object, and will work for any object whose index of refraction is greater than
the surrounding medium. A gradient force component draws an object into the center of the trap
and a scattering force component pushes the object along the direction of light propagation. Unless
there is a steep gradient of light intensity, the scattering force will push the object out of the trap;
however, when using a high numerical aperture objective, the gradient of light near the focal point
is large enough to balance the scattering force and trap the object. The trap location ends up
slightly beyond the focal point.

If you’d like to learn more about optical trapping fundamentals, Google yields excellent results,
and you can also skim any of the papers referenced in the footnotes of this document.

Theoretical calculations of the forces exerted by an optical trap on the trapped object generally fall into two

regimes: (1) when the trapping wavelength is greater than the diameter of the trapped object λ > d — called the

Rayleigh scattering treatment, and (2) when the wavelength is much less than the diameter of the trapped object

λ < d — the Mie scattering treatment. Since we are using a λ = 975nm laser, and the beads and bacteria we’ll be

trapping are approximately 1− 2µm in diameter, our situation is actually at the boundary of these regimes, and we

will not concern ourselves with precisely calculating optical forces.

2.2 System Overview

Make sure you are able to identify the major system components (in italics). The light source used
for trapping in our instruments is a 975nm diode laser. Its beam is steered through optics that
expand the beam and direct it into the high-NA objective lens positioned under the sample. The
objective focuses the laser to form the trap, and the transmitted and scattered light is captured by
the condenser lens, and reflected onto the QPD position detector (more about this in Section 4.1).

Along nearly the same optical path, but in the reverse direction, a white light source is used
for optical observation. Its light passes down through the condenser, trap, and objective, and is
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reflected into a CCD camera. This is a simple white-light microscope, very similar to what you
built.

The 3-axis positioning stage that holds the sample slide is controlled along two axes by joystick-
driven picomotors. These will be used during position calibration, as well as “driving” the trap
around.

Optical path

A schematic of the optical layout is given in Figure 1. The red line gives the path of the trapping
laser (from source to QPD), and the blue line a second short-wavelength excitation laser (used for
fluorescence experiments), which we will not use in this lab. The white light for sample observation
follows the broad white line, from Illumination light source to the Camera.

Figure 1: The optical layout of the trapping system (including the optional 488nm fluorescence
branch, which is not used in this lab, indicated by the blue line).
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2.3 Safety

Laser Radiation

The trapping diode laser has a maximum operating power of 175mW, placing it in the Class IIIb
category. It is important that you familiarize yourself with the beam path and avoid interrupting
the path with your hands, any other body parts, or reflective items like rings, watches or other
jewelry. It is imperative that you do not look directly at the beam or any reflection of the
beam. Appropriate safety goggles will be made available to you. There should be no need for you
to put your hand in the beam at any time.

Biological Materials

Most of the trapping experiments will be run using small diameter glass and polystyrene beads.
Please use the available nitrile gloves both for cleanliness, personal safety and to reduce
sample contamination of samples. A genetically altered version of E. coli will be used for the last
section of the laboratory. These E. coli are live and infectious, so glove use is absolutely mandatory.
After the experiment is finished, discard the slide containing the E. coli sample as directed by the
laboratory instructor. As always, wash hands with soap after completing the laboratory, and do
not bring food or drink into the lab.

Operating Precautions

In order for the optical trap to work well, a very precise laser alignment is required. Any slight
bump of mirrors or lenses can significantly shift this and render an instrument unusable. The
laser diode is coupled to a fiber optic; this fiber is sensitive to being crimped, kinked, or otherwise
stressed and can be broken if not handled carefully. Be gentle with the optics on the microscope and
check with a laboratory instructor before adjusting knobs not explicitly specified in the directions.
It is much easier to realign the trap if only one optic has been moved, so if there is a problem,
please contact the lab instructor before attempting to solve the problem yourself.

3 Experiments Overview

1. Using a sample slide for calibrating the position detector, find a bead attached to the glass
surface. Run the LabVIEW position calibration VIs to relate the voltage output of the
position detector to bead displacement in nanometers.

2. Using the same slide, up to three different methods can be used to calculate the trap stiffness
and compare their results.

3. A different sample slide contains a suspension of E. coli bacteria. Focus on the sample and
find spinning bacteria. Using the position and force calibrations that you have done, measure
their rotation rates, and calculate the forces required to stop the E. coli from spinning.
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4 Lab Procedures

4.1 Position Detection

For detection, the laser light scattered from the trapped object is captured with a Quadrant Pho-
todiode (QPD) to provide a position signal for the bead location. The QPD outputs a voltage
signal for the x- and y-axes of bead displacement. These signals must be related to the physical
position of a bead, and the goal of this part is to record voltage vs. position data for each axis.
More information about this detection method can be found in Gittes and Schmidt1.

In order to calibrate the position detection, a relationship between the QPD output voltages
and position data must be determined. On our system, joystick-driven picomotors are installed for
x- and y-axis movement. These motors have been pre-calibrated and travel 30nm per step. The
calibration is performed by finding a 1µm bead attached to the glass surface (the high-salt buffer
of this sample makes the bead stick to the glass by hydrophobic interaction), and then scanning it
along the x- and y-axis while monitoring the QPD signal. A more precise method of calibration
involves moving the bead in a grid pattern using either the stage, or a separate optical trap, but
our stage positioning does not have enough repeatability to enable this.

Voltage vs. position measurement

1. Run the QPD Alignment VI. Its upper panel displays the raw x and y signals independently,
while the bottom panel shows them plotted one vs. the other, giving an indication of position
on the QPD.
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Figure 2: Sample position detection calibration curve for motion along a single axis.

2. Using the Joystick, maneuver the bead to the center of the trap. To find the centering
location, scan the stage in one axis while watching the displacement of that axis signal on
the QPD Alignment VI. As shown in Figure 2, when the bead is far away on either side of
the trap center, the signal should rest at 0 (if not, your lab instructor will help realign the
QPD). As the bead moves through the trap the signal will move to some maximum value
Xmax, then move through zero to a minimum −Xmax, before finally returning to 0 as the
bead leaves the other side of the trap. The goal is to place the bead at the point of maximal

1F. Gittes, C. F. Schmidt, “Interference model for back-focal-plane displacement detection in optical tweezers.”
Optics Letters, 23(1):7-9, 1998.
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sensitivity, which should occur at the 0 point between Xmax and −Xmax. This will place the
bead in the center of the linear portion of the voltage response as shown in Figure 2.

3. Repeat the above to center the other axis. It may take several iterations of both axes to be
confident that the trap is correctly centered.

4. Stop the QPD Alignment VI.

5. Open the Position Calibration VI.

6. Select an axis, enter the number of steps (≈100 for a 1µm bead), and the 30 nm/step cali-
bration factor.

7. Run the Position Calibration VI, and SAVE the calibration data that is generated.

8. Repeat these steps to get a calibration curve for the other axis (assume the same nm/step
calibration for both motors ).

4.2 Force Calibration

For calculating the forces exerted by the trap, the key parameter we need to know is its stiffness.
We will look at three different ways to measure it.

In general, for small displacements x from the equilibrium position, the optical trap is considered
to be a harmonic potential, which means that trapped particles experience a Hookian restoring force
F = −αx, and the potential energy stored due to displacement is 1

2αx2. Here α is called the stiffness
of the trap, and is analogous to the spring constant k of a mass-spring system.

Equipartition

As you no doubt remember, the Equipartition Theorem states that each degree of freedom in a
harmonic potential will contain 1

2kBT of energy. Therefore, one method of finding the trap stiffness
is by evaluating the variance in position 〈∆x2〉 due to thermally induced position fluctuations:

1
2
kBT =

1
2
α

〈
∆x2

〉
(1)

This should already be familiar to you from similar measurements done with thermomechanical
noise in cantilevers. Note, however, that this method requires precise position calibration of the
detector, and due to the squared quantity, is sensitive to noise and drift. Further reading on this
method can be found in Neuman and Block2.

Noise PSD Roll-off

Another way of deriving the trap stiffness is by analyzing the power spectrum of a trapped bead’s
thermally-induced motions. This power spectrum, in units of [displacement/Hz1/2] has the form:

Sxx(f) =

√
kBT

π2β(f2
0 + f2)

, (2)

where β is the hydrodynamic drag coefficient β = 3πηd, in which d is the bead diameter, and η
is the viscosity of the medium. Again, similarly to cantilever thermomechanical noise, the roll-off
corner frequency can be extracted from a fit of this function to the measured power spectrum. Once
known, the corner frequency is related to the trap stiffness as follows:

2K. C. Neuman, S. M. Block. “Optical trapping.” Review of Scientific Instruments, 75(9):2787-2809, 2004.
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α = f02πβ . (3)

For a full derivation and further information about this method, you may want to consult the
references in the footnotes3.

Stokes drag

A third method of calculating the trap’s stiffness is by calculating the drag force F = −αx exerted
on a bead as the stage is moved. The most basic formulation is

αx = βv = 3πηdv , (4)

where v is the flow velocity. Note that this equation only applies for constant velocity.

Laser Power Dependence

Both the position calibration, as well as the stiffness of the trap depend greatly on the power output
of the 975nm trapping laser. If the measurements you make are dependent on accurate position
calibration, you’ll need to recalibrate when you change the laser power.

Data Collection

Equipartition and Roll-off – Open the Equipartition VI. Trap a bead and, using the objec-
tive focus adjustment micrometer, move the bead away from the surface. Using the stage
micrometers, move the bead away from any nearby obstructions (tape, dust, other beads).

Using the SpectrumAnalyzer VI that you are familiar with from the AFM labs, take the
power spectrum of a bead’s thermal motion at the trap center, recording a separate spectrum
for the x- and y-axes. This data will yield two ways of calculating trap stiffness, as described
above.

Stokes drag – Open the Stokes VI. Again, trap a bead and move it away from the surface and
any obstructions. The Stokes VI will run the bead back and forth at various stage velocities
– thus it’s important that the stage micrometers have ample movement left and that there
are few beads in the area.

Run the Stokes VI program, watch the movement on the monitor, if additional beads fall into
the trap, discard the data. If this is a consistent problem, ask for help from a lab instructor.

Make sure to run the stokes program for both the x- and y-axes.

Laser power – You should repeat your force measurements at three or four varying power values
to obtain the force-power dependence. Use any of the methods above that you prefer, over
a range of 25-125mW laser output. Describe the relationship you see, and explain why you
used the force calibration method you chose.

3M. W. Allersma et al. “Two-Dimensional Tracking of ncd Motility by Back Focal Plane Interferometry.” Bio-
physical Journal, 74:1074-1085, 1998.
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4.3 E. coli Rotation

Goals

1. Using the position detection ability of the optical trap, determine (a) the typical rotation
velocity of spinning bacteria, and (b) the distribution of rotational speeds.

2. Using the force application ability of the optical trap, determine the stall force of the bacteria.
Assume that displacement from the trap center is 100nm when enough force is applied to
hold the bacteria.

Data Analysis

1. Rotation: Take the power spectrum of your trace to determine the rotational frequency. Plot
both the PSD and the trace. Does the PSD of your X and Y QPD voltages agree?

Describe the distribution of rotational speeds. Why do you think this is?

2. Stall Force: For a first approximation, the force exerted on the bacteria can be assumed to
be that exerted on a 1µm bead.
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Lab 8: Atomic force microscopy imaging of cells 
 
Location: 8-111 
PI: Krystyn Van Vliet 
Lab Instructor: Sunyoung Lee 
 
Summary 
 
 In this laboratory, you will use the atomic force microscope to image the 
structure and stiffness of living and chemically fixed human microvascular 
endothelial cells. The pN- to nN-scale mechanical force used to create these images 
allows you to observe both the micrometer-scale height of these cells, as well as 
the nanometer-scale cytoskeletal network beneath the cell surface. Because the 
cells are living and imaged under near in vitro conditions, it is possible to observe 
cell processes in real time, including migration, response to drugs added to the 
imaging media, and of course apoptosis. It is also possible to compare the near-
surface structure of living and diseased cells. If time allows, you will also observe 
the near-field optical / fluorescent image of these cell surfaces. 
 
Recommended Reading 
 
D. Pesen and J. H. Hoh, "Micromechanical Architecture of the Endothelial Cell Cortex," 
Biophys. J. 88. 
 
N. Almqvist et al., "Elasticity and Adhesion Force Mapping Reveals Real-Time Clustering of 
Growth Factor Receptors and Associated Changes in Local Cellular Rheological Properties," 
Biophys. J. 86. 
 



Micromechanical Architecture of the Endothelial Cell Cortex

Devrim Pesen and Jan H. Hoh
Department of Physiology, Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine, Baltimore, Maryland

ABSTRACT Mechanical properties of living cells are important for cell shape, motility, and cellular responses to biochemical
and biophysical signals. Although these properties are predominantly determined by the cytoskeleton, relatively little is known
about the mechanical organization of cells at a subcellular level. We have studied the cell cortex of bovine pulmonary artery
endothelial cells (BPAECs) using atomic force microscopy (AFM) and confocal fluorescence microscopy (CFM). We show that
the contrast in AFM imaging of these cells derives in large part from differences in local mechanical properties, and AFM
images of BPAEC reveal the local micromechanical architecture of their apical cortex at ;125 nm resolution. Mechanically the
cortex in these cells is organized as a polygonal mesh at two length scales: a coarse mesh with mesh element areas ;0.5–10
mm2, and a finer mesh with areas ,0.5 mm2. These meshes appear to be intertwined, which may have interesting implications
for the mechanical properties of the cell. Correlated AFM-CFM experiments and pharmacological treatments reveal that actin
and vimentin are components of the coarse mesh, but microtubules are not mechanical components of the BPAEC apical
cortex.

INTRODUCTION

Cell mechanics are fundamental to cell shape, motility,

division, tissue organization, and other biologically important

properties and processes (Alberts et al., 1994; Howard, 2001;

Boal, 2002). The mechanical properties of many cell types

have been studied extensively, and living cells are known

to be complex and heterogeneous visco-elastic structures

(Elson, 1988; Evans, 1989; Pollard et al., 2000). Although the

molecular underpinnings for cell mechanics are not fully

understood, it is clear that cytoskeleton plays a central role.

Actin, microtubules, and intermediate filaments are structural

components of the cytoskeleton with unique mechanical

properties, and rheological measurements of purified cyto-

skeletal preparations show that these have visco-elastic

properties similar to whole cells (Janmey et al., 1991, 1994;

Gittes et al., 1993; Kojima et al., 1994; Kurachi et al., 1995).

Pharmacological disruption of actin causes a significant

change in cell mechanics (Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000;

Yamada et al., 2000; Wakatsuki et al., 2001); likewise,

genetic disruption of cytoskeletal proteins has significant

mechanical consequences (Janssen et al., 1996; Weber et al.,

1999). As a result of this close relationship between

cytoskeleton and mechanics, cytoskeletal organization is

sometimes taken to reflect mechanical organization (e.g.,

Heidemann et al., 2000; Ingber et al., 2000). However, there is

little direct information about the spatial micromechanical

organization of living cells at a subcellular level.

The cytoskeleton is partitioned to carry out specific

functions in a cell; one organizational unit is the cortical

cytoskeleton (CS), which comprises the cytoskeleton con-

nected to and in close proximity to the plasma membrane and

is often treated separately in mechanical models of cells

(Evans, 1989; Yeung and Evans, 1989; Dong et al., 1991;

Karcher et al., 2003). Freeze fracture deep etch electron mi-

croscopy provides highly detailed views of the CS and reveals

a complex filamentous network (Satcher et al., 1997; Heuser,

2000). Immunofluorescence microscopy of CS frequently

shows a diffuse submembrane label (Tsukita and Yonemura,

1999; Flanagan et al., 2001). Where details of the cytoskel-

eton organization can be seen, it is difficult to unambiguously

identify the cortical component, unless cells are very thin and

thus have little non-CS (Lazarides, 1975; Galbraith et al.,

1998).

Vascular endothelial cells are an interesting system for

studying functionally important aspects of cytoskeleton and

mechanics (Dudek and Garcia, 2001; Helmke and Davies,

2002; Lee and Gotlieb, 2002; Ogunrinade et al., 2002). These

cells are found in a mechanically active environment and are

required to withstand shear stress, blood pressure, and

changes in pressure due to breathing cycles. The cortex of

these cells faces the blood stream and is important for re-

sponding to external forces, and transmitting force, as well as

controlling cell shape. In this study, we used atomic force

microscopy (AFM), confocal fluorescence microscopy

(CFM), and anti-cytoskeletal drugs to characterize the micro-

mechanical architecture of the cortex in bovine pulmonary

artery endothelial cells (BPAECs).We show that the cortex in

these cells is mechanically organized as a polygonal mesh on

two levels: a coarse mesh with dimensions on the order of

several micrometers and a fine overlapping mesh with dimen-

sions on the order of hundreds of nanometers. These meshes

appear to be intertwined and are in part composed of actin and

vimentin.Submitted July 16, 2004, and accepted for publication October 4, 2004.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell culture

BPAECs, Eagle’s minimum essential medium, and fetal bovine serum were

from American Type Culture Collection (Manassas, VA). BPAECs were

maintained on petri dishes or gelatin coated glass coverslips in Eagle’s

minimum essential medium supplemented with 20% fetal bovine serum at

5% CO2 and 37�C. The cells were fed every 2–3 days and passaged when

confluent. Passages 17–22 were used.

AFM imaging

AFM imaging was performed with a Multimode or Bioscope AFM equipped

with large area scanners (.100 mm 3 100 mm), with a Nanoscope IIIa

controller (Digital Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA). The Bioscope was

mounted on an Olympus inverted optical microscope. For imaging live cells

in solution, unsharpened (radius of curvature ;50 nm) silicon nitride

cantilevers with nominal force constants of 0.01 or 0.03 Newtons/meter were

used (Nanoprobes, Digital Instruments). Ambient tapping of fixed and dried

cells was performed with single crystal silicon cantilevers (model TESP;

Digital Instruments). Live cell imaging was performed in fluid contact mode

at room temperature and atmosphericCO2. The imaging bufferwas phosphate

buffered saline (Invitrogen,Carlsbad,CA) supplementedwith 1.2mMCaCl2,

1.2 mM MgCl2, 5 mM Hepes, and 1 g/L glucose. For pharmacological

treatments of BPAEC cortex, stock solutions of cytochalasin B (1 mg/ml in

dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO)) and nocodazole (4 mg/ml in DMSO) were

prepared. The final concentrations of drugs were determined after estimating

the amount of imaging buffer present in the fluid holder before drug addition.

SinceDMSOcan increase the temperature uponmixingwith aqueous buffers,

first 50–100 ml imaging buffer was smoothly pipetted out of the fluid holder

channels and it was mixed with 1–5 ml of stock drug solution. After reaching

room temperature, this solution was added to the fluid holder and mixed

gently to ensure rapid drug delivery to cells. Imaging parameters were

empirically optimized to produce clear images with minimal distortion or

damage to the cells. Typically, scan rates were 60–120 mm/s, resulting in

image acquisition times of 4–16 min depending on the scan size. BPAECs

could be imaged for up to 4 h, during which time the cells remained adherent

and high quality images could be collected. With extended imaging the

fenestrae between cells began to expand, exposing the substrate.We interpret

this as an indicator of cell deterioration in response to the AFM imaging.

Further imaging resulted in loss of cells from the surface.

Local mechanical measurements

AFM force curves over confluent BPAEC monolayers were collected using

the same cantilevers as for imaging at rates of;10 mm/s. The relative trigger

on the microscope was set to 50 nm or less to prevent inadvertent damage to

the cell. The force curves were used to determine the elastic modulus as

described previously (Radmacher et al., 1996; Costa and Yin, 1999). Force

calculations use nominal values for cantilever stiffness, and hence should be

considered accurate to within a factor of two.

Confocal immunofluorescence microscopy

For correlated AFM-CFM experiments, cells cultured on gelatin (Sigma, St.

Louis, MO) coated CELLocate glass coverslips (Brinkmann,Westbury, NY)

were imaged by AFM and immediately fixed in 3.7% paraformaldehyde for

10min. The fixative was added to the cells,1min after completing the AFM

imaging. Cells were then permeabilized with 0.2% Triton-X-100 in PBS for

5 min and blocked with 1% BSA in PBS for 30–60 min. The cells were then

treated with Alexa Fluor 488 phalloidin (Molecular Probes, Eugene, OR),

monoclonal anti-b-tubulin-Cy3 antibody (;1:50–1:100) ormonoclonal anti-

vimentin-Cy3 antibody (;1:50–1:100) (Sigma) in 1% BSA in PBS for 1 h.

Finally, cells were washed with PBS, and mounted on slides with ProLong

media (Molecular Probes). An UltraView Confocal microscope (PerkinElm-

er, Wellesley, MA) was used to collect immunofluorescent images. Areas to

examine were determined by using bright field light micrographs collected

during AFM imaging on the Bioscope in conjunction with the locator grid.

Scanning electron microscopy

Cells grown on coverslips were fixed with 3% glutaraldehyde, 0.1 M Hepes,

2 mM CaCl2 pH 7.2, for 30 min at room temperature. Cells were then rinsed

twice using 0.1MHepes with 3 mMCaCl2 for 10 min, followed by a rinse in

0.1 M sodium cacodylate with 3 mM CaCl2 for 10 min, and post fixed in

reduced osmium (1%OsO4, 0.8%K4FeCn6, 0.1M sodium cacodylate, 3 mM

CaCl2) for 1 h on ice.After a briefwater rinse, cellswere en-bloc stained in 2%

uranyl acetate (filtered) for 1 h in the dark. Samples were dehydrated using

a series of ethanol incubations and then treated with 100% hexamethyldi-

silazane (Polysciences, Warrington, PA) for 10 min. Coverslips were then

placed on Whatman No. 1 filter paper (cell side up) and allowed to dry.

Finally, coverslipswere attached to carbon sticky tabs affixed to scanningEM

stubs and evaporated with 1 nm of chromium in a Denton DV-502A high

vacuum evaporator operating at 50 mA and 23 10�7 torr. Cells were viewed

and digitized on a Leo 1530 Field Emission Scanning EM operating at 1 kV.

Image display and data analysis

AFM data were analyzed with Image SXM and SuperMapper, a custom

software suite developed with Interactive Data Language (Research Systems,

Boulder, CO). The deflection images were processed to optimize bright-

ness and to enhance contrast. Immunofluorescence data were optimized for

brightness and contrast using Adobe Photoshop. Correlated areas were

determined visually by overlaying AFM deflection images on CFM images,

and manually varying the transparency of the AFM imaged. Mesh element

areas were estimated by ((A13 A2)/2).

RESULTS

AFM images reveal the micromechanical
organization of the cortex

BPAECs grow in confluent monolayers, and AFM images

show a general morphology that is consistent with that seen

by light and electron microscopy. Cells are typically tens of

micrometers in diameter, and heights range from a few

hundred nanometers at the periphery to ;4 mm toward the

center (Fig. 1,A–D). In addition, these cells display a complex

highly organized filamentous network. The AFM is a sensi-

tive surface probe; however, when soft materials such as

living cells are probed with an AFM tip, local mechanical

differences result in differential surface deformations and

contribute to contrast in the images. Scanning EM and AFM

images of fixed endothelial cells show a relatively smooth

surface, with none of the filamentous features seen in AFM

images of living cells (Fig. 1, C and D) (Chazov et al., 1981;
Schaeffer et al., 1993). Hence the contrast in the AFM images

of living BPAECs derives in substantial part from local

mechanical properties; in particular the filamentous struc-

tures are mechanical features from the cortical regions of

these cells.
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Architecture of the endothelial cortex

The filamentous network at the cell cortex is organized as

a complex polygonal mesh. Visually the mesh appears to be

structured on two length scales, one on the order of a few

hundred nanometers and the other on the order of a few

micrometers (Fig. 2). The larger mesh is composed of

prominent and hence relatively stiff features, with a wide

range of forms. The fine mesh is composed of thin filaments

with weak contrast, and typically visible inside the large mesh

elements. The fine mesh elements are more uniform in

appearance, and have areas;0.05–0.5mm2. In places the fine

filaments run on top of the thicker filaments, and are thus

closer to the plasmamembrane. Other thin filaments appear to

run underneath the thick filaments, although because of the

weak contrast from the thin filaments the possibility that all

thin filaments run on top of the thick filaments cannot be

strictly excluded. Thus, the cell cortex might be described as

a coarse mesh intertwined with a fine one, or possibly a fine

mesh layer over a coarse mesh.

Closer examination of the coarse mesh reveals that the

thick filaments course across the monolayer surface, and in

places give the appearance of being continuous with

neighboring cells. Thick filaments often converge at ‘‘star-

like’’ focal points, where, on average, 3–4 filamentous

structures radiate from a single point; these are distributed

over the entire apical surface. Such star-like focal points have

previously been observed by electron microscopy, and it has

been suggested that they are vertices of actin geodomes

(Lazarides, 1975; Heuser and Kirschner, 1980). Less

frequently there were also focal points with 5–8 converging

filaments. To characterize the mesh elements we measured

the long axis (A1), short axis (A2), and asymmetry (MA1/A2)

in 67 mesh elements from nine different cells (Fig. 3).

Individual elements were found to be relatively asymmetric

with A1 ¼ 4.4 6 2.3 mm (mean 6 SD), A2 ¼ 1.6 6 1 mm,

andMA1/A2 ¼ 2.86 1.3. In elongated cells the major axis of

mesh elements tends to align with the major axis of the cells.

Examination of the internal branch angles in these mesh

FIGURE 1 Mechanically based contrast in AFM images of BPAECs. (A)

AFM deflection image. (B) Corresponding AFM height image of BPAECs

imaged in a physiological saline. Generally the applied force was on the

order of 1 nN, the scan rate was 60 mm/s, and the image acquisition time was

between 4–16 min. Overall cell morphology is similar to that seen by light

microscopy or scanning EM; however, significant additional detail is seen.

The deflection images show an intricate mesh of filaments; other features

seen in the images include focal points with 5–8 converging filaments

(arrows). The smeared features (asterisk) are imaging artifacts. (C) AFM

image of fixed BPAECs shows no filamentous structures; however, the cell

boundaries and nuclei (arrow) are visible. The latter is likely visible because

the membrane collapses over the nucleus during dehydration. (D) Likewise,

scanning EM of BPAEC shows cell boundaries but no filamentous mesh.

Thus, contrast for the fine features seen in A is attributed to differences in

local mechanical properties. Z-range of the gray scale in B is 0–4 mm. Scale

bars are 5 mm.

FIGURE 2 Cortical mesh appears to be organized at two predominant

length scales. (A–D) High magnification deflection AFM images of living

BPAECs in a physiological saline. The filamentous mesh appears to be

organized on two length scales, with coarse mesh (arrowheads) and fine

mesh filaments (arrows). The coarse mesh forms larger elements and is

easier to identify, whereas the fine mesh elements have much smaller

dimensions. Further, contrast in the fine mesh is weak, making it difficult to

completely trace. In places, the fine mesh runs over the coarse mesh and is

thus more proximal to the membrane. In other places, the mesh may run

under the coarse mesh, or is not visible due to the weak contrast. Thus, the

two meshes are likely intertwined, although it is possible that the fine mesh is

layered over the coarse mesh. Lateral resolution in these images is;125 nm.

Scale bars are 1 mm.
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elements reveals a bimodal distribution with peaks at 53� and
103� (n ¼ 66). These discrete distributions suggest that the

branches do not form from random crossings of filaments.

Proteins such as filamin, spectrin, and Arp2/3 can organize

actin into networks with characteristic angles (Hartwig and

Shevlin, 1986; Hansen et al., 1997; Pollard and Borisy,

2003). We note that scanning did not significantly perturb the

lateral organization of the filaments. This is apparent from the

shape of features in the image, which show little dependence

on scan direction. Further, comparison of trace and retrace

images showed little or no scan direction related orientation

of the filaments (data not shown).

Analysis of AFM deflection images of BPAECs reveals

that the best resolution obtained is ;125 nm along the fast

scan axis, as determined from the spectral composition of the

data (data not shown) (Joy, 2002). Thus, applying the Nyquist

criterion, the resolution of 512 pixel/line images larger than

32 mm is limited by sampling frequency, whereas images

smaller than 32 mm are limited by other aspects of the image

acquisition. This resolution assessment agrees well with

visual inspection of images, where the point-to-point resolu-

tion is determined from features such as spacing between

individual filaments and their widths.

Cortex mechanics

The AFM imaging presented above provides a detailed

picture of the lateral mechanical organization of the cortex,

but does not address variations as a function of distance

beneath the plasmamembrane. AFM force measurements can

be used to quantitate local mechanical properties, and are also

sensitive to changes in mechanical properties as a function of

indentation depth (Radmacher et al., 1995; Costa and Yin,

1999). Micromechanical measurements on BPAECs using

the AFM show that the average elastic modulus is in the range

of 0.2–2 kPa, in agreement with previous studies on

endothelial cells (Satcher and Dewey, 1996; Hochmuth,

2000; Mathur et al., 2000, 2001) (Fig. 4). Force curves

collected at different positions on individual cells show that

the cell body appears to be two- to threefold softer than the cell

periphery, though it is known that the hard surface under a soft

sample affects force measurements more as the sample

thickness decreases (Costa and Yin, 1999). Thus, mechanical

measurements on the cell body, where the cell reaches its

maximum height, will have the least impact from the

underlying hard surface (Charras et al., 2001; Dimitriadis

et al., 2002). For force curves collected near the center of the

FIGURE 3 Coarse mesh elements are asymmetric

and micrometer scale. Shapes of the coarse mesh

elements were examined by hand tracing mesh

boundaries (n ¼ 67). To characterize the mesh, we

described individual mesh elements by their longest

axis (A1), longest axis perpendicular to A1 (A2), and

the ratio of the two axes (MA1/A2). (A) Example of

traced coarse mesh element in a BPAEC deflection

image and (B) definitions of parameters examined.

Histograms of measured dimensions show that (C) the
long axis of the cells is on average 4.4 mm, (D) the

short axis is on average 1.6 mm, and (E) the average

aspect ratio is 2.8. (F) Internal angles of the coarse

mesh elements show a bimodal distribution with peaks

at 53� and 103� (n ¼ 66).
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cell, the measured modulus appears to be independent of

indentation depth for indentations up to ;1 mm (i.e., up to

25% strain). Furthermore, these force measurements show

that at a force of 1 nanoNewton (nN) (typical imaging force),

the upper indentation depth is;600 nm (at a scan rate of;10

mm/s). It should be noted that at small deflections these

measurements are very noisy, and it is possible that some

nonuniform behavior is buried in this portion of the data.

Actin is a major contributor to the cortical
micromechanical architecture

To identify the molecular components that underlie the

mechanical architecture visualized by AFM we performed

correlated AFM-CFM and pharmacological treatments. For

correlated AFM-CFM experiments, bright field light micro-

graphs were collected during AFM imaging of living cells

grown on locator coverslips. Cells were fixed immediately

(within ;1 min) after AFM imaging and stained for actin,

vimentin, or microtubules. The locator grid then allowed

fluorescence imaging of the same area where the AFM image

was collected. CFM images show that actin filaments are

present throughout the cell, and comparison of AFM images

with fluorescence images show a direct correspondence for

a number of filamentous and polygonal features (Fig. 5). In

particular, comparing the more basal CFM slices with the

AFM image, there are features in the thin periphery where the

CFM and AFM images show the same features. However,

toward the center of the cell, the CFM shows a number of

strongly staining stress fibers that are not seen in the AFM

image. In the more cortical slices the CFM staining is

relatively weak and shows scattered spots of F-actin and few

filamentous structures, in agreement with previous observa-

tions (Galbraith et al., 1998). Here a direct correlation is more

difficult, but again the CFM appears to show several features

similar to those seen in the AFM image. A double staining for

actin and vimentin again shows a number of features in the

AFM image that can be correlated with actin staining (Fig. 6).

Vimentin filaments are more prevalent in the central regions

of the cell than in the cell periphery. Generally the vimentin-

based structures have a curly pattern of stainingwith filaments

crossing each other multiple times, and in a few instances

there are features that can be correlated to the AFM images.

Staining for microtubules did not produce features that could

be readily identified in the AFM images (data not shown).

Thus, of the features that can be accounted for in the AFM

images, actin is the most significant component, whereas

vimentin is less prevalent and microtubules are not detected.

To gain further insight into the molecular identity of the

mechanical features seen in the AFM images we examined

the effect of the actin disrupting drug cytochalasin B and

microtubule disrupting drug nocodazole on the appearance

of BPAECs. High concentration (50 mM) of cytochalasin B

causes dramatic effects within 5min: the filamentous network

disappears, the cell surface becomes smooth, cells lose their

mechanical strength, shape, and finally structural integrity

(Fig. 7). DuringAFM imaging experiments wemake sure that

the probe applies the minimum force that gives good contrast.

However, when cells lose their mechanical strength due to

disruption of the cytoskeleton/mechanical elements, they

cannot withstand even the small forces, and the probe ends up

scraping cells from the surface. When a lower concentration

(1 mM) of cytochalasin B is used, the cell maintains integrity

for a significantly longer time. In this case the filamentous

network disappears more gradually and the cells take on

a somewhat granular appearance. In stark contrast to cyto-

chalasin, treatment with nocodazole did not produce a loss of

any features; instead there was an increase in the density of

filaments (Fig. 8). Here it should be noted that nocodazole is

known to promote actin polymerization (Ballestrem et al.,

2000). These cells appear to reorganize the filamentous fea-

tures with time, and the morphology of the cells appears to

reflect an increase in tension in the plane of the monolayer. In

conjunction with this apparent change in tension the cell

monolayer also initially becomes smoother with smaller

variations in height, although height variations are eventually

restored (Fig. 9).

DISCUSSION

A significant barrier to understanding the micromechanical

and cortical architecture of living cells are the methods

currently available. Mechanical measurements of living cells

have largely been confined to measurements of whole cells or

large regions of cells, using methods such as cell poking,

micropipette aspiration, and stretching (Zahalak et al., 1990;

Hochmuth, 2000; Basso and Heersche, 2002). Small area

measurements of mechanics by magnetic twisting or optical

FIGURE 4 Mechanical definition of the

BPAEC cortex. (A) AFM force curves on

BPAECs show an indentation of ;600 nm at

the imaging force, which set an upper limit for

the thickness of the cortex. However, cell

viscosity will contribute significantly, and the

effective cortical region is likely to be on the

order of a couple hundred nanometers. (B) Plots

of elastic modulus as a function of deflection,

corresponding to indentations up to 1mm, show

little variation as a function of indentation.
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tweezers are too sparse to provide a detailed mechanical

picture (Wang and Ingber, 1994; MacKintosh and Schmidt,

1999). Spatially resolved AFM force measurements offer

a more detailed mechanical map of living cells (Radmacher

et al., 1996; Hofmann et al., 1997; A-Hassan et al., 1998;

Vinckier and Semenza, 1998). However, thinking about

micromechanical organization of cells is often based sub-

stantially on images of the cytoskeleton produced by

immunofluorescence and EM, and the independent cell

mechanics measurements described above. But it is clear

that the organization of cytoskeleton per se does not provide

a complete mechanical picture; one also needs to knowwhere

and how strongly different cytoskeletal components are

connected, among other things. Thus, in the absence of a

complete biochemical description of the system, there is a

need for a high-resolution mechanical picture.

FIGURE 6 Correlated AFM and CFM of cells double stained for actin

and vimentin. AFM image on living BPAECs was collected and the cells

were immediately fixed and processed for immunofluorescence. (A) The

deflection image shows details of the mesh-like cortical organization,

whereas (B) the height image better reflects the overall cell shape. Confocal

planes of cells stained for actin using Alexa-phalloidin (C, E, and G) and

vimentin using Cy3-anti-vimentin antibody (D, F, and H). Correlated

features are marked with arrowheads. Scale bar is 10 mm. Z-range in the

height image is 0–4 mm.

FIGURE 5 Correlated AFM and CFM of cells stained for actin. An AFM

image of living BPAECs was collected and the cells were immediately fixed

and processed for immunofluorescence. (A–C) Confocal microscopy planes

of fixed cells. (D) AFM deflection image of living BPAEC in solution. (E)
Corresponding height image. Cells were stained for actin using Alexa-

phalloidin. The CFM images show that actin filaments are present throughout

the cell. Note that the basal stress fibers are not seen in the AFM images.

However, a careful comparison of AFM images with fluorescence images

shows a direct correspondence for a number of filamentous and polygonal

features. Correlated features are marked with arrowheads. (F) Schematic

illustrating the spatial relationships between the AFM and confocal images.

The horizontal gray planes represent optical confocal slices, whereas the dark

gray area represents the cell cortex imaged by the AFM probe. Scale bar is 10

mm. Z-range in the height image is 0–4 mm.
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Here we have found that the AFM imaging offers an

approach to directly examine micromechanical organization

of the cell cortex at very high resolution. This work follows

a number of other AFM studies of living cells (e.g.,

Henderson et al., 1992; Barbee et al., 1994; Hoh and

Schoenenberger, 1994; Putman et al., 1994; Braet et al.,

1997; Quist et al., 2000) but differs in that we conclude that

for a certain class of features in BPAECs the contrast is al-

most entirely mechanical in origin (Fig. 10). Although there

is no formal way of uncoupling topographic features from

mechanical features in AFM images of living cells, evidence

here is that virtually all fine structure seen in AFM images

derives from differential mechanical properties. This conclu-

sion is based on the mechanical nature of live cell AFM

imaging and a comparison of scanning EM or AFM of fixed

cells with live cell AFM images. The images of fixed cells

show a smooth surface with no filamentous features, whereas

the live cell AFM images show a highly complex mesh of

filaments. This is consistent with an extensive body of scan-

ning EM images of cells prepared using a variety of methods;

we are not familiar with a single instance of scanning EM

where such features are seen at the plasma membrane (from

the extracellular side).

The view of the micromechanical architecture of BPAECs

that results from the AFM imaging is far more detailed than

apparent from confocal microscopy, although consistent with

deep etch electron microscopy of similar cells that shows

a complex network of cortical cytoskeleton.We conclude that

the filamentous features in the AFM images represent the

cytoskeleton based on three lines of reasoning. To begin

with, the observed structures are highly reminiscent of

cytoskeletal morphology. Further, the correlated AFM and

FIGURE 8 Nocodazole treatment of BPAECs produces an increase in

filamentous structures. Time series of AFM (A–C) deflection images and

(D–F) corresponding height images collected before and after exposure to

nocodazole. Cells were treated with ;50 mM nocodazole at time 0 min.

There is an increase in the filamentous structures by 42 min, followed by

a lateral reorganization. For example, the cell marked with an asterisk

redistributes the filamentous features to the cell periphery by 77 min. Scale

bar is 5 mm.

FIGURE 7 Treatment with cytochalasin B abolishes most filamentous

features. Time series of AFM deflection images collected before and after

exposure of cells to cyotochalasin. (A–C) Cells were treated with 1 mM

cytochalasin B at time 0 min. Scale bar is 5 mm. (D–F) Cells were treated

with 50 mM cytochalasin B at time 0 min. Scale bar is 10 mm. Low

concentration of cytochalasin B results in gradual loss of filamentous

structures, whereas high concentration abolishes all features within 5 min.
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immunofluorescence data demonstrate that some of the

filaments are actin and vimentin. Finally, treatment with

anticytoskeletal drugs produces corresponding changes in the

AFM images. This interpretation is also consistent with

previous AFM imaging of living cells, where similar features

have been attributed to the cytoskeleton using immunological

or pharmacological approaches (Henderson et al., 1992;

Rotsch and Radmacher, 2000). This conclusion is also

consistent with the generally accepted finding that cytoskel-

eton is a major determinant of cellular mechanics and has

physical properties that can give rise to mechanical features

seen in the images. Because the AFM is a surface imaging

tool, only structures on the apical side of cells interact with the

probe, and the imaging is limited to the cell cortex. Here we

define the cortex as what is accessible to the AFM in a typical

imaging experiment. The maximum indentation depth of

;600 nm (at an imaging force of;1 nN) sets an upper limit

for the amount of deformation. A lower limit for the layer

thickness is estimated assuming that only the membrane, not

the underlying cytoskeleton, deforms during imaging. In

typical images this value is in the range 10–50 nm. For

a variety of reasons the deformation is unlikely to be near

either of these limits, and we estimate the thickness of this

region to be a few hundred nanometers. Thus, our working

hypothesis is that the contrast in our AFM images results from

the variations in the micromechanical organization of the cell

surface, which in turn reflects the organization of the CS of

these vascular endothelial cells.

The correlated AFM-CFM and pharmacology experiments

demonstrate that actin contributes to the micromechanical

architecture in the BPAEC cortex. This is consistent with

previous studies that have shown actin to be a significant

contributor to the CS (Lazarides, 1975;Heuser andKirschner,

1980; Condeelis, 1981; Bretscher, 1991). We were also able

to identify features in the AFM images that correlate with

vimentin staining but not tubulin. However, many features

seen in the AFM images could not be assigned to any of the

proteins for which we stained. Nonetheless, polygonal shape

and branch angles suggest that many of the unidentified

features are actin. Further, it is exceptionally difficult to visu-

alize CS by CFM; on the other hand, the AFM provides very

high contrast and suboptical resolution images of the cell cor-

tex. Thus, it is likely that very thin cortical filaments of actin,

vimentin, or microtubules are seen in the AFM but cannot be

visualized by CFM. There are also other candidate molecules

for which we have not yet stained, and there may also be

unexpected molecules that contribute to cortical mechanics.

Finally, the data collection may complicate the image corre-

lation; in particular the time for fixation after AFM imaging

allows for minor changes to cytoskeleton. Identification of all

the features seen in the AFM images will require further work

and possibly novel labeling approaches. The results from

pharmacological treatments of BPAEC CS further support

the finding that actin is a central mechanical component of the

cortex in these cells. Cytochalasin B led to disruption of

thefilamentousnetwork,whereasnocodazole resulted inan in-

crease of filamentous structures. The latter result is attributed

to the fact that nocodazole has been shown to increase the

number of actin filaments (Ballestrem et al., 2000).

The organization of the cortical mesh reported here has

interesting implications for themechanical properties of cells.

Both the intertwined mesh and layered meshmodels present a

unique mechanical picture of the cell. A cortex composed

FIGURE 10 Schematic illustrating contrast mechanism for micromechan-

ical AFM imaging of cells. Contour of the cell before imaging is shown as

a dashed line. During AFM imaging the tip moves along the apical surface of

the cell and interacts with structures in the cortex by differential

deformation. Soft structures such as the lipid membrane are easily deformed,

whereas stiff structures such as cytoskeleton resist the applied force. As

a result, the contrast derives in large part from local mechanical properties of

the sample.

FIGURE 9 Changes in height of BPAEC due to nocodazole treatment.

Cells were treated with;50 mM nocodazole at time 0 min. (A) AFM height

image of BPAEC. The black line shows position of the cross section. (B) A

cross-section profile is collected at the same position at different time points.

Cell height decreases by 30 min and stays low for at least 1 h. Cells regain

their height by 134 min.
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solely of a fine mesh would produce a cell that is very soft,

whereas a coarse mesh would result in a more rigid cell, but

leave large soft spots on the surface. Combining the two by

intertwining a fine mesh with a coarse mesh, produces a

mechanically stable structure on both long and short length

scales. An intertwined mesh would allow for mechanically

coupled responses to external forces acting on the cell,

whereas layered meshes could in principle respond more

independently. In terms of remodeling and the level of coor-

dination in the CS, an intertwined mesh would suggest that

cortical remodeling of the fine mesh and the coarse mesh is

highly coordinated. Although the data do not exclude the

layered mesh model, in our view it is unlikely that the two

meshes are fully separated and we favor the intertwined mesh

model.

A general concern with AFM imaging of living cells is that

the imaging process in some way perturbs the cells. In our

experiments, it is clear that extended imaging does cause the

cells to respond; imaging for more than 1.5–2 h results in

a significant enlargement of fenestrae and eventually causes

the cells to detach. On shorter time scales we do not see any

obvious effects that are tip induced. When we vary the time

interval between images the rate of movement remains con-

stant, suggesting that the cell is not responding to the repeated

imaging. However, we can not exclude the possibility that the

initial contact between tip and cell initiates some of the events

described here, in particular since endothelial cells sense and

respond to mechanical forces (Helmke and Davies, 2002;

Ingber, 2002).

Mechanical properties of isolated cytoskeletal components

have been studied in significant detail. Mechanics of whole

living cells have also been studied, although generally with

modest spatial resolution relative to dimensions of the cell.

However, the connection between molecular mechanics and

cellular mechanics, which depends on the micromechanical

organization of the cell remains poorly understood. The

results presented here reveal the micromechanical architec-

ture for length scales on the order of 100 nm to 100mm,which

bridges the length scales of macromolecular assemblies with

whole cells and small cell assemblies. Thus, the capability to

visualize micromechanical architecture of the endothelial

cortex at high resolution presents the opportunity to further

connect molecular mechanics with cellular mechanics.
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Elasticity and Adhesion Force Mapping Reveals Real-Time Clustering
of Growth Factor Receptors and Associated Changes in Local
Cellular Rheological Properties
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ABSTRACT Cell surface macromolecules such as receptors and ion channels serve as the interface link between the
cytoplasm and the extracellular region. Their density, distribution, and clustering are key spatial features influencing effective
and proper physical and biochemical cellular responses to many regulatory signals. In this study, the effect of plasma-
membrane receptor clustering on local cell mechanics was obtained from maps of interaction forces between antibody-
conjugated atomic force microscope tips and a specific receptor, a vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) receptor. The
technique allows simultaneous measurement of the real-time motion of specific macromolecules and their effect on local
rheological properties like elasticity. The clustering was stimulated by online additions of VEGF, or antibody against VEGF
receptors. VEGF receptors are found to concentrate toward the cell boundaries and cluster rapidly after the online additions
commence. Elasticity of regions under the clusters is found to change remarkably, with order-of-magnitude stiffness reductions
and fluidity increases. The local stiffness reductions are nearly proportional to receptor density and, being concentrated near the
cell edges, provide a mechanism for cell growth and angiogenesis.

INTRODUCTION

Receptors and ion channels transmit regulatory information

from the outside environment to the cell interior and play

a crucial role in maintaining metabolic homeostasis and in

the sustenance of organisms (Pawson, 1995; Antonova et al.,

2001; Horio et al., 1997; Sugiyama et al., 1997; Jefford and

Dubreuil, 2000; Rameh and Cantley, 1999; Crouch et al.,

2001). The molecular basis of receptor/channel action is

being studied extensively using biochemical strategies, but

little is known about the spatial localization, density, dis-

tribution, and molecular structure involved, although these

spatial features are thought to exert localized control over

cell function. For example, the clustering of growth factor

receptors, e.g., vascular endothelial growth factor receptor

(VEGFR) is implicated in endothelial cell growth and mi-

gration (Thomas, 1996). To obtain such direct structural in-

formation it is crucial to develop and apply techniques for

molecular-resolution imaging of cellular specimens in their

native hydrated states.

Several new scanning probe techniques are being de-

veloped to map membrane macromolecules. Of these, atomic

force microscopy (AFM) allows molecular resolution

imaging in aqueous media (Lal and John, 1994) and the

study of intermolecular interactions using functionalized

AFM probes (Zhang et al., 2002; Baumgartner et al., 2000;

Yuan et al., 2000; Boland and Ratner, 1995; Dammer et al.,

1996; Hinterdorfer et al., 1996). Single-molecule force

spectroscopy was previously used to examine cell-cell ad-

hesion properties (Benoit et al., 2000). Although such an

approach would be useful for mapping overall interactions

between small cells, its relevance to mapping regional dis-

tribution of macromolecules in the cell plasma membrane is

uncertain. Another approach maps the local ion channel

currents, from which the channel density and distribution are

derived (Korchev et al., 2000). Application of this approach

for mapping membrane receptors without any channel-like

activity is limited. However, recently modified commercial

AFMs, linked to a confocal microscope, have been suc-

cessfully used to measure and map adhesion forces between

ligands and receptors on the surface of living cells (Horton

et al., 2002; Aileen and Moy, 2000).

Here we apply a similar method that uses AFM force-

volume mapping (Quist et al., 2000; Rhee et al., 1998) to

identify and map regional distribution as well as ligand- or

antibody-induced real-time clustering of receptors on the cell

surface. The approach allows simultaneous imaging of the

resultant changes in micromechanical properties and cyto-

skeletal reorganization with nanoscale resolution (Quist et al.,

2000; Shroff et al., 1995; Parbhu et al., 1999).

As an appropriate physiological sample, we have exam-

ined spatial distribution of VEGFR, the receptor for vascular

endothelial growth factor (VEGF). VEGF is an important

angiogenic factor in human and animal tissues. VEGF acts

selectively on vascular endothelial cells to increase their

permeability to circulating macromolecules and stimulate

endothelial cell growth (Thomas, 1996; Wang et al., 2001).

VEGF is a homodimeric glycoprotein that interacts with its

receptors in the plasma membrane of vascular endothelial
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cells. Three cell membrane receptors tyrosine kinases, Flt

(also designated as VEGF-R1), Flk-1 (also designated KDR

or VEGF-R2), and Flt-4 are involved in endothelial cell

growth (Meyer et al., 1999; Neufeld et al., 1999). Two

members of this receptor class, Flt and Flk-1, have been

shown to represent high affinity receptors for vascular endo-

thelial growth factor. At present, very little is known about

the molecular structure, distribution, and clustering of VEGF

receptors in endothelial cell plasma membrane. Moreover,

the VEGFR clustering-induced short-term and dynamic

cellular biophysical changes are not well understood.

We have used AFM tips conjugated with anti-Flk-1

antibody for semiquantitative measurements of binding (or

unbinding) forces between anti-Flk-1 antibody and VEGF-

R2 (Flk-1). Measurements were made both in vitro as well as

in live (in vivo) endothelial cells. Distribution and density of

VEGFRs were mapped in the cell plasma membrane using

the receptor-antibody interaction and force-volume mapping

technique. Antibody and ligand induced real-time clustering

and redistribution of VEGFRs. VEGFR clustering altered

cell local elastic properties significantly.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Chemicals and reagents

Silane (3-aminopropylmethyldiethoxysilane) was purchased from Sigma-

Aldrich (St. Louis, MO). VEGF was purchased from PeproTech (Rocky

Hill, NJ). Flk-1 (a VEGFR2), goat affinity-purified, site-directed, polyclonal

anti-Flk-1 antibody, and the blocking peptide (the peptide against which the

antibody was raised) were purchased from Santa Cruz Biotechnology (Santa

Cruz, CA).

Cell culture

Bovine aortic endothelial cells (KOM-1 cell line) were cultured on sterile

plastic petri dishes as described (Bhatia et al., 2000), in Dulbecco’s

modified Eagle’s medium containing glucose, 10 mM HEPES, 2 mM

glutamine, 100 units/ml penicillin, 100 mg/ml streptomycin, and 10% heat-

inactivated calf serum (Life Technologies, Rockville, MD) (Yauch et al.,

1997). Cells were grown in an incubator maintained at 378C temperature

and 5% CO2.

Immunofluorescence labeling

Donkey anti-rabbit-IgG conjugated with cy-3 was purchased from Jackson

Laboratory (Bar Harbor, ME). Cells grown on glass coverslips were fixed

with 4% paraformaldehyde for 10 min, and washed with PBS, and PBS

containing 3% bovine serum albumin and 1% donkey serum, to minimize

any nonspecific binding. Cells were then incubated with antibody against

Flk-1 (0.1 mg/ml) in PBS containing 3% BSA and 1% donkey serum for

1 h. After washing, the sample was incubated, for 1 h, with a cy-3

conjugated donkey anti-rabbit antibody (1:400 dilutions) under the same

condition as for the primary antibody. Immunofluorescence images were

captured with a Bio-Rad MRC 1024 laser confocal microscope (Bio-Rad

Laboratories, Hercules, CA) using a 603 Nikon Plan Apo oil-emersion

lens with 1.4 NA.

Atomic force microscopy and preparation of
functionalized AFM tips

AFM images and force measurements were recorded with either a com-

mercial multimode AFM (Digital Instruments Nanoscope III, Veeco

Instruments, Santa Barbara, CA) or a bioscope AFM with an integrated

inverted light microscope (a prototype of Digital Instruments Bioscope)

using the NanoScope III software (Version 4.23R2; Digital Instruments) as

described (Quist et al., 2000).

Standard commercially available, 200-mm long Si3N4 cantilevers, with

integrated tips (Digital Instruments) and a nominal spring constant, k, of

0.06 N/m were used. The approximate nominal spring constant value was

verified by measuring the spring constants on five cantilevers from the

same batch with the thermal fluctuation method (Hutter and Bechhoefer,

1993) in both air and fluid. Our measurements yielded similar results in

air as in a fluid. The measured value was k ¼ 0.063 6 0.003 N/m, in-

cluding a 16% correction due to the calibration of the amplitude in static

mode. Due to systematic errors, we estimated the uncertainty to be at least

15–20%. The cantilever tips used in our study were conjugated with

antibody. The spring constant of silanated and antibody conjugated tips

were k ¼ 0.060 6 0.005 (n ¼ 5). Such correspondence is consistent with

previous studies by Cleveland and the Hansma group (Cleveland and

Manne, 1993) which indicated that a small increase in the tip mass (as

would occur when the antibody is conjugated to the tip) does not change

the spring constant significantly. Moreover, whenever feasible, we used

the same conjugated tip for experiments involving internal control—for

example, in mapping interactions between antibody and receptor alone,

adding online inhibitor of their interactions (e.g., blocking peptide). Also,

although semiquantitative estimate of interaction forces are described,

the main emphasis is on the relative change as a function of specific

perturbations.

The cantilever tips were functionalized by silanization with 3-amino-

propylmethyl-diethoxysilane by vapor deposition or by immersion in

a solution of 2% silane in toluene. A drop of 2 mg/ml of anti-Flk-1 IgG was

then placed on the silanized tip for 10 min, to adsorb to the functionalized

tip. The antibody-conjugated tips were then washed thoroughly with PBS

and water to remove loosely attached antibodies. These tips were used

immediately, without being dried, for obtaining the interaction-force curves

and the force-volume maps.

Sample preparation and force measurements

In vitro force spectroscopy

The mica surface was silanized and imaged to ensure the uniformity of

the silane layer. Flk-1 receptor (10 mg/ml; 10–20 ml vol) was adsorbed

on the silanized mica for 10 min at room temperature. Unattached or

loosely attached receptors were removed by washing the mica surface

thoroughly with water. AFM was used to image the presence and the

distribution of Flk-1 receptors in fluid. Once a low concentration of

individual VEGF receptors were identified in an AFM image, the tip-

receptor interaction force curves were recorded after positioning the tip

over a receptor. A series of force curves were recorded in MilliQ water or

PBS, in vitro, between the anti-Flk-1-antibody conjugated to a function-

alized tip and the Flk-1 receptor adsorbed on mica to measure the specific

unbinding forces.

To determine the specificity of the antibody-VEGFR interaction, the

blocking peptide (the peptide against which the antibody was raised) was

then added online and successive force-curves were measured again after

10 min of incubation with the blocking peptide. As additional control

experiments, the force curves were also recorded: 1), with a nonspecific

antibody (Mouse IgG) conjugated to the functionalized tip in identical

experimental conditions; 2), between the nonfunctionalized tips and the

receptors; and 3), between the nonfunctionalized tips and the fresh

silanized mica.
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In vivo force-volume maps

The same technique used to measure the unbinding force in vitro was used to

measure the unbinding forces in vivo, i.e., between the anti-Flk-1 antibody

(conjugated to AFM tip) and the VEGF receptors present in the plasma

membrane of live, cultured endothelial cells. The force curves were recorded

in HEPES-buffered OPTI-MEM reduced serum medium (7.3 pH) in petri

dishes on cells 2–3 days after seeding (Bhatia et al., 2000). The usage of this

medium was necessary to maintain normal cell morphology and viability

(Bhatia et al., 2000). The force mapping between isolated VEGFR and its

antibody was conducted in a more defined operating environment—water or

PBS. No significant difference in the interaction force between single

receptor and antibody was observed in vitro. As the main focus of the whole

study is to examine real-time receptor clustering in the cell plasma

membrane and this required relative change in overall force field and not

the actual single receptor-antibody/ligand adhesion/de-adhesion force, the

imaging medium is presumed to play very little (if any) role in our analysis.

Force-volume data were collected by the force-volume map technique as

described previously (Quist et al., 2000; Rhee et al., 1998). It allows force

curves to be acquired as a function of the lateral position on the specimen

surface. One complete force curve was recorded at each position while the

AFM tip was raster scanned across the surface of the sample in 64 3 64

measuring points. The force curves were collected with a z-deflection rate of
15–20 nm (ms)�1 and with a maximum cantilever deflection (relative

trigger). The total recording time for a complete image was typically 7–8

min. The relative trigger point was typically set to 20 or 40 nm (1.2 or 2.4

nN). A topographic image (643 64 pixels) was stored simultaneously in the

force-volume map.

The specificity of the antibody-VEGFR interaction in the cell plasma

membrane was determined as described above for in vitro study: the

blocking peptide was added online and successive force maps were collected

at 10-min intervals. As additional control experiments, the same cell was

imaged before the addition of VEGF or antibody, with either a regular Si3N4

or a tip functionalized with a nonspecific antibody (Mouse IgG). Real-time

receptor clustering was imaged by collecting successive force-volume maps

with an anti-Flk-1-antibody-functionalized tip, after the addition of VEGF or

anti-Flk-1-antibody in the imaging medium, respectively. All AFM imaging

was performed at 25–278C room temperature and the data were analyzed, as

described below, with the previously described protocols developed in our

lab.

AFM data analysis

A complete AFM force curve (force-displacement curve) is a plot of the

measured forces, on the AFM cantilever probe, as function of the z-piezo-

displacement, z, for a complete cycle of the AFM probe approaching and

retracting the sample. The measured force is F¼ kd, where k is the cantilever

spring constant and d is the cantilever deflection. Force curves were

analyzed to investigate: 1), force-induced dissociation of the single

molecular bonds; 2), the total de-adhesion between antigen-antibody

complexes by evaluating qualitative differences in dissipated energy; and

3), the sample elasticity. The AFM force-volume data was imported and

analyzed offline with tools developed within the IGOR Pro 4.00 (Wave-

metrics, Lake Oswego, OR) data analysis software.

When the antibody-conjugated tip is brought into contact (the approach

phase) with the cell surface receptors, the antibody and its specific receptors

bind with attractive forces. Upon tip retraction, the antibody-receptor bonds

(adhesion) keep them in contact to a certain retract distance (the hysteresis

phase). The antibody-receptor bond breaks then and the measured de-

adhesion force is equivalent to the antibody-receptor unbinding force.

However, the retrace phase of the force curve may contain multiple

quantized staircase steps (multiple bond-breaking points), each representing

specific molecular interactions or unbinding events. Several different

methods were used to evaluate the unbinding forces. The retract force

curves were evaluated to find all individual force de-adhesion steps. The first

and second derivatives of a curve were used to find all local force minima

and maxima and calculate the unbinding forces. To minimize effects from

noise, a step was only counted when the second derivative and the step

height were above the manually specified threshold values. This automatic

evaluation of the unbinding forces from these force curves is nontrivial since

the measured rupture forces are small and are the result of multiple

unbinding, sequential breaking, and possibly nonspecific molecular inter-

actions, molecular stretching, etc. Sequential unbinding events without any

specific effect is recognized in the force curves as the unbinding force drops

to zero in between the different ruptures. In the case of multiple specific

bindings, for example from the different binding sites of the antibody,

parallel breakage, as multiples of the single specific bonds, would be

detected. The analysis is complicated if the detected broken interactions arise

from a number of different interacting molecules or variable strength of

bonds. Then the weakest bonds will break first and the measured forces will

not necessarily reflect the unbinding strength. However, at the last unbinding

(de-adhesion) step, the measured unbinding force is still accurate and hence

eventual single unbinding events can be detected. Therefore, the last step

representing the final break point during hysteresis phase of the tip retraction

was used to estimate the single-molecule unbinding force (Gad et al., 1997;

Benoit et al., 2000).

The last de-adhesion (unbinding) force steps of the antibody-receptor

interaction force curves were compiled into histograms or used to plot

spatially resolved unbinding force images. Still, it was shown that

histograms of all the force steps yielded similar qualitative result as when

measuring only the last step. The grouping interval in the histograms was set

identical to the sampling interval in the digitally stored AFM force curve

data, typically a few picoNewtons. The sampling bin was smaller than the

nominal AFM force resolution of 10–15 pN (Cappella and Dietler, 1999).

Altogether, since unbinding is a stochastic process in nature, a specific

unbinding event should show up as a peak of several bins in the histogram.

Since the absolute value of the measured unbinding force depends on the

z-position scan rate, we used similar scan rates in all experiments.

The force-volume measurements were also used to visualize spatially

resolved maps of the total de-adhesion between antigen-antibody com-

plexes. Generally, such maps, for each data point, show the maximum

adhesion force or an area in the force curve plot. Dissipative forces give

hysteresis between the trace and retrace force curves; the hysteresis

corresponds to the amount of dissipated energy. The relative dissipated

energy can be calculated as the area between the trace and retrace force

curves (Stark et al., 2001; Marti et al., 1995; Berry et al., 2001). Maps

of relative dissipated energy discussed in this article are evaluated by

a trapezoidal integration of the area enclosed by the force curves in force-

displacement coordinates. As the force curves could contain hydrodynamic

drag component, the force values were first subjected to a minor correction

before the integration.

Modeling sample elasticity

Sneddon mechanics (Sneddon, 1965) was used to evaluate sample elasticity

from the force-volume measurements. Calculations were made for both

a spherical indenter and a conical indenter. We used the latter in this study

since the so-called Sneddon exponent (VanLandingham et al., 1997)

generally indicated a more conical than spherical indentation geometry. In

the case of a conical indenter, the piezo position, z, versus cantilever

deflection can be expressed as

z� z0 ¼ d � d0 1

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
kpð1� y

2Þ
2E cota

s ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
d � d0

p
: (1)

Here y is the Poisson’s ratio, a is the semivertical angle of the indenter, i.e.,

p/2 minus half the opening angle (708) of the cone, and z0, d0 are the contact
point and the free deflection value, respectively. We assume y ¼ 0.5 and use

k¼ 0.06 N/m for the calculations in this article. A nonlinear, two-parameter,

numerical curve fit was used to fit the model to the force distance data in
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a previously used iterative procedure (Almqvist et al., 2001). The contact

point was estimated as the intersection between the extrapolated line-fit of

the zero-force part of the curve and the curve-fit of the contact part of the

curve. Therefore, precautions were taken for any linear change of the force

curve in the noncontact region and the d0-value was corrected accordingly.

We also reduced the influence of substrate effects due to thinning of the cell.

At a certain indentation of the sample, the AFM tip senses the underlying

substrate and the force curve is significantly influenced with a steeper slope.

For this reason, our automatic task of extracting the Young’s (elastic)

modulus Emakes a curve fit to the model between d0 and the point where the

slope of the force curve is 90% of the ‘‘hard surface slope’’ measured on the

substrate. In addition, we also used manual inspection of the force curves

and of the surface heights.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Unbinding forces

We first examined the specific molecular interaction force

between the isolated receptor Flk-1 (VEGF-R2) adsorbed on

a silanized mica surface and the antibody (anti-Flk-1 IgG)

conjugated to the AFM tip. The functionalized AFM tip was

positioned above an individual receptor and a number of

force curves (10–50) were measured over a series of ex-

periments to qualitatively measure the unbinding force be-

tween receptor-antibody pairs. The upper force curve in Fig.

1 A reveals large unbinding steps (arrows) between the

antibody-conjugated tip and the VEGFR adsorbed on to

a mica substrate. The lower curve is a more typical curve for

the interaction between receptor and antibody. Fig. 1 B
shows a histogram of the correspondent manually measured

unbinding forces.

The specificity of the antibody-receptor interaction was

determined by complementary sets of control experiments.

The unbinding force (Fig. 1 A) was abolished, i.e., the

hysteresis in the force curve was eliminated when the

blocking peptide (the peptide against which the antibody was

raised) was added online (Fig. 1 C). Preliminary data suggest

that, by sequential competitive binding, the blocking peptide

could reveal multiple receptor-antibody bindings and, as

such, could be used to find single binding events even when

there are complex interactions. Also, no appreciable un-

binding force was observed between the Flk-1 receptors and

the regular, non-antibody-conjugated silicon nitride tips

(data not shown). Similarly, no hysteresis in the force curve

was observed when imaging a freshly cleaved mica surface

with non-antibody-conjugated silicon nitride tips under iden-

tical fluid conditions.

Generally the unbinding forces varied between 60 and 240

picoNewtons (pN). However, manual inspection yielded

frequent occurrence of unbinding forces 60–100 pN, and

possibly multiples thereof. For example, unbinding forces of

240 pN could correspond to simultaneous breaking of four

60-pN interactions. The absolute value of the unbinding

force is semiquantitative, at best. However, it is apparent that

the technique and our approach are sufficient to determine

specific receptor-antibody interactions. As described in

Materials and Methods, force measurement errors are at-

tributed to the following: 1), a lack of precise determination

of the spring constant of the antibody-conjugated AFM tip;

2), a rather large z-position scan rate (overestimated force);

3), neglecting eventual geometric effects of the finite-sized

tip radius; and 4), surface forces due to the eventual presence

of an electrical double layer.

Previous studies have reported unbinding forces, from in

vitro study, of 60 6 10 pN for biotin/antibiotin (Dammer

et al., 1996), 49 6 10 pN for ferritin/antiferritin, and 40 6 4

pN for fluorescein/antifluorescein (Ros et al., 1998) single

antigen-antibody interaction, and higher multiples for mul-

tiple interactions. Our semiquantitative result of a VEGFR-

antibody unbinding force of 60 6 10 pN is consistent with

these studies.

The binding/unbinding forces measured in our study are

specific to antibody-receptor interactions and not due to un-

specific binding processes. An important control for this is the

absence of binding events, presumably due to the blocking of

the binding sites when the blocking peptide was added in the

imaging medium and/or due to a decrease in the total number

of binding events when an excess amount of antibody was

added in themedium.Moreover, nomeasurable binding force

was observed between the VEGF receptor (Flk-1) adsorbed

on mica and a nonspecific antibody mouse IgG onto the tip

(unpublished data).

The same technique, as used to measure the unbinding

force in vitro (between the isolated VEGF receptor adsorbed

on the mica surface and the anti-Flk-1 antibody conjugated

to the AFM tip), was used to measure the unbinding forces in

vivo, i.e., between the anti-Flk-1-antibody (conjugated to

AFM tip) and the VEGF receptors present in the plasma

membrane of live cultured endothelial cells. In the in vivo

condition, multiple unbinding forces were observed in most

of the force curves at each receptor surface (Fig. 1 E), in
contrast to predominantly single unbinding steps observed

between isolated receptors adsorbed onto mica and the

antibody-conjugated tip. In the presence of the blocking

peptide (which was added online after the force-curves

between the antibody and VEGFRs had been acquired), the

interaction between the antibody and VEGF receptor was

inhibited, and basically no hysteresis was observed in the

force curves (Fig. 1 F), i.e., the unbinding force was elim-

inated. The force curves in Fig. 1 E indicates a larger adhe-

sion force versus no adhesion force in the presence of the

blocking peptide (see also Fig. 1 F).
The binding force measured between the receptors in the

cell plasma membrane and the antibody (anti-flk1) anchored

to the AFM tip show correspondence to the in vitro experi-

ment. However, on addition of excess anti-Flk-1-antibody in

the imaging medium, there was a significant decrease in the

total number of binding events but not a complete inhibition.

This could be due to the complexity of physicochemical

factors and cellular processes involved in the case of recep-

tors present in the cell surface.
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The interaction-force histograms obtained using the tip

without any antibody and the tip with a nonspecific antibody

were similar, suggesting that these tips interact nonspecif-

ically with the cell surface. Various glycoproteins, sugar

molecules, adhesion molecules, and other macromolecules

present in the cell plasma membrane could contribute to such

nonspecific adhesions.

The multiple unbinding steps present in the force

measurement curve, when using anti-Flk-1-antibody-conju-

gated tips, could be due to the presence of two Fab fragments

of the antibody. Two Fab fragments could bind to a single

receptor producing two separate unbinding (de-adhesion)

steps on retraction, or two Fab fragments could bind in-

dependently depending on a number of factors like the

distribution of receptors on the cell surface and the orien-

tation of the antibody. Moreover, since the cell surface is

soft, the contact area between the AFM tip and the cell

surface will be large, which further favors the occurrence of

multiple molecular bonds and large adhesion. The likelihood

of single molecular interactions should be significantly

higher in the in vitro experiments, since the density and the

distribution of the interacting molecules (VEGFRs, in this

case) can be optimized.

Redistribution and clustering of plasma
membrane receptors

With standard contact mode AFM imaging, the endothelial

cells could be imaged without any imaging-induced

structural artifacts for an extended period of time as

described previously (Bhatia et al., 2000). Fig. 2, A and B,
shows examples of real-time AFM imaging of endothelial

cells. Online addition of 25 nM VEGF, an important

angiogenic factor in human and animal tissues, induced

cytoskeletal reorganization and cellular growth. However, as

expected, within a short period (2 h) of imaging, the cell

growth/reorganization was very small, and was normally not

observable under light microscopy. AFM images show

a clear difference in the image contrast reflective of differing

viscoelasticity; cells after VEGF incubation show fewer

cytoskeletal details (Fig. 2 B, top cell) and a changing cell

boundary. Previous studies have reported considerably

pronounced cell growth after a longer duration (8–10 h or

longer) of VEGF incubation. In the present study, the cell

elastic property changed considerably (see below) and the

endothelial cells became softer after the addition of VEGF or

anti-VEGFR-antibody in the imaging medium. A qualitative

FIGURE 1 Adhesion (unbinding/

binding) forces between VEGF recep-

tor and its antibody. (A) Adhesion force

between isolated VEGF receptor (flk-1)

adsorbed on the mica substrate and

AFM tip conjugated with an antibody

(anti-flk-1). The top AFM force curves

with deflection scale to the left show the

approach (yellow) and retract (black)

curve, respectively. The retract curve

reveals large multiple de-adhesion steps

(arrows) and specific interaction be-

tween the antibody (anti-Flk-1) on the

tip and the receptors on mica surface.

The last unbinding step (green arrow)
is attributed to unbinding of a single

receptor-antibody pair. The lower blue

curve (with deflection scale to the right)

shows a more typical interaction. The

expected single pair unbinding is;100

pN and might correspond to single/

double binding. (B) Probability histo-

gram of manually measured unbinding

forces from force curves measured as in

A. (C) Control; competitive inhibition.

The force curve in A between the

antibody on the tip and the receptors

on mica surface is abolished by online

addition of the blocking peptide against

which the antibody was made. (D)
AFM tapping mode amplitude image

of the VEGF receptors sparsely distrib-

uted on a silanized mica surface. (E) Adhesion force between VEGF receptor (flk-1) on endothelial cell and AFM tip conjugated with an antibody (anti-flk-1).

(F) Force curves on the cell after adding the blocking peptide. The force curves in E indicates larger adhesion force versus no adhesion force in the presence of

the blocking peptide (F).
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change in the cell softness is reflected as a loss of

ultrastructural details (Fig. 2, A–B).
The presence of VEGF receptors in the endothelial cell

plasma membrane is evident from immunofluorescence

labeling of these receptors with anti-Flk-1-antibody and

fluorescently labeledwith cy3 conjugated secondary antibody

(Fig. 2, C and D). Fig. 2, C and D, show single slices in

confocal images of immunofluorescence labeling and show

a lack of label above the cell nucleus. However, the integrated

confocal image of whole-cell immunolabeling indicates that

VEGF receptors are distributed throughout the cell surface but

at a slightly higher density along the cell periphery (data not

shown).Thepunctuated immunolabelingpatternwith ahigher

density along the cellular periphery (Fig. 2, C and D) is

consistent with the presence of punctuate regions of different

elasticity measured in our study, as discussed later.

Receptor clustering and distribution were examined using

force-volume mapping as described earlier and not by the

method used for the force measurements shown in Fig. 1.

The force maps were first recorded with a regular Si3N4 tip

(which serves as a control), then with a tip conjugated with

anti-Flk-1 antibody, and then again after the excess antibody

was added in the solution. Fig. 3, A–C, shows the result with
the conjugated tip before addition of the antibodies. The

unbinding forces in the in vivo whole-cell experiments

varied between 30 and 400 pN. There was a more complex

set of unbinding forces than in the in vitro experiments.

Significantly, there were multiple interactions between in-

dividual receptors with the antibody present on the tip and

the receptors on the cell surface (Fig. 3 B). The final force

step, after which the receptor and antibody completely

separated, was analyzed to estimate the single antibody-

receptor unbinding forces. Fig. 3 C shows one example of

the data compiled in such histogram. Typically,[3000 steps

were used for the plot. The histogram of the last unbinding

forces, shown in Fig. 3 C, has the predominant unbinding

force ;60–70 pN. This is similar to the unbinding force

observed in vitro. Maps of the spatial distribution of the last

unbinding force between the antibody functionalized AFM

tip and the cell membrane did not reveal any characteristic

features in distribution of plasma membrane receptors. This

is consistent with the uniformly distributed receptors found

with immunofluorescence labeling (Fig. 2). The distribution

of unbinding forces (data not shown), when the tip conjug-

ated with the nonspecific antibody (another control) was

used on the same cell, did not reveal this unbinding force.

Hence, the result from the in vivo experiments semi-

quantitatively agrees with the characteristic unbinding force

measured between the antibody-functionalized AFM tip and

the isolated VEGF receptors in vitro. The correspondence

between unbinding forces measured in vitro and in vivo,

suggests that the force-volume map can be used to map the

heterogeneous distribution of cell surface macromolecules

(channels and receptors) using functionalized AFM tips.

The interaction force was further measured in the presence

of excess antibody in the imaging media. The evaluation of

FIGURE 2 AFM images of endothelial

cells showing VEGF induced cytoskeletal

reorganization, (A) before adding VEGF

and (B) 2 h after adding VEGF (25 nM).

Cytoskeletal reorganization as well as

a change in the elasticity is observed. Cell

softness is reflected in a loss of fine

ultrastructural details. (C–D) Immunoflu-

orescence labeling of Flk-1 receptors in

the plasma membrane. Endothelial cells

show immunolabeling with a polyclonal

anti-Flk-1 antibody followed by cy-3

conjugated secondary antibody. D shows

a zoomed image of a portion of C.

Receptors are distributed throughout the

cell surface with a higher density along the

cell periphery. (E) Endothelial cells show

no immunolabeling with a nonspecific

antibody followed by cy-3 conjugated

secondary antibody.
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these data revealed the appearance of micrometer-sized spots

(clusters) on the cell surface in the excess antibody media.

Representative force-volume images from the Nanoscope

software are shown in Fig. 3, A, D, and G. These images, in

each point, show the tip-sample force at a specified z-piezo
position. There was continuous reorganization of these

clusters and the cluster size increased with time as evident in

the force maps (Fig. 3, A, D, and G), the maps of dissipated

energy (not shown), and in the elasticity maps (Fig. 4 in the

next subsection). Maximum clustering was observed 45 min

after online addition of antibody, and a few of these clusters

are marked with circles and numbered 1–4 in Fig. 3 G. The
clusters appeared to be concentrating more toward the

cellular boundaries, consistent with the mitogenic activity

of VEGFR and the cell growth pattern. Similar clustering

of VEGFRs was also observed after adding VEGF online,

although the VEGF-induced clustering was less pronounced

(data not shown).

As before, the individual unbinding forces between the

antibody and VEGFRs were analyzed from the single force

curves within a force map (Fig. 3, B, E, and H). The

unbinding mostly occurred in several steps for both the

sequential-type unbindings and the more complex multiple

unbindings. For example, in the force curves of the force

map shown in Fig. 3 A, 43% of the force curves have two or

more unbinding points and 66% of these curves had in-

creasing unbinding steps outwards from the surface.

In the presence of excess antibody, the number of

measured characteristic antibody-receptor unbinding events

(at 60–70 pN) were reduced (compare Fig. 3 C with F and I),
possibly due to competing inhibition of interactions of the

AFM tip-attached antibody and the plasma membrane

receptors. Hence, we could not identify the spatial dis-

tribution of clusters simply from maps of the final unbind-

ing step. However, the unbinding forces did not disappear

(Fig. 3, E and H). Instead, as seen in Fig. 3 F, additional
unbinding forces appear at a higher magnitude (170–190 pN)

and the force distribution widens out in time (Fig. 3 I).
This could be due to the complexity of other factors and

cellular processes not expected in the in vitro study. Even in

the histogram for the force curves obtained when a regular

Si3N4 tip (without any antibody and serving as a control)

was used on the same cell, some adhesion between the tip

and the cell surface was observed (data not shown). How-

ever, the magnitude of the unbinding forces was then more

uniformly distributed in the range of 30–95 pN. The images

of calculated total de-adhesion (maps not shown), i.e., the

dissipated energy calculated as the area between the trace and

retrace force curves, reveal the same qualitative features as

the force-volume images. Large total interactions (unbind-

FIGURE 3 Force maps on endothe-

lial cells in real-time. (A–C) Specific

interaction probed with a Si3N4 tip

functionalized with anti-Flk-1. (A)
Force map. (B) Force curves taken at

various points on the cell from the map

shown in A. The curves are offset with

respect to zero force. (C) Probability

histogram of the unbinding forces of the

force curves from the force map in A.

The histogram is fitted with a Gaussian

and the corresponding maxima and s is

indicated in the figure. The dominant

unbinding force ;60–70 pN suggests

breakage of single receptor-antibody

bonds. (D–F) Competitive inhibition

probed with the anti-Flk-1 functional-

ized Si3N4 tip, 10 min after adding

antibody in the recording medium. The

panels correspond to A–C. The charac-

teristic unbinding force is suppressed

and the measured forces are shifted

toward higher values. (G–I) Corre-

sponds to A–C, but at 45 min after

adding antibody in the recording me-

dium. The micrometer-sized brighter

spots in G are identified as receptor

clusters. A few of the clusters are

marked by numbers 1–4.
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ing) were detected on cluster-like regions, whereas these

large de-adhesions were not detected at noncluster regions.

The nature of the experimental paradigm suggests that the

excess of the antibody in the imaging medium should

compete with the antibody conjugated to the AFM tip for the

same binding sites on the VEGFRs. Such condition should

give rise to reduced adhesion forces, although individual

antibody-receptor binding would still be present. Consistent

with such possibility, the clusters diminished significantly 60

min after the addition of IgG as was seen in the maps of

dissipated energy (and is further demonstrated in the next

subsection).

The clustering and activation of growth factor receptors

in general has been reported to precede the formation of

receptor dimmers and the subsequent receptor autotyrosin

phosphorylation (Jefford and Dubreuil, 2000). Such receptor

clusterings could be mediated by appropriate ligands (the

ligand-induced clustering) (Kirsch and Betz, 1998) as well as

by antibodies (Yauch et al., 1997; Gao et al., 2000). In our

study, ligand-induced clustering (after online addition of

VEGF) was less pronounced. This is consistent with the

results from several other studies and suggests that VEGF

binding to endothelial cell receptors induces receptor

dimerization, i.e., for each VEGF, two receptors will be

clustered. On the other hand, each antibody could bind to

several receptors and hence the receptor size would be

considerably larger and the clustering would be faster as

well. This results in subsequent binding and phosphorylation

of the downstream mediators, and also leads to increased

cellular calcium (Meyer et al., 1999) and the reorganization

of the actin and microtubule cytoskeleton necessary for the

cell growth and migration. During such reorganization, the

cellular elastic properties would change as well. We ex-

amined such changes in real-time and simultaneously, as dis-

cussed in the next subsection.

Elasticity maps and underlying
cytoskeletal elements

The elasticity maps obtained at different times after online

addition of anti-Flk-1-antibody are shown in Fig. 4. Initially,

the number and total area of low elasticity spots, i.e., clusters,

increased and after 45 min almost 20% of the total cell

surface was composed of clusters. The difference in elasticity

between the individual clusters and the surrounding

cytoskeleton significantly increased during the first 25 min

after the addition of anti-VEGFR-antibody in the imaging

medium (Fig. 4 B). The elasticity maps derived from the

force-maps showed significant changes in the local elasticity.

Interestingly, the regions underlying the receptor clusters

appeared less stiff (compare Fig. 3 G with Fig. 4 C, positions
1–4). The Young’s modulus changes were unexpectedly

large. The modulus was between 50 and 120 kPa on the outer

cell regions and at the leading edge, and ;3–6 kPa around

the nucleus and under the receptor clusters.

The decreased elasticity on the clusters causes the AFM

tip to indent the surface and form a large set of bonds,

increasing the total adhesion upon removal. However, it is

difficult to directly correlate the binding force and the change

in the elasticity. The elasticity distribution depends on the

interaction between the receptors and the cytoskeletal

filaments beneath the cellular surface. The localized re-

FIGURE 4 Elasticity maps of the evaluated Young’s

modulus on endothelial cells in real-time, showing

clustering of VEGF receptors on the cell surface. The

images are color-coded according to the color bar, from

0 kPa (dark) to 200 kPa (bright yellow). The images show

the elasticity at different time points after adding anti-flk-1

antibody in the imaging solution: (A) 10 min after addition;

(B) 25 min after addition; (C) 45 min after addition; and

(D) 56 min after addition. A few regions with lower

elasticity are marked with numbers 1–4 in C. These are the

same regions showing receptor clusters in Fig. 3 G
(marked as 1–4). The regions underlying the receptor

clusters appeared as less stiff.
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duction in cell stiffness is consistent with a signal trans-

duction mechanism wherein a localized clustering of VEGF

receptors would induce reorganization of the underlying

cytoskeletal network (as required for the cellular growth

and migration). In addition, the VEGF-induced elevation of

cellular calcium (Meyer et al., 1999) will also alter cell

elasticity (Quist et al., 2000). Significantly, the change in

stiffness was observed within minutes of real-time receptor

clustering and was reciprocal to the cluster size, i.e.,

reciprocal to the receptor density. Thus increased clustering

resulted in decreased stiffness. Such real-time mapping of

the receptor clustering and of the resultant rapid changes in

the cellular biophysical properties is unique to the technique

described in this study.

Previous studies have used a longer duration, usually 8–10

h, of ligand- or antibody-induced receptor clustering, to exam-

ine changes in the resulting cellular biophysical properties.

Such a paradigm suggests that the receptor-clustering in-

duced signal transduction process underlying cellular growth

andmigration is relatively slow. Alternately, this could reflect

a lack of high temporal and spatial resolution techniques for

simultaneously mapping receptor clustering as well as the

resultant change in the cellular biophysical properties. More-

over, the change in the elastic properties was transient in our

study, suggesting a wavelike change in the local cytoskeletal

network as the cell undergoes progressive growth and

development.

Implications of results

The VEGF receptor clustering, illustrated in this work, is an

example of the dynamic receptor clustering process that

mediates various physiological cellular activities. For ex-

ample, clustering of neurotransmitter receptors at presynaptic

regions provides the anatomical basis for receiving an array

of synaptic inputs necessary for information processing in

the vertebrate brain (Antonova et al., 2001; Horio et al.,

1997; Sugiyama et al., 1997; Kirsch and Betz, 1998).

Receptor clustering is required for polarized assembly of

ankyrins (Jefford and Dubreuil, 2000). Receptor clustering

and cytoskeletal association is required for receptor-mediated

adhesion to extracellular matrix and for the differential clus-

tering of CD4, and T-cell receptors are required for ligand

recognition (Krummel et al., 2000), etc. Measurements of

such real-time receptor clustering and of the resultant rapid

and order-of-magnitude changes in cellular elastic properties

have not been reported previously. The technique described

in this study is uniquely suited for such investigations, i.e., to

map the distribution and clustering of various biological

macromolecules on the cell surface as well as their resulting

effects on cellular physical properties.

The remarkably large decreases in local cell stiffness

induced by the clustering of VEGF receptors provide

a mechanism for cell growth. The rapidity with which these

effects can be induced by the appropriate stimuli could have

interesting implications, such as enhancing the prospects for

rapid angiogenesis and accelerated vascularization, which in

turn could help in the recovery of injured vascular tissue

(Gill et al., 2001).
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Lab 9: Molecular force spectroscopy on living cells 
 
Location: 8-214 
PI: Krystyn Van Vliet 
Lab Instructors: Dessy Nikova 
 
Summary 
 
 In this laboratory, you will use the atomic force microscope to acquire the 
mechanical interaction forces between the AFM probe and the surface of living 
human microvascular endothelial cells. By pushing into the cell surface, the 
stiffness of various points on the cell can be determined qualitatively. By pulling 
away from the cell surface, the adhesion force between the probe and specific 
points on the cell membrane can be measured, including the imaging of single cell 
surface molecules. Both of these loading approaches are used to infer changes in 
the cell surface / interior as a function of mechanical or chemical environments, and 
as a function of disease state. 
 
Recommended Reading 
 
K. J. Van Vliet and P. Hinterdorfer, "Probing drug-cell interactions," Nano Today 1. 
 
C. Stroh, et al. "Single-molecule recognition imaging microscopy," PNAS 101. 



The AFM was originally developed as an adaptation of another

scanning probe microscopy technology, the scanning tunneling

microscope, to image nonconductive materials through direct

physical contact between a cantilevered probe and a sample

surface1. Although not originally conceived to image biological

structures, the researchers who developed this tool quickly

recognized that the piconewton-scale force and nanometer-scale

displacement resolutions of the AFM enable the topographical

scanning of mechanically compliant materials, including biological

structures in aqueous environments. Haberle et al. introduced this

approach as ‘underwater AFM’ and demonstrated the capacity to

image changes in the structure and topography of capillary-bound

red blood cells as a function of hypotonicity and after binding of

antibodies. They modestly suggest that this approach enables 

in situ study of a range of dynamics at the surface of living cells2.

Current research underscores the significance of this invention, as

an increasing array of imaging and force spectroscopy modes have

been developed to exploit this simple concept: intermolecular

forces can be measured directly and can also be harnessed to

image a macromolecular structure with subnanometer spatial

resolution.

The operating principles of all AFMs include three key features, as

shown in Fig. 1a: a reflective, cantilevered probe; a laser-photodiode-

piezocrystal feedback loop that maintains either constant deflection or

oscillation amplitude of the cantilever through displacement of the

cantilever base in the vertical plane; and a piezo-actuated scanner that

translates either the cantilever or the sample in the horizontal plane.

Several modifications to the basic imaging modalities (constant contact

Over the past two decades, the subset of scanning probe microscopy
termed atomic force microscopy (AFM) has become a ubiquitous tool to
image nanoscale structure and to estimate certain mechanical
characteristics of biological entities ranging from DNA to tissues.
Various modes of imaging and force spectroscopies have been developed
to correlate structure, properties, and chemomechanical interactions of
molecules and cells in aqueous environments. These advances in AFM
have led rapidly to in situ investigations of drug-induced changes in cell
structure, membrane stability, and receptor interaction forces. 
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mode, or iso-force imaging; and dynamic contact mode, or iso-

amplitude imaging) enhance the resolution of hydrated biological

structures in fluid and enable direct measurement of intermolecular

binding (e.g. electromagnetic oscillation of the free-end of magnetically

coated cantilevers, termed MAC mode3). As in all scanning probe

microscopies, images comprise rastered lines of pixels, and acquired

signals are represented as image contrast. Topography or height images

indicate micron-scale displacement of the cantilever base. Deflection

images indicate the nanoscale error signal in the contact mode iso-force

feedback loop, and typically provide impressive image contrast for

mechanically heterogeneous structures such as living cells. Amplitude

images indicate the error signal in the iso-amplitude feedback loop and

are indicative of energy absorption. Phase images indicate the phase lag

between the cantilever base and free-end and are also indicative of

energy absorption. The interpretation of these images in terms of

mechanical properties is an area of active research4-6. The independent

control of cantilever displacement normal to the sample surface also

enables force spectroscopy, the measurement of the force-displacement

response resulting from contact at discrete points on the sample surface

and/or extension of a biomacromolecule that is chemically adhered to

the cantilever and the sample surface. These chemomechanical

interactions can be obtained during scanning in various modes to

acquire mechanical and binding force concurrently with topography7,

and relate directly to local mechanical properties8,9 and intermolecular

binding kinetics10.

Time-lapsed imaging and force spectroscopy afforded by

environmentally controlled AFM has led to significant progress in

probing the mechanisms by which biological and synthetic chemicals,

including therapeutic drugs, interface with and modify the structure and

function of individual living cells in real time. The drug-cell interactions

studied cover a wide range of fields and objectives, but the majority of

these applications seek to clarify the dynamics of structural adaptations

within the cell that correlate with mechanical functions such as motility,

reorganization of the cell membrane that serves as the interface

between the cell and the extracellular environment, and characterization

of the binding between drugs – here, considered naturally occurring and

synthetic therapeutic reagents – to cell surface receptors that induce

new metabolic responses. Here, we present an overview of this

emerging field, as enabled by direct measurement and analysis of the

nanomechanical interactions between molecules.

Structural dynamics
The earliest reported and most common consideration of drug-cell

interactions is in terms of structural adaptations of the whole cell and

the intracellular structures of mammalian cells that are adherent,

meaning that these cells attach readily to solid surfaces. This

mechanical imaging of cell response to drugs that induce morphological

differentiation, such as retinoic acid induction of neuroblastoma cells11,

or that cause disruption of cytoskeletal networks, such as cytochalasin-D

disintegration of cytoskeletal actin12, was initially considered as a

complement to optical microscopy approaches that could provide the

same structural information at lower spatial resolution (~400 nm).

However, the additional understanding of drug mechanisms afforded by

mechanical probing of cells was soon recognized, and discrete

indentation force-displacement (F – d) responses were analyzed to

estimate the mechanical compliance of cells in response to drugs

targeting different components of the cytoskeleton13-16. In such studies,

cells (or at least the probed volumes of the cells) are assumed to act as

a linear elastic material that is thick compared to the contact depth d,

and an effective elastic modulus is inferred from the Hertzian elastic

solution for a sphere (F ∝ Ed3/2) or a cone (F ∝ Ed2) depending on the

cantilevered probe geometry. Fig. 2 illustrates the mechanical

consequence of drug-induced disruption of the cytoskeletal network

over time, where E is estimated for each pixel of the image. This

approach is not appropriate for rapid structural or mechanical

adaptations because of the timescale of such experiments. Imaging

speed of a single cell of image size and resolution comparable to Fig. 1a

is limited not by the instrument, but by the fragility of the cells, and

requires <5 min/image. However, the individual F – d acquisitions

required to construct Figs. 1b and c require on the order of 1 s/pixel and

Fig. 1 Schematic of AFM principal components (a) and probe functionalization approaches to quantify intermolecular forces between surfaces such as individual
drugs or molecular ligands and cell surface receptors (b). (Adapted from73. Reprinted with permission. © 2003 Elsevier.)
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thus >10 min/image, a throughput which decreases directly with

increasing image resolution. 

The structural adaptations induced by naturally occurring soluble

biomolecules is equally valuable, especially when such lipo- and

glycoproteins are possible catalysts for pathologies such as Alzheimer’s

disease17, HIV18, and cancers19, and therefore candidate targets for new

drugs. As demonstrated by Rotsch et al.19 in Fig. 3, so-called growth

factors can alter not just the morphology of cancer cell lamellipodia, but

also the mechanical compliance of these structures. Such correlations

enable testable hypotheses of how cells move, generate, and respond to

force (mechanobiology20), and can also clarify how drugs affect cell

behavior at the functional level21. For example, Fig. 4 illustrates direct

measurement of increased cell volume for adhered vascular endothelial

cells in response to the hormone aldosterone, and reversal of this affect

upon the addition of spironolactone, a potential drug to inhibit

vasculopathy or abnormal swelling of capillaries22-24. Imaging of drug-

induced structural dynamics within and between cells in this way is

particularly well suited to the study of antibiotic effects on bacteria25-28,

as these cells are significantly smaller than adherent mammalian cells

for which function is increasingly appreciated to depend on both

chemical and mechanical cues29,30.

Membrane dynamics
As the cell membrane is the physical and functional interface between

the extracellular cues and intracellular genetic machinery that modifies

cell function, the dynamics of the cell surface and physical models of

this surface in response to soluble drugs or drug delivery vehicles are of

keen interest. Pelling et al.31 measured the mechanical oscillations of

the yeast cell wall as a function of temperature to estimate the required

activation energy of such oscillations (Fig. 5). From the absence of these

periodic fluctuations in the presence of sodium azide, a potent inhibitor

of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) synthesis within the cell, the authors
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Fig. 4 Three-dimensional topology enables testing of hypotheses regarding
drug mechanisms, without idealization of cell shape. Human umbilical vein
endothelial cells swell within 1 min post-exposure to soluble aldosterone, a
hormone. Stars indicate significant difference in mean values. This swelling is
inhibited by the addition of the drug spironolactone, which blocks intracellular
receptors, indicating that spironolactone is a possible therapy to prevent
capillary swelling that restricts blood flow during inflammation. (Reprinted
with permission from22. © 2003 Springer.)

Fig. 3 Deflection or contact-mode error signal images and corresponding
force-displacement responses of cancer cells (adenocarcinoma) demonstrate
that 5 nM of epithelial growth factor, a naturally occurring protein secreted by
tumor cells, induces extension and increased elastic compliance of
lamellipodia.This structural/mechanical observation supports the hypothesis
that the force generated by the lamellipodia of metastatic tumor cells is due in
part to gel-swelling when actin networks are biochemically severed.
(Reprinted with permission from19. © 2001 Elsevier.)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 2 Increased compliance of NRK fibroblast cells induced by cytoskeletal protein agonists. (a) Deflection or contact-mode error signal image before introduction
of 10 mM cytochalasin D; arrows indicate filamentous-actin stress fibers. Effective indentation elastic modulus E for discrete points along the cell at the time at
which this drug is introduced (b) and 40 min post-exposure (c) indicate that disintegration of actin networks correlates directly with increased compliance of the
cell. (Reprinted with permission from15. © 2000 The Biophysical Society.)
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inferred that these membrane dynamics were the result of ATP-

dependent molecular motor proteins such as myosin31. 

Nonadherent cells such as erythrocytes and lymphocytes must be

adhered to rigid substrata in order to analyze them using AFM, and

therefore results should be interpreted with caution32,33. However,

Girasole et al.34 demonstrate that certain membrane characteristics of

erythrocytes are not compromised by this gross change in cell shape,

and that membrane undulations characteristic of certain pathologies

can be induced by drugs to study the root causes, time course, and

possible treatments of such diseases (Fig. 6).

The development of materials for drug35-40 and gene41 delivery into

cells and cell nuclei requires understanding of how such vehicles interact

with the cell membrane, for which time-lapse analysis of membrane

dynamics is key37,42. Through a combination of AFM and confocal

optical microscopy, Almofti et al.36 identified the charge ratio of lipids

required to produce lipid-DNA complexes (lipoplexes) that were

efficiently incorporated within the cell through direct fusion with the

cell membrane (Figs. 7a-c). Shahin et al.43 subsequently demonstrated

that the dilation of pore complexes on the nuclear membrane – as may

be required of efficient drug or gene delivery – is rapidly induced by the

steroid dexamethasone (Fig. 7d). Others have demonstrated nuclear

pore dynamics in response to different drugs44,45. Considering model

and isolated cell membranes, Hong et al.46 demonstrated how

dendrimers considered as candidate gene delivery vehicles can induce

pore formation of certain phospholipid regions, which may be further

developed as a mechanism for gene uptake or mitigated if such porosity

compromises cell survival (Fig. 7e). Indeed, the spatial and temporal

resolution afforded by AFM imaging provides access to the kinetics of

such membrane reorganization in response to drugs, at least in lipid

bilayer models adhered to rigid substrata (Fig. 8)47,48.

Cell surface receptor interactions
Certainly, the most basic level of drug-cell interaction is at the

intermolecular level, and nanomechanical measurement and in situ

analysis of such ligand-receptor and antigen-antibody binding provides

an unparalleled opportunity to study this initiation of the drug response

in living cells. Here, force spectroscopy between molecular pairs can be

measured at the single molecule level. For simplification, we will refer to

the ligand as the probe-bound molecule, and the receptor as the

molecule presented at the sample surface; strictly, a ligand is a molecule
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Fig. 5 Direct measurement of cell membrane mechanical oscillations allows
consideration of how intracellular mechanosensory proteins are affected by
drugs. (a) Deflection or contact-mode error signal image of dead yeast cells
adsorbed to mica. Arrow indicates rigid bud scar. (b) Sustained acquisition of
the force-displacement response at individual points on living yeast cell walls
indicates a temperature-dependent oscillation frequency with activation
energy of ~58 kJ/mol, consistent with that of molecular motor proteins such as
myosin. These oscillations are absent in the presence of sodium azide, which
inhibits production of the ATP required by molecular motor proteins.(Reprinted
with permission from31. © 2004 American Association for the Advancement of
Science.)

(a)

(b)

(a) (b) (c)

Fig. 6 Drug-induced correlations with membrane morphology of diseased cells can be investigated with limited success in cells that are not adherent in vivo, such as
erythrocytes (red blood cells). Height images of erythrocytes from human patients with (a) the pathology, anisopoichilocytosis; and (b) no pathology, but
incubated with 2 mg/mL lecithin show similar spicule formation. Cell diameter ~ 7 µm. (c) Three-dimensional topology of individual membrane protrusions
indicates statistical difference in morphology when induced via >2 mg/mL lecithin (blue) or via 200 µL chlorprozamine in hypotonic media (red).(Reprinted with
permission from34. © 2001 Blackwell.)
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that induces a biochemical response by binding specifically to another

molecule, its receptor, via various mechanisms such as change in

receptor conformation. A pharmaceutical drug can comprise a portion of

a naturally occurring ligand, or an entire antibody that inhibits ligand

binding to the intended receptor. 

There are several potential advantages of such direct visualization

and quantification of drug binding to intact cell surfaces. Firstly,

receptor distribution can be mapped with spatial resolution superior to

that afforded by immunocytochemical staining (fluorophore-labeled

antibodies), and can be directly correlated with structural and

mechanical subcellular features such as cytoskeletal filament

association. Secondly, the receptor locations are determined without

permanent occlusion of the receptor, enabling time-lapse analysis of

receptor binding under modified chemical environments. Thirdly, the

unbinding or rupture force FR of the molecular pair is measured directly

and can be related to binding affinities that characterize ligand binding

kinetics. For the disciplines of biophysics and biological engineering as

well as the pharmaceutical industry, this nanoscale functional mapping
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Fig. 8 As model cell membranes, lipid bilayers indicate kinetics of membrane reorganization in response to drugs. Time-lapse height images in constant-deflection
mode of a choline phospholipid bilayer comprising DPPC (dipalmitoylphosphatidylcholine, gel phase) and DOPC (dioleoylphosphatidylcholine, fluid phase) on
mica show rapid dissolution of the gel phase upon exposure to azithromycin, indicating reduced membrane stability in response to this drug. 7.5 µm x 7.5 µm image
size, with grayscale white corresponding to a height of 10 nm.(Reprinted with permission from48. © 2004 Elsevier.)

Fig. 7 Characterization of drug and gene delivery vehicles and mechanisms enhances vehicle development. (a) Deflection or contact-mode error signal image of
lipoplex, a liposome containing DNA (DNA image, inset). Confocal optical microscopy of cells transfected with these lipoplexes for 1 h show the lipoplexes are
constrained near the cell membrane in the presence of endocytosis inhibitors (b), whereas cells transfected in the presence of membrane fusion inhibitors do not
show such localization (c). Scalebars in (b) and (c) = 10 µm. This study identified the charge ratio required for internalization of lipoplexes for gene delivery. 
(d) Pores in nuclear membranes (NPCs) are dilated upon exposure to the steroid dexamethosone via induction of protein synthesis (DIP). NEOM is the nuclear
envelope outer membrane. Scalebar = 80 nm. (e) Height image of lipid bilayers, representative of cell membranes, show that drug delivery via poly(amidoamine)
dendrimers induces ~30 nm-diameter holes that grow via removal of lipids from the initial defect area (arrows). Inset scalebar = 200 nm. (Parts (a), (b), and (c)
reprinted with permission from36. © 2003 Elsevier. Part (d) reprinted with permission from43, © 2005 Wiley.)

(a) (b) (c)
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of molecular interactions enables access to drug mechanisms,

comparison of binding affinities among several candidate ligands, and

even identification of previously unknown receptors. This approach is

particularly well suited to consideration of ligands that are not

amenable to conventional (fluorophore or radioactive isotope) labeling

and of receptors with relatively low spatial density and mobility.

Certainly, the rates of lateral diffusion and internalization of receptors

within the cell membrane must be considered with respect to

experimentally attainable scanning rates and resolutions.

Nanomechanical imaging cannot easily distinguish a single feature that

moves with timescales commensurate with the scanning rate from

multiple features that do not move, and therefore interpretation of

images demonstrating ligand-receptor interactions on living cell surfaces

requires particular caution. We do not discuss all of the ligand-cell

surface receptor pairs reported to date, but highlight different

nanomechanical approaches that demonstrate the specificity of drug-

cell interactions. 

Key considerations in such experiments include validation of probe

functionalization to ensure that the tethered ligand is present and

oriented such that it can actively bind its receptor49,50; accurate

characterization of the cantilever spring constant kc to convert

deflection δ to force F = kcδ 51,52,53; and demonstration of binding

specificity through, for example, competitive binding that eliminates

measurable FR with the soluble ligand54 or ion-dependent disruption of

receptor binding55. Quantification of the ligand-receptor unbinding or

rupture force FR has been impressively demonstrated for a large number

of proteins, with one tethered to the cantilevered probe and the other

adhered to rigid substrata such as mica and Au7,50,56-70. Of greater

relevance to drug-cell interactions, FR has also been reported between

probe-bound ligands and receptors presented by cells that are

typically16,64,71-74 but not always54,75,76 chemically fixed. Such ligand-

receptor interactions on rigid surfaces or cell membranes were initially

acquired ‘blindly.’ That is, ligand-receptor interrogation consisted of

either acquisition of many F – d responses at individual, randomly

selected or topographically interesting sites, with no corresponding

image of receptor distribution; or acquisition of single F – d responses at

each of many pixels comprising an image as in Fig. 1b providing a

pixelated image of strong binding regions that were considerably larger

than individual receptors. This approach is amenable to all custom-built

and commercial AFMs, but does not afford mapping of the ligand-

receptor interactions with molecular-scale spatial resolution (pixel size

larger than hundreds of nanometers) and suffers from low throughput

that is insufficient for rapid cell responses. Alternatively, for the 

~10 nm-scale amplitude typical of magnetically driven oscillation3,

deconvolution of the amplitude maxima and minima provides image

contrast arising from strong probe-sample binding (recognition image)

and sample topography (height image), respectively. The molecular

resolution of this direct-binding approach, termed recognition imaging,

has been demonstrated for several molecular pairs on rigid

surfaces7,56,77-82. As shown in Fig. 9 for vascular endothelial cells, the

approach provides the potential to image both the receptor distribution

and to gather robust ligand-receptor FR distributions on cell surfaces. 

The extent to which the magnitude of FR depends on the ligand-

receptor pair, the experimental parameters employed, and the

mechanical compliance of the receptor-presenting surface remain open

and important questions that are currently being investigated through

computational simulations such as steered molecular dynamics59-61. For

molecules adhered to rigid substrates including chemically fixed cells, 

FR is on the order of 50 pN to 1000 pN (a distribution depending in

large part on loading rate, as established through Bell’s theorem10). This

dependence of FR distribution on experimental parameters can be used
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Fig. 9 Imaging of receptor distribution and ligand/antibody binding on intact
cells. (a) Height or topography image of human umbilical vein endothelial cell
region in magnetically actuated oscillation mode (MAC). Scalebar = 20 µm.
(b) Cantilever deflection during oscillation of a ligand or antibody-
functionalized probe can be deconvolved into a recognition image, where
image contrast is a function of probe-surface binding (c), and a topography
image (d). Scalebars = 500 nm. This deconvolution scheme is termed TREC®.
Specificity of this binding is demonstrated through competitive inhibition of
soluble ligands/antibodies, and changes in binding to or in response to drugs
are imaged directly. The rupture force FR between the functionalized probe and
cell surface can also be measured pointwise to construct spatially coarse maps
of receptor presence (orange) or absence (black), or to compare binding
avidity in response to drugs. (Parts (a), (b), (d), and (e) are courtesy of S. Lee
and K. J. Van Vliet, Massachusetts Institute of Technology. Part (c) adapted
from56. Reprinted with permission. © 2006 Nature Publishing Group.)

(a) (b)

(c)

(d) (e)
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advantageously to estimate the energy landscape and kinetic quantities

governing this interaction. For example, the rate of dissociation between

the molecules koff is inversely proportional to the time required to

achieve FR at a given applied force, as demonstrated for the Ca2+-

dependency of cadherin-cadherin binding55. Such kinetic constants

define the speed, specificity, and strength of drug-receptor interactions,

while other complementary experimental approaches such as surface

plasmon resonance do not provide access to single molecule analysis58. 

By adhering whole cells to AFM cantilevers, the ligand-receptor

interactions governing adhesion between probe-bound and rigid surface-

bound ligands or whole cells can be considered at the single-cell 

level83-87. Although such experiments do not quantify receptor

distribution or binding kinetics between individual ligand-receptor pairs,

the drug-susceptibility of such intracellular adhesive interactions are key

to pathological processes such as adhesion of cancer cells to endothelial

cell-lined capillaries during metastasis. By quantifying the work of 

de-adhesion Wde directly from the F – d response, it has been

demonstrated that phorbol myristate acetate enhances the adhesion of

leukocytes to monolayers of vascular endothelial intercellular adhesion

molecules (ICAMs) by increasing the number of cancer cell receptors,

but not the FR between those receptors and ICAMs (Fig. 10)86. In

contrast, adhesion of leukocytes to adherent endothelial cell monolayers

is increased significantly by the stimulation of endothelial cells by tumor

necrosis factor-α (Fig. 11), and these mechanisms can be considered

together by comparing Wde at endothelial cell-cell junctions with that

at cell bodies83. Liu et al.85 have applied this whole cell approach to

molecular-level adhesion in the search for novel antibiotics that prevent

bacterial adhesion to surfaces. They found that the anecdotal prevention

of bacterial infections via cranberry juice is not supported by a reduction

in adhesion forces between E. coli bacteria and inorganic materials in

the presence of this acidic media.

Summary
Applications and modifications of AFM provide the capacity to

simultaneously map the structure and chemomechanical interactions of

whole cells, membranes, and individual molecular receptors at or below

the nanoscale. This enables systematic, in situ characterization of the

mechanisms governing drug-cell interactions at the in vitro level.

Although the near-molecular image resolution and single-molecule

interaction force resolution of these approaches are impressive, it is

important to note several current limitations of this contact-based

approach for efficient discovery of new pharmaceutical solutions and

understanding of existing mechanisms of drug action. These include

restriction to two-dimensional, in vitro cell culture environments; low

Fig. 10 Adhesion between whole cells and ligand-functionalized rigid surfaces
can be explored in the presence of drugs to interpret mechanisms of action.
Here, the drug phorbol myristate acetate (PMA) is demonstrated to increase
the number of interactions between a cell bound to a cantilevered probe and
an intercellular adhesion molecule (ICAM)-functionalized surface and to
increase the corresponding work of de-adhesion Wde, but not to affect the
quantum of force between the cell surface and this ligand. Disruption of the
ICAM receptor via addition of Mg2+ and disruption of ICAM signaling via
addition of inhibitory antibodies mitigate this enhanced adhesion in different
ways. Cell mechanical compliance also increased with increased cell-ligand
adhesion. (Reprinted with permission from86. © 2003 The Company of
Biologists.)
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Fig. 11 Cell-cell adhesion can be modulated by drugs and measured through direct force-displacement responses. (a) A human promyelocytic leukemia 
(HL-60) cell adsorbed to a silicon nitride cantilever is positioned over a human umbilical vein endothelial cell monolayer, e.g. at cell-cell junctions. (b) The force-
displacement response during adhesion and de-adhesion is acquired. (c) The work of de-adhesion (shaded) is increased when endothelial cells are stimulated by
tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF), and reduced when cell-cell adhesion receptors are blocked by antibody binding. Adhesion between cancer and endothelial cells is
required in metastasis, and such studies enable testing of drugs to mitigate this interaction.( Adapted from83. Reprinted with permission. © 2004 American
Physiological Society.)

(a) (b) (c)
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throughput relative to the timescale of many cell responses 

(e.g. translational diffusion of receptors along membranes) and to the

variability among cells within a population; and the potential to induce

confounding cell responses by mechanical perturbing of the cell surface

and its receptors. As these important current constraints are recognized

and addressed through experimental and computational innovations, it

is expected that this dynamic nanomechanical mapping of ligand-

receptor interactions at the single-cell level will be key to scientific 

advances in understanding, identifying, and developing therapies that

promote human health.
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Atomic force microscopy is a powerful and widely used imaging
technique that can visualize single molecules and follow processes
at the single-molecule level both in air and in solution. For maxi-
mum usefulness in biological applications, atomic force microscopy
needs to be able to identify specific types of molecules in an image,
much as fluorescent tags do for optical microscopy. The results
presented here demonstrate that the highly specific antibody–
antigen interaction can be used to generate single-molecule maps
of specific types of molecules in a compositionally complex sample
while simultaneously carrying out high-resolution topographic
imaging. Because it can identify specific components, the tech-
nique can be used to map composition over an image and to detect
compositional changes occurring during a process.

A tomic force microscopy (AFM) is unique in its ability to
image single biomolecules and follow biomolecular pro-

cesses in fluid with nanometer resolution (1); however, images
of complex samples can be remarkably hard to interpret, because
AFM yields only the shape and volume of the molecule, with no
discrimination for the precise types of molecules being imaged.
For example, in a sample of chromatin (nucleosomes) plus other
proteins, DNA can be identified by its thread-like appearance,
but the various protein components look similar, with an image
size that depends only marginally on molecular weight. Tech-
niques such as chemical force microscopy (2), force-volume
mapping (3), and force curves (4) give information about the
specific nature of the molecules being imaged, but they lack the
important visual component provided by simultaneous imaging.
Here we describe a technique that allows recognition of a
specific type of molecule (histone H3) in a complex sample
(chromatin) while simultaneously yielding high-resolution topo-
graphic images of the same sample. Recognition is efficient,
reproducible, and specific. This technique extends the capability
of AFM in much the same way as fluorescent tags have extended
optical microscopy.

The technique uses an antibody tethered to the AFM tip and
depends on the highly specific antibody–antigen recognition
reaction between the tip-tethered antibody and its antigen in the
sample to identify a specific type of molecule. Antibodies
tethered to an AFM tip have been shown previously to bind to
specific target molecules during scanning (5), but that work
offered no way to separate composition-sensitive signals from
topography signals. This difficulty arises because it is difficult to
extract a signature of binding while the imaging servo acts to
keep the amplitude of oscillation of the probe constant during a
scan. The method described here detects antibody–antigen bind-
ing through small changes in the absolute (dc) level of the
cantilever-deflection signal.

Materials and Methods
Preparation of Chromatin Samples. Nucleosomal arrays containing
the mouse mammary tumor virus (MMTV) promoter region
were salt-reconstituted to various subsaturated (for clarity in
image analysis) levels of nucleosome occupation with HeLa
histones exactly as described (6). The arrays were deposited on
glutaraldehyde aminopropyltriethoxysilane (GD-APTES)-
treated mica, derivatized at 1 �M levels with GD (7), and
allowed to adsorb for �40 min.

Human (h)Swi-Snf was prepared as described (8). The prep-

aration contains BSA in a 4:1 molar ratio with hSwi-Snf (further
reduction in BSA concentration diminishes remodeling activity).
For remodeling studies, nucleosomal arrays were preincubated
with hSwi-Snf at stoichiometries of 15 nucleosomal array mol-
ecules per hSwi-Snf molecule (8). After deposition, fields are
scanned twice. The second scan assesses the effect of the
AFM-scanning process on chromatin structure and thus provides
the background (tip-induced) level of change. Thus, this impor-
tant control is carried out on the same samples that will be
analyzed for remodeling. After activation of hSwi-Snf by ATP
addition, the same fields (and the same set of tethered mole-
cules) are scanned again to determine the changes induced by
hSwi-Snf remodeling (8).

Tethering of Antibodies to AFM Tips. Polyclonal anti-histone H3
antibodies (Upstate Company, Charlottesville, VA) were thio-
lated and attached to a polyethylene glycol (PEG) tether on the
end of an AFM probe as described (4). Amination of the probe
was carried out by exposing a UV-cleaned silicon-nitride probe
(Microlever, Veeco, Santa Barbara, CA, coated for MacMode
AFM by Molecular Imaging, Tempe, AZ) to aminopropyltri-
ethoxysilane vapor for 1 h.

The H3 antibody was produced against the whole histone, but
the N-terminal tails of H3, which project out from the compact
nucleosome core, are likely to provide the major antigenic
determinant in the chromatin sample. Tips were selected for a
strong recognition signal when imaging chromatin, and these
signals were invariably blocked by the peptide corresponding to
the histone tethered to the tip. For more details, see Protocol for
Modifying AFM Tips with Antibodies, which is published as
supporting information on the PNAS web site.

AFM Imaging and Separation of the Recognition Signal. Magnetized
cantilevers are driven by a small solenoid using a MacMode
dynamic-force microscope from Molecular Imaging. Images
were taken in 10 mM NaCl�5 mM phosphate buffer, pH 7.5, with
3-nm peak-to-peak amplitude oscillation at 8 kHz, imaging at
70% set point, and scanning at 1 Hz. Recognition contrast
decreased with increasing salt, disappearing at �0.8 M for this
antibody.

The recognition signal was obtained by passing the raw
deflection signal from the AFM-scanning head to a PicoTREC
signal-processing system (Molecular Imaging). The instrument
extracts rapid changes in the value of the positive-going peak
signal, filtering the output with a bandpass of �150 Hz, while
compensating for slow changes in dc level in the input caused by
instrumental drift. The signal is passed to an auxiliary input to
the microscope controller for simultaneous display alongside the
topographical image. The microscope servo operates from the
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deflection signal in the normal way, which introduces a negligible
error (on the order of �A or 0.06 nm in the present case) into
the height display when an antibody binds.

Filtering and Signal to Noise. In the limit of heavy damping, where
the mechanical Q factor of the cantilever approaches unity, the
rms fluctuation amplitude �x� of a cantilever of resonant fre-
quency �0 measured in a bandwidth B Hz is given by (9)

�x� � �kBT
K

2B
��0

.

Thus, a signal-to-noise ratio of 3:1 [with a 0.06-nm signal (see
Results and Discussion)] requires B � 0.016 �0, which is 130 Hz
for the cantilevers used in this work.

Testing Recognition Specificity and Efficiency. To check recognition
specificity, the solution in the sample cell was completely re-
placed with a solution of the imaging buffer plus 30 �g�ml of
BSA (kept at the same temperature as the microscope to avoid
drift), and the sample was reimaged. This buffer was then
replaced with a solution of 30 �g�ml of an antigen (to the
antibody on the tip), and the sample was imaged again. Recog-
nition efficiency is defined conservatively as the ratio of total
recognition events to total features in the topographic image that
may be nucleosomes. False hits (see Fig. 4, red dot and circle)
occur in �2% of all recognition features. The efficiency depends
on the antibody used and imaging conditions such as salt
concentration, and thus each new antibody must be calibrated in
the imaging environment. The effective antibody concentration
at the surface is high (5), and thus the technique is sensitive to
even small amounts of crossreactivity.

Results and Discussion
The Technique of Recognition Imaging. The method described in
this report is based on the detection of small shifts in the absolute

dc level of the cantilever-deflection signal that occur when an
antibody tethered to the AFM tip (Fig. 1a) binds to its antigen
in the sample being imaged (Fig. 1b), thus interfering with the
normal oscillation of the AFM tip (Fig. 1c). All of the imaging
in this work is carried out in solution, i.e., in situ. The antibody
is attached near the apex of the tip by means of a 6-nm-long
flexible PEG linker (10). This linker leaves the antibody free
enough to find and bind properly to its target antigen, but it is
short enough to permit accurate localization of the antigen site
in the sample (5).

The origin of a recognition signal can be understood by
considering the sequence of events that occurs when the oscil-
lating AFM cantilever containing the tip-tethered antibody binds
to its antigen in the sample. The green trace in Fig. 1c shows the
displacement pattern of the cantilever as it taps on a surface
submerged in solution (no antigen–antibody interaction). The
cantilever motion is heavily damped and is sustained with a
sinusoidal magnetic driving force (11). The bottom of the
waveform is cut off where the tip hits the hard surface, but
the top part of the waveform remains sinusoidal (12). When the
tethered antibody binds to an antigen on the surface, the upward
extent of the cantilever swing is restricted by the PEG tether, as
shown in the red trace. This reduction of the oscillation ampli-
tude on binding is compensated for by the microscope servo,
which is engaged (and required) for normal topographic imag-
ing. The servo pulls the probe away from the surface to restore
the amplitude to its previous value (blue trace), but now the peak
signal is displaced downward by the amount of the original
amplitude reduction, �A (Fig. 1c). Thus, a map of the absolute
value (i.e., dc-coupled) of this peak voltage, produced simulta-
neously with the topographic image, shows the location of the
antibody-binding events as dark patches.

In principle, the downward-motion displacement of the sam-
ple by the microscope servo could cause further reduction of the
upper peak amplitude, but the effect is very small because the
PEG tether is so much less stiff than the surface.

Fig. 1. Recognition imaging. When an AFM tip-tethered antibody (blue blob in a) binds to its antigen in the sample being scanned (b), there is a transient
reduction in the oscillation amplitude of the tip (green curve to red curve in c). The imaging servo restores the signal amplitude but with the peak signal shifted
downward by an amount �A (blue curve in c). This peak shift provides the recognition signal for a specific antigen–antibody recognition event. A topographic
image of MMTV arrays and the corresponding recognition image (a ‘‘map’’ of the change in peak signal, �A) are shown in d and e, respectively. These images
were obtained simultaneously from one scan of the sample by using an H3-specific antibody tethered to the AFM tip. A plot of the peak signal, �A, for the portion
of the recognition image between the green arrows (e) is shown in f. The dips in signal correspond well with the location of nucleosomes, and the changes in
peak signal (traced in f ) are in quantitative agreement with theory (see text). The x–y scale is shown in d. The highest features in d are �5 nm.
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The amplitude of tip oscillation is adjusted such that the
antibody remains bound for most of the time that the tip is in the
vicinity of the antigen. Binding and unbinding events occur on
each scan line, giving rise to some fluctuation in image width
from line to line.

The samples analyzed in this application of the technique are
nucleosomal arrays made by reconstituting human histones on a
specific DNA fragment containing the MMTV long terminal
repeat promoter (6). Samples are deposited onto GD-
functionalized mica (GD-APTES) in a flow cell linked to the
AFM. The GD-APTES surface tethers the arrays to the surface,
allowing repetitive scanning of the same sets of molecules as
various reagents are flowed into the cell. The ability to reimage
the same molecules allows the clearest possible comparisons of
the effects of changing conditions on the sample molecules. Fig.
1d shows a topographic image (two nucleosomal arrays) taken
with an AFM tip tethered to an antibody raised against histone
H3, one of the proteins that constitute the core of each nucleo-
some. The corresponding recognition image is shown in Fig. 1e.
The dark recognition patches and the pattern in which they occur
clearly coincide with the positions of the nucleosomes in the
topographic image (Fig. 1d). Fig. 1f is a plot of the recognition
signal (�A�A) versus distance between the two green arrows in
Fig. 1e. The dips coincide with recognition spots. They are a few
percent of the oscillation amplitude, in agreement with calcu-
lations (see below).

The Basis of Recognition Imaging. The imaging mechanism can be
understood quantitatively as follows. In the absence of structural
relaxation, the reduction of the ‘‘free’’ oscillation amplitude, A0,
to a new value, Az, after binding of the antibody is given by (13)

A0

Az
�

S�z�L0�

K
� 1, [1]

where S(z�L0) is the stiffness of the PEG tether at a fractional
extension, z�L0, of its maximum extended length, L0, and K is the
spring constant of the AFM cantilever. An approximate result
for the force generated by stretching a worm-like chain is (14)

F �
kBT
LP

� 1
4�1 � �z�L0��

2 �
1
4

�
z

L0
�, [2]

where Lp is the persistence length, and kBT can be conveniently
taken as 4.1 pN�nm at room temperature. This formula may be
differentiated with respect to z to obtain the stiffness, S(z�L0).
For the PEG linker used here, Lp 	 0.38 nm and L0 � 6 nm (15).
A plot of the force generated by stretching a molecule, and its
consequent stiffness as a function of z�L0, is given in Fig. 6, which
is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site.
The force rises rapidly above 20 pN for z�L0 
 0.5, leading to
potentially increased frequency of breaking of a typical anti-
body–antigen bond (16). Near this optimum value of z�L0,
S(z�L0) is �2 pN�nm. Thus, with a cantilever of stiffness K 	 100
pN�nm, Eq. 1 predicts that the recognition events will cause a
dip in peak amplitude of a few percent of the total amplitude,
which is confirmed experimentally by the line trace across the
recognition image shown in Fig. 1f. In this case, the oscillation
amplitude is �3 nm (corresponding to z�L0 � 0.5), and so the
absolute value of the recognition signal is on the order of 0.06
nm. This value is smaller than broad-band thermal fluctuations
of the cantilever, and thus the recognition signal requires
filtering (see Materials and Methods).

The Specificity and Efficiency of Recognition Imaging. The specificity
of the recognition process was tested by flowing exogenous
proteins into the liquid flow cell in which the sample was being
imaged. If the recognition signal is specific, only (added) pro-

teins that are antigenic to the antibody on the AFM tip used for
imaging will be able to bind to the tip, block the recognition
events, and thus disrupt the signal. Such a test is shown in Fig.
2. A typical topographic image of MMTV chromatin and the
accompanying recognition image (taken with an anti-histone H3
functionalized tip) are shown in Fig. 2 a and b. Again, recognition
spots closely mirror the locations of nucleosomes in the topo-
graphic image. When a BSA solution (30 �g�ml) is f lowed into
the sample flow cell, the recognition image is unaffected (Fig.
2c). However, if a similar concentration of a peptide correspond-
ing to amino acids 1–20 of the N-terminal tail of histone H3
(sequence shown in the Fig. 2 legend) is then flowed into this
sample, the recognition signal is completely abolished (Fig. 2d).
Thus, the ability of the tip-tethered antibody to produce a
recognition signal (Fig. 2b) is blocked by an excess of its specific
antigen in solution, demonstrating that the recognition signals
come from specific interactions between the antibody on the tip
and its antigen on the surface. The inability of BSA to alter the
recognition signal (Fig. 2c) shows that nonspecific protein-
binding effects do not affect specific recognition. Note that the
images in Fig. 2 a–d are obtained by sequential rescanning of the

Fig. 2. The specificity of recognition imaging. Topographic (a) and recog-
nition (b) images of MMTV nucleosomal arrays similar to those shown in Fig.
1 are shown. Recognition images from the same region of the sample taken
after addition of BSA into the sample in the flow cell (c) and then after the
addition of ARTKQTARKSTGGKAPRKQLC (which corresponds to the N-
terminal tail of histone H3) (d) are also shown. (e) Topographic image of a field
with BSA aggregates pointed to by yellow arrowheads. ( f) Recognition images
of this same field after BSA was added. The recognition image obtained
before BSA addition is superimposed on the recognition signal after BSA
addition as green dots. The coincidence of the green dots and dark spots
demonstrates that the added BSA did not interfere with the H3 recognition.
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same individual molecules in the same sample, which ensures
that trivial, sample-dependent variations cannot affect the anal-
ysis. Fig. 2 e and f show another aspect of imaging specificity.
When BSA is added (through the flow cell) to these samples,
aggregates can accrue on the surface (Fig. 2e, yellow arrowheads
on the topographic image). In Fig. 2f, the recognition image
obtained from this field before BSA addition is shown as green
dots, which are superimposed on the recognition signal obtained

after BSA was adsorbed onto the surface. Clearly, the H3
antibody-tethered tip does not recognize the BSA aggregates,
nor do the BSA aggregates interfere with recognition imaging.
Thus, the level of nonspecific recognition appears to be minimal.

Fig. 3. Force curves for antibody-tethered tips. Histograms of the measured adhesion forces for an antibody-tethered tip probing a field of MMTV nucleosomal
array molecules (a) and the same tip scanning in the presence of 30 �g�ml of a peptide from the N-terminal tail of histone H3, showing how the blocked antibody
does not adhere to the sample surface (b). Two hundred force curves were analyzed for each histogram (bars at the origins are the numbers of force curves in
which no adhesion force was measured). (Insets) Typical examples of force-versus-distance curves obtained. The curve in a shows the characteristic single-
molecule binding curve characteristic of PEG stretching, whereas the curve in b shows negligible adhesion. The average adhesion forces are 57 � 20 pN (absence
of H3 tail peptide), 6 pN (presence of tail peptide), 116 � 63 pN (PEG tether alone), and 118 � 134 pN for the bare (clean) tip. Thus, the tethered antibody plays
an important role in reducing nonspecific adhesion.

Fig. 4. The efficiency and repeatability of recognition imaging. Spots from
a recognition image are superimposed (as green dots) on its corresponding
topographic image. Features present in the topographic image but not in the
recognition image are marked by blue dots. A recognition feature with no
corresponding topographic feature (near middle of the image) is marked by
a red spot. Changes in recognition events after rescanning are indicated by the
circles color-coded with the same scheme (no circle equals no change after
rescanning). For example, a feature recognized in the first scan but not in the
second is shown by a green dot (recognition in the first scan) surrounded by
a blue circle (not recognized on the second scan). The recognition efficiency
generally remains 
90%.

Fig. 5. Using recognition imaging to study a complex, biologically relevant
process. Some examples of the changes seen after hSwi-Snf activation (by ATP) in
deposited MMTV nucleosomal arrays are shown. a and b Upper shows topo-
graphic images taken before (Left) and after (Right) ATP addition. a and b Lower
shows corresponding recognition images obtained with an anti-H3 tip. Protein
loss on ATP addition (yellow arrows in the �ATP images) is accompanied by loss
of the recognition signal showing that the lost features were likely not hSwi-Snf.
Molecules labeled 2 and 3 in a appear unchanged in the topographic image but
show loss of recognition signal after ATP addition. (The scale shown at the
bottom applies to all the images.)

12506 � www.pnas.org�cgi�doi�10.1073�pnas.0403538101 Stroh et al.



To observe the types of specific binding effects discussed
above, it must be the case that nonspecific adhesion forces are
smaller than the specific antibody–antigen binding force. To test
this theory directly, we have measured the adhesion by using
force-distance curves (Fig. 3). We find that an antibody-tethered
tip in the presence of blocking antigen shows almost no adhesion
to the molecules or surfaces used in these experiments. The
average adhesion force is 57 � 20 pN in the absence of the tail
peptide but �6 pN in its presence. This lower average force
reflects both a decrease in the value of adhesion and an increased
number of curves in which no adhesion was measured at all.
Adhesion forces without the antibody (PEG tether alone) are
116 � 63 or 118 � 134 pN for a clean (bare) tip. Thus, the
blocked antibody is more of a ‘‘nonstick’’ surface than the tip or
PEG alone. Perhaps this is a special property of blocked
antibodies, because proteins are generally rather sticky.

The efficiency and repeatability of recognition imaging are
illustrated in Fig. 4. Here, features in the recognition image are
superimposed (as green dots) on the topography image. Most
features that look like nucleosomes in the topographic image are
associated with a recognition signal. A few exceptions are described
in the Fig. 4 legend (see also Materials and Methods). Some changes
occur when the same sample is rescanned (highlighted by circles),
but the recognition efficiency is generally high and remains so on
subsequent rescans (data not shown). An average over several
images yields 96 � 2% recognition efficiency on the first scan and
92 � 2% after scanning over the same area again.

We also used tips tethered with antibodies to histone H4 or
histone H2A to image these nucleosomal array samples (data not
shown). Whereas the H3 antibody was raised against the whole
protein, the H4 antibody was raised against the N-terminal tail,
and the H2A antibody was raised against part of the ‘‘acidic
patch’’ on the 11-nm nucleosomal face (17). All antibodies gave
similar results with respect to specificity, efficiency of recogni-
tion, and reproducibility, indicating a general applicability of the
technique.

Following Compositional Changes During a Biologically Relevant
Process. The major impact of this technique will derive from its
ability to monitor specific components in heterogeneous samples
while they are undergoing biological processes and at the same
time as topographic images are being acquired. An example of
this application is presented in Fig. 5 and is taken from AFM
studies of the action of the human Swi-Snf (hSwi-Snf) ATP-
dependent nucleosome remodeling complex (18) on MMTV
promoter nucleosomal arrays (8). These studies can help us

understand how nucleosome remodeling by these types of com-
plexes might take place in vivo on this and other promoters.

In these experiments, hSwi-Snf and chromatin are incubated
together and then deposited onto GD-APTES in the flow cell
linked to the AFM. As described previously, the GD-APTES
surface tethers the array molecules, allowing in situ images of the
same nucleosomal arrays to be taken before ATP is added
(hSwi-Snf is inactive) and after ATP addition (hSwi-Snf is
activated). The progress of remodeling, therefore, can be fol-
lowed on individual molecules. Topographic imaging studies
using this approach have shown that array molecules can un-
dergo a variety of substantial ATP�hSwi-Snf-dependent confor-
mational changes and have suggested that hSwi-Snf might also
trigger compositional changes such as histone loss (8).

Comparison of recognition images before and after ATP
addition shows a variety of remodeling changes and confirms the
occurrence of compositional changes. A few examples are shown
to illustrate the technique. In Fig. 5a, the three molecules in the
field all show remodeling, as evidenced by release of DNA after
ATP addition (8). Recognition images (using H3 antibody-
tethered tips) indicate a substantial loss of histone (H3) for all
three molecules, including a complete loss of histone recognition
for molecule one, and new arrangements of the remaining
recognition signal pattern in molecules two and three. Fig. 5b
shows an example of complete loss of a protein (pointed to by
the yellow arrow in the �ATP image) accompanied by a
significant change in the H3 recognition images, suggesting that
the protein was a nucleosome and not hSwi-Snf. hSwi-Snf (data
not shown) and BSA (see above) are not recognized by the
anti-histone antibodies. These various types of changes have
been quantified and systematically analyzed (8), but these ex-
amples demonstrate the significant enhancement of information
obtained when recognition is coupled to topographic imaging.

In conclusion, the addition of recognition imaging gives the
atomic force microscope a capability for the identification of
specific types of molecules at the single-molecule level without
compromising its topographic imaging performance. The tech-
nique can be used to analyze the distribution of a specific
component in heterogeneous samples or to follow compositional
changes that occur during complex processes, thus revealing
features that are not evident from topographic images alone.
This capability will significantly enhance the usefulness of AFM
as a tool for studying biologically relevant samples and processes.

We thank Gordon Hager for supplying hSwi-Snf and the plasmid
containing the MMTV long terminal repeat and Jaya Yodh for supplying
HeLa histones. This work was supported by the National Cancer
Institute.
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Lab 10: BioMEMS force sensor 
 
Location: NE47-215c 
PI: Taher Saif 
Lab Instructors: Shengyuan Yang 
 
Summary 
 
 We will be showing a bioMEMS force sensor and its application in measuring 
stretch and compression force response of healthy and malaria-infected human red 
blood cells. The bioMEMS force sensor is made from pure single crystal silicon, and 
consist of a probe and flexible beams. The probe is used to contact, indent and 
stretch the cells, and the flexible beams to measure the cell force response. The 
probe is about 5 µm wide and 5 µm deep. Each of the flexible beams is about 2 mm 
long, 1 µm wide and 5 µm deep. We will show how to manipulate the sensor and 
bring it in contact with the cells, and how the cell force response is measured. 
Every student will have the chance to try out this manipulation process. Two 
particular cell force response measurements will also be shown: a poly-L-lysine 
coated sensor probe will be used to measure (1) the stretch force response of a 
healthy red blood cell and (2) the compression force response of a malaria-infected 
red blood cell. For more information about this bioMEMS technique, please refer to 
the following two papers: 
 
Recommended Reading 
 
S. Yang and T. Saif, "Micromachined force sensors for the study of cell mechanics," Rev. Sci. 
Instrum. 76. 
 
S. Yang and T. Saif, "Reversible and repeatable linear local cell force response under large 
stretches," Exp. Cell Res. 205. 
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A technique using micromachined mechanical force sensors to measure the force response of living
cells is introduced. The force sensors consist of a probe and flexible beams. The probe is used to
indent and stretch the cells, and the flexible beams are used to measure the cell force response. The
stiffness of the sensors is designed at several nanonewtons per micrometer, but can be varied over
a wide range. The sensors are fabricated by the SCREAM process. The deformation of the cells and
the deflection of flexible beams are measured by an optical microscope coupled with a
charge-coupled device camera. Experimental demonstrations show the feasibility, simplicity, and
versatility of this technique. It addresses several disadvantages of existing related techniques, and is
complementary to many of them. We expect that this new technique will attract significant attention
and be employed much more in the study of cell mechanics.© 2005 American Institute of

Physics.fDOI: 10.1063/1.1863792g
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I. INTRODUCTION

Increasing experimental evidence shows that a li
cell senses mechanical stimuli and responds with biolo
changes, which in turn may alter cell internal structure
hence its mechanical behavior.1–11 Uncovering the mechan
cal response of living cells is, therefore, important fr
views of traditional materials science and biological scie
The techniques developed for measuring the mecha
response12,13 of living cells include: centrifugation,14 shea
flow,15 substrate deformation,16 substrate composition,17

flexible substrata,18 embedded particle tracking,19 multiple-
particle-tracking microrheology,20 magnetic twisting
cytometry,1 magnetic bead microrheometry,21 micropatterne
substrates,22 micropipette aspiration,23 optical traps,24 optical
stretcher,25 magnetic traps,26 biomembrane force probe27

cell poker,28 atomic force microscopysAFMd,29 surface force
apparatus,30 glass needles,31 shear on single cells,32

microplates,33 and tensile tester,34 with the first four dedi
cated to cell population studies and the rest focused on s
cell and/or single biomolecule studies.

The description of the above techniques and a com
son between them are beyond the scope of this article.
ested readers are referred to the reviews in Refs. 9, 12
13. Although these techniques have revealed significan
sight on mechanical response of single cells and cell p
lations, they have limitations. First, they only measure
tain types or small ranges of cell deformation and fo
response, or mechanical response of cells at certain s
For example, the substrate-related techniques only ac
for the traction force between the cells and substrate;
netic bead-related techniques, optical traps, and AFM
induce small cell deformation and measure small cell f
response; micropipette deforms cells by suction and h

ad
Electronic mail: saif@uiuc.edu
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cannot measure the cell indentation mechanical resp
microplates and tensile tester only measure suspended
Second, the techniques, such as micropipette aspiration
poker, AFM, glass needles, microplates, and tensile te
which measure cell stretch or compression force resp
can only measure one component of the force response
tor swhich normally has threed except AFM, which can me
sure twosalthough the measurement of two-component
force response by AFM has not been reportedd, and it is
difficult to build a system that can measure three force c
ponents based on these techniques. Note that a recent
introduces a 3D magnetic twisting device that allows ap
cation of a torque to magnetic beads about any chosen
and the cell mechanical response can be quantified abo
axis.35 Third, it is difficult to make changes on the measu
ment systems based on these techniques to adapt to c
measurement applications or working environments. Fo
ample, it is difficult to use commercial AFMs with scann
electron microscopessSEMsd to visualize the structur
change of a cell when the cell is stretched or indented b
AFM tip. Fourth, the sensing and control systems for s
of the existing techniques are complicated. For exampl
magnetic twisting cytometry, complicated hardware
needed to generate and control the required magnet fi
The complexity of commercial AFMs is obvious becaus
their high-performance optical sensing and feedback ele
systems.

In this article, we present a new technique that addre
or improves upon the above disadvantages. In this techn
micromachined mechanical force sensors are used to
nipulate cells and measure their force response. The
sensors consist of a probe and some flexible beams
probe is used to indent or stretch the cells, and the fle
beams to sense the cell force response. Standard optic
croscope system is used to record the deformations o

cells and the deflections of the flexible beams. The cell force

© 2005 American Institute of Physics1-1
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response is simply obtained by multiplying the stiffnes
the sensors by the sensor deflections. Compared to the
ing techniques, it is simpler and more versatile and o
more flexibility for a wide range of cellular exploration. P
liminary experimental results show the feasibility and
advantages of this technique.

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Force sensor

The schematic and SEM image of a force sensor
shown in Figs. 1sad and 1sbd, respectively. In this sensor, tw
parallel flexible beams with fixed–fixed boundary conditi
serve as the sensor beams. The probe is connected
sensor beams through a backbone attached to the midpo
the sensor beams. The chip, on which the sensor is
cated, is driven by a piezo actuator held by
x–y–z–ux–uy–uz stage. The actuator moves the chip
hence the probe in thex direction to indent or stretch a ce
The stiffness of the sensor in thex direction is much smalle
than those in they andz directions due to high aspect ra
sdepth-to-thickness ratiod of the beams and their geome
Thus, only the deflection of the sensor beams and henc
cell force response in thex direction is measured. The sen
is made of single-crystal siliconsSid with a Young’s modulu
E=170 GPasthe beams are aligned in thef110g direction of
single-crystal Sid. The length of each sensor beam isL
= 1.96mm. The cross section of the beam is rectangular,
depth sthe dimension perpendicular to the paperd b
=10.5mm and thicknesssthe dimension parallel to the p
perd h=0.77mm. The stiffness of the sensorsin the x direc-

FIG. 1. sColor onlined Schematicsad and SEM imagesbd of a mechanica
force sensor.
tiond is estimated ask=3.4 nN/mm, by
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k =
384EI

L3 , s1d

where

I = 1
12bh3 s2d

is the moment of inertia of the beam. The cell force resp
is then obtained from

F = kd, s3d

with d being the deflection of the sensor beams. The e
value of this sensor stiffness may not be so critical in m
cell experiments if one is interested in the qualitative c
acteristics of cell force response when the sensor stif
behaves as a scale factor, as in the case of most AFM
surements. The sensor stiffness can also be calibrated
pendently against another spring with known spring
stant. The method of calibration is described in
Appendix, where the stiffness of a sensor is calibrated
compared with that estimated from Eq.s1d, and they matc
closely.

The SCREAM process36 was used to fabricate the se
sor. The process starts with a single-crystal Si wafersSilicon
Quest Internationald. The fabrication steps are as follo
sFig. 2d: sad Grow an oxidesSiO2d layer s,1 mm thickd on
the surface of the Si wafer by thermal oxidation;sbd Pattern
the sensor to the oxide surface by photolithography;scd An-
isotropically etch the oxide layer by reactive ion etch
sRIEd; sdd Anisotropically etch the Si substrate to the des
depth s,20 mmd by inductively coupled plasmasICPd; sed
Remove the photoresistsPRd layer by oxygen plasma etc
ing; sfd Thermally oxidize the wafer again to put a protec
oxide layers,0.15mm thickd on the Si surface;sgd Aniso-
tropically remove the oxide layer on the floor of the p
terned trench by RIEsthis step reduces the thickness of
top oxide layer as welld; shd Anisotropically etch down th
exposed Si again for an additional depths,10 mmd by ICP;
sid Isotropically etch the exposed Si to release the beam
ICP; sjd Remove all the oxide by wet hydrofluoride a
etching. Thus, the entire sensor is made of pure single-c
Si. During the thermal oxidation, Si is consumed to fo
SiO2. Hence, the longer the oxidation time, the thinner is
remaining Si, and then the softer is the sensor. Thus
duration of oxidation allows one to achieve various stiffn
of the sensor from the same initial design. Note that the
step in the SCREAM process is metallization, which
avoided here.

B. Experimental system

The experimental system using the sensor to measu
cell force response is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the sens
fixed to a holder which is mounted on anx–y–z piezo stag
with 1 nm resolution, and the piezo stage is in turn mou
on an x–y–z mechanical stage with 1mm resolution. Th
mechanical stage is mounted on a tilt and rotation platf
An inverted optical microscopesOlympus CK40d with an
objective of 103 is used to monitor the deformation of t
cell and the displacement of the sensor probe. Throug

adaptor of 2.53, images are recorded using a cooled CCD
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camerasOlympus MagnaFire S99806d with an imaging pixe
size of 128031024 and its image acquisition software.
measuring structures with known sizes, the resolution o
images was determined as 0.27mm per pixel. Thus, the d
mensional measurement accuracyserrord is D=0.27mm/2
<0.14mm. The force resolution of the system is estima
askD<0.5 nN fEq. s3dg. The cells are cultured in a 35 m
dish, and the sensor is immersed in the culture medium
cell force response measurement. The sensor plane
clined by 5 deg with respect to the bottom of the culture
to ensure that the contacting tip of the sensor probe ha
lowest elevation.

The deformation of a cell in thex direction is positive
when the cell is elongated, and negative when shortenesin-
dentedd; the deformation in they direction is defined positiv
upward in the images. The cell force response is pos
when the probe–cell interaction is in tensile state. The
deformation is given by the displacement of the contact p
between the cell and the probe, and the sensor deflect
measured from the relative displacements between the
and the sensor base. In the experimental results show
low, the cell deformations and force response are mea

FIG. 2. sColor onlined SCREAM process used to fabricate the senso
with respect to the initial state where the probe contacts the
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cell. For the experimental results shown in this article, e
deformation incrementsdecrementd was accomplished in 1
by manually increasingsdecreasingd the voltage for the piez
stage. The cell deformation and force response wer
cordedsby capturing the corresponding phase contrast
aged 15 s after each deformation incrementsdecrementd, and
the exposure time for capturing the image was less than
The time delay between two consecutive deformation in
mentssdecrementsd was kept at 50 s unless otherwise sta

To study cell stretch force response, the sensor p
was also functionalized by coating with fibronectin by in
bating the sensor in 50mg·ml−1 fibronectin sBD Bio-
sciencesd solution at room temperature for 6 h. It was th
taken out for drying at room temperature for 6 h befor
was immersed into the culture medium and brought in
tact with a cell for 20 min. The cell forms adhesion sites w
the probe most likely by integrin activation.37 The sites ar
connected to the cytoskeletal structure and thus offe
probe a localized handle to the cytoskeleton.

The cells tested in this article were cultured from C
sATCCd, a monkey kidney fibroblastsMKFd cell line. They
were cultured in a medium with 90% DMEMsATCCd and
10% FBSsATCCd in an environment with 37 °C tempe
ture, 5% CO2, and were plated for 24–48 h before the
periments. The cell force response measurement was
ducted in air at room temperature.

III. RESULTS

A. Cell morphology change due to small mechanical
disturbance

The technique introduced above was used to stud
morphological change of living cellssattached to the botto
of a dishd due to a mechanical disturbance. In this case
sensor probe was brought in contact with the cells to late
indent them by a small amounts,2 mmd. The change o
shape of the cells was recorded for a period of time with
sensor base fixed. Figure 4sad shows the cell right after th
indentation, while Fig. 4sbd shows the state 72 min after F
4sad. We see the obvious shape change of the cell, an
mechanical indentation was reduced, as if the cell was
ing away from the probe. Figures 4scd–4sed show the result

FIG. 3. Experimental system and the sensor to measure the cell for
sponse.
for a different cell. Here, the cell was dividing and was at its
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telophase. Figure 4scd shows the state right after the pro
indented the cell, and Figs. 4sdd and 4sed are the states 7 m
and 12 min after Fig. 4scd, respectively.

B. One-component force sensing

The technique was used to study the force respon
living cells subject to large lateral indentation. In this ca
the cells were laterally indented by a small amountsas
aboved for 20 min. If cell shape changesas observed in Fig
4d was not observed, further indentation was conducted
the corresponding cell force response was measured. F
5 shows the results for a cell under indentation. Figuresad
shows the force response. Figures 5sbd–5sfd are representa
tive phase contrast images. In Fig. 5sad, the slope within
Figs. 5sbd and 5scd is larger than that within Figs. 5scd and
5sdd, which may be attributed to partial breaking of the
tachment of the cell with the substrate. After the linear fo
response stage, the cell yielded, i.e., from Figs. 5sdd–5sfd the
cell indentation increased without corresponding increa
force response.

A functionalized sensor was used to study cell str
force response. In this case, the probe of the sensor
brought in contact with the cells for 20 min to form the
hesion site. Figure 6 shows the results for an elongated
Here, the focal adhesion connection formed between
probe and the cell is relatively small compared to the
size, and the induced stretch deformation of the cell is lo

FIG. 4. Morphological changes of two cells due to mechanical disturb
of the sensor probe.sad Right after the probe indented a monkey kid
fibroblastsMKFd; andsbd 72 min aftersad. scd Right after the probe indente
an MKF; sdd and sed seven min and 12 min afterscd, respectively.
Figure 6sad is the stretch force response. Figures 6sbd–6sfd

Downloaded 23 Jul 2006 to 130.126.176.129. Redistribution subject to AIP
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are representative phase contrast images. From
6sbd–6sdd the cell force response is small and does not s
a significant trend, possibly because the cytoskeleton ha
yet been brought under tension. From Fig. 6sdd–6sfd the cell

FIG. 5. Force response of an MKF due to large lateral indentation.sad Force
response.sbd–sfd Representative phase contrast images.
force response shows a significant linear trend.
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In the experiment for Fig. 7, a relatively large adhes
site was formed between the probe and the cell, and
induced stretch deformation of the cell is global, i.e.,
entire cell deforms. Figure 7sad is the stretch force respons

FIG. 6. Stretch force response of an MKF with a small adhesion site
the sensor probe.sad Force response.sbd–sfd Representative phase contr
images.
Figures 7sbd–7sfd are representative phase contrast images

Downloaded 23 Jul 2006 to 130.126.176.129. Redistribution subject to AIP
e

The force response is similar to Fig. 6. From Figs. 7sbd–7sdd
the cell force response is small and does not show a si
cant trend, and the cell underwent alignment due to
stretch. From Figs. 7sdd and 7sed, the cell force response
linear, and the cell underwent significant migration. Fig
7sfd is the image taken 85 s after Fig. 7sed.

C. Two-component force sensing

Although a cell may be deformed in one direction
may generate force response in orthogonal directions.

FIG. 7. Stretch force response of an MKF with a large adhesion site wi
sensor probe.sad Force response.sbd–sfd Representative phase contrast
ages.
.needs a sensor that measures the force response in multidi-
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mension as well. Such information may provide insight
the mechanobiological behavior of the cell. In the follow
we introduce such a force sensor.

Figure 8sad shows the schematic of the two-compon

FIG. 8. sColor onlined sad Two-component force sensor.sbd Cell deforma
tion vector.scd Force response vector.sdd–sgd Representative phase contr
images.
force sensor. Here, the sensor beam deforms due to bo

Downloaded 23 Jul 2006 to 130.126.176.129. Redistribution subject to AIP
force componentsFx andFy, and the probe tip displaces
wx and wy with respect to the sensor base, in thex and y
directions, respectively. The force components can be
tained from

FFx

Fy
G =

2EI

L1
3 36 3

L1

L2

3
L1

L2
2SL1

L2
D24Fwx

wy
G . s4d

The cell deformationsDx andDy are the motion of the prob
tip and hence the contact point with the cell with respe
the lab frame of reference. Thus,Dx and Dy are differen
from wx andwy. If the cell does not have any force respon
then wx=wy=0, but Dx or Dy are nonzero. We demonstr
the applicability of the sensor by measuring the force
sponse of a cell. The sensor geometry isL1=1 mm andL2

=0.429 mm, with a beam cross section of 2.0313.1mm.
Thus, by Eq. s4d, if wx=1 mm, wy=0.5 mm, then Fx

=28.2 nN,Fy=36.9 nN. Figure 8sbd shows the cell deform
tion vector sDx,Dyd, and Fig. 8scd shows the cell force re
sponse vectorsFx,Fyd, whereFy is defined positive upwa
fFig. 8sadg. Figures 8sdd–8sgd are representative phase c
trast images. The deformation vector is almost linear, an
force response vector is roughly linear. But, the slopes
the corresponding linear fits,y=−0.3771x andy=−0.5763x,
are different, indicating the anisotropy of the mechanica
havior of the cell.

IV. DISCUSSION

The technique presented here, based on micromac
mechanical force sensors, falls into the same category a
poker, AFM, and glass needles in terms of the basic f
sensing principle. But, the above experimental results
the following discussion show the simplicity, versatility, a
flexibility of the presented technique, which may not be
tinely achieved by the cell poker, AFM, and glass needle
illustrated by the limitations of the existing techniques gi
in the Introduction.

The current sensor was designed to measure cell
response due to large stretches and indentations. How
the force resolutions,0.5 nNd of the sensors demonstra
is too large to be useful in the study of single ligand–rece
force interactions, which can be studied by AFM or opt
tweezers. By changing the geometry of the microbeams
combined spring constant of a sensor can be varied
10 pN/mm to 1 mN/mm to reach the necessary force se
tivity requirement. According to Eqs.s1d and s2d, the stiff-
ness of a force sensor can be reducedsto reach a higher forc
resolutiond by increasing the length or by decreasing
thickness of the sensor beam, both of which have the
cubic dependences1/L3 andh3d. For a Si beam with dimen
sion L3b3h=3 mm310 mm30.5 mm, we get k
=0.25 nN/mm. Doubling the length will decrease the st
ness by about an order of magnitude. But, both increa
the length and reducing the thickness will increase the
culty of fabrication. The stiffness can also be reduced
serial connection of sensor beams. For example, in th

thsign shown in Fig. 9, two more sets of the sensor beams are
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serially added to the design of Fig. 1, and the total stiffn
of the sensor becomes one-third of that in Fig. 1. Sen
with two sets of serially connected sensor beamsspictures
not shownd have been successfully fabricated without sig
cantly increasing the difficulty of fabrication. Therefore,
principle we may reduce the stiffness of the sensor to de
lower values by the combined utilization of the above s
egies, i.e., increasing the length, reducing the thickness
using serial connection of sensor beams. Based on the
able versatile microelectromechanical systemssMEMSd fab-
rication technique, various shapes of the sensor probe c
designed to reach desired contact with cells. The probe
then induce small or large deformation, and the senso
also measure small or large force response. For exampl
sharp tip is used, the sensor works like an AFM, but pro
can be done normal or lateral to the surface of the subs
In the above experiments, because the increasesdecreased of
the voltage for the piezo stage was achieved manually
rate of the induced cell deformation is slow compared
those of AFM and magnetic twisting cytometry. But, by
ing a computer-controlled power supply for the piezo st
together with a high-speed camera, higher rates of defo
tion comparable to those of AFM can be achieved.

Due to the vertical indentation nature of AFM29,38–40and
small cell thickness, the allowable cell deformation rang
limited and the measured cell mechanical behavior n
careful interpretation due to the influence of the subst
Using the lateral indentation technique, as shown here
limitation can be avoided.

In this technique, the cell force response is obtaine
multiplying the deflection of the sensor beams by their c
bined spring constant. Thus, no further calculation or in
pretation is needed to measure cell force response. The
sors can be incorporated with laser tweezers
environmental SEMs, and in principle there is no nee
change these analytical instruments. The sensors can a
redesigned to orient and adapt to specific new applicat
The experimental system is much simpler and more fle
compared to the existing techniques, and no specialize
tection and control systems are needed.

There is, however, one limitation about this techniq
The microforce sensors have to survive the capillary fo

FIG. 9. sColor onlined Reducing the stiffness of the force sensor by ser
adding the sensor beams.
as they are immersed from air to liquid, or emerge from
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liquid to air. For example, the final step in the fabrica
process is the wet etching of SiO2 on the released sens
beams sFig. 2d. The sensors need to be wet-cleaned
chemical solutions, such as water, acetone, and isoprop
before they are used to measure the force response of
cells. In functionalizing the sensors, they need to be
mersed into the relevant liquid coating medium, such a
fibronectin solution used here. When the sensors are us
measure the force response of living cells, they need
inundated in the liquid cell culture medium. The capill
forces acting on the sensors during these processes m
large enough to damage the structures of the sensors.
forces thus pose a limitation on the softness of the se
beams. However, our experimental experience suggest
the design of the sensor shown in Fig. 1 normally surv
the above liquid processes because the fixed–fixed bou
conditions prevent excessive deflections. Moreover, norm
it is the taking-out-of-liquid process that breaks the can
vered sensor beam in Fig. 8sad, and not the putting-into
liquid process, which may be due to the capillary force
putting-into-liquid process being much smaller than tha
taking-out-of-liquid.41 To minimize the possibility of damag
due to the capillary forces from the coating medium,
may choose to coat only the probe part of the sensor i
functionalization step.

Additionally, the contact nature between the se
probe and the cells is complex. The interaction details
tween the tip of the sensor probe and the cell surface
currently unknown when the sensor probe is brought in
tact with a cell. However, since the materials composing
cell are much softer than that of the probe, the contact re
will conform with the shape of the probe.
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APPENDIX: CALIBRATION OF THE FORCE SENSORS

A commercial AFM sDigital Instruments Dimensio
3100d with a precalibrated cantilever may be used to c
brate the stiffness of the force sensors, by measuring
force-deflection relationship of the sensors, for the techn
presented in this article. The stiffness of the softest pre
brated commercial AFM cantilever that we could obtai

FIG. 10. Calibrating the stiffness of a softer cantilever by a precalib
AFM cantilever.
327 nN/mm sVeeco Instruments CLFC-NOBOd. To demon-
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strate the feasibility of this method for calibration of sen
stiffness, and to show how accurate the estimation of se
stiffnessfby Eqs.s1d and s2d based on the measured geo
etryg could be, another sensor with the same design as
shown in Figs. 1sad and 1sbd but with a shorter length o
0.962 mm was fabricated, so that the stiffness of the p
librated cantilever and that of the sensor are close to
other. The cross section of the sensing beam for this s
has the dimensionsb=10.3mm andh=0.93mm. The esti
mated stiffness isk=51 nN/mm. The corresponding valu
obtained by the calibration is 70 nN/mm. Thus, the error o
the estimation is 27% which, in general, is acceptable
absolute force measurement for biological applications.
error of the estimation may arise from the deviation of
cross section of the beams with respect to the idealized
angular assumption, the nonuniformity of the cross sec
along the length of the beams, and the measurement err
the beam dimensions.

Softer sensors can also be calibrated by using s
precalibrated cantilevers. Since such soft precalibrated c
levers are not commercially available, we propose the
lowing approach to develop them. Here, a long cantilev
fabricated from thermally grown SiO2 on bare Si wafer. It i
well known that SiO2 films have uniform thickness. Th
stiffness of a cantilever depends on its length ask~1/L3.
Alternatively, the stiffness depends on where it is measu
The SiO2 cantilever will be calibrated atLm,L sFig. 10d by
the precalibrated AFM cantilever, whereLm is the position
on the cantilever at which the force-deflection relationsh
measured andL is the total length of the cantilever. Then,
stiffness at the tip is simplyk=km(Lm/L)3, with km being the
stiffness atLm. Lm is chosen such that the estimation of
stiffness of the cantilever atLm is similar to k1 cosu, i.e.,
3EI /Lm

3 <k1 cosu, with k1 being the stiffness of the preca
brated AFM cantilever, andu being the angle between t
softer cantileversto be calibratedd and the AFM cantileve
The reason for this is to reduce the calibration error of
cantilever. Here,km is obtained bykm=sk1w1 cosud /wm ac-
cording to the measured force-deflection relationship aLm,
wherew1 cosu is the deflection of the AFM cantilever a
wm is the deflection of the soft cantilever atLm. Since the
stiffness of the cantilever is inversely proportional to
cube of the cantilever length, this method can be use
establish calibrated cantilevers with stiffness down to
orders of magnitude lower than that of the AFM cantileve
should be noted, however, that the uniformity of the widt
the SiO2 cantilever depends on the fabrication accur
Since the cantilever will be deformed out of plane, the s
ness of the cantilever depends linearly on width. For a w
cantilever, the inaccuracy introduced by the variation of
width along the length is negligible.
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Abstract

Large stretching and un-stretching force response of adherent fibroblasts is measured by micromachined mechanical force sensors. The

force sensors are composed of a probe and flexible beams. The probe, functionalized by fibronectin, is used to contact the cells. The flexible

beams are the sensing element. The sensors are made of single crystal silicon and fabricated by the SCREAM process. The maximum cell

stretch reached is ~50 Am, which is about twice of the cell initial size, and the time delay between two consecutive stretching/un-stretching

steps is 75 s unless otherwise stated. We find that the force response of the cells is strongly linear, reversible, and repeatable, with a small

stiffening at the initial deformation stage. Force response of single cells measured before and after cytochalasin D treatment suggests that

actin filaments take almost all the cell internal forces due to stretch. These findings may shed light on the increasing understanding on the

mechanical behavior of cells and provide clues for making new classes of biological materials having uncommon properties.

D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

Keywords: Cell mechanics; Single living cells; Force response; Large deformation; Linear; Reversible and repeatable; Actin filaments; Microelectromechanical

systems (MEMS)
Introduction

During the past decade, cell mechanics has received

increasing attention due to the influence of intracellular and

extracellular forces on cell adhesion, migration, growth,

differentiation, apoptosis, gene expression, and signal trans-

duction [1–12]. Significant effort has been directed to the

measurement of the force response of single living cells due

to deformation. Experimental techniques that are employed

include micropipettes [13], optical tweezers [14], magnetic

twisting cytometry [1], magnetic bead microrheometry [15],

atomic force microscopy (AFM) [16], and surface force

apparatus [17]. Such efforts revealed significant insight on

the mechanical behavior of cells under small deformations

(~1–2 Am or less). There are, however, numerous instances

where the cells may be under large deformation. For
0014-4827/$ - see front matter D 2005 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

doi:10.1016/j.yexcr.2004.12.026
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example, a skeletal muscle can contract to half its optimal

length or expand by 50% under physiological conditions.

Muscle fibers (cells) in the skeletal muscle may also

experience such large deformations [18]. In diffuse axonal

injury, the microscopic shear strains could be higher than

50% [19]. The shape of initially rounded rabbit dermal

fibroblasts, growing in a collagen–GAG matrix, could be

elongated up to an average aspect ratio of 2.8 during the first

15 h in culture [20]. In tensile experimental testing of

mechanical properties of soft biological tissues that consists

of many cells, stretches more than 50% are normally

reached, and some of the cells in the tissues should be

subjected to stretches larger than 50% [21,22].

Studies on cell mechanical behavior due to large

deformations are limited. The tension and oscillatory stiff-

ness of isolated cardiac myocytes were measured by a pair

of micropipettes, and it was found that the cell force

response relaxes at each stretch increment [23]. The force

versus elongation of single rabbit fibroblasts was measured

by a pair of micropipettes, and the force response from six
ch 305 (2005) 42–50
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cells was averaged and was found to be linear with

deformation [24]. The nonlinear force response due to

compression was observed for single bovine endothelial

cells by a pair of microplates [25]. Linear force response

was observed under stretch for single rat fibroblasts by a

functionalized biomicroelectromechanical system (bio-

MEMS)-based force sensor [26].

Studies on the cell unloading mechanical response are

rare, regardless of small or large deformation. AFM was

used to load and unload single yeast cells by small

indentation, and force response was found to be linear and

reversible [27]. A pair of microplates was used to compress

and decompress suspended single bovine endothelial cells,

and nonlinear reversible force response was reported, but no

data were presented [25].

A fundamental question related to the cell force response

due to deformation is the mechanism by which the cell

resists deformation. It is generally believed that actin

filaments of cell cytoskeleton play a key role in taking the

cell internal forces [1,26,28–30]. Experiments show that the

treatment of a cell with Cyto D (cytochalasin D, a drug that

disrupts the actin filaments in a cell) significantly decreases

the mechanical response of the cell. For example, Cyto D

suppressed the stiffening of the cytoskeleton of endothelial

cells [1]. In Ref. [31], two sets of single chick fibroblasts

were stretched by a fixed amount of deformation, with one

set treated with Cyto D and the other untreated. The average

tension in the Cyto D-treated fibroblasts was found to

decrease, but it did not vanish even after 50 min. Cyto D-

treated connective tissue models also showed reduced force

response under stretch [32]. Stiffness decrease due to Cyto

D was observed for airway smooth muscle cells, but

complete suppression was not observed (more than 25%

of the stiffness left after treatment with 10 AM Cyto D

compared to that for the untreated cells) [33].

In this paper, we use functionalized bioMEMS-based

force sensors to stretch and un-stretch single living cells and

measure their force response. The time span of the experi-

ments is slow enough so that the cells can adapt to the

applied stretches biologically. Hence, the measured force

response is not only mechanical but biological as well. We

show that the force response is strongly linear, reversible,

and repeatable with no appreciable creep and relaxation.

The force response shows small stiffening at the initial

deformation stage. The same cells when tested after Cyto D

treatment show negligible force response, giving the direct

evidence that actin filaments play a key role in taking the

cellular internal forces.
Materials and methods

Basic idea

A bioMEMS sensor used here consists of a probe and

microflexible beams which act as the cell force sensor
(Fig. 1A). The probe and the sensor beams are made of

single crystal silicon. The silicon chip (sensor base) is held

by a x–y–z piezoelectric actuator. The probe is function-

alized by coating with fibronectin (to simulate the cell–

extracellular matrix adhesion). It is then brought in contact

with a cell for 20 min. The cell forms adhesion sites with

the probe most likely by focal adhesion complex activation

[34]. The cell can be stretched by moving the sensor base

away from the cell using the piezoelectric actuator. The

cell applies a force on the probe which is measured from

the deflection of the beams and their combined spring

constant. Fig. 1B schematically shows a stretched cell.

Here the spring represents the beams with a combined

spring constant k. In the stretched state, the sensor base is

moved by to R to the right by the piezoelectric actuator.

The deformation, D, of the cell is given by the movement

of the sensor probe. The deflection of the sensing spring is

w = R � D. Thus the cell force response is F = kw. Force

response of the cell is given by the measured (F, D)

relation. Note that although the spring is linear, (F, D)

relation may be nonlinear. For example, if the cell does not

provide any restoring force against deformation, then

R = D and F = 0 for all D.

BioMEMS sensors

Two types of bioMEMS sensors were designed and

fabricated. Figs. 1C–E show the type of sensors which can

only measure the cell force response in the x direction. Here,

two parallel fixed–fixed beams act as the force sensor. They

are connected by a backbone structure and hence act as a

single spring. A probe is attached to the backbone to contact

the cells. The dimension of each beam is length � width (in

plane) � depth = 1.96 mm � 0.77 Am � 10.5 Am, the space

between the two beams is 300 Am, and the length of the

backbone between the right beam and the probe is 1 mm

(Fig. 1C). The width and depth of the probe tip that contacts

the cells are 2.0 Am and 10.5 Am, respectively (Fig. 1E).

Hence, the sensor is compliant in the x direction but stiff in

the y and z directions. In cell force response measurements,

the sensor moves in the x direction, driven by the piezo-

electric actuator. Thus, if the cell force response is not

collinear with the direction of stretch, i.e., x direction, the

sensor measures only the x component of cell force response.

The stiffness of the sensor in the x direction is estimated,

from the geometry and elastic modulus of silicon, as 3.4 nN

Am�1. From the displacement measurement resolution of

0.14 Am, we have the force resolution of 0.5 nN.

Fig. 1F schematically shows the class of sensors which

can measure the cell force response in both the x and y

directions. Here, a cantilevered beam acts as the force

sensor. A rigid bar is attached to the free end of the beam,

and the probe is attached to the free end of the bar. Suppose,

the piezoelectric actuator moves the sensor base along the x

direction by Rx, and the corresponding cell deformations are

Dx and Dy in the x and y directions, respectively. Then the



Fig. 1. BioMEMS-based sensors for the study of cell force response. (A) Basic idea of bioMEMS-based method for the study of cell force response. (B)

Schematic showing the measurements of cell deformation and deflection of the beams. (C) Schematic of a bioMEMS sensor that can only measure cell force

response in the x direction. (D) Scanning electron microscope image of the sensor sketched in C. (E) Probe part of the sensor that contacts the cells. (F)

Schematic of a bioMEMS sensor that can measure cell force response in both the x and y directions.
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translations (referred to as the sensor deflections in the

below) of the probe tip, wx and wy, with respect to the

sensor base in the x and y directions, respectively, are given

by

wx ¼ Rx � Dx

wy ¼ Dy: ð1Þ
The cell force components, Fx and Fy, in the x and y

directions, respectively, relate to wx and wx by

Fx

Fy

�
¼ 2EI

L1

6
L2
1

3
L1L2

3
L1L2

2
L2
2

#
wx

wy

��""
ð2Þ

where E is the Young’s modulus of the beam and bar I is the

moment of inertia of the cross-section of the beam. The deri-



Fig. 2. Measured linear and reversible force response of a monkey kidney

fibroblast.
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vation of Eq. (2) is given in Appendix A. Here, the cross-

sectional dimensions of the beam are width � depth = 2.0

Am � 13.1 Am, and L1 = 1 mm, L2 = 429 Am. The force

resolution of the measurement system with this type of

sensors is estimated as 0.6 nN.

Sensor fabrication

The MEMS devices were fabricated by the SCREAM

process [35]: (1) grow 1 Am thick SiO2 layer on the surface

of the wafer by thermal oxidation; (2) transfer the pattern of

the mask for a MEMS sensor to the oxide surface by

photolithography; (3) transfer the pattern to silicon by

reactive ion etching (RIE); (4) anisotropically etch silicon to

the desired depth, about 20 Am, by inductively coupled

plasma (ICP); (5) thermally-oxidize the wafer again to put a

protecting oxide layer on vertical silicon surface; (6)

anisotropically remove the oxide layer on the floor of the

patterned trench by RIE; (7) anisotropically etch down the

exposed silicon again for an additional depth, about 10 Am,

by ICP; (8) isotropically etch the exposed silicon to release

the beams, by ICP; (9) remove all the oxide from the device,

by wet hydrofluoride acid etching, to get the final sensors

made from pure single crystal silicon.

Cell culture and force response measurement

The MEMS sensors were incubated in 50 Ag ml�1

fibronectin (BD Biosciences) solution at room temperature

for 6 h for coating. The cells were cultured from a monkey

kidney fibroblast (MKF) cell line, CV-1 (ATCC). The

culture medium contains 90% Dulbecco’s Modified Eagle’s

Medium (ATCC) and 10% fetal bovine serum (ATCC), and

the cells were incubated in an incubator with 378C temper-

ature, 5% CO2 and 98% humidity. The probes of the sensors

were brought in contact with the cells for 20 min to form the

focal adhesion before the force response measurements

started. The force response measurements were conducted at

room temperature. An inverted optical microscope (Olym-

pus CK40) with an objective of 10� was used to monitor

the deformation of the cell and the displacement of sensor

probes. A cooled CCD camera (Olympus MagnaFire

S99806) and its data acquisition software were used for

imaging and dimensional measurement.

We define the deformation of a cell in the x direction as

positive when the cell is elongated, and negative when the

cell is indented; the deformation in the y direction is positive

upward. The sensor deflection in the x direction is positive

when the probe tip moves towards the right for the

configuration in Figs. 1C and F; the sensor deflection in

the y direction is positive upward. Similarly, the cell force

response, acting on the probe, in the x direction is positive

when it is towards the right for the configuration in Figs. 1C

and F; the cell force response in the y direction is positive

upward. Eqs. (1) and (2) complied with these definitions.

The cell deformations, sensor deflections, and force
response were measured relative to the initial configuration

of the cell after contact with the probe unless otherwise

stated. During all the measurements, the time delay between

two consecutive deformations was kept at 75 s unless

otherwise stated.
Results and discussion

Single component force response

Fig. 2 shows the measured force response of an MKF

with one stretching and un-stretching cycle. Clearly, the

force response is strongly linear and reversible, with a small

stiffening at the initial deformation stage. Fig. 3 shows the

measured force response of an MKF with more stretching

and un-stretching cycles. The contact between the probe tip

and the cell was broken at the end of Stretching-3. Here,

although there are significant translations between the

loading and unloading curves for the first and second cycles

(for example, the unloading curve for the first cycle reaches

zero force response at a cell deformation of about 15 Am),

the general trend of the force response is not only strongly

linear and reversible, but also strongly repeatable. Note that

the force response curve for Un-stretching-2 is significantly

higher than that for Stretching-2, which is not possible for a

traditional material since the released elastic energy during

unloading should be lower than or equal to that gained

during loading. But for living cells, this may not be always

the case. During the force response measurement, the cells

may response to the external stretching by actively

producing contraction [32] and rearrange their internal

structures, which may result in higher unloading force

response than loading force response. The extra energy



Fig. 3. Measured linear, reversible, and repeatable force response of a

monkey kidney fibroblast. (A) Cell force response versus cell deformation.

(B–D) Phase images of the MKF right after the probe attachment (no

stretch), and at two deformation states corresponding to points C (small

stretch) and D (large stretch) in A, respectively.
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required for this phenomenon to occur comes from the

power plants of the living cells.

The two experiments for Figs. 2 and 3 were done with the

sensor shown in Fig. 1C, and the maximum stretching of the

cells was about 50 Am, which is approximately twice the

cell’s initial size (before the stretching experiment). In order

to investigate any possible creep/relaxation force response

behavior, we varied the time delay between two consecutive

force measurements from 1 s to 195 s. We observed a similar
cell force response as shown in Fig. 3A, and no appreciable

(within the resolution of the measurement system) cell creep/

relaxation was observed. Small permanent deformation was

always observed for all the loading rates.

Based on current knowledge on the mechanical behavior

of living cells [36–38], for example, cytoskeleton stiffens

under deformation [28] and the cell is strongly viscoelastic

[16], the force response of a living cell due to a large

deformation was expected to be nonlinear and irreversible.

Our finding contradicts this expectation. Our finding

indicates that the cell response to a large deformation may

involve reversible biological and biochemical processes

with minimal energy loss, which may provide a possible

mechanism that nature has adopted to achieve high energy

efficiency in living biological systems [39]. This finding

may also provide clues for making new classes of biological

materials having uncommon properties. For example,

directed growth of biological tissues from cells on designed

substrates may have the strong linear, reversible, and

repeatable force response under large stretches.

Two component force response

The sensor shown in Fig. 1F was used to measure the

force response of an MKF. Here, the silicon chip was moved

by the piezoelectric actuator in the x direction. Now, the

probe tip moves along both the x and y directions, giving

cell deformations Dx and Dy. Fig. 4A shows the measured

sensor deflections (wx,wy), for the cell as it was stretched

and un-stretched. We find that the deflection response is

strongly reversible and repeatable for the first three

stretching and un-stretching cycles (i.e., Stretching-1 and

Un-stretching-1, Stretching-2 and Un-stretching-2, and

Stretching-3 and Un-stretching-3). The linear trendline for

the Stretching-1 gives wy = �0.61 wx, which is close to the

theoretical relationship wy = �0.63 wx for Fy = 0. How-

ever, at the last few data points of Un-stretching-1, (wx,wy)

significantly deviates from wy = �0.61 wx, implying Fy.

There is also a significant deviation near the end of Un-

stretching-2 and the beginning of Stretching-3 from this

linear trendline. But, the overall trend of (wx,wy) for each of

the stretching or un-stretching process in these three cycles

shows that the force component in the y direction can be

neglected.

Fig. 4B shows the cell deformations, (Dx,Dy), for the

cyclic cell stretching and un-stretching experiment. Here,

the maximum cell deformation for each cycle decreases for

the first three cycles. The cell deformation is strongly

reversible for each cycle of these three cycles, which implies

that the cell recovers its original state by tracing back its

original deformation process. Fig. 4C shows the plot of the

cell force response versus the corresponding cell deforma-

tion in the x direction. We see strong linear and reversible

cell force response for each of the first three cycles of the

stretching and un-stretching. We again see that, at some cell

deformations, the force response for the unloading processes
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is higher than that for the corresponding loading processes

of these three cycles. In Figs. 4B and C, the shifts in the cell

deformation and force response plots between the first three

stretching and un-stretching cycles are due to the produced

permanent deformation in the y direction. Fig. 4D shows the

phase image right before the force response measurement,

where the relative displacements between the reference

point and the measurement point in the x direction indicate

the force after initial cell deformation. Figs. 4E–G corre-

spond to the points E–G in Fig. 4C, respectively. Figs. 4D–F

show that the cell underwent rotation with respect to a fixed

point, thus aligning along the stretch direction.

Effect of Cyto D treatment

In order to explore the role of actin filaments in taking

the cell force response, experiments were carried out on

MKFs before and after treating them with Cyto D (Sigma,

10 Ag ml�1). An initial stretch was applied to each cell and

its force response was measured. Cyto D was then applied.

For the experiment shown in Fig. 4, the cell changed its

shape and relaxed (see Figs. 4G and H) within 3 s after the

application of Cyto D. Its shape and force response remain

unchanged within the following 5 min, after which the cell

was stretched and its force response measured. This

observation of fast cell relaxation within few seconds and

remaining stable afterwards is in contrast to the results

reported in Ref. [40], where it took 20–120 min for Cyto D

to take effect. There was also no detachment of the cell from

the substrate or the probe during the measurements bAfter
Cyto DQ. Note the three cycles of stretching and un-

stretching measurements (already discussed in the above)

conducted before the application of Cyto D are marked by

bBefore Cyto DQ in Fig. 4. The cell deformations, sensor

deflections, and force response for bAfter Cyto DQ were

measured relative to the initial configuration of the cell

when Stretching-4 was started.

In Fig. 4, two cyclic stretching and un-stretching (i.e.,

Stretching-4 and Un-stretching-4, and Stretching-5 and Un-

stretching-5) for bAfter Cyto DQ were done. From Fig. 4A,

we see very small sensor deflections for bAfter Cyto DQ.
From Fig. 4B, we see a significant decrease in the cell

deformation in y direction for bAfter Cyto DQ. The small cell

deformation in the y direction but large deformation in the x

direction implies that the cell force acting on the sensor is

negligible, i.e., the sensor is moving almost as a rigid body

in the x direction. From Fig. 4C, by comparing the trends of

the cell force response for bBefore Cyto DQ and bAfter Cyto
DQ, respectively, we see the cell force response is almost

100% suppressed due to treatment of Cyto D, which shows

that the actin filaments are the primary contributors in

providing cell force response. The hysteresis in cell force

response for the first stretching and un-stretching cycle of

bAfter Cyto DQ is much larger than bBefore Cyto DQ.
We also observed significant viscous force response for

bAfter Cyto DQ. For example, in the first stretching process



Fig. 4. Cyclic cell stretching and un-stretching force response measurement of a monkey kidney fibroblast by the force sensor shown in Fig. 1F and the effect

due to Cyto D treatment. (A) Sensor deflections in the x and y directions. (B) Cell deformations in the x and y directions. (C) Cell force response versus the cell

deformation in the x direction. (D) Phase image right before the force response measurement. (E–G) Correspond to the phase images for the points E–G for

bBefore Cyto DQ in C, respectively, and G is also the phase image right before the addition of Cyto D. (H) Phase image 3 s after the addition of Cyto D. (I–K)

Correspond to the phase images for the points I to K for bAfter Cyto DQ in C, respectively.
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for bAfter Cyto DQ, we fixed the sensor base at cell

deformations of 33.0 Am and 2.1 Am (in the x and y

directions, respectively). We found, after 1 min, the cell

deformations changed to 34.1 Am and 1.1 Am, while the x

component cell force relaxed from 5.8 nN to 0 (note that

the x component of the absolute cell force response is still

not 0 since the cell force response data are measured

relative to the initial configuration of the cell after contact

with the probe, where the probe is subjected to a small

force). In the second stretching process for bAfter Cyto DQ,
similarly, we fixed the sensor base at cell deformations of

33.3 Am and 0.5 Am in the x and y directions, respectively.

After 1 min, the corresponding cell deformations changed
to 34.3 Am and 0.3 Am, while the x component cell force

relaxed from 7.0 nN to 3.5 nN. Note that we did not

observe any appreciable relaxation for bBefore Cyto DQ,
which suggests that the viscosity of the cell for bAfter
Cyto DQ might be much larger than that for bBefore Cyto

DQ. The enhanced viscosity for bAfter Cyto DQ is possibly
due to depolymerization of actin filaments (which may

increase the viscosity of the cytoplasm). However, in Fig.

4B, for bAfter Cyto DQ, the cell recovers its original state

by following the deformation history of the stretching

process except the small plastic deformation, which

indicates the role of the elastic cell membrane in the

recovery process.
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Figs. 4G and H show the cell right before the application

of Cyto D (i.e., the end point of Un-stretching-3) and 3 s

after. The latter shows the decrease of cell force response

(compare the sensor deflection). Figs. 4I–K correspond to

images for the points I–K for bAfter Cyto DQ in Fig. 4C,

respectively. The cell shape and deformation recovery for

the un-stretching process is reflected in these figures. Figs.

4H and I show that the cell continued to relax during the

initial stretching stage for bAfter Cyto DQ.
Conclusions

We have demonstrated that functionalized bioMEMS can

be applied as a simple basic tool for manipulating living

cells and measuring their force response. The cell force

response has been shown to be strongly linear, reversible,

and repeatable subject to large stretches. Cells aligned with

the stretch direction, which makes the transverse force

response negligible. Actin filaments have been shown to

play a dominant role in taking the cell internal force.

Without actin filaments, cell force response is relatively

negligible.
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Appendix A

For the sensor shown in Fig. 1F, the displacements of the

probe tip in the x and y directions are induced by either Fx

or Fy or both. For example, Fx deforms the sensor beam in

the x direction and rotates its free end. This rotation tilts the

rigid bar, which moves the probe tip in the y direction.

Similarly, Fy also induces sensor deflections in both x and y

directions. In Fig. 4A, the absolute maximum sensor

deflection in the x direction is 11.8 Am, which is only

1.18% of the length of the sensor beam (L1 = 1 mm). The

absolute maximum sensor deflection in the y direction is 7.2

Am, which is only 1.68% of the length of the rigid bar

(L2 = 429 Am). Thus, we assume that the beam is subjected

to small deformation and rotation in finding the analytical

expressions for the sensor deflections.

The deflection in the x direction and rotation (positive

counterclockwise) at the free end of the beam induced by Fx

alone are given by FxL1
3/3EI and �FxL1

2/2EI, respectively,

and such a rotation induces a sensor deflection of (�FxL1
2/

2EI)L2 in the y direction. Fy creates a bending moment

FyL2 at the free end of the beam, which in turn alone
induces a deflection in the x direction and rotation at the free

end of the beam of �FyL2L1
2/2EI and FyL2L1/EI, respec-

tively, and such a rotation induces a sensor deflection of

(FyL2L1/EI)L2 in the y direction.

According to the linear superimposition, the total sensor

deflections induced by Fx and Fy combined are given by

wx ¼
FxL

3
1

3EI
� FyL

2
1L2

2EI
and wy ¼ � FxL

2
1L2

2EI
þ FyL1L

2
2

EI

ðA1Þ

for the x and y directions, respectively. By inverting Eq.

(A1), Eq. (2) is obtained, which is

Fx

Fy

�
¼ 2EI

L1

6
L2
1

3
L1L2

3
L1L2

2
L2
2

#
wx

wy

�
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Severe malaria by Plasmodium falciparum is a potentially fatal
disease, frequently unresponsive to even the most aggressive
treatments. Host organ failure is associated with acquired rigidity
of infected red blood cells and capillary blockage. In vitro tech-
niques have played an important role in modeling cell deformabil-
ity. Although, historically they have either been applied to bulk cell
populations or to measure single physical parameters of individual
cells. In this article, we demonstrate the unique abilities and
benefits of elastomeric microchannels to characterize complex
behaviors of single cells, under flow, in multicellular capillary
blockages. Channels of 8-, 6-, 4-, and 2-�m widths were readily
traversed by the 8 �m-wide, highly elastic, uninfected red blood
cells, as well as by infected cells in the early ring stages. Tropho-
zoite stages failed to freely traverse 2- to 4-�m channels; some that
passed through the 4-�m channels emerged from constricted space
with deformations whose shape-recovery could be observed in real
time. In 2-�m channels, trophozoites mimicked ‘‘pitting,’’ a normal
process in the body where spleen beds remove parasites without
destroying the red cell. Schizont forms failed to traverse even 6-�m
channels and rapidly formed a capillary blockage. Interestingly,
individual uninfected red blood cells readily squeezed through the
blockages formed by immobile schizonts in a 6-�m capillary. The
last observation can explain the high parasitemia in a growing
capillary blockage and the well known benefits of early blood
transfusion in severe malaria.

P lasmodium falciparum is responsible for �1–2 million deaths
every year; severe malaria is typically characterized by brain,

spleen, liver, or kidney pathology (1–3; see also www.who.int�
inf-fs�en�fact094.html). The severity of P. falciparum infection is
a function of capillary blockage by infected cells in these organs.
Normal erythrocytes are highly deformable liquid-filled com-
partments (4). They owe their high degree of deformability to
low internal viscosity, high surface-area-to-volume ratio, and the
highly elastic nature of the erythrocyte membrane and under-
lying cytoskeleton (2). Particularly during the late stages of
parasite development, infected erythrocytes become sphero-
cytic, develop knob-like structures, and lose their native deform-
ability. This loss of deformability is often cited as an important
contributing factor in capillary blockage (5).

Given the complications of in vivo testing and the lack of a
relevant animal model (1), a number of physical approaches have
been applied to the study of deformability of infected red blood
cells (RBCs), usually on bulk cell populations (6). In pioneering
studies, the higher pressures required to pass malaria-infected
blood in comparison with normal blood through a polycarbonate
filter suggested that infected erythrocytes lacked structural
deformability, which in turn contributed to capillary blockage (7,
8). In addition, viscometers, after correction for hematocrit,
provided information about the viscosity of erythrocytes (7, 9).
Ektacytometry, using diffraction patterns from erythrocytes
illuminated with a He-Ne laser in a highly viscous medium such
as dextran, provided measurements of erythrocyte deformability
in bulk medium (5, 10). Expanding on the concept of filtration,

the single erythrocyte rigidometer (SER) (11, 12) characterizes
the time of passage of a single erythrocyte through a microme-
ter-sized pore (e.g., 5.8 �m); thus, cell area, volume, and
cytoplasmic viscosity were determined. The SER technique has
been applied to the study of the physical properties of normal
erythrocytes. The rheoscope, which uses fluid shear stress to
visualize erythrocyte physical characteristics, allowed study of
erythrocyte deformability and the tank tread-like motion of the
erythrocyte membrane (13). The rheoscope has been used to
characterize the deformability of P. falciparum-infected eryth-
rocytes and the recovery of RBCs in the ring stage of infection
(14). Micropipette aspiration improved studies on the deform-
ability of a single cell and measurement of membrane viscoelas-
ticity and rigidity (15, 16). The time required for entry, time
constant for extensional recovery, and the critical pressure
required to aspirate an erythrocyte into a 3- to 3.5-�m diameter
pipette have been determined for malaria-infected erythrocytes.
Now microfluidics offers opportunities to study properties of
single infected-erythrocytes, in real time, in a capillary-like
microenvironment.

Microfluidic devices have found numerous applications in
biology, biochemistry, and medicine because of their ability to
efficiently control and replicate microenvironments (17, 18).
They also offer practical benefits such as limiting human expo-
sure to large amounts of biohazardous samples. Microfluidic
systems are easy to fabricate, owing to recent advancements in
rapid prototyping, and provide an ideal environment for testing
either bulk samples or single entities, such as individual cells.
Recognizing the need for devices that mimic the capillary
microenvironment, many researchers have designed capillary-
like channel systems in silicon¶ (19–22) and glass (23) substrates.
The ability to fabricate micrometer-sized features in glass and
silicon makes these materials attractive options for making
capillary-sized structures. Through these studies, it has been
possible to record normal erythrocyte area, volume, and de-
formability. Many of these devices are integrated into compre-
hensive test platforms with controlled flow rate, temperature,
and pressure. This advance enabled researchers to develop
systems that closely mimic the in vivo environment. Although
providing a geometrically similar environment to capillaries,
silicon and glass channels do not have structural properties, such
as elastic modulus, of capillary tissue. Recently, structural
information of normal erythrocytes was determined by using a
human erythrocyte microchannel analyzer made in a silicone
elastomer (24). In the present study, we apply similar microflu-
idic techniques to the study of malaria-infected erythrocytes.
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Materials and Methods
Fabrication of Microchannels. Fabrication of test channels in poly-
(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) used rapid prototyping (25). Briefly,
a high-resolution chrome mask (Photosciences, Inc., Torrance,
CA) was generated from a computer-aided drawing file and
etched by an electron beam. The mask was a negative of the
channel design and was used in contact photolithography with
SU-8 photoresist (MicroChem, Newton, MA) to create a neg-
ative ‘‘master,’’ which consisted of bas-relief features of SU-8 on
a silicon wafer. From the master, PDMS channels were molded
and then sealed irreversibly to a borosilicate glass coverslip by
oxidizing the PDMS surface in oxygen plasma, which also caused
the channels to become hydrophilic. Access holes to the channels
were formed by using a punch made from a 21-gauge needle.
Polyethylene tubing (PE20) was then inserted into the access
holes, which were slightly smaller than the outer diameter of the
tubing, to form a pressure seal between the tubing and the hole.
The tubing was attached to a 3-ml syringe through which fluid
was introduced into the channel. The length of the constricted
portion of the channel was designed to be �3 to 5 times its width.
The depth of all channels was restricted to 2 �m to prevent the
disk-shaped erythrocytes from turning on their sides and tra-
versing the constriction.

P. falciparum-Infected Erythrocytes. P. falciparum parasites were
maintained under standard conditions (26) in a 2% suspension
of human A� erythrocytes in complete medium (RPMI medium
1640 supplemented with 20% human A� serum; GIBCO�
Invitrogen). Mixed-stage parasite cultures were synchronized by
two consecutive sorbitol treatments (27) and harvested for
analysis at the ring stage (0–6 h postsync), early trophozoite
stage (16–21 h postsync), late trophozoite stage (21–24 h
postsync), and schizont stage (36–42 h postsync). Giemsa stain-
ing of thin smears showed �95% purity of the synchronized
cultures. Each cell culture sample contained �1% of infected
erythrocytes.

Cell Visualization. The test samples were mounted onto a Nikon
TE300 microscope with a Nikon �100 Superfluar objective
(numerical aperture � 1.3) for bright-field, differential inter-
ference contrast, and fluorescence imaging. A high-sensitivity
black and white charge-coupled device camera (Cohu, San
Diego, CA) was used to capture images. While differential
interference contrast imaging readily identified infected eryth-
rocytes, some infected cultures were stained with 2�,7�-bis-(2-
carboxyethyl)-(5 and 6)-carboxyfluorescein acetoxymethyl ester
(BCECF-AM) (Molecular Probes) by using published methods
(28). Fluorescent images were obtained by exciting the stained
cells with the 488-nm line of a continuous wave Ar� ion laser
(Spectra-Physics). To prepare the suspension of infected RBCs
for flowing through the microchannels, �0.5-ml culture solution
(2% hematocrit and 1% parasitemia) was diluted in �0.5-ml of
complete RPMI medium 1640. The temperature of the sample
above the objective was 25°C. The velocity in the 20-�m main
channel for each experiment was �50 �m�s�1, and the velocities
in the constriction varied from �125 �m�s�1 in the 8-�m channel
to �500 �m�s�1 in the 2-�m channel, which resulted in a pressure
drop across the restriction of �0.4 mmHg (1 mmHg � 133 Pa).
The duration of each experiment was �15–20 min. Testing of all
infected erythrocytes was completed within �1.5 h after their
removal from the controlled incubation environment.

Results and Discussion
Fabrication of Microchannels. The test channels were made of
PDMS, which is a two-component silicone-based elastomer. The
elastic modulus of PDMS, which can be tuned by adjusting the
ratio of catalyst to elastomer, provides a good approximation of

the geometric and structural properties of capillaries (29). We
fabricated the microchannels to mimic capillaries between 2- and
8-�m in diameter. The average flow velocity in the central
channel constriction was chosen to model the natural f low rates
in capillaries (�100–500 �m�s�1) (30). A schematic of the test
channels is shown in Fig. 1.

Behavior of Normal Erythrocytes. In all tests with normal erythro-
cytes, little or no adherence to the channel walls was observed.
Furthermore, these highly flexible cells passed easily through all
channel geometries, including the 2-�m constriction (see Fig. 1
Lower Left Inset).

Behavior of Infected Erythrocytes. To dissect out the factors that
influence capillary blockage by infected erythrocytes, RBCs in
different stages of infection (ring stage, early trophozoite, late
trophozoite, and schizont) were passed through microchannels
having different sizes of constriction (8, 6, 4, and 2 �m). Fig. 2
A–D shows the behavior of erythrocytes in ring-stage infection.
Like normal erythrocytes, these early-stage infected cells passed
through channel constrictions of all sizes with no difficulty. In
contrast, early trophozoites had difficulties in passing through 4-
and 2-�m channels (Fig. 2 G and H), but they could traverse 8-
and 6-�m channels (Fig. 2 E and F). The first signs indicating a
lack of deformability were observed in these early trophozoites.
The few erythrocytes with trophozoite-stage parasites that did
squeeze through the 4-�m channels did not recover their shape
quickly after their passage through the constriction (Fig. 2G).
Fig. 2 I–L shows the behavior of late-stage trophozoites. Similar
to the early trophozoites, the late trophozoites blocked the
smaller 4- and 2-�m channels (Fig. 2 K and L) but passed through
larger channels with relative ease (Fig. 2 I and J). Erythrocytes
in the schizont stage of infection (Fig. 2 M–P) exhibited a
markedly increased rigidity. These cells had difficulties passing
through the 6-, 4-, and 2-�m constricted channels (Fig. 2 N–P).

The present studies quantitatively illustrate the channel ge-
ometry in which late-stage cells cause blockage. Due to the lack
of confounding factors such as ligands on endothelial cells found
in vivo, the results obtained in our PDMS structures allow us to
dissect the contributions of decreased cell deformability and
membrane rigidity on movement through capillaries of precise
dimensions. The stage-specific effects validate the use of micro-
capillaries under flow conditions to study capillary blockage.

Erythrocyte Shape Recovery. Cranston et al. (14) showed that, after
flowing through constrictions, recovery time for ring-stage
erythrocytes was significantly longer than recovery time for
uninfected cells. It is believed that membrane rigidity and

Fig. 1. Schematic illustrating the geometry of the microchannel. The con-
stricted segment of the channel (width denoted by w) was sized at 8, 6, 4, and
2 �m. The white arrow represents the direction of fluid flow. (Upper Inset) A
differential interference contrast image of normal (smooth) and infected
RBCs. (Lower Left Inset) A normal RBC passing through a 2-�m constriction.
(Lower Right Inset) Infected RBCs blocking a 6-�m constriction.
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internal viscosity increase as the parasite matures (2); therefore,
one would expect erythrocytes in the later stages of infection to
have even longer recovery times than cells in the early stages of
infection. Fig. 3 shows individual erythrocytes in the early
trophozoite stages of infection (Fig. 3A) and in the late schizont
stages of infection (Fig. 3B) after being hydrodynamically forced
through a 4-�m channel. The trophozoites generally recovered
their spherical appearance within �30 sec. The rare schizonts
that were forced through the 4-�m channel, however, did
not fully recover their spherical shape even after 1–2 min of
monitoring.

Pitting. Sequestering of trophozoites and schizonts under capil-
lary flow is an important mechanism by which the parasite avoids
the spleen, where efficient mechanisms exist to destroy the
parasite (5, 31). Schnitzer et al. (31) presented in vivo electron
micrograph evidence for the pitting of parasites from erythro-
cytes in the cord and sinus areas of the spleen. During pitting,

the intracellular parasite is physically pushed back and eventually
dissociated from the normal portion of the erythrocyte as the
infected erythrocyte passes through the tiny blood vessels (cord
and sinus) in the spleen. Although pitting may have complex
mechanisms involving phagocytosis of the parasitic portion of
the erythrocyte by a macrophage, initial separation of the
parasite from the uninfected portion of the erythrocyte in the
tight physical confines in the spleen are important. The product
of pitting is a ‘‘ghost cell’’ that is free of the parasite. The
parasite-free cell may be returned to circulation. Fig. 4 shows a
microfluidic in vitro example of pitting with a 2-�m channel. Fig.
4A Top shows an infected cell in bright field, before passage
through the restriction. Fig. 4B Top shows an infected cell, before
the restriction, stained with 2�,7�-bis-(2-carboxyethyl)-(5 and
6)-carboxyfluorescein acetoxymethyl ester (BCECF-AM) cell
stain (32). In Fig. 4A Middle, the normal portion of the cell is
shown passing through the restriction; however, the parasitized
portion of the cell remains in the upstream portion of the channel
(i.e., the equivalent of the cord in vivo). The cell membrane
continues to stretch until its ultimate load limit is exceeded and
the membrane ruptures, removing the parasite from the cell. Fig.
4B Middle shows rupture of the membrane, an accompanying
burst of f luorescence near the restriction, and separation of the
parasite from the host RBC (arrow). Fig. 4A Bottom shows
deformed cells downstream of the restriction. Fig. 4B Bottom
shows a similar image with a fluorescent parasite (arrow)
separated from the erythrocyte, which shows no further fluo-
rescent compartments. It was common to observe ghost cells and
cell debris downstream of the smaller-sized channels (e.g., 4
and 2 �m).

Normal Erythrocyte Passing Through Blockages. Fig. 5A shows a
normal erythrocyte approaching a blockage formed by seven
infected cells in the schizont stage at the entrance to the 6-�m
constricted channel. The infected cells fill the entire depth of the
channel near the restriction, which makes the passage above and
below the blockage impossible. Rather than becoming a static
part of the blockage, the normal red cell under flow conditions
winds its way through the center of this group of infected cells
(Fig. 5B). Fig. 5C shows the cell exiting the blockage as it enters
the 6-�m channel, which it easily traverses, as was seen in Figs.
1 and 2.

The above observations have two important implications. (i)
It is well known in vivo, and now also in our in vitro model, that

Fig. 2. Four sequences of video images of four stages of
malaria-infected RBCs (early ring stage, early trophozoite,
late trophozoite, and schizont) passing through channel con-
strictions. (A–D) Ring-stage infected erythrocytes retained
much of the structural characteristics of normal erythrocytes
and were able to pass through all constricted channels. Early
trophozoite (E–H) and late trophozoite (I–L) infected cells
passed through the larger 8- and 6-�m channels (E and F; I
and J) but eventually blocked the smaller 4- and 2-�m chan-
nels (G and H; K and L). (M–P) Schizont stage infected eryth-
rocytes blocked all but the 8-�m channel (M). The arrows
indicate direction of flow.

Fig. 3. Differences in recovery of compressed infected cells. (A) Early tro-
phozoite stages of infected RBCs were partially distorted after passage
through a 4-�m constriction and remained compressed for �30 sec after
emerging from the channels. (B) Schizont forms of RBC infections were more
severely deformed and did not relax back to their original shape after passage
through a 4-�m constriction even 1–2 min after compression.
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mature forms of infected erythrocytes concentrate to very high
parasitemia at the mouth of a blocked capillary. Enrichment of
parasitized cells in a growing blockage may increase local
concentrations of potential malaria toxins or overstimulate host
immunomodulatory responses, which contribute to pathology
(33). Although the highly parasitized blockages may in part be
due to cytoadherence (1, 33, 34), our model suggests that the
ability of uninfected red cells to squeeze through blockages must
also be important in expansion of a pathogenic blockage. (ii)
Although exchange transfusion is known to alleviate, albeit
temporarily, some of the effects of severe malaria (5), the
mechanism underlying relief is not obvious. Infected cells caus-
ing pathology are unavailable for exchange because they are
sequestered in capillaries, often through adherence, rosetting,
and agglutination (2, 5, 33). Our experimental model shows that
fresh, pliable erythrocytes can squeeze through a blockage. In a
transfused patient, this action may temporarily allow delivery of
nutrients and removal of toxins from distressed tissue.

Conclusions
Elastomeric microfluidic channels provide a simple, inexpen-
sive, efficient, and accurate method to study the behavior of P.
falciparum-infected erythrocytes under capillary-like conditions.
In future research, the flexibility and cytoadherence properties
of normal and infected cells can be studied by modifying the
elastic modulus and the surface chemistry of PDMS microchan-
nels. The latter will allow, under flow, controlled testing of
interactions between infected erythrocytes and other RBCs,
purified host cell-surface receptors, or even whole endothelial

cells, owing to the high permeability of gas through PDMS. The
system also provides a convenient test platform to screen
potential antimalarial drugs that specifically interfere with the
mechanics of infected RBCs.
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Yap, Belinda, and Roger D. Kamm. Mechanical deformation of neu-
trophils into narrow channels induces pseudopod projection and changes in
biomechanical properties. J Appl Physiol 98: 1930–1939, 2005. First pub-
lished January 7, 2005; doi:10.1152/japplphysiol.01226.2004.—Neutrophils
traversing the pulmonary microcirculation are subjected to mechanical stim-
ulation during their deformation into narrow capillaries. To better understand
the time-dependant changes caused by this mechanical stimulus, neutrophils
were caused to flow into a microchannel, which allowed simultaneous
visualization of cell morphology and passive rheological measurement by
tracking the Brownian motion of endogenous granules. Above a threshold
stimulus, mechanical deformation resulted in neutrophil activation with
pseudopod projection. The activation time was inversely correlated to the rate
of mechanical deformation experienced by the neutrophils. A reduction in
shear moduli was observed within seconds after the onset of the mechanical
stimulus, suggesting a sudden disruption of the neutrophil cytoskeleton when
subjected to mechanical deformation. However, the magnitude of the reduc-
tion in moduli was independent of the degree of deformation. Recovery to
nearly the initial values of viscoelastic moduli occurred within 1 min. These
observations confirm that mechanical deformation of neutrophils, similar to
conditions encountered in the pulmonary capillaries, is not a passive event;
rather, it is capable of activating the neutrophils and enhancing their migra-
tory tendencies.

viscoelasticity; cell activation; multiple-particle tracking; micro-
fluidics

NEUTROPHILS OFTEN ENCOUNTER narrow capillary segments dur-
ing their transit through the pulmonary and systemic microcir-
culations. Because neutrophil diameters (6–8 �m) often ex-
ceed the diameter of a pulmonary capillary (2–15 �m) (5),
neutrophils would almost certainly have to deform in passing
from arteriole to venule, particularly in the pulmonary capillary
bed, where it has been estimated that a typical flow pathway
encompasses 50–100 such capillary segments (13, 14). Mea-
surements of neutrophil shape showed that neutrophils in
capillaries are elongated, whereas those in arterioles are nearly
spherical, thus confirming the view that neutrophils deform
when they encounter narrow capillary segments (5, 12).

Mechanical forces have been recognized to play an impor-
tant role in modulating the behavior and function of cardio-
vascular cells in health and disease (15, 17). Although the
effects of mechanical stimuli on cells have been a topic of
extensive research, much of the focus has been on endothelial
cells in the context of atherosclerotic disease. Neutrophil, and

leukocyte activity in general, is assumed to be mediated in
large part by biochemical factors, with effects from mechanical
stimulation often ignored. However, recent studies have shown
that leukocytes are sensitive to fluid shear stress, which can
influence their degree of substrate adhesion and the formation
of pseudopods and reduce their cytoskeletal stiffness (2, 22,
28). Similarly, the mechanical deformation of neutrophils into
narrow pulmonary capillaries, initially considered to be a
passive process, is now recognized to enhance adhesiveness to
ICAM-1 through upregulation of CD11b/CD18, reorganizing
and stabilizing the cytoskeleton, and increasing free intracel-
lular Ca2� concentration (21). Consequently, neutrophils likely
have the capability of sensing mechanical force or deformation
and altering their rheological properties in response. Despite
the importance of these effects in the microcirculation, no
rheological studies have yet been conducted subjecting neutro-
phils to the deformations they experience while traversing the
pulmonary circulation. Interestingly, one of the established
techniques for measuring the viscoelastic properties of neutro-
phils, the micropipette aspiration method, involves deforma-
tion of the cell under a fixed suction pressure into a narrow
micropipette (9, 29, 32, 33). This technique mimics the flow
condition that the cell experiences while deforming into a
pulmonary capillary. The rheological properties deduced from
this technique, however, assume that the neutrophil remains
passive during deformation and, hence, that its rheology is
unchanged when drawn into the pipette. Indeed, some of these
micropipette experiments showed some indications of neutro-
phil activation attributed to mechanical deformation of the
cell (8).

In such cases for which mechanical deformation by external
forces give rise to a change in rheological properties, it is
advantageous to seek methods of measurement that avoid cell
manipulation. Multiple-particle-tracking microrheology (23,
24, 34) offers a solution because this method is able to
noninvasively measure the local viscoelasticity by monitoring
the Brownian motion of endogeneous granules present in the
cytoplasm of the cell. A similar technique has been applied to
locomoting neutrophils, with active manipulation of a granule
using an optical trap (37, 38). To examine the effects of
mechanical deformation on the behavior and rheological prop-
erties of the neutrophils in the pulmonary capillaries, we used
microfabrication techniques (27, 35) to construct an in vitro
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polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) system with dimensions com-
parable to the pulmonary capillaries. PDMS being optically
transparent enabled direct observation of the neutrophil mor-
phology and simultaneously allowed us to employ the tech-
nique of multiple-particle-tracking microrheology to directly
measure the viscoelastic properties of the cell.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Design and fabrication of microfluidic device. The design of the
microchannel used to mimic a pulmonary capillary and the connecting
reservoirs is shown in Fig. 1. A master for this design was fabricated
on silicon wafer using the technique of two-level photolithography
(20) and subsequently used for replica molding in PDMS (18). Figure
2 shows the finished microfluidic system. The details of the fabrica-
tion process can be found in the APPENDIX.

Macrofluidic system setup. Pressure differential was imposed
across the microchannel by varying the difference in height of water
between the upstream and downstream macroreservoirs (Fig. 3). Two
upstream macroreservoirs were used: a high-pressure (�60 cmH2O)
reservoir for purging and cleaning and a low-pressure reservoir for
neutrophil perfusions. The upstream low-pressure macroreservoir was
attached to a linear translation stage (Edmund Optics, Barrington, NJ)
and mounted on a linear slide (Rapid Advance Unislides, Velmex,
Bloomfield, NY) enabling both fine-scale (0.01-mm steps) and coarse-
scale (1-mm steps) adjustment. A syringe attached to the second port
of the upstream microfluidic reservoir allowed the introduction of
fluid or cells into the device.

Neutrophil isolation. Human venous blood was drawn from healthy
volunteers by venipuncture into syringes containing 0.1 M sodium
citrate as an anticoagulant. The isolation was in accordance with a
protocol approved by the Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Committee on Use of Humans as Experimental Subjects. Neutrophils
were isolated from mononuclear cells by density gradient centrifuga-
tion on Histopaque 1077 (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) at 175 g for
30 min at room temperature. The supernatant plasma layer was

collected for later use in the experiment. The mononuclear layer was
carefully removed, and the remaining neutrophil and red blood cell
layers were resuspended first in an equal volume of HBSS without
Ca2� or Mg2� (Invitrogen, Carlsbad, CA) and then in a 1:1 dilution
of dextran (average molecular weight 500,000, 2% final concentra-
tion, Pharmacia, Peapack, NJ). Red blood cells were allowed to
sediment for 30 min at room temperature, after which, the neutrophil-
rich supernatant was collected, rinsed with HBSS, and centrifuged at
175 g for 5 min at room temperature. Residual red blood cells were
removed by hypotonic lysis. Isotonicity was restored by the addition
of 45 ml of HBSS without Ca2� or Mg2�, and the sample was then
centrifuged at 175 g for 5 min at room temperature. The isolated
neutrophils were resuspended in either HBSS without Ca2� or Mg2�

only, or in medium (HBSS without Ca2� or Mg2� � 2% autologous
plasma). After counting, the neutrophil concentration was adjusted to
1.0 � 106 cells/ml, and depending on experimental requirements the

Fig. 1. Schematic showing design of the microchannel and its connecting
reservoirs. The microchannel section is enlarged to highlight the channel
geometry. The important channel dimensions are: length of 250 �m, width of
5 �m, and inlet radius of curvature of 2.5 �m. Diagrams are not drawn to scale.

Fig. 2. Top: schematic diagram of the finished polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
microfluidic device with 2 inlet and 1 outlet reservoir ports. The device is
sealed on a glass coverslip. H represents the microchannel height, which is
either 1.5 or 2.5 �m. Diagram is not drawn to scale. Bottom: image of
microchannel molded from PDMS as seen under a light microscope. Scale bar,
100 �m.

Fig. 3. Schematic showing the macrofluidic system setup and its connections
to the microfluidic device. Refer to MATERIALS AND METHODS for explanation
on the function of each of the system components.
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cells were kept either at room temperature or incubated in a 37°C
water bath.

Optical microscopy. Neutrophils were observed using a differential
interference contrast microscope (Eclipse TE2000, Nikon, Melville,
NY) equipped with an oil immersion condenser lens [numerical
aperature (NA) 1.4] and a �100/1.4 NA Plan Apochromat objective
lens. Images were acquired with a video camera (CCD-100, Dage-
MTI, Michigan City, IN) and recorded onto a super-VHS tape at 30
frames/s with a cassette recorder (SVO-9500MD, Sony). The movies
were then converted into digital form with a computer equipped with
a frame-grabber card (Scion LG-3, Frederick, MD).

Deformation and trapping of neutrophils inside microchannel. The
microfluidic device was first incubated with 1% pluronic F108 solu-
tion (PEO/PPO/PEO triblock copolymers, BASF, Mount Olive, NJ) in
water for 2 h, which served to passivate the PDMS surface and deter
cell adhesion (19). The device was then flushed with medium (HBSS
without Ca2� or Mg2� � 2% autologous plasma) for 15 min. An
objective heater (Bioptech, Butler, PA) set to 37°C was used for
experiments at body temperature.

Neutrophils suspended in medium were then introduced into the
upstream microfluidic reservoir. By setting the upstream two-way
valve to open to the upstream high-pressure macroreservoir, the cells
flowed quickly toward the microchannel entrance zone. In addition,
yellow-green fluorescent 0.1-�m microspheres (carboxylate-modified
polystyrene fluospheres, Molecular Probes), diluted in HBSS (without
Ca2� or Mg2�) at a concentration of 5 � 108 beads/ml, were
introduced into the upstream microfluidic reservoir and used to
establish the zero-pressure difference, zero-flow condition.

Finally, the low-pressure macroreservoir was raised to impose the
desired pressure differential across the channel, initiating a flow of
neutrophils into the microchannel. Once a neutrophil had entered the
microchannel, the low-pressure macroreservoir was returned to its
initial height, which immediately stopped its flow through the
channel.

Entrance time and time to pseudopod projection. Neutrophil be-
havior was recorded from the start of its deformation into the channel
up to the formation of the first pseudopod projection either at the
leading or trailing edge of the cell. The playback of the video
recording allowed precise determination of neutrophil entrance time
and the first observation of pseudopod projection. The entrance time
was taken to be the interval between when the neutrophil leading edge
touched the channel entrance (first contact) and when the trailing edge
cleared the channel mouth after deformation. The time to pseudopod
formation was defined as the time from first contact to the first
appearance of the pseudopod projection.

Viscoelastic properties of the neutrophil evaluated using multiple-
particle-tracking microrheology. Brownian motion of endogeneous
granules inside the neutrophils was monitored using particle-tracking
algorithms (3) written in the IDL software (Research Systems, Boul-
der, CO) from the instant the neutrophil was trapped in the micro-
channel until the observation of pseudopod projection. The focal plane
for particle tracking was selected near the center of the microchannel
to minimize wall effects. From the video images, the cytoplasm of the
neutrophil was divided into two zones (Fig. 4): zone 1 was just
proximal to the nucleus, and zone 2 was the remainder of the
cytoplasm up to the cell tip. Granules in zone 1, as well as granules
exhibiting obvious directed active movements in both zones, were
excluded from particle tracking. In addition, only granules that ap-
peared circular were selected for tracking, achieved by setting the
computer algorithms to track particles with eccentricity of �0.3
(major and minor axis difference of �5%). Only particles that
remained in focus for at least 30 frames were analyzed. Because of the
high density of granules present in the neutrophil cytoplasm, all tracks
performed by the computer algorithms were visually checked with the
original video images to ensure that the same particle was followed
throughout a particular track. From these particle trajectories, mean-
square displacements, the frequency-dependent elastic modulus (G�),

and loss modulus (G�) were computed according to the methods of
Mason et al. (26). The shortest time lag of 1/30 s was chosen for these
viscoelastic calculations because it gave the best statistical accuracy.
The radius of a typical neutrophil granule was taken to be 300 nm (37)
in these computations. Temporal changes in G� and G� were examined
by performing independent analysis on 5-s time intervals.

As control, the multiple-particle-tracking technique was also per-
formed on round passive neutrophils (Fig. 5A). Neutrophils suspended
in medium were introduced into a small chamber formed between a
glass slide and coverslip. Again, granules close to the nucleus were
excluded from the particle track.

Studies were also performed on adherent and spread neutrophils
(Fig. 5B) on a glass coverslip. Neutrophils suspended in HBSS
without Ca2� or Mg2� were introduced into a glass slide and cover-
slip chamber as before. The absence of plasma in the suspension
resulted in adhesion and spreading. Only granules in the cytoplasm
that were located at least 2 �m away from the nucleus of the cell were
tracked. Values obtained for G� and viscosity (�) at 1 Hz were
compared with published results of noninvasive intracellular measure-
ment of neutrophils (37). Because the measurements were performed
at a higher frequency to allow comparison with the published data,
particles chosen for tracking were in focus for at least 100 frames.

Statistical analysis. All results are expressed as means 	 SE.
Comparisons of data were carried out using the paired, two-tailed
Student’s t-test, and findings that showed either P � 0.05 or P � 0.01
were considered significant.

RESULTS

Neutrophils were introduced into microchannels comprising
two different cross-sectional dimensions; a larger cross-sec-
tional area with dimensions of 5 �m in width and 2.5 �m in
height, and a second smaller area with channel width of 5 �m

Fig. 4. Schematic diagram illustrating the division of the neutrophil cytoplasm
into 2 regions; zone 1, proximal to the nucleus; and zone 2, distal from nucleus
up to the cell leading or trailing edge. Only granules dispersed in zone 2 were
selected for particle tracking. Ll, length from nuclear boundary to the leading
edge; Lt, length from nuclear boundary to the trailing edge.
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and height of 1.5 �m. The effective diameter of the micro-
channels was calculated using the relationship effective diam-
eter 
 �4WH/�, where W is width and H is height, hence,
giving us effective diameters of 4.0 and 3.1 �m, denoted by DL

and DS, respectively. Most experiments were carried out at
37°C, but some were also conducted at 23°C to examine the
temperature-dependent behavior of the cell. We found exper-
imentally that the threshold pressure for the cell to successfully
deform into the microchannels was �0.4 mmH2O for DL, and
�2 mmH2O for DS. Therefore, different pressure ranges (P)
were used for the two channels: P 
 1, 10, and 50 mmH2O
for DL; P 
 10 and 50 mmH2O for DS. The values of P
chosen were above the threshold pressure for the respective
channel diameters but within physiological limits experienced
by neutrophils in pulmonary capillaries (16).

Typical trajectories of the granules, individual mean-square
displacements, and average mean-square displacement plots
for neutrophils before and after mechanical deformation are
shown in Fig. 5, C–E. A representative sequence of events
during neutrophil deformation, followed by trapping and, ulti-
mately, pseudopod formation is depicted in Fig. 6. The location
of pseudopod projection occurred randomly (either at the
leading or trailing edge of the cell but never at both sites). After

pseudopod formation, the cell would begin to crawl along the
microchannel in the direction of the pseudopod protrusion.

An increase in P resulted in a decrease in entrance time
(Fig. 7) as evidenced, for example, by comparing the data for
DL, 1 mmH2O, 37°C, and DL, 10 mmH2O, 37°C. Increasing
the cross-sectional area of the microchannel produced a similar
effect (DS, 10 mmH2O, 37°C, vs. DL, 10 mmH2O, 37°C), as
was the case when the temperature was raised from 23 to 37°C
(e.g., DL, 1 mmH2O, 23°C vs. DL, 1 mmH2O, 37°C).

The time to pseudopod formation is shown in Fig. 8 for
different experimental conditions. Pseudopods were observed
for DL, 1 mmH2O and DL, 10 mmH2O at 37°C, but not for
similar conditions at 23°C. Only when P was raised to 50
mmH2O for the case of DL, 23°C, was pseudopod projection
observed, and then only after �100 s from the time of cell
entry into the channel. For DL, 1 mmH2O, 23°C and DL, 10
mmH2O, 23°C, no pseudopod projection was observed even
though the cells were monitored for �10 min.

Because the time to pseudopod activation varied with tem-
perature, we focused on the conditions at 37°C to examine the
effect of entrance time. Comparison of experiments carried out
at 37°C (Fig. 9) showed a clear inverse correlation between
deformation rate (computed as the inverse of entrance time)

Fig. 5. A: image of a round, passive neutrophil. Clearly seen
are the endogeneous granules in the cytoplasm of the cell. Scale
bar, 5 �m. B: image of a neutrophil that had spread out on a
coverslip showing many endogeneous granules dispersed
throughout the cytoplasm. As described in MATERIALS AND

METHODS, only granules located at least 2 �m away from the
nucleus (an example is shown with an arrow) were tracked,
whereas granules situated proximal to the nucleus were ignored
in the tracking. Scale bar, 5 �m. C: individual mean-squared-
displacement (MSD) traces of randomly selected endogeneous
granules for passive, round neutrophils. Inset: typical trajectory
of the centroid of a granule used to calculate the MSD. D:
individual MSD traces of randomly selected endogeneous gran-
ules for neutrophils that have undergone deformation into a
microchannel. Inset: typical trajectory of the centroid of a
granule used to calculate the MSD. E: typical plot of average
MSD curves for neutrophils before and after exposure to
mechanical stimulation.
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and the time of pseudopod formation. These results suggest
that neutrophil activation, as reflected by pseudopod formation,
will occur more rapidly when neutrophils are subjected to a
higher rate of deformation.

To investigate the effects of mechanical deformation on the
viscoelastic properties of neutrophils, we used the multiple-
particle-tracking method. The technique was first applied to
adherent and spread neutrophils (Fig. 5B). Measurements at 1
Hz (see Table 1) revealed a G� of 43.8 	 5.0 dyn/cm2 and � of
2.2 	 0.3 dyn �s �cm�2. Round, passive neutrophils introduced
into the glass-slide coverslip chamber and allowed to settle on
the coverslip were also studied. Due to the presence of plasma
in their surrounding medium, the majority of the neutrophils
(�98%) remained round (Fig. 5A) and free of pseudopod
projection. Some of these adhered nonspecifically to the cov-
erslip, whereas the rest floated loosely at the bottom of the
chamber. Because the round, adherent cells remained station-
ary, they were chosen for particle tracking. The viscoelastic
values of neutrophils were G� 
 242 	 21 dyn/cm2 and G� 

470 	 40 dyn �cm�2 at 37°C, as summarized in Table 1. These
values were significantly lower (P � 0.05) than the viscoelastic
moduli at 23°C (G� 
 303 	 19 dyn/cm2 and
G� 
 649 	 55 dyn �cm�2), highlighting the effect of temper-
ature on the mechanical properties of the cell.

To study the effect of mechanical deformation on the vis-
coelastic properties of neutrophils, particle tracking was per-
formed once the cells had entered the microchannel. The
experiments were carried out at 37°C. The motion of neutro-

Fig. 6. Image sequence showing a neutrophil flowing toward the microchannel
entrance (A), the leading edge of the cell just crossing the channel inlet (B), the
cell undergoing deformation (C), the trailing edge of fully deformed cell just
clearing the channel mouth (D), and subsequently, the neutrophil was trapped
in the channel (E). After some time, the cell can be seen to form a pseudopod
projection (F–H). Arrow F points to the location at the trailing edge of the cell
where pseudopod protrusion was first seen. Here, the neutrophil was flowing
into an effective diameter of 4.0 �m (DL) under a pressure difference of 50
mmH2O at 37°C. Scale bar, 5 �m.

Fig. 7. Entrance time for different experimental conditions. Data are expressed
as means 	 SE. Number of observations for the corresponding experimental
conditions are as follows: DL, 1 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 8); DL, 10 mmH2O, 37°C
(n 
 8); DS, 10 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 4); DS, 50 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 4); DL,
1 mmH2O, 23°C (n 
 5); DL, 10 mmH2O, 23°C (n 
 8); DL, 50 mmH2O, 23°C
(n 
 6)

Fig. 8. Time to pseudopod projection for different experimental conditions.
Data are means 	 SE. n Values for the corresponding experimental conditions
are as follows: DL, 1 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 5); DL, 10 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 8);
DS, 10 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 4); DS, 50 mmH2O, 37°C (n 
 4); DL, 50 mmH2O,
23°C (n 
 5). Not shown in the figure are data for DL, 1 mmH2O, 23°C (n 

5) and DL, 10 mmH2O, 23°C (n 
 6), in which no pseudopod projection was
observed even though the cells were monitored for at least 10 min.

Fig. 9. Effect of rate of deformation on time to pseudopod projection for
neutrophils at 37°C.
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phil granules was monitored as soon as the cell was immobi-
lized and the image focused. Tracking continued until the first
observation of pseudopod projection, beyond which the cell
began to crawl and granular motion became erratic, compli-
cating the analysis. The temporal changes in G� and G� for the
different flow conditions are shown in Figs. 10 and 11, respec-
tively. With the use of values obtained for passive, round
neutrophils (Table 1) as controls, the data show that mechan-
ical deformation causes a significant drop (P � 0.05) in G� and
G�. For all flow conditions, the mean value of G� was reduced
by �50–60% from its predeformation value of 242 dyn/cm2.
Similarly, the mean value of G� was reduced by �35–50%
after deformation. Interestingly, although mechanical deforma-
tion resulted in a softer and less viscous cytoplasm, the drop in
magnitude of G� and G� was quantitatively similar and inde-
pendent of the degree of deformation. For the flow conditions
of DL at 1 (37°C) and 10 mmH2O (37°C) and DS at 50 mmH2O
(37°C), the cell maintained the softer, lower G� until pseudo-
pod projections appeared. However, for the flow condition of
DS at 10 mmH2O (37°C) after the initial drop, G� and G� were

seen to recover to roughly their predeformation values before
pseudopod projection. This flow condition corresponded to the
case of lowest rate of deformation in Fig. 9.

Although quantitative particle tracking was not possible
once the neutrophils begin to crawl, observation of random
granule motion of the neutrophils showed periodic cycling of
enhanced and reduced motion paralleling the cyclic projection
of pseudopods during cell locomotion. The granules at the
pseudopod leading edge were seen to have increased activity
when a new wave of granules first flowed into the pseudopod;
however, the granule activity soon diminished and remained
low even during the next cycle of pseudopod projection. Only
after the new pseudopod had fully extended would granular
motion increase again when the next wave of granules entered
the newly formed pseudopod. These observations are consis-
tent with those seen in neutrophils locomoting on a flat sub-
strate (37).

DISCUSSION

This study provides direct evidence that mechanical force of
a magnitude comparable to that encountered by a neutrophil
during transit through the microcirculation exerts a strong and
fundamental effect on cell structure and function. The conse-
quences of mechanical stimulation are immediate, occurring
within seconds of stimulation, and substantial. A drop in shear
modulus by �60% is observed within seconds of entering a
constriction, independent of magnitude of the stimulus. In
contrast, pathways leading to migratory behavior are excited in
a strain rate-dependent manner, suggesting that these two
phenomena may be independently controlled. Taken together,
these results suggest an important role for mechanical stimu-

Table 1. Measurements of G�, G�, and G�/G�

G�,
dyn/cm2

G�,
dyn/cm2 G�/G�

Adherent, spreading neutrophil, 37°C (n 
 4;
N 
 70) 44 14 0.32

Passive, round neutrophil, 37°C (n 
 4; N 
 51) 242 470 1.9
Passive, round neutrophil, 23°C (n 
 4; N 
 71) 303 649 2.1

Elastic modulus (G�), loss modulus (G�), and their ratio (G�/G�), at 1 Hz, of
adherent spread neutrophils at 37°C and passive, round neutrophils at 37°C and
23°C. n, Number of cells; N, number of granules.

Fig. 10. Temporal change in elastic modulus
(G�) of neutrophil after mechanical deforma-
tion into a microchannel at a lag time of
0.03 s. Graphs show changes in G� under
different flow conditions at 37°C. Time 
 0 s
represents the instance when the leading edge
of the cell had just crossed the channel inlet.
The time at which G� could first be recorded
varied due to dissimilar entrance time for the
different flow conditions. Value of G� for
passive, round neutrophils at 37°C (Table 1)
serves as control. Data are means 	 SE. n,
Number of cells; N, no. of granules. *P �
0.05 and **P � 0.01 compared with control;
†P � 0.05 and ††P � 0.01 compared with
data at time 
 15 s.
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lation of neutrophils, influencing both their rheology and their
migratory tendencies.

The combination of microfabrication and particle tracking
microrheology allowed us to simultaneously visualize and
quantify the response of neutrophils. Previous studies of neu-
trophil deformation have been conducted using in vitro filtra-
tion (7, 21, 31) or micropipette aspiration (6, 30). In the former,
large cell numbers enabled studies of changes in deformabili-
ties and biochemical analysis of the changes in F-actin content
and free intracellular Ca2� concentration, for example, but
direct rheological measurements were not possible. Micropi-
pette experiments provide data on cell rheology, determined
from entrance times, but provide limited data on time-depen-
dent changes in viscoleastic properties or changes in specific
cell constituents. Analysis of the thermal motions of endoge-
nous granules would be difficult in this situation due to the
requirement of high-resolution optics. In particular, methods
used previously to infer rheological properties from micropi-
pette aspiration times assume that the rheological parameters
are constant in time and unaffected by the mechanical forces
imposed during manipulation of the cell. Our results suggest
that this may not be a valid assumption.

The microfluidic device was coupled to a macrofluidic
system consisting of a set of reservoirs. Pressure difference
was imposed across the microchannel by varying the height of
water in the reservoirs. The threshold pressure (Pthr) for DL

and DS in the experiment was compared with the theoretical
expression Pthr 
 4�[(1/Dpipette) � (1/Dcell)], where Dpipette is
the diameter of the pipette, Dcell is the cell diameter, and the
cell cortical tension (� 
 35 pN/�m) has been measured
previously (39). Due to the rectangular cross section used in
the present experiments, we can make only an approximate

comparison by substituting effective diameter for Dpipette. Do-
ing so, we find that the experimentally measured values of
Pthr (0.4 and 2.0 mmH2O for the large and small channels,
respectively) are somewhat lower than the theoretically pre-
dicted values of 1.9 and 2.7 mmH2O, but this difference could
be attributable to the different cross-sectional shape or entrance
geometry. In contrast, entrance times observed in the present
experiments were �40 times smaller than those reported in the
literature for micropipette aspiration under similar driving
pressures and diameters. Cross-sectional shape might also
influence entrance times, but the entrance geometry also likely
contributes. Previous numerical simulations have shown that
entrance times depend strongly on the axial radius of curvature
of the entrance (1). This would be consistent with the obser-
vation that the entrance to our microchannels tends to be
somewhat more rounded than that of a micropipette. However,
aside from a slight lowering of the threshold pressure and
shorter entrance times, the effects of driving pressure, channel
cross-sectional area, and temperature (Fig. 7) are generally
consistent with previously published results (8).

Mechanical deformation of neutrophils into the pulmonary
capillaries induced pseudopod formation for all experimental
conditions at 37°C but only at the higher values of P for
experiments at 23°C (Fig. 8). Comparing similar experimental
conditions, it took considerably longer for pseudopod projec-
tion at the lower temperature (10–30 s at 37°C and �100 s at
23°C). Furthermore, the results indicate that, for a given
temperature, the time to pseudopod projection is inversely
correlated to the rate of deformation of the neutrophil (Fig. 9),
which we use here as a measure of the stimulus magnitude.
These results are consistent with observations of activation
reported in a previous micropipette aspiration study (8) that

Fig. 11. Temporal change in loss modulus
(G�) of neutrophil after mechanical deforma-
tion into a microchannel at a lag time of
0.03 s. Graphs show changes in G� under
different flow conditions at 37°C. Time 
 0 s
represents the instance when the leading edge
of the cell had just crossed the channel inlet.
The time at which G� could be first recorded
varied due to dissimilar entrance time for the
different flow conditions. Value of G� for
passive, round neutrophils at 37°C (Table 1)
serves as control. Data are means 	 SE.
*P � 0.05 and **P � 0.01 compared with
control; †P � 0.05 and ††P � 0.01 com-
pared with data at time 
 15 s.
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reported a transition from passive to active motile state, with
activation time varying between 0 and 120 s at 37°C and
between 60 and 120 s at 23°C. Hence, our results confirm that
mechanical deformation is not a passive event; rather, it leads
to neutrophil activation with pseudopod formation if the stim-
ulus is sufficiently large. Above the threshold stimulus, it
appears that the time required for activation is dependent on the
rate of deformation experienced by the cell, implying the
existence of a mechanosensing or signal transduction mecha-
nism in the cell that is able to modulate the response according
to the magnitude of the mechanical stimulus. In contrast, we
found that neutrophil entrance time behaved in a manner more
consistent with a passive cell in that it was determined primar-
ily by the initial value of the shear modulus, which was only
slightly dependent on temperature. (Fig. 7).

Our measurements of viscoelastic moduli of adherent,
spread neutrophils obtained using the particle tracking system
(Table 1) can be compared with published results of Yanai et
al. (37), who reported mean values of G� 
 �10 dyn/cm2 and
viscosity � 
 �4.0 dyn �s/cm2 for the body and trailing region
of the neutrophil using an optical trap to excite the granules at
frequencies between 0.3 and 3 Hz. Our measurements for �
matched closely with the previously published results, whereas
the value for G� was about four times higher. One potential
explanation for this difference is that the optical trap technique
was capable of measuring only those granules that were freely
moving, whereas other particles were too stiff to be oscillated
at maximum laser power.

Table 1 also shows the ratio of G� to G� for the measure-
ments carried out on adherent, spread neutrophils and those for
passive, round cells at 37 and 23°C. Our value of G�-to-G� ratio
of 0.32 for adherent, spread neutrophils matches the value of
�0.3 obtained at 0.75 Hz using magnetic twisting cytometry
(10). However, there are no similar figures reported in the
literature for passive, round cells. Nevertheless, the values of
G�-to-G� ratio of �2.0 for passive, round cells is within the
limits of the values (0.25–20) reported for other cell types
using various experimental techniques (10, 34, 36).

To gain further insight into the effects of mechanical defor-
mation on the cytoskeletal structure of the neutrophil, the
granules of the neutrophils were tracked to monitor the change
in rheology of the cell before and after deformation. Mechan-
ical deformation results in a reduction in elastic moduli by
50–60%, within 10–15 s after the initial stimulus, from its
value as a passive, round cell before deformation (Figs. 10 and
11). Similarly, the loss moduli drop by 35–50% from the
unactivated values of the cells. These data demonstrate that
mechanical deformation causes either disruption or remodeling
of the neutrophil cytoskeleton. In view of the decrease in
viscoelastic properties of the cell, this might be due either to a
sudden depolymerization of filamentous actin or rupture of
cross-links bridging between actin filaments. The lack of a
significant temperature effect on entrance time, in combination
with the short time scale of the modulus changes (�10 s), leads
us to favor the theory that the rapid deformation ruptures actin
cross-links. In contrast, Kitagawa and coworkers (21) observed
an immediate but short-lived increase in F-actin, leading them
to conclude that mechanical deformation resulted in an in-
crease in actin cross-linking events rather than actin polymer-
ization. Further experiments are required to reconcile these
seemingly contradictory results.

Another interesting observation is that the magnitude of drop
in the values of G� and G� after deformation was found to be
independent of the degree of deformation. This is in contrast
with the time to pseudopod formation, which correlates with
the rate of deformation. Also, neutrophils subjected to low
deformation rates were observed to recover much of their
modulus reduction within �30 s and return nearly to their
initial mechanical state. These data suggest that the extent of
depolymerization or loss of actin cross-linking is similar re-
gardless of the magnitude or rate of deformation, at least within
the range of these experiments, but the initiation of actin
polymerization to form pseudopods is dependent on the mag-
nitude of force transduced. One scenario consistent with these
observations is that the large strain deformations effectively
shear and rupture many of the actin cross-links, leaving them
attached to one filament but displaced relative to their initial
cross-linking site. Once the deformation stops, these cross-
links can reform but do so in the new, deformed state, returning
the cell to its initial mechanical state but in a new, deformed
geometry. Thus it appears that the molecular mechanism con-
trolling the depolymerization/actin cross-link breakdown is
separate from the mechanism governing pseudopod formation
and viscoelastic recovery; however, further experiments would
be needed to confirm this.

This evidence of viscoelastic recovery could help explain
results from neutrophil recovery experiments after deformation
into micropipettes (32). In that study, neutrophils were aspi-
rated fully into a micropipette and held for various periods of
time before being expelled. Cells held in the micropipette for a
short time (�5 s) exhibited a rapid elastic rebound immediately
after being expelled from the pipette. In contrast, neutrophils
held for longer times (�5 s) displayed a smoother recovery and
took much longer to recover to their spherical shape (�75 s to
reach 90% of its full recovery compared with �55 s for the
short holding time). These observations can be explained on
the basis of the rapid fall and slower recovery of modulus after
deformation observed in the present experiments. Cells ejected
immediately after being aspirated would have a low internal
modulus and few cross-links; thus their surface tension could
rapidly return the cell to a spherical shape. Cells held for a
longer period would remodel due to reformation of actin
cross-links; on ejection, the cell would need to remodel once
again but this time under the action of a much smaller restoring
force that was due to surface tension alone.

We recognize that the multiple particle tracking technique
used in this investigation has limitations, especially compared
with the recently developed method of two-particle microrheo-
logy (4, 11). In multiple particle tracking, granule size must be
estimated, introducing error (a factor of �2) into the viscoelas-
tic modulus obtained. In two-particle microrheology, the cross-
correlated motion of pairs of particles is independent of particle
size and shape and is unaffected by the coupling between the
particles and the medium. Unfortunately, measurement by the
two-particle technique requires data collection over a much
longer period of time than the multiple particle tracking
method, hence preventing us from monitoring temporal
changes in the cell. The two-particle microrheology technique
is more suitable for measurements where the behavior of the
cells is relatively unchanged over the period of data collection
(25). Thus we resort to the multiple particle tracking method in
the present study, and in the application of this technique, we
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maximized the accuracy of the results by eliminating granules
that are not circular and also by selecting granules of almost
equal size. Because active motion can only cause an apparent
reduction in modulus (greater granular motion), however, these
results represent a lower bound on modulus.

In summary, this study shows that mechanical deformation
of neutrophils into pulmonary capillaries results in activation
of the cell by inducing cytoskeletal remodeling, leading to
changes in viscoelastic properties and pseudopod projection.
Hence, mechanical deformations are capable of activating a
neutrophil, providing a migratory stimulus and thereby enhanc-
ing their tendency to transmigrate across the endothelium.

APPENDIX

The design of the microchannel was drawn in AutoCAD (Au-
todesk, San Rafael, CA) for fabrication on chromium masks (Pho-
tronics, Brookfield, CT) (Fig. 1). The fabrication of the master utilized
the technique of two-level photolithography. Silicon wafers [100 mm,
425–525 �m, 1–10 � (1-0-0); Transition Technology International,
Sunnyvale, CA] were spin-coated with the first layer of SU-8 2002
photoresist (Microchem, Newton, MA) to a thickness of either 1.5 or
2.5 �m, and prebaked at 95°C for 2 min. The resist was then exposed
to ultraviolet light with an intensity of 10 mW/cm2 for 11.5 s through
the first chromium mask with features of the microchannel and the
reservoirs. The resist was postbaked at 95°C for 2 min, which
cross-linked the regions exposed to ultraviolet light. Next, a second
layer of SU-8 2010 photoresist was spin-coated to a thickness of 15
�m on top of the first layer, followed by prebaking at 95°C for 4 min.
The second chromium mask with features of the reservoirs only was
aligned, and the photoresist was exposed for 20 s. After postbaking
again at 95°C for 3 min, SU-8 developer (Microchem) was used for 5
min to develop the features in both resist layers. Finally, the height of
the microchannel was checked with a profilometer (Dektak 2, Veeco
Instruments, Woodbury, NY).

When the master was successfully fabricated, the device was
formed in PDMS by replica molding. The master of photoresist was
first treated with trimethylchlorosilane (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) to prevent adhesion of PDMS to the master after curing. A
curing agent and PDMS prepolymer (SYLGARD 184 Silicone Elas-
tomer Kit, Dow Corning, Midland, MI) were mixed together and
degassed for 5 min to remove air bubbles. The mixture was then
poured onto the master and cured in an oven at 80°C for 3 h. When
cured, the PDMS was removed by peeling off the master. Inlet and
outlet reservoir ports were formed by punching the PDMS with a
16-gauge adapter needle. Through these bored tunnels, inlet and outlet
tubes would later be inserted, which allowed connection of the
microfluidic device to the external macrofluidic system.

The final step involved sealing the PDMS to a glass coverslip. The
coverslip was also spin-coated with a thin layer of the same PDMS
elastomer and cured in the oven. Both the microdevice and the
coverslip were subjected to plasma oxidation for 30 s (Plasma
Cleaner, Harrick Scientific, Ossining, NY), after which the surfaces
were brought together to form an irreversible seal and produce the
finished device (Fig. 2).
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